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139 NetApp callback (not configurable)
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2049 NFS
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A. IAFIS-IC-0020, February 1, 1993; Baseline Version

B. IAFIS-IC-0020 (VI), September 1, 1993—This version adds IOC data flows as Ap-

pendix D, updates FOC data flows in Appendix B, makes modifications to message

definitions in Appendix A, updates text in IAFIS Functional Interfaces section and

the IAFIS Communications Interfaces section to reflect above mentioned modifica-

tions, and makes other minor adjustments. The CCB approved RFCs incorporated in

version one (VI) are 126, 146, 160, 162, 171, 173, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183,

184, 185, 292, 294, and 295.

C. IAFIS-IC-0020 (V2), August 17, 1994—This version updates the IOC and FOC data

flows to reflect the message name and numbers appearing in the Message Definition

Database (MDD). It also provides a new Appendix A, IAFIS Message Definitions,

which presents the use of the MDD for configuration control ofthe messages. This

version also removes all references to configuration management as a MIDS function,

changes the transaction ownership for Electronic Consolidations, incorporates data

flows for CCNR Modifications, III File Maintenance Requests, and III Inquiries, and

makes other minor adjustments. The CCB approved RFCs incorporated in version

two (V2) are 464(R1), 602, 604, 631, 649, 650, 660, 661, 665, 670, 689, 690, 691,

696, 697, and 709.

D. IAFIS-IC-0020 (V3), March 21, 1995—This version updates the IOC and FOC data

flows, and sections 3 and 4 of the basic document to reflect technical changes result-

ing from an extensive Critical Requirements Issues Working Group effort. In addition

to general changes to the data flows, specific clarification concerning communication

interfaces, the IN/FICS interface, procedures for restoring criminal data, civil

processing, record consolidation, MIDS definition, and some aspects of Latent

processing were changed. The E/F CCB-approved RFCs incorporated in version 3

(V3) are 782, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 820, 840, 841, and 863.

E. IAFIS-IC-0020(V4) August 18, 1995—This version updates the ICD with RFCs 902

and 821. RFC 902 contained numerous administrative updates discovered during a

review ofV3. RFC 821 documents the concepts ofTransaction Handshaking and File

Synchronization within IAFIS.

F. IAFIS-IC-0020(V5) November 2, 1 995. This version incorporates new data flows

added in RFC 901, includes III/FBI segments resolutions identified in RFC 915 and

the administrative RFC 928. In addition to these RFCs, the following corrections

were incorporated:

“FCE has been globally changed to “FE.”

“(RFC)” has been changed to “RFC.”

ITN, AFIS, and III have been changed to IN/FBI, AFIS/FBI and III/FBI.

“TBR” has been changed to “TBD.”

All references to the Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) have been stan-

dardized.

G. IAFIS-IC-0020(V6), December 14, 1995—This version incorporates RFC 909, which
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eliminated all direct and indirect electronic communication between LCMS and IA-

FIS; RFC 921 removes Table 6-2, updates Table 3-1, Table 12, Table 13 and Table

14, numerous messages in Sequencing and Notes, miscellaneous updates to Figures,

and various administrative updates; and RFC 934, which completes the contents of

the Message Definition Database and is included in Appendix A. It also reflects re-

finements in file maintenance operations ( Appendices B and D) and further defini-

tion of latent fingerprint processing (Appendix B).

H. IAFIS-IC-0020(V7), September 12, 1996—This version incorporates RFC 897

(V6R.1), which modifies IAFIS ICD to add new message information to Tables 3-1,

adds new IOC and FOC data Flow diagrams, and provides MDD message informa-

tion; RFC 904 (V6R.1), to clarify the file comparison requirements in the III/FBI,

AFIS/FBI, and IN/FBI Segment Specifications; RFC 917 (V6R1), allows DPS service

providers to request RANRs or other reports; RFC 924 (V6R1), which updates refer-

ence to Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification (EFTS) version 4 dated

August 18, 1995; RFC 930, Modifications to ICD Table 1, Appendix A Tables 1 1 and

12, Appendix B data flow diagram and notes, and Appendix D data flow diagrams

and notes; RFC 931, the IN/FBI FCE Physical Layer Interface, the CJIS WAN will

not be the local demar side ofthe CSU/DSUs as specified in Article 4. 1.1.1., Physical

layer Interface of the IAFIS ICD; RFC 932, remove references to ITN controlling se-

curity for IAFIS from the ICD; RFC 935, modify IAFIS messages A1003, A3026,

and El003 in the MDD to include additional fields to support transmit of electronic

rap sheet; RFC 938, Modify Table 3-1 in ICD to include photo delete, and photo re-

trieve request; RFC 939, adds requirements to support IAFIS Filtering. The changes

provide the functions necessary to control the release of data on special subjects con-

tained in the IAFIS data files; RFC 870R2, need to develop a concept of operations

for Latent Search. Need to define/verify the requirement for the service provider to

cancel searches; RFC 944, defines three non-operational environments—training, test

and development; RFC 946 modify MDD sets to include “EDC” field; RFC 947, the

ICD—specified Nlets to IAFIS interface protocols do not reflect the current Nlets

Configuration, a modification to the ICD is needed to describe the current interface;

RFC 949R3, added requirement to notify originator of Wants and Flashes when IA-

FIS detects criminal activity; added requirement to process Wants and Flash Update

Notification message ($.A.WPT) received from NCIC 2000; RFC 955R1, to better

explain the IAFIS Special Latent Cognizant functionality and to resolve inconsisten-

cies; RFC 956, modifies requirements for blocking messages based on information

contained in the Multiblock Header Code; RFC 972, add message A1802 to Tables 3-

1 and Table 11.0, changed messages A1022 and A1027 to meet Build C Require-

ments, modify the IAFIS Header (IAFISHDR); and RFC 993 which incorporates

changes from ECP003 negotiations and administrative changes.

I. IAFIS-IC-0020(V8), June 6, 1997—This version release is a single-sided document

and will be managed as such hereafter; additionally, this version includes changes to

the “Standards and Guidelines” to reflect IAFIS CCB direction to have common base-
c-

lines across segments, updates/changes were made to: the IAFIS Systems Require-

ments Definition (SRD); the IAFIS System Specification; the IAFIS Interface Control

Document (ICD); and the CJIS Electronic Fingerprint Transmission Specification

(EBTS). This document incorporates the following RFCs: 953R1; 961; 971R1; 973;
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974; 975; 976; 977; 978; 979; 980; 981; 982; 983; 984; 985; 986; 987; 988; 989; 990;

998R1; 1002; 1003; 1004; 1005; 1006R1; 1008; 1009; 1010; 1012; 1015; 1021; 1022;

1023; 1047R2; 1048R1; 1025R2; 1026; 1027; 1033; 1045; 1046; and 1076.

J. IAFIS-IC-0020 (WD)—Working Draft, November 7, 1997—This version release is a

Working Draft provided to facilitate the RFC writing process. This working draft in-

corporates the following RFCs subject to the aforementioned limitations: 1035R3,

1040R1, 1043R1, 1044R1, 1050R1, 1051R3, 1053R2, 1055, 1056R1, 1057R1,

1058R1, 1060R1, 1062, 1064R1, 1065R1, 1066R3, 1067R1, 1069R1, 1070R1,

1071R1, 1072R2, 1073R1, 1074R1, 1075R1, 1078R1, 1079R1, 1080R1, 1082R1,

1084R1, 1085R1, 1086R2, 1088R1, 1090R1, 1093R1, 1095R1, 1096R1, 1097R1,

1098R1, 1099R1, 1100, 1102R1, 1104R1, 1109, 1113R1, 1115R1, 1118R1, 1120R1,

1121R2, 1122R2, 1126, 1127R1, 1128R1, and 1139.

K. IAFIS-IC-0020 (V9), March 31, 1998—This version release incorporates the follow-

ing RFCs:

1035R3—Modifications to MDD Messages: E1013-Electronic Latent Submission

Response, A1016-Latent Feature Search Candidate List, A1 020-Ten-Print Fingerprint

Search, E1020 EFTS Ten-Print Fingerprint Search, A1021 Latent Search, E1021

Electronic Latent Search, A1028 Latent Features Search, A1034 Latent Search Can-

didate List. Modified the following MDD Sets: T2LATENT, T2LSR, T2SRL, T2TP,

T7USRIMG, and T9TRANS. Creation ofnew MDD set: ILFSD. Deletion ofMDD
set: T2TPFS. Creation ofnewMDD elements: AFV, FGP-N, IDC-B, LEN-B, ULF.

Modifications to: CIN, CIX, CRP, DLT, EAD, FNR, LCX, MINI, MRC, MATCH-
SCORE, OCA, OFR, RDG, SEX, SOC, CAN, NCR, DOB2.
1040R1—Revise affected documents and applicable message elements to include

country of citizenship (CTZ) as a data element in the III/FBI database.

1043R1—Modified element AAC. Created a newMDD message A3314, SEARCH
STATUS FOR NON-IDENT, NON-RETAIN, TEN-PRINT SUBMISSIONS. Added

“NOTE: A3314 to Figures 21. l-01a steps (11, 12), 21.1-01b steps (11, 12) and 21.1-

01c steps (15, 16) Update dataflow charts.

1044R1—Element format types (numeric, alphanumeric, and alphanumeric special)

were corrected for elements ICN, SCN2, SERV, MTY, and ERRC in ICD Appendix

A, Message Definition Database (MDD). .

1050R1—Modified existing elements to be consistent with ICWG agreements: env-

removed unnecessary restrictions, gca-added permissible values, hll-added permissi-

ble values, icn-no longer allow a blank as a special character, ipri-added permissible

values, isize-added permissible values, need-added permissible values, rsnd-corrected

the permissible values, vll-added permissible values, mfii-changed length, added ex-

ample.

1051R3—Change made to Data Flow Diagram Figure 21. 1-0la Sequencing and

Notes. Add requirements to Table 4-1.

1053R2—Add requirement for ITN/FBI to validate ORI and Line Number of incom-

ing submissions/requests using ORI File, NCIC Line Number Table, and Type of

Transaction. Add requirement for III/FBI to validate ORI using ORI Table, Type of

Transaction, and Purpose Code. Add requirement for ITN FE to receive S.A.ORI and

$.A.LIN messages from NCIC 2000.

1055—Delete references to Unsolicited Messages A3 1 04, N3 104 in DFD 21.1-1 and
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21.1-2. Delete A3 104 andN3 104 Messages from MDD. Delete references to messag-

es in ICD tables 3-1, 12.0 and 14.0. Delete Unsolicited_CNR_Report set in MDD.
1056R1—

A

dding unsolicited messages A3121,N3121,A3112 and N3 1 12 TO DFD
21.4-7 and 22.3-3 in ICD. Changed message name on N3 121, A3 121.

1057R1—Deleted flow representing Unsolicited Message on Figure 21.3-6. Changed

name ofmessage A1032 from FNU Search to Service Provider Subject Search Re-

quest on Figure 21.3-6. Changed name ofmessage A1033 from FNU Search Re-

sponse to Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record on Figure 21.3-6. Added

flow ofmessage A1029 between III/FBI and ITN/FBI on Figure 21.3-6. Renumbered

flows on Figure 21.3-6. Embellished Sequencing and Notes for Figure 21.3-6. Added

DFD 21.3-6 to description ofmessage A1029. Modified description ofmessage

A3036.

1058R1—Changes to MDD elements include: DAT3-Added restrictions, DATE-
TIME-Added restrictions, IMAGEC-Changed maximum size to 70,000, IMP-Added

description, example, and restrictions, ISR1 Fixed description and format added re-

strictions. TMR-Added restrictions. Changes to MDD Set: ASRR-Changed maximum
number of occurrences to 20.

1060R1—these changes allow the current Queued Response and No Response mes-

sage protocols to include an optional transfer ofmessage data in a file named within

the requesting message. This file transfer option is then applied as noted herein to all

ITN-AFIS messages, which may include images.

1062—

D

elete MDD messages A3080, A3081, and A3082. Change Data Flows 21.3-

17 and 21.3-18 and replace the deleted messages with already existing messages

A1040 and A1042. Add CONDITION information to messages A1040 and A1042.

Correct ICD tables 3-1, 12.0 and 14.0, removing the three messages.

1064R1—

D

eleted flow representing Unsolicited Message on Figure 21.3-12.

Changed name ofmessage A1032 from FNU Search to Service Provider Subject

Search Request on Figure 21.3-12. Changed name ofmessage A1033 from FNU
Search Response to Service Provider Subject Search Candidate REC on Figure 21.3-

12. Added flow ofmessage A1029 between III/FBI and ITN/FBI on Figure 21.3-12,

Renumbered flows on Figure 21.3-12. Embellished Sequencing and Notes on Figure

21.3-

12. Embellished message A1029 definition (added dfd 21.3-12). Corrected and

embellished message A3040 definition.

1065R1—Deleted figure 21.3-1 1—External Record Sealing Request Data Flow. In-

corporated A3 124 message into Unsolicited Message flow and deleted from Figures

22.3-

1, 22.3-2, and 22.3-3. Add flow for A3045 message to Figure 22-3-1 and 22.3-2

for file synchronization. Add flow for A3 150 message to Figures 22.3-1, 22.3-2, and

22.3-

3 for unsolicited reports. Added flows for A33 12 and A33 1 1 to figure 22.3-1

and 22.3-2 for file synchronization with AFIS. Updated sequencing and notes for

Figure 22.3-1, 22.3-2, and 22.3-3. Added reference to Figure 22.3-1, 22.3-2, and

22.3-3 to definition ofmessage A3 150. Added reference to Figure 22.3-1 and 22.3-2

to definition ofmessages A3045, A33 1 1, and A33 12. Updated definitions ofmessag-

es A3207, N3207, A3208, N3208, A3209, N3209, A3210, N3210, A321 1, N321

1

A3212, andN3212.

1066R3—Modified Figure 21.3-8 Sequencing and Notes. Modified message defini-

tions A1029, A3027, A3029, A3031, A3045, A3150, A3311, A3312, and A3321.
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1067R1—Deleted flow message A3031 from III/FBI to ITN/FBI in Figure 21.3-7.

Deleted flow message from A3027 from ITN/FBI to III/FBI in Figure 21.3-7. Added

flow for message A3045 from III/FBI to ITN/FBI in Figure 21.3-7. Deleted flows for

messages A3 124 and N3 124 and incorporated into the notes for the Unsolicited Mes-

sage flow in Figure 21.3-7. In Figure 21.3-7 deleted flow for messages A3031 from

III/FBI to AFIS/FBI and A3027 from AFIS/FBI to III/FBI. Added flows for messages
'

A3321 and A3312 from ITN/FBI to AFIS/FBI, and A3311 from AFIS/FBI to ITN/FB

in Figure 21.3-7. Added flow from III/FBI to ITN/FBI representing desk-top printer

reports in Figure 21.3-7. Renumbered flows and embellished sequencing and notes

for figure 21.3-7. Added information to descriptions ofmessages A3205 and A3206.

Added Figure 21.3-7 to DFD list for message 3045. Changed mate ofmessage A3312

to A33 1 1 instead ofA3027.

1069R1—Changed Messages A1090, A1091, A1092, A1093 and E1000. Changed

Message Sets T2CPD, T2CPR, T2PDR and T2PRR. Replaced Set T10TRANS.
Changed MDD elements CGA, CSP, DAT, HPS, HLL, PHD, POA, POS, RES, SLC,

SRC, and VPS. Added MDD elements IDC10, IMT10, PXS10 and VLL10.

1070R1—This RFC created MDD messages: A1007 Unsolved Latent Match (Inter-

nal); A1017 LPS ULF Latent Search; A1019 LPS ULF Search Response; A3302 Un-

solved Latent Image Add Response; A3322 Internal Unsolved Latent Delete Request

and A3354 Internal Unsolved Latent Add Confirm. Modified messages: A1004 Re-

sponse Data—Unsolved Latent Match; A1005 Unsolved Latent Match (External);

E1005 External Unsolved Latent Match; A1018 LPS ULF Ten-Print Search; A1055

Unsolved Latent Fingerprint Image Request; A1056 Unsolved Latent Fingerprint Im-

age Response; A3301 Unsolved Latent Image Add; E3325 External Unsolved Latent

Delete; A3325 Delete Unsolved Latent Record Request (Ext.); A3326 Unsolved La-

tent Image Delete; A3327 Unsolved Latent Image Delete Response; A3328 Delete

Unsolved Latent Record Response; A3329, Unsolved Latent Delete Response (Exter-

nal); E3329, External Unsolved Latent Delete Response; A3341 Unsolicited Un-

solved Latent Delete; A3342 Unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete (External); E3342

External Unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete; E3351 External Unsolved Latent Add
Confirm; A3351 Unsolved Latent Add Confirm (External); A3352 Unsolved Latent

Add Confirm Response; A3353 Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Response (External);

and E3353 External Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Response. NewMDD Ele-

ment/Set: T2ULAC, T2ULAR, T2ULD, T2ULDR, T2UULD, T2ULM, MSG-
Reason/Status/Error/Message, and ASCN-AFIS Segment Control Number (EFTS).

Modifications to Existing Data Flow Diagrams: 21.1-01 External Ten-Print Submis-

sion Data Flow, 21.1-02 Internal Ten-Print Submission Data Flow, 21.5-01 Remote

Latent Search Data Flow, 21.5-02 External Latent Submission Data Flow, 21.5-03 In-

ternal Latent Submission Data Flow, 21 .5-04 Internal Unsolved Latent Search, 21 .5-

05 Internal Unsolved Latent Delete Data Flow, 21.5-06 External Unsolved Latent De-

lete Data Flow, 21.5-07 Internal Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Data Flow, 21.5-08

External Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Data Flow, and 21 .5-09 Unsolicited Un-

solved Latent Delete Data Flow—DELETED.
1071R1—Delete messages to/from IDAS A1025 ATS Request, A1026 ATS Re-

sponse, and A1 130 IDAS File Maintenance Request. Delete message to/from

ITN/IAFIS FE, A1050 Fingerprint Image Request, and A1060 Fingerprint Image
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Submission. Delete request/response messages for fingerprint extraction data, A1 100

Request Fingerprint Feature Extraction, and A1 101 Fingerprint Feature Extraction

Response. Deleted unnecessary messages A1808 NCIC 2000 Wanted Persons In-

quiry, A1809 Person Hit Response, and A3300 Latent File Maintenance Request. De-

lete unused sets AST-1 ATS Search Request, AST-2 Subject Search Request Re-

sponse, and IDAS-FM IDAS File Maintenance.

1072R2—Changed ICD Tables 3-1, 11.0, 12.0, and 14.0 to add A3403/N3403 and

delete Messages A1808/N1808, A1809/N1809, A1811/N1811, and A1812. Message

A1812 is replaced by message A3 150. Changed Figures, Sequencing, and Notes to

revise Want and Flash processing in data flows 21.1-1, 21.1-2, 21.1-4, 21.3-2, 21.3-3,

21.3-

4, 21.3-6, 21.3-8, 21.3-10, 21.3-12, 21.3-13, 21.3-16, 21.3-21, and 21.4-2 to re-

flect Want and Flash processing. Change ICD Sequencing and Notes to delete

A1811/N1811 and Want and Flash processing from dataflows 21.2-1, 21.2-3, 21.3-

10.

21.3-

11, 21.3-14, 21.3-15, 21.4-3, 21.4-4, 21.4-5, 21.4-6, 21.4-7, 21.5-2, 21.5-3,

21.3-

1, 22.3-2, and 22.3-3. Revise MDD messages A1312 and A1313 to reflect Want

and flash processing. Revise MDD report “III IDENT MESSAGE—ONLINE HIT

NOTIFICATION” used in A3403/N3403 to include III DEC with FII.

1073R1—This RFC corrects the ICD Data Flows identified: 21.3-16 External Crimi-

nal Print Ident Data Flow, 21.4-01 External Criminal History Request Data Flow,

21.4-

03 External Subject Search Data Flow, 21.4-05 External III/FBI Administrative

Inquiry (ZI) Data Flow, 21.4-06 External III/FBI Availability Inquiry (ZR) Data

Flow, and 21.4-07 External III/FBI Record Status Inquiry (ZRS) Data Flow.

1074R1—Includes the following messages and set changes: MDD Message A1023-

Conditions: delete condition. MDD, Set T2ERRI: Changed/corrected Set Format and

Contents. FNU mandatory; SID optional. MDD, Set T2ERRL: Change CIN to 1 to 5

occurrences; change CIX to 0 to 5 occurrences.

1075R1—

A

dministrative corrections to the following: RFC 1006R1-Changed HGT1
to HGT in set “LDSSR.” Corrects error; HFT already is listed in contents of set.

RFC1021-Set T2NAR: delete second occurrence of o(“2.060” + MSG+”GS”)38. Cor-

rected format/Syntax of Set. Corrected FFN from optional to mandatory. Format er-

rors in T2NAR have also been corrected.

1078R1—MDD messages created: A3067 Latent Penetration Query Response Data,

A3068 Latent Repository Statistics Response Data, A3069 Latent Search Status and

Modification Response Data, A3070 Internal Latent Search Penetration Query,

A3071 Internal Latent Search Penetration Response, A3072 Internal Latent Search

Status and Modification Query, and A3073 Internal Latent Search Status and Modifi-

cation Query Response. MD messages modified: A3061 Latent Search Penetration

Query, A3062 Latent Penetration Query Response, A3063 Latent Repository Statis-

tics Query, A3064 Latent Repository Statistics Response, A3065 Latent Search Status

and Modification Query, and A3066 Latent Search Status and Modification Re-

sponse. Modifications to existing set descriptions: T2LPNQ Latent Penetration

.Query, T2LPNR Latent Penetration Query Response, T2LRSQ Latent Repository

Statistics Query, T2LRSR Latent Repository Statistics Response, T2LSMQ Latent

Status and Modification Query, and T2LSMR Latent Status and. Modification Re-

sponse. Modifications to existing element descriptions: CFS-Cancel Fingerprint

Search, PEN-Penetration Query Response, and RSR-Repository Statistics Response.
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Modifications to existing Data Flow Diagrams: 21.5-10 Internal Latent Search Pene-

tration Query Data Flow, 21.5-1 1 External Latent Search Penetration Query Data

Flow, 21.5-12 Internal Latent Repository Statistics Query Data Flow (DELETED),

21.5-13 External Latent Repository Statistics Query Data Flow, 21.5-14 Internal La-

tent Search Status and Modification Query Data Flow, and 21.5-15 External Latent

Search Status and Modification Query Data Flow.

1079R1—Undated ICD tables 3.0, 3-1, 1 1.0 and 14.0. Add new Data Flow number

21.1-4 with Sequencing and Notes. Add new messages A1043 and A1044. Delete set

structure CIVIL-IDENTIFICATION-DATA. Delete element HGT2 and HGT1

.

1080R1—Revised SET structure “T9TRANS” to reflect the EFTS type 9 records to

include minor changes.

1082R1—Replaced Figure 21 .3-14. Restore FNU Request Data Flow with data flow

of same number and title. The new workflow has the following messages: A1008 Re-

store FNU Query from ITN/FBI to III/FBI; A1009 Restore FNU Query Response

from III/FBI to ITN/FBI; A1033 Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

from III/FBI to ITN/FBI; A3407 Restore Criminal History Request from ITN/FBI to

III/FBI; A3027 File Maintenance Response from III/FBI to ITN/FBI; A3045 File

Synchronization Request from III/FBI to ITN/FBI; A3310 Update Fingerprint Fea-

tures Request from ITN/FBI to AFIS/FBI; A33 1 1 Update Fingerprint Features Re-

sponse from AFIS/FBI to ITN/FBI; A3331 File Maintenance Completion Notification

from ITN/FBI to III/FBI; A3 150 Unsolicited Report from III/FBI to ITN/FBI; and

A101 1 Cancel FNU Restorability from III/FBI to ITN/FBI. Deleted message A3409,

Restore Features Request. Added 21.3-14 workflow to message definitions A3027,

A3310, A3311, A3331, A31 17, and N31 17. Created new messages A1008, A1009,

and A101 1. Modified A3407; added 21.3-14 workflow. Modified A3045; added 21.3-

14 workflow. Modified A1033; added 21.3-14 workflow. Modified A3150; added

21.3-14 workflow. Modified FST element, AAC element, MSGCOD table. Removed

TBDs ofRST element and specified codes for Consolidation, Subject Expungement,

and Deceased. Modified RPTDEST to include destination for post-consolidation in-

formation. Modified Tables 3-1, 11, 12, and 14 to accommodate above. Modified

Segment Specifications to incorporate the changes necessary to accomplish the ac-

tions required for Restore FNU.
1084R1—This modification added Appendix C containing IAFIS error message defi-

nitions to the ICD.

1085R1—Updated Data Flow Diagram 21.3-21 sequencing and notes; delete the old

DFD 21.3-21 and replace with the new DFD 21.3-2; modify messages A1032,

A1033, A1048, A3027, A3045, A3105, A3311, A3312, A3404, L1048, L3404 and

N3105; change the PARTIAL-EXPUNGEMENT-DATA set; add anew element

TOS_NUM; and add new code table TOSJNUM.
1086R1—Add T 1$ Test Request. Add DFD 23 .4-2. Add new messages A5 1 00,

N5100, A5101, andN5101. Add new ACCEPT TI$ Report. Update iCD Tables 3.1,

12.0 and 14.0. Change MDD Element PUR.
1088R1—Add new message N1306. Add messages A1306 and N1306 to DFD 21.4-

1. Remove messages A3 124 from DFD 21.4-1 and add these messages to Sequencing

and Notes. Rewrite Sequencing and Notes on DFD 21.4-1. Update ICD Tables 3.0,

11.0 and 14.0.
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1090R1—Delete old Figure 21.3-13 Sequencing and Notes, and Replace with new

Figure 21.3-13 Sequencing and Notes. Delete old Figure 21.3-13 DFD and replace

with new Figure 21.3-13. Delete figure 21.3-22 in DFD and Sequencing and Notes.

Add message A3038. Delete message A3031. In message A3038 add conditions, cor-

rect the contents, add a name for ID REC-LEVEL, change TYPE to TPE, change

ACH1 to ACH, change Min ofOLD-VAL from 30 to 1, and change Min ofNEW-
VAL from 30 to 1. Changes to SCH Codes include add AON. Correct description of

AKA, ANF, AOL, DPE, PHT, ROR, and SOC to match that in the MDD. Change

code value from FPC-SET to FPC and from PRO to PROl to match what’s stored in

MDD. Delete messages A3404, L1048, L3404, N3105 in DFD 21.3-13. Delete CIV-

IL-MOD-DATA. Added two code values to the Codes table the FST element. Delete

element TOD. Added SCHM to the STOT Code Table and deleted subheadings.

Modified following messages to reflect changes: N3105, L3404, L1048, A3404,

A3321, A3312, A3311, A3310, A3105, A3045, A1048, A3027.

1093R1—The sequence ofmessage flows on this diagram are being reordered. The

name ofMessage A1058 is being corrected.

1095R1—Adds theNARA data flow to the ICD Figure 22.3-6.

1096R1—Added new tables: 14.2-Set Change History and 14.3-Element Change His-

tory. Deleted Section 11.0, replaced with Table 11.1 “EFTS Messages,” Deleted 12.0,

replaced with Table 12.1 “NCIC Messages,” Deleted 13.0, replaced with Table 13.1

“Nlets Messages,” Deleted 14.0, replaced with Table 14.1 “Unix File” and Section

15.0 “Message Change History” renumbered as Table 15.1. Tables 10.2, 10.3 and

10.4 Deleted. Replaced Table 10.1 with new table. Table 3-1 deleted, replaced with

new table. Modified Section 10.

1097R1—Additions ofnewMDD Messages include: N3601-NCIC Administrative

Message, L3601 -Nlets Administrative Message. Addition ofnew Data Flow Dia-

gram: include 22.3-6 NCIC and Nlets Administrative Messages.

1098R1—To provide a File Comparison function which uses bitmaps to provide fast

comparisons of the criminal and civil ten-print files. A file comparison function for

the Ten-Print Certification File (TPCF) is not provided in this RFC because the TPCF
is not suitable for a bitmap implementation. Adds new Appendices E & F, and re-

placed Figure 22.3-05 Sequencing and Notes.

1099R1—Clarified External Image Request process. Updated other messages return-

ing images to maintain consistency. Adds support to send a summary ofthe image re-

quest responses and note any omitted images to the external user. Made changes to

Figure 21.2-3 Sequencing and Notes and DFD. Update reflected in messages: E1050,

A1310, A1311, A1051, A1052, E1052, A1063, A1064, E1064, A1054, A1058,

A3330 and in Set Levels and Element Levels AMP, T2ISR, T2IRR, T4HIGRAY

—

RESP, T2IRQ, T2MIR, FNR, SPF-FLAG.

1100—Added image, administrative, and latent error message sets (T2ERRA,

T2ERRI, T2ERRL) to the message El 803, External Test Message. Deleted A1803

since message only goes to ITN from the CJIS WAN.
1 102R1—The format for the IAFIS Control Number (ICN) was defined and added to

the MDD and III/FBI Segment Specification.

1103R1—Created ICD Figure 21.4-08-Ad Hoc Subject Search Data Flow. Created

Messages A1 132-Ad Hoc Subject Search Request—String, A1 133-Ad Hoc Subject
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Search Response, A1 134-Ad Hoc Subject Search Request—Structure, 13022-Ad Hoc

Subject Search Response File Format. Created Elements: AHSPARMS, DOFILE,

NUMCANS, MAXCANS, AHSFLD with code Table. Modified Element FVL.

1104R1—Adds requirements to ITN/FBI and III/FBI to enable a special stop service

provider to create a criminal record including complete criminal history data and

complete fingerprint data. Addition shown in Figure 21.1-02 Sequencing and Notes

and DFD.
1109—Correction to Data Flow Diagram 21 .3-21 by replacing message A3027 com-

ing from AFIS/FBI to ITN/FBI, with message A33 1 1

.

1113R1—Update message A3028, Consolidation File Maintenance Request.

1115R1—Modified the following existing MDD messages: A1 065-Record Add,

A1066-Record Maintenance Response, A1067-Record Delete, A1069-Copy, A1 070-

Copy and Delete Maintenance Response. Deleted Existing MDD Message: A1068-

File Maintenance Response. Modified Existing Data Flow Diagrams: 21.5-16-Record

Add or Update Data Flow, 21.5-18-Delete and Copy Data Flow. New MDD Ele-

ments: COPY-ALL-SLC. Deleted Existing Data Flow Diagram 21.5-17 Copy Data

Flow. Changes reflected in Tables 11.0 and 14.0.

1117R1—This RFC alters the description ofthe contents ofICN to allow assignment

ofICNs by the AFIS segment.

1118R1—Revise messages A1035/N1035 and A1039/N1039 to be consistent with

NCIC 2000 documentation. Correct the format ofWCMU1, HDR andNCIC HDR
data sets in IAFIS to be the same as these data sets in NCIC, and DFD 21 .4-03 to

show the correct message response.

1119R1—Appendix D ofthe IAFIS Interface Document (ICD) is being updated to

include report formats that are documented in the III/FBI Response Generation and

Supervisor Computer software Configuration Items (CSCIs). Pertinent report formats

from other sources have also been included as well. All report formats have been re-

vised to reflect year 2000 date format changes, replacement ofIDAS Process Control

Number (PCN) identification with IAFIS Control Number (ICN) identifications and

minor report format changes.

1 120R1—Creates an image buffer for use when transmitting compressed images

within IAFIS.

1121R2—Removing of“MIDS” system as a separate segment ofIAFIS, to include

removal of interface and transmitting of data from other segment to MIDS. Reserved

sections 3.6, 4.9 and Section 13. Section 23.1 describes the process oftransferring da-

ta from III/FBI and AFIS/FBI to ITN/FBI to support Management Information Re-

porting and User Fee Billing within the segment.

1122R2

—

Modifications to the ICD/MDD include the addition ofnew messages

(E101 1 and E1001),unique to the CSS to enable segregation ofCSS input from other

input and addition ofnewMDD sets (T2CARC, T2CNAC, T2DEKC, T2FNCC,

T2FUFC, T2MAPC, T2NFFC, T2FNCM, T2FUFM, T2MAPM, T2NFFM, T2NFDP,

T2SLCC, T2RSBC, T2CSS-DISP, T7CSS), to support the new types oftransactions.

These changes required modification to some existing sets and all associated dataflow

diagrams. In addition, the ICD was modified to eliminate references to FICS. Asso-

ciated modifications to the associated ISDD process flow diagrams and descriptive

text are included for completeness and reference and help in understanding the
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change.

1123—Deleted the Report titled “Multiple FNUs for the One Ill-State-Pointer” from

the following messages: A1036, A1046, A3051, A3053, A3055,

1124R1—This RPC clarifies the description and definition oftheMDD T1TRANS
set to capture data field differences dependent upon message direction.

1125R1—Replaced the element DAI in the A3026 message with the element CRI.

1126—Delete MDD elements that will not be used by IAFIS. To develop an MDD
without extraneous elements.

1127R1—To provide guidance to the three IAFIS contractors during the program-

ming ofBuild E messages, sets and elements through modification ofICD/MDD
messages, sets and elements to meet requirements ofthe ITWG.
1128R1—Delete MDD Code Tables that will not be used by IAFIS. Modify the con-

tents ofthe MDD Code Tables that will be used by IAFIS.

1129R1—Modification to ICD/MDD elements, messages, and sets to incorporate the

EFTS changes implemented by RFC 1024R2 and RFC 1035R3. Addition of

A3107/N3107 to Figures 21.1-01a, 21.1-01c and 21.1-02 Sequencing and Notes.

1130R1—Modifications and deletions to ICD/MDD elements, messages and sets, in

Figure 21.5-02 Sequencing and Notes and 21.5-02, 21.5-03 DFD.
1135R1—FICS message F1010 is being removed from the MDD. A1001 message

template added.

1136R1—This change returns design ofSCH-MOD-DATA to SAIC’s design. In the

process many changes were added to make message implementation clearer and

simpler; e.g., “MANY” used in the ICD MDD as a limit to the possible iterations of a

field is difficult to deal with in implementation, so a finite number was decided.

1138R2—The revised IAFIS Error Code Table is to be added to the MDD. This rep-

laces the Error Codes formerly contained in ICD Appendix C. The text ofICD Sec-

tions 5.10.3 and 5.10.4 are amended to reference this table in Appendix A, Message

Definition Database

1139—Moves portions of the ICD to Appendices to simplify maintenance. Appen-

dices re-organized as follows: Appendix G-IAFIS Data Flow Summary; Appendix H-

IAFIS Intersegment Messages; Appendix I-EFTS Messages; Appendix J-NCIC Mes-

sages; Appendix K-Nlets Messages; Appendix L-Unix File Messages; Appendix M-
Message Change History; Appendix N-Set Change History, and Appendix O-Element

Change History.

1141R1—From Figure 21.3-7: Removed Hardcopy Response and Messages LI 048,

A1048, A3105, N3105, L3404 and A3404. Modified Figure 21.3-7 Sequencing and

Notes to reflect deletion ofmessages and Hardcopy Response. Removed reference to

Figure 21.3-7 from messages L1048, A1048, A3105, N3105, L3404 and A3404.

1142R1—This RFC restores the flow ofmessage A1016 from AFIS/FBI to ITN/FBI

in ICD data flow 2 1 .5-2. It also adds a flow ofmessages A1 3 10 and A1 3 1 1 for the

purpose of filtering the candidate list. The following changes are included: Modifies

ICD data flows 21.5-2, deletes definition ofmessage A1016. Modifies message

A1028, A1310 and A1311. Deletes AFIS requirements to send the candidate list to

III/FBI. Deletes associated test table entry. Deletes AFIS requirements 712 and aa05.

1 144R1—CONSOL-DATA and messages A1009, A1033, A3331, A3045 modified.

A101 1, Cancel FNU Restorability message deleted. Appendices G, H, andM and
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DFD 21.3-14 and notes modified to reflect the changes as well as to clarify several

notes: (a), (b), and (c).

1147R1—MDD'messages have been allocated to Builds E, F. 1 and F.2 according to

the priorities assigned within RFC 1 146, Builds E/F.1/F.2 Requirements Allocation

Tables. The build assignments contained within the attachment will be added to the

MDD for each message by Data Flow Diagram. The table is current with the engi-

neering version ofthe MDD, V9DF. RFCs 1 141, 1 142 and 1 144 have additionally

been incorporated. Changes associated with these three RFCs are noted in the

RFC/ACSN column within the table.

1149R1—The MDD Validation effort reconciled changes to the MDD resulting from

previously approved RFC. During the validation process, additional errors were dis-

covered that were not addressed by previous RFC.

1150R1— Modified message A3150 in the following Data Flow Diagrams: 21.01a,

21.01b, 21.01c, 21.1-02, 21.3-02, 21.3-04, 21.3-06, 21.3-08, 21.3-12, and 21.3-21

1153R1-Change the Maximum size of latent search candidate lists from 999 to 99 in

messages A1016 and A1034.

1 154R1—This RFC creates a new message Special Stops File Maintenance Request

A3 041, set SPECIAL-STOP-DATA, element TYS, STOT SSM (Special Stops Mod-

ification), and error code LOO 17. The Special Stops Modification Functionality is

added to DFD Internal SCH (CCNR) Modification Request and updates the corres-

ponding sequencing and notes. In addition it corrects the name if set SUBJ-SRCH-

DATA and fills in the permissible values for the element AUD.
1156R1—This RFC resolved issues presented by SAIC as a result ofpreparing their

ECP005.

1158R1—Change message A10 19 (LPS ULF Search Response) to return up to 99

candidates instead ofjust 1. The Add ULF Image (A3301) and Delete ULF Image

(A3326) should be made NR protocol instead ofKR protocol and delete the response

messages A3302 and A3327.

1159R1—Change SLC search message so that both the A1027 (TP Search Request)

and the A1028 (Latent Search Request) will search only 1 SLC repository. Reinserts

into Table 8, requirements 3.2.1.2.7[679] and [706].

1160R1— Added detail to the definitions of each of the elements used in set IA-

FISHDR, including: AUTH, DATETIME, DAT3, ERRC, E NV, ICN, IPRI, MTY,
MVN, NEED, ORI, OSG, RSND, SCN2, SERV, STOT, TMR, TSG. Adds and up-

dates code table for AUTH and SERV.
1161R1—Added the following codes to the DESTPRT code table: 06-Reserved

(change code 02 to:’NCIC Reject Printer’; 07-III Staff Printer; 08-Service Desk Prin-

ter; 09-Software Support Group (SSG).

1162R1—Modified DFDs 21.1-01a, 21.1-01b, 21.1-01c, 21.1-02, 21.1-07(new dia-

gram) and 21.2-01.

1165R1—Provided updates to the following: MESSAGE LEVEL A3016, A3340,

A3301, and 13020. SET LEVEL CIVILFM, T2SRE, T7CSS, T2CSS, and IMA is

new. ELEMENT LEVEL MAK, MODL and SERNO are new. Deleted DAT2. Mod-

ified EID, PUR, SID and MNU. Modified Code Tables SGT, and AKA.
1167R2—Modified the contents ofMessage A3010-Ad Hoc CCA Search Request.

1169R1—Modified sections 5.10.1, 5.10.2, 5.10.3, and 5.10.4. Update Table 5-1. In-
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tersegment Message Error Types. Figure 21.6-01 added Transaction Error Data Flow.

A1801 EFTS Error Response Request—Replaces individual elements with

ERRMSGDET set. Corrected use ofCIN data. Add MSG elements for service pro-

vider rejection text. The new STOT ofERRA is added to the STOT Table. A1802 Er-

ror Notification—Correct description ofprotocols used by message and mates of

message. ERRMSGDET set-Allows use ofMSGCOD values which need no addi-

tional descriptive parameters. T2ERRA, T2ERRI, T2ERRL, AND T2ERRT sets cor-

rects change made RFC 1 130 so that up to 1 1 error descriptions may be reported in

response to one EFTS submission. Error CODES Table Expands list of error and cla-

rifies meaning of errors.

1170R1—Updated the TOT, STOT and MKE/MTC Code Tables.

1171R1—Corrected A3 3 1 1 to allow no PTRC values returned after an AFIS/FBI

FNU delete.

1172R1—Modified Process Control Code (PCC) in code table.

1 173R1—CIVILDESCRIPTIVEDATA Set is being removed fiom A3310 and

A3025. DESCRJPmVEDATASET is being modified.

1174R1—Section 2 Applicable Documents added (m. IAFIS Filtering Rules 12/97).

Section 3.3 New Section titled Special Stop Filtering. Modifications in DFD Se-

quencing and Notes: 21.1-01a, 21.1-01b, 21.1-01c, 21.1-01d, 21.1-02, 21.1-05, 21.1-

06, 21.1-08, 21.2-03, 21.2-04, 21.3-02, 21.3-03, 21.3-04, 21.3-06, 21.3-07, 21.3-08,

21.3-

10, 21.3-12, 21.3-13, 21.3-14, 21.3-16, 21.3-17, 21.3-18, 21.3-21, 21.4-01, 21.4-

02, 21.4-04, 21.5-01, 21.5-02, 21.5-03, 22.3-01, 22.3-02, 22.3-03.

1175R2—Modified Want/Flash Requirements Data Flow Diagrams Sequencing and

Notes in Figures 21.1-01a, 21.1-01b, 21.1-01c, 21.1-02, 21.1-05, 21.1-06, 21.3-02,

21.3-

03, 21.3-04, 21.3-06, 21.3-07, 21.3-08, 21.3-10, 21.3-13, 21.3-16 and 21.3-21.

Delete messages A1314, A1315. Consolidate A1314 with A1312 and A1315 with

A1313. Delete all T1 and T2 data from A1312 and A1313. A1810/N1810 Change the

name to NCIC Want Notification. Add message A181 1 as Want Notification. Delete

messages A1813/N1813, A3403/N3403. A3401/N3401 Add two reports. Corrected

contents: FLASH-NOTICE-DATA, EW, MW, LW, CW, andXW sets. Add example

DCL, DOR3, EXT, FLC and RCA. Correct typo-DOC, Correct Permissible Values-

DOW, Correct one code-RFR codes, Correct format RRE, STOT and TOT Codes:

Add CQ, EW, MW, LW, and XW; and delete $.A.WPT. Delete TOF Codes. Delete

element WRR. Delete ICN from the set-Want-Notice-Data.

1177R1—This RFC constitutes a complete revision of Sequencing and Notes that ac-

company the Data flow Diagrams in the Interface Control Document.

1180—This RFC fixes errors in RFC1 162R1 to enable proper implementation of

Messages E1005, A1055 and A1056.

L. IAFIS-IC-0020 (VlO), April 1, 1999—This version release incorporates the follow-

ing RFCs:

1178—The MDD Element of Latent Case Number (LCN) was revised to be an 1

1

character alphanumeric-special character.

1179R1—Added two columns to the POB Code Table: CTZ and State. Modified the

element definitions for CTZ, GEO, SIG and SID.

1181R1—Replaced “Section 6” with “NCIC.” Added NCIC administrative messages.

Modified III CPI message. Updated table of contents.
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1 1 82R1—Deleted QH Response, and four unused sets from MDD: IH-III-USMS-

MSG-0, IH-III-USMS-MSG-1, III-PART-FM-REQ and III-PART-QUERY-REQ.

AddedNCICHDR to message A3 124 and update the report in Appendix D.

1183R1—Modified SPF Code Table, and Elements: PHT, EXP, TSSRR,TP-

IDENTMCATION-DATA, and Message A3026. Deleted PHO Element.

1184R1—Modified MESSAGE LEVEL(s): A1310, A131 1, A3007, A3025, A3027,

A3043, A3340 to recommend messages using the Queued Response (KR) protocol be

changed to use the Immediate Response (IR) protocol, and A3328 be changed to add

the No Response (NR) protocol. Removed A3331 as a mate to the A3027.

1185—Modified MESSAGE LEVEL(s): A1034, A1053, A1054, A1024 and E1024

to indicate single fingerprint image returned per candidate, up to theNCR in the Re-

mote Latent Search. Modified MESSAGE LEVEL A1034 to make the elementNCR
mandatory.

1 186R1—Made various changes to STOT data in the element level and code table.

1187—Modified MESSAGE LEVEL: A3314 to allow simplified processing for the

Build F1/F2 AFIS Ten-Print notification functions from ITN.

1189R1—Created new element (NEW_ORI) and added it to the set CCA-UPDATE-
DATA and deleted elements SMTPAD and RNNRM from the contents ofthe CCA
UPDATE-DATA Set. Modified Code Table (CCC CODES).

1190R1—Messages A33 12 and A3321 will be changed from aKR response to aNR
response to simplify the IAFIS interface.

1191—New Appendix P, titled “Message Validation Materials”

1192R2—Corrections to existing definitions of a number of elements contained in the

MDD.
1193R1—Data Flow Diagrams 21.3-17, 21.3-18 and 21.4-02 consolidated into 21.4-

02. Build information for messages added to DFDs.

1194R1—Modified Data Flow Diagrams and Sequencing and Notes. Modified mes-

sage: A1005, El 005, A1037, A3069, A3072, A3073, A3203; set level: T2CFS and

T2SRL; element level: IMG and IMAGEC. New element: EFTS_SCO and DESC-

DATA-FLAG.
1195R2—Modified SET LEVELs: PAT, RCD1, RCD2, T2LFFS, T2LFIS, T2LPNQ,

T2TPFS and T2TPIS

1196R1—The External, Internal and Description fields in “HAI” and “SMT,” ofthe

MDD Code Tables have been updated to reflect changes with the IDAS system.

1188R1—Removed A1033 message from the Restore FNU Request DFD 21.3-14.

Modified A1009 Restore FNU Query Response.

1197R2—Clarified the descriptions of codes in the TYS Code Table and the descrip-

tion ofthe SPECIAL-STOP-DATA set. New DFD 21.3-22. Clarified in Sequencing

and Notes to which STOTs the DFD applies.

1198R2—Unused date fields have been deleted, restrictions have been reviewed and

corrected, and remaining 6-character date fields have been changed to 8-character

formats.

1199R2—Modifications for National Sexual Offender Registry (SOR) in Figures:

21.1-Ola, 21.1-01b, 21.1-01c, 21.1-02, 21.1-04, 21.1-05, 21.3-02, 21.3-03, 21.3-07,

21 .3-08, and 21 .3-16. Added Nlets Administrative Message Formats, SOR Hit Notice

and SOR Reject Notice. Modified IDRR, QR, Record Set Report, III Participant ZI
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Positive Response and III Participant QH/QWI Response. Added SOR functionality.

1200R2—Added elements to the EFTS Type-9 record to define the IAFIS native

mode search format for remote ten-print (STOT=TPFS) and remote latent

(STOT=LFFS) searches. Make same changes to associated sets (T2TPFS and

T2LFFS).

1201R1—Added a Preliminary response to DFD 21.1-01b and 21.1 -01c. Added a

Preliminary response report format to Appendix D ofthe ICD.

1202R1—Revised Sequencing and Notes for sections 21.1, 21.3, 21.4 and 21.5. Re-

placed ICD Table P-3 with existing table.

1203—Changed Element RCA (Recovery Agency Case Number), to OCA (Originat-

ing Agency Case Number) in added sets: MF-SOR-DATA, SOR-ENTRY-DATA and

SOR-MODIFY-DATA. An element with the same ID (RCA already existed in the

MDD as Recovery Agency Case Number). Updated reports in Appendix D ofthe

ICD to use OCA as the data, the term RCA in printed reports will be changed un-

iformly to “Case #,” followed by the OAC of the registry agency.

1204R1—Build FI replaced Build E in Message Levels “A3 102, N3102, A3 103,

N3 103, A3 1 15, N3 1 15, A3 120 and N3 120.

1205—Deleted duplicate DFD 21.1-04 assigned in both RFC 1 199R2 and 1202R1.

1206R3—Revisions made to Sequencing and Notes and DFDs, Sections 21.1, 21.2,

21.3, 21.4, and 21.5 to maintain synchronicity. Added A1032 Processing Matrix to

DFD Sequencing and Notes 21.4-04.

1207R1—Changes to text in Sections 2, 4 and 5, the addition ofAppendix C, and

new Table P-2 (Appendix P). Corrections and refinements to the definition ofNCIC
2000, new message N3602 with an accompanying DFD and Sequencing and Notes.

Removal of STX, ETX, and EOT from all NCIC messages.

1208R1—Defines new messages A1059, A1060 and A1061. New sets LDCIVSSR
and CIVIL-SUBJ-SRCH. Adds new STOT (CRSS). Figure 21.1-Old redlined

“NFMA.” Added a new Data Flow diagram and Sequencing and Notes 21 .1-09 Civil

Record Subject Search.

1209

—

Adds “Record Set Report (Civil).”

1210—

Adds the element CAND-LIST-FLAG.
1211R1—Corrects the two US Marshal Message formats.

1212R1—Defines the default value for SOC as empty in TI$ CFN and TI$ CFR mes-

sage when SOC is not present in TI$ Request.

1214R2—Corrects inaccurate or incomplete report titles attributed to message A3 150.

1215—Includes Errata changes for A30 1 0 and A30 1 1 needed to fully incorporate

RFC 1206R3 into the MDD.
M. IAFIS-IC-0020 (VI 1), August 10, 2000—This version release incorporates die fol-

lowing RFCs:

1217R1—Changes requirements to IAFIS for supporting an electronic response to

ident EFTS submissions when the subject’s record contains active NFF pointers.

121 8R1—Corrections to text and DFD Sequencing and Notes for synchronizing ICD

with F.2 design.

1219R1—Adds report format for CIDR in Appendix D

.

1221

—

Clarification ofS&N for DFD 21.3-10.

1222

—

Corrects missing strikeouts of Missing Persons and Amnesia Victims in Se-
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quencing and Notes for DFDs 21.1-01a, 21.1-01b, 21.1-01c.

1223—Clarification of Section C.5.1 as a result of implementation ofRFC 1218R1.

1225—Incorporates all MDD Errata changes through May 7, 2000, thus making the

Errata (CISA 005) Obsolete. It reflects the as-built configuration of IAFIS.
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Version Revision Date
/Revision

V11R1 17-May-2001

Description Of Change

VI

2

NOTE: With this document revision, the

CAO/CM/DMG assumes the administra-

tion of approved changes.

Incorporated SP/CR:

12386 (Session # 38) . Remove all Or-

phan Code Tables, elements, set and

subsets from MDD

27-Jul-2001 Incorporated SP/CRs:

12020c MDD (Session # 25): Documen-
tation for MDD to reflect change that CRI

is mandatory in A1 030 messages.

12147b MDD (Session # 20): Change the

MDD to reflect CRI as optional in the

T2IRQ set (used in the El 050 message).

12323b MDD (Session # 28): Add Pur-

pose Code ‘X’ per National Crime Pre-

vention and Privacy Compact Council for

emergency placement of children.

12324b 1CD (Session # 36): Modify the

Felon Identification in Firearms Sale

(FIFS) Program flagging of criminal histo-

ry records in III

12335a 1CD: Documentation SP/CR for

NCIC line validation change (TABLE).

12385b MDD (Session # 37 ):Update the

MDD to allow a period in the CPL ele-

ment.

12612 MDD (Session # 40): ULF Element

in MDD A1019 Description in incorrect.

BY:

QA Approved Date

be
b7C
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12482c MDD (Session # 35): Documen-
tation for MDD in support of TPRS.

12482b. 13466a. and 13465c MDD (Ses-

sion# 16): Update TOT and STOT Code
Tables.

13465c MDD (Session #41): Add Mes-

sage A3027 File Maintenance Response

and update for Single Maser Conversion.

06-Nov-2001 Incoroorated SP/CRs:

12902. ICD: Provides for clarification of

Appendix P, Table P-3 and to add Col-

umn I for INS Remote.

13465c. ICD : Added Figure 21 .3-23 Mas-

ter Record Conversion Data Flow Se-

quencing and Notes.

14105. ICD: Added Appendix Q—Invalid

STOTs Found on the Operational Envi-

ronment.

BY: r
NOTE: This document was prematurely

rolled to V12R2. To have the ICD and the

MDD (Appendix A) agree in date and

time, the official version is V12R1.

BY:

be
b7C
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VI 3R1 02-Aug-2002 Incorporated SP/CR:

15295b, MDD:

A1014 message making the FFN from

mandatory to optional field

V13R2 15-Nov-2002 Incorporated the following SP/CRs:

13775b MDD (Session #62) - ITN Addi-

tional AON values - MDD documentation

14507h ICD & MDD (Session #63) -

Remove response monitoring messages
L 3403 and A3404 from IAFIS Dataflow

Diagrams-they are not being sent

14956e ICD - Special Stops - MRD Dis-

position, CPI, FIS and Internal Criminal

History Request for OFO User only re-

sponse changes. (ICD)

15036b ICD - ORI Edits for ORIs with K
in position nine. (ICD)

15083c MDD (Session # 69) - MDD Up-

date for IISS requested change for NFFC
literal

15319 ICD - Update the sequencing and

notes for TPRS

15391c MDD (Session #65) - Update

ITN MNU Code Table to match NCIC
(MDD)

15573c MDD (Session #67) - MDD
change to make OCA field compliant with

EFTS

15813 MDD (Session #68) - MDD -

Correct typo in Environment element.

Note: The following SP/CRs were pre-

viously incorporated into the MDD but not

reflected in the change history page:

12482b MDD (Session #35) - MDD
changes in support of TPRS

13466d MDD (Session #16) - UPLP
needs to be added to III STOT code table

NOTE: This reflects SPCR 14884—
Convert the IAFIS Interface Control Doc-

ument (ICD) from WordPerfect to Word.
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13- June -

2003
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14942c- Special Stops-On III transac-

tions of EHN and XHN, send A3150 (Hit

5/6) Online Printer Response to Special

Stops printer in addition to the A/N3124

already generated to USMS.;15088c-
SOR-Modify CC edits for RED to match

NCIC existing edits. (MDD); 16014i —

Delivery of NFF Record Response En-

hancement sequencing and notes for

ICD.; 16458 -Update Appendix E of the

ICD for the rules for FNU generation; and

QA Approved Date

18 June 03

25 June 03

18 June 03

V13R4 15-September-

2003
17064 - ICD Appendix D behind on up-

dates - Update ICD Appendix D to be

consistent with III Pspecs,

17370 - MDD and ICD Updates in sup-

port of Hot Check,

16236c- Update the ICD/MDD for the

changes required by APB IAFIS En-

hancement #1 3, and

17126a - The MDD message format for

External Latent LFS E1010 is not in com
pliance with the EFTS

14 Oct 03

Still Pending

1 0 Oct 03

10 Oct 03

VI

4

10-February-

2004

13283f- (5.2 Build) ICD MRD DSP and

EXP removal of Consolidation Error Con
dition

17649a- (5.2 Build) ICD MRD Addition

of CIDN to MRD DSP/EXP reports

17819w- (5.2 Build) FTTTF- Flight

School: ICD with New STOT=NFAP
(Non-Federal Advanced Payment)

17247c- (5.2 Build) ICD MRD DSP Ac-

curacy Rate Recalculation

1 8 Feb 04

1 8 Feb 04

1 8 Feb 04

1 8 Feb 04

V15R1 8-June-2004 1 4500j -

Build 5.4) Need to update the IAFIS Interf

ace Control Document (ICD) with $.A.LIN

information. The Version was changed

from 14 to V15R1 because there were no

changes to the ICD for version 15.

VI

6

14-June-2005 SPCRs:
1 8574b,

SPCRs:
20370e,

18305d,

20122a.

17488b, 1 8463f, 18465d,

19533b, 21497 (ICD). MDD
14507g, 17488d, 18463e,

21497, 13466e, 17901c, 17948i,

19418c, 19597c, 20000b, and

See SPCRs for information.

17 Jun 04

7/15/2005
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b7C
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VI

7

14-September-

2005

SPCRs: 20250c, 20501 q, 14507e,

18404c, 17727t, 19486d, 19608c,

20309c, 21159c (ICD)
;
and 20250d,

18884b, 19318b, 19741d, 20877a,

20149b, 20309d, 20634a, 20680b,

20980c, 21659c (MDD). See SPCRs for

info.

9/23/2005

VI

8

W

9-December-

2005
SPCRs: 207130, 21576i, 22172c, 23146a

(ICD); 21122c, 21439e, 21564b, 21576f,

22090b, 22580a (MDD).See SPCRs for

info.

]
03 MAR 06

VI

9

1 9-June-2006 SPCR 221100c 15 June 06

V20 1 5-Febuary-

2007
SPCR 25967 NGI updates (version did

not go though the CM process)

N/A N/A

V20.1 30-April-2007 SPCR 25967 Incorporating CAO com-
ments and iDSM prototype information

14 June 07

V21 26-July-2007 Version changed as a result of MDD
SPCRs 24196v, 27343b & 23461m

1
27 July 07

V22.0 14-Aug-07 Version changed as a result of

SP/CR2651 0b

Incorporated SPCR:

2781 5d

17 Aug 07

V23.0 14-Nov-07 Incorporated SP/CR’s 27519b, 27312b,
|

27133d, 28760, and 27138c as part of

the F8.3 baseline

28 Nov 07

V24.0 1 6-May-08 Incorporated SP/CR’s 28778d (parent),
|

27491c, 27871 e, 270631, 26791c,

27142g, and 23208d. Associated MDD
SP/CR’s were 26791b, 27142d, 278710,

27966, 281 94c, and 29465.

] 11 June 08

V25.0 3-September-

08

Incorporated SP/CRs 30113d (parent),

29558b, 28875n, and 29418. Associated

MDD SP/CRs were 288750, 28928a,

29001b, 29159a, 29342b, 29558c,

29730b, 29768c, 29798c, 29888b,

29945h, and 30062a.

08 Sep 08

b6
b7C
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Interface Control Documents (ICDs) establishes and controls the functional, electrical, mechani-

cal, and protocol information between and among the individual development organizations. The

ICD is meant to be a living document which will be updated as design decisions are made to

provide timely information on all Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IA-

FIS) interfaces. This is the key mechanism to mitigating integration risk.

This ICD defines the external and inter-segment IAFIS mission-critical functional message set.

This document defines the following Intersegment Transaction Management Protocols: Imme-

diate Response Protocol; Queued Response Protocol; and No Response Protocol. Also defined

are Restart Implications as well as Exception, Error Handling and Web Services

Inter-segment IAFIS internal communication is accomplished through the IAFIS Backbone and

Identification Tasking and Networking/Federal Bureau of Investigation (ITN/FBI) Communica-

tion Element (BCE), and external communication is through the LAFIS/FBI Front End Commu-
nication Element (FCE) (Part of the- EFCON/FBI segment). The National Crime Information

Center (NCIC) provides external connectivity and NCIC functionality.
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Interface Control Document (ICD) establish and control the functional, electrical, mechanical,

and protocol information between and among the individual development organizations. The

ICD is meant to be a living document which will be updated as design decisions are made to

provide timely information on all Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IA-

FIS) interfaces. This is the key mechanism to mitigating integration risk.

This ICD defines the external and inter-segment IAFIS mission-critical functional message set.

This document defines the following Intersegment Transaction Management Protocols: Imme-

diate Response Protocol; Queued Response Protocol; and No Response Protocol. Also defined

are Restart Implications as well as Exception, Error Handling and Web Services.

Inter-segment IAFIS internal communication is accomplished through the IAFIS Backbone and

Identification Tasking and Networking/Federal Bureau of Investigation (ITN/FBI) Communica-

tion Element (BCE), and external communication is through the IAFIS/FBI Front End Commu-
nication Element (FCE) (Part ofthe EFCON/FBI segment). The National Crime Information

Center (NCIC) provides external connectivity and NCIC functionality.

1.1 Scope

This Interface Control Document (ICD) is for the Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identifica-

tion System (IAFIS) supporting the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Criminal Justice In-

formation Services (CJIS) Division, and federal, state, and local users.

1.2 System Overview

The IAFIS Program is a key component of Federal Bureau if Investigation (FBI) efforts to mod-

ernize the automated systems that provide identification services to its users. The Criminal Jus-

tice Information Services (CJIS) Division staff, systems, and operations are located in

Clarksburg and Fairmont, West Virginia (WV). The Latent Print Unit (LPU), which is part of

the Laboratory Division, is located in Quantico, Virginia (VA), Dover, Delaware (DE), and Ai-

ken, South Carolina (SC). Portions of IAFIS will also support the Administrative Services Divi-

sion for special inquiry and background investigations; the Records Management Division for

Name Checks; and the National Security Division (NSD) for initial clearance/access at the fol-

lowing Washington, D.C. locations: J. Edgar Hoover (JEH) building, Woodies, Gallery Row,

and G Street. Locations not in Clarksburg, West Virginia are referred to as “remote sites.”
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IAFIS objectives are the following.

• Provide accurate and timely identification services to user agencies. The FBI pro-

vides vital identification services support to law enforcement agencies and other users

nationwide. To accomplish this mission, the FBFs automated systems must supply

needed information in a timely manner. With this support, federal, state, and local

law enforcement agencies can identify subjects before they must decide about releas-

ing them from custody.

• Support a paperless environment. Transactions received from and sent to other or-

ganizations, as well as FBI internal transactions, will be electronic to the maximum
extent feasible. Because not all external organizations will be fully automated, IAFIS

will continue to process some paper transactions for many years. CJIS will convert

incoming fingerprint cards from paper to digital images and then process them elec-

tronically.

• Enable the FBI to process a significant growing workload without increasing staff.

The pressures on the federal budget dictate the use ofhigh performance automation to

cope with increasing workloads.

• Increase die number of crimes solved by providing enhanced identification services.

IAFIS’ s improved ten-print and latent capabilities will help law enforcement agencies

in solving more crimes.

• Provide federal and local agencies with optional levels of IAFIS participation. Each

level ofparticipation gives users access to a different predefined level of IAFIS tech-

nical capability so that each agency can choose the level best suited to its needs.

Agencies may continue to mail ten-print cards to the FBI for fingerprint processing.

Agencies with access to live-scan equipment, high speed communications networks,

and even their own automated fingerprint identification system may take full advan-

tage of electronic data transmission speeds and access additional IAFIS capabilities.

• Increase national security by identifying individuals who should be prevented from

traveling to the United States, or from holding various positions oftrust in society.

This interoperability effort will permit the Department ofHomeland Security (DHS),

Department of Justice (DOJ), and their users to seamlessly share identification data

that is complete, accurate, current, and timely.

IAFIS provides the following five basic services:

• Identification Services

• Investigation Services

• Information Services

• Data Management Services

• NotificationServices

IAFIS is a large, widely-distributed computer system. It includes more than 700 individ-

ual workstations, which support the ten-print and document service providers, latent specialists,

and system administrators and operators. These workstations are distributed within Clarksburg

and Fairmont, WV; Quantico, VA; Dover, DE; and Washington, D.C. facilities. The system in-
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eludes a communications facility with multiple local area networks (LANs) and interfaces with

three wide area networks (WANs): the CJIS WAN, the NCIC communications network, and the

state-owned and operated The International Justice and Public Safety Information Sharing Net-

work (Nlets).

IAFIS consists of six segments:

• Interstate Identification Index Segment (III/FBI)

• Electronic Fingerprint Conversion Segment (EFCON/FBI)

• IAFIS Data Warehouse (IDWH/FBI)

• Identification, Tasking and Networking Segment (ITN/FBI)

• Automated Fingerprint Identification System Segment (AFIS/FBI)
1

• interim Data Sharing Model (iDSM/FBI)

The support services, SMC, UFB, CJIS WAN, iDSM/DHS and Card Scanning Service

(CSS), were developed to support IAFIS.

A complete list of definitions are contained in the IAFIS Acronym List and Glossary document

available in the CJIS CM Library.

All data element and data aggregate definitions are found in the IAFIS Message Definition Data-

base (MDD).

^his document uses the acronym AFIS to refer to an automated fingerprint identification system

of any type. AFIS/FBI refers to the AFIS developed by Lockheed Martin, Inc. for the FBI. Al-

though the FBI named AFIS/FBI as a system, it is a segment ofthe IAFIS.
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cification for Frame Relay Bearer Service for Digital Subscriber Signaling system

Number 1 (DSS1) (Protocol encapsulation and PICS).

10. ANSI Tl.618-1991—Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) Core Aspects of

Frame Protocol for Use with Frame Relay Bearer Service.

11. ANSI X3. 139:1987

—

FDDI Media Access Control (MAC).
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12. ANSI X3. 148:1988

—

FDDI Physical Layer (PHY).

13. ANSI X3. 186:1992—FDDI Hybrid Ring Control (HRC).

14. ANSI Standard X3.4-1977 (revised 19831—Code for Information Interchange

(ASCII).

15. Reserved.

16. RFC 791 : Internet Protocol (IP).

17. RFC 792: Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP).

18. RFC 793: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

19. RFC 821: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

20. RFC 894: Standard for Transmission of IP datagrams over Ethernet network.

21. RFC 1813 : Networked File System.

22. RFC 1042: Standard for The Transmission of IP Datagrams Over IEEE 802 Net-

works.

23. ANSI X3. 135-1992—Database Language SQL.

24. RFC 1390: Transmission of IP and Advanced Research Projects (ARP) over Fi-

ber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) Networks.

25. RFC 1305: Network Time Protocol (v3)—Internet time synchronization (NTP).

26. RFC 1521 : Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), Part One-

Mechanisms for specifying and describing the format of Internet message bodies.

27. RFC 1522: Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME), Part Two-Message

Header for non-ASCII text.

28. CCITT V.35: Wide Band Modems, contained in Volume 8.1 ofCCITT Stan-

dards.

29. CCITT V.24: Data communication over the telephone Network; List of defini-

tions for Interchange Circuits between Data Terminal Equipment and Data Circuit

Terminating Equipment.

30. IEEE 802.3z lOOOBaseSX— 1998

Source: (ISO/IEC) International Organization for Standardization/International Electro

technical Commission (IEC).

ISO TC97/SC6 Secretariat

1430 Broadway

New York, NY 10018

(ANSI)

American National Standards Institute

1 1 West 42nd Street

New York, NY 10036

c. Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Documents

1. FIPS PUB 46-2 Data Encryption Standard, 30 December 1993.

2. FIPS PUB 74 Guidelines for Implementing and Using the NBS Data Encryption

Standard, 1 April 1991.

3. FIPS PUB 81 DES Modes of Operation, 2 December 1980.

4. FIPS PUB 140-1 Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules, 11 January

1994.

5. FIPS PUB 107 Local Area Networks: Baseband Carrier Sense Multiple Access
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Source:

d.

Source:

e.

Source:

with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical Layer Speci-

fications and Link Layer Protocol

6. FIPS PUB 146-2 Profiles for Open Systems Interconnection Technology, NIST

1994.

7. FIPS PUB 174 Federal Building Telecommunications Wiring Standard
II

8. FIPS PUB 175 Federal Building Standard for Telecommunications Pathway and

Spaces

9. FIPS PUB 127-2 Entry SQL.

National Technical Information Services

5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

(703) 487-4650

Electronic Industries Association

1 . RS-232-C—Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and Data Communica-

tions Equipment Employing Serial Binary Data Interchange, EIA-RS-232-C.

2. Standard 802.3 Type 10BASE-T CSMA/CD Access Method and Physical Layer

Specifications

EIA
Engineering Department

2001 1 Street,NW
Washington, DC 20006

Other Documents

1 . GA27-2703—"International Business Machines (IBM) Transmission Control

Component Description,” IBM Systems Reference Library.

2. GA27-3004—"General Information—Binary Synchronous Communications,”

IBM Systems Reference Library.

IBM Corp

P.O. Box 9046

Boulder, CO 80301-9191

(Fax) 1-800-284-4721

1-800-879-2755
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Figure 3.1-1 IAFIS Full Operational Capability Architecture

'CJIS

WAN

/ Stats

Network

( htcic

Network
j

NCIC
Processing

NCIC

* The State CSA is responsible for control of all state communications with the FBI

The interfaces covered by this ICD are

ITN/FBI^ AFIS/FBI AFIS/FBI <-> III/FBI

ITN/FBI III/FBI IAFIS <-» External

Nlets ^ III/FBI NCIC ^ III/FBI

ITN/FBI^ iDSM/FIC EFCON/FBI ~ iDSM-CIPS

iDSM-CIPS ^ DHS_VIMS iDSM-CIMS ^ DHS-VIPS

ITN/FBI <-> iDSM-CIPS iDSM/FBI Nlets/LESC
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m/FBI <-»• iDSM-CIPS

Communication within IAFIS is through the ITN/FBI BCE.

External interfaces to the CJIS WAN are through the IAFIS FE. NCIC and Nlets connect directly

to III/FBI. Communications between iDSM-CIMS and iDSM-CIPS will mirror each other, and

the data will be synchronized via SMTP. All ofthe data between the FBI iDSM and DHS iDSM
prototypes will be shared by calling upon web services that are hosted on the FBI iDSM and the

DHS iDSM. Each message sent between both iDSMs will represent a transaction initiated by

either IAFIS or IDENT.

The iDSM system shown in Figure 3.1-1 and discussed throughout this document is a prototype

system with a finite life span. This prototype will be replaced with a permanent solution as part

ofthe NGI program.

3.1 Summary of Processing Capabilities

The five key services provided by IAFIS are

• Identification Services

• Investigation Services

• Verification Services

• Information Services

• Notification Services

• Data Managements Services

These five key services are provided by the IAFIS segments,, as described below.

EFCON/FBI provides front end communication services to IAFIS. It also provides EFTS valida-

tion and correction where necessary as well as ORI validation and verification.

The ITN/FBI segment provides ten-print processing, latent fingerprint processing, document

processing, system administration, image storage and retrieval, and communications services to

IAFIS, using services from the other segments as necessary. ITN/FBI ISRE is the repository for

all fingerprint images in IAFIS. IAFIS segments also connect to other IAFIS segments via the

ITN/FBI BCE. Hardware and protocol details of the ITN/FBI BCE interface are described in

Section 4.

AFIS/FBI processes fingerprint searches and fingerprint characteristics (features) extraction.

AFIS/FBI provides fingerprint search services to match tai-print and latent fingerprints against
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the FBI's national fingerprint repository and provides a list ofthe most likely candidates.

AFIS/FBI also manages remote searches from external users (i.e., criminal justice agencies) ac-

cessing IAFIS via the CJIS WAN.

III/FBI provides subject search, criminal history processing, ad hoc subject search, and response

generation services. III/FBI will also provide criminal photo (i.e., “mug shot”) storage and re-

trieval
2
via the Interstate Photograph System (IPS/FBI). III/FBI maintains criminal history data,

including arrest, disposition, biographic, and physical data. As part of its Response Generation

function and in response to Criminal History requests, III/FBI will request state-maintained crim-

inal history data and will interface with NCIC for “Want/Flash” status checks.

All segments perform file/database maintenance functions. The add database maintenance func-

tion adds new data to the file/database. The update function replaces incorrect or old data with

correct or new data in the file/database. Delete removes incorrect, expunged, or consolidated data
ll

from the file/database. The file/database maintenance functions are coordinated by a single seg-

ment which has been designated as the segment responsible for maintaining file/database syn-

chronization ofthe data that is replicated across the IAFIS segments. For example, III/FBI is the

segment responsible for the data synchronization ofthe databases/files (ITN/FBI Criminal Ten-

Print Fingerprint Image Master File, AFIS/FBI Criminal Ten-Print Fingerprint Features Master

File, etc.) which contain data replicated from the III/FBI Subject Criminal History File.

IDWH/FBI provides a user fee billing capability for IAFIS. III/FBI will regularly send data to

ITN/FBI to support these capabilities.

iDSM/FBI provides a means by which to share information between IAFIS/FBI and

IDENT/DHS. This interoperability effort will permit both the Department ofHomeland Security

(DHS) and Department of Justice (DOJ) and their users to seamlessly share identification data

that is complete, accurate, current, and timely. The flow of information being shared will be

multi-directional.

These functions are described in detail in the IAFIS/FBI System Specification.
*

3.2 Intersegment Transaction Management

Three application-level intersegment transaction protocols will be supported by the IAFIS seg-

ments. These application-level protocols overlay the existing message definitions and are the

mechanisms provided for coordinating the service requests between segments (which always

MRD input is not allowed for criminal subject photo data.
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consist of a "request" message and, normally, a "response" message). The intersegment transac-

tion protocol to be used for a given service request will be decided by the segment contractors

and imbedded in the IAFIS Header. The responding segment then uses this header information to

validate the service request.

I

All ofthe data between the FBI-iDSM and DHS-iDSM and the FBI-iDSM and the DHS_LESC
will be shared by calling upon web services that are hosted on the FBI iDSM and the DHS
iDSM.

Associated with each ofthe intersegment transaction protocols are restart responsibility, time-out

strategies, and error/exception handling. Section 3.2.1 describes the basic intersegment transac-

tion protocols and the appropriate use ofeach of the protocols. Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4

describe the restart responsibilities, time-out strategies, and error/exception handling associated

with each of the intersegment transaction protocols. The text and figures provided in these sec-

tions are examples and are not intended to imply a segment design. Appendix I describes the de-

tails of the iDSM web services

3.2.1 Intersegment Transaction Protocols

The three different protocol styles will be referred to as the Immediate Response (IR) protocol,

the Queued Response (KR) protocol, and the No Response (NR) protocol.

• The IR protocol does not add any additional "handshaking" messages to the re-

quest/response pair and is best suited for “fast” transactions where the requesting

segment is waiting for an immediate response. An example is a latent service provid-

er’s subject search request.

• The KR protocol adds "handshaking" messages to the intersegment transaction and is

best suited for longer intersegment transactions where no reply/data is expected or an

immediate reply/data is not expected. Examples ofthis type of service request are

AFIS/FBI searches and ITN/FBI Image retrievals.

• The No Response protocol is used when the requesting segment does not need any-

thing in return from the accepting segment. One “handshaking” message indicates

that the accepting segment has accepted the request. Examples of this type of service

request are AFIS/FBI requests to III/FBI to generate and send EBTS responses.

3.2.1. 1 Immediate Response Protocol

Figure 3.2. 1.1-1 shows the basic IR protocol. No additional "handshaking" messages above the

actual request message and reply/data message are in this protocol. Use of the IR protocol re-

quires that the requesting segment retains the responsibility for "properly processing" the inter-

segment transaction, (i.e.: Any restart ofthe intersegment transaction is the responsibility of the

requesting segment.) In some cases, the reply/data message transmitted by the responding seg-

ment will be a simple answer that the request has been completed successfully (or not). In other
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cases, returned data is included in the reply/data message.

Requesting Segment R esponding Segment

Figure 3.2.1 .1-1 Basic Immediate Response (IR) Intersegment Service Request Protocol

This intersegment service request protocol is not efficient or effective for all IAFIS transactions.

In particular, the IR protocol is not efficient for lengthy service requests. In these cases, the time

delays, minutes to hours, complicate the recovery process for overdue answers which will be ar-

riving late or not at all.

A straightforward way of resolving these kinds ofproblems is to make use of a second type of

intersegment service request protocol that permits segments to reliably hand-off intersegment

transaction responsibility to responding segments.

3.2.1 .2 Queued Response Protocol

Figure 3.2.1.2-1 shows the basic KR protocol. In this protocol, "handshaking" messages are add-

ed to the normal request/response message pair to ensure that the responding segment received

and understood the original request and that the requesting segment received the reply/data. In

this protocol, the requesting segment transfers responsibility for "properly processing" to the res-
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ponding segment until receipt of the reply/data (restart responsibility is passed from the request-

ing segment to the responding segment). This protocol is best suited when the reply/data is not

expected immediately (e.g.: ad-hoc searches). This protocol should be used for service requests

which take a long time to complete (i.e.: minutes to hours).

In the ICR protocol, once the request is received and the message is validated, the responding

segment sends a “Request Received” message accepting responsibility for “properly processing”

the request. Essentially the responding segment is replying that it “has received the request, un-

derstood the request, will perform the request, and will tell the requesting segment when the ser-

vice is done.” When the responding segment finishes processing the request, it sends a second

message to the requesting segment providing the answer along with any needed data. To ensure

that the transaction processing is properly completed, the requesting segment must transmit a fi-

nal message acknowledging receipt of the reply/data.

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

1 . In subsequent KR figures, i.e. Figures 5, 7, and 9, this block will be expanded to show additional functionality

Figure 3.2.1.2-1 Basic Queued Response (KR) Intersegment Service Request Protocol

To meet throughput and response time requirements when transferring large messages, the KR
protocol supports an optional Retrieve File step as shown in Figure 3.2. 1.2-2. Prior to transmit-

ting the request, the requesting segment places the Data File onto a previously configured Net-

work File System (NFS) remote-mounted disk. During Request Processing, the responding seg-

ment retrieves the file identified within the request message from the requesting segment. The

responding segment will no longer have access to the file once it has returned the associated Re-

quest Received response. Internal Ten-Print Submission processing provides an example of the

use ofthis protocol.
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Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 3.2.1 .2-2 Basic Queued Response (KR) Intersegment Service Request Protocol with File

Retrieve Options

3.2.1.3 No Response Protocol

Figure 3.2.1.3-1 shows the basic No Response (NR) protocol. There is only one transfer of data

from the requesting segment to the accepting segment Once the request is received and the mes-

sage validated, the accepting segment sends a “Request Received” message accepting responsi-

bility for “properly processing” the request. However, unlike the Queued Response protocol, the

accepting segment will not notify the requesting segment when the service is done. The request-

ing segment is finished with the transaction when the accepting segment agrees to take the re-

quest. At that time, the accepting segment acquires full responsibility for completing the

processing of the transaction.
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Requesting Segment Accepting Segment

Figure 3.2.1.3-1 Basic No Response Intersegment Service Request Protocol

TheNR protocol also supports an optional Retrieve File step during Request Processing identical

to that supported by the KR protocol, shown in Figure 3 .2. 1 .3-2. Prior to transmitting the request,

the requesting segment places the Data File onto a previously configured NFS remote-mounted

disk. During Request Processing, the accepting segment retrieves the file identified within the

request message from the requesting segment prior to responding with the Request Received. At

that time, the responding segment no longer has access to the data file. Remote Ten-Print Search

processing provides an example ofthe use of this option within theNR protocol.
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Requesting Segment Accepting Segment

Figure 3.2.1.3-2 Basic No Response (NR) Intersegment Service Request Protocol with File Retrieve

Options

3.2.2 Restart Implications

Each type of intersegment transaction protocol has different restart implications. Restart respon-

sibility is coordinated between the two segments as described in the following paragraphs.

When the IR protocol is used, the requesting segment retains the responsibility for ensuring that

the intersegment transaction is properly processed. If a request is not satisfied for any reason, the

requesting segment is responsible for initiating any restart ofthe request, if appropriate.

When the KR protocol is used, the responsibility for restart is temporarily shifted from the re-

questing segment to the responding segment as shown in Figure 3.2.2-1.
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Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 3.2.2-1 Restart Responsibilities Associated With Queued Response

When the KR protocol is used, intersegment transaction completion, recovery, and restart re-

sponsibilities initially reside with the requesting segment. These responsibilities shift to the res-

ponding segment once the “Request Received” message has been sent. As shown in Figure 1 .7-4,

one of the first things the responding segment does once it has received a KR request is to create

a restart entry. With the restart entry established, the responding segment proceeds to transmit

the "Request Received" message to the requesting segment and perform the requested service.

Upon completion ofthe service, the responding segment sends the reply/data to the requesting

segment. Once the reply/data message is received by the requesting segment, it transmits an ac-

knowledgment and reassumes its original responsibilities. Once the responding segment receives

acknowledgment that the reply/data message was received, it deletes its restart entry and relin-

quishes its responsibilities.

When the No Response protocol is used, recovery and restart responsibilities initially reside with

the requesting segment. These responsibilities shift to the accepting segment once the “Request

Received” message has been sent. Like the Queued Response protocol, the accepting segment

creates a restart entry. But, in the case ofthe No Response protocol, the requesting segment nev-

er resumes responsibility for the system transaction. When the receiving segment completes the

request, it is the receiving segment’s responsibility to delete the restart entry.
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3.2.3 Response Time and Time-Out Implications

Each type ofintersegment transaction protocol has different response time and time-out implica-

tions. In the IR and KR intersegment transaction protocols, response-time expectations and time-

outs are coordinated between the two segments. This coordination is described in the following

paragraphs.

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 3.2.3-1 Immediate Request Protocol With Response Time-Out Clock Added

For both IR and KR protocol types to function properly, one or more time-out clocks must be

used. Figure 3.2.3-1, depicting the IR protocol, uses a clock in the Xmit Request block to show

that the requesting segment must establish a time-out value for deciding when an outstanding

request will be declared overdue (i.e.: a reply/data message has not been received). A response

time-out will frequently be the initial event in a restart or recovery sequence within the request-

ing segment.
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Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 3.2.3-2. Queued Response Protocol With Response Time-Out Clocks Added

Figure 3.23-2 shows a comparable set oftime-out clocks for the KR protocol. Three time-out

clocks are shown here because intersegment transaction recovery and restart responsibility shifts

back and forth between the two segments.

The first clock times out ifthe "Request Received" message is overdue. The second clock times

out if the "Reply/Data" message is overdue, and the third clock times out ifthe "Reply/Data Re-

ceived" message is overdue. In general, the first and third clock time-out values should always be

relatively short because the messages they monitor should always arrive shortly after the request

unless a problem has occurred.

The second clock’s time-out value will be message- and scenario-dependent. Functionally, it is a

method to detect the fact that a reply was expected and never received. Because the responding

segment is responsible for the transaction during this time and because the requesting segment is

not responsible for recovery or restart, the system designers may find it useful to set its time-out

to a relatively large value compared to the expected response time. For example, assume that

IAFIS decides to use the KR protocol for ten-print searches required for a ten-print submission.

The AFIS/FBI segment has various response times (e.g.: 15 minutes, 30 minutes) for its res-

ponses depending on the priority of the search request. ITN/FBI might choose to set clock two’s

time-out value to several hours for the system transaction priorities corresponding to a 24-hour

ten-print search submission to ensure that AFIS/FBI has ample time to recover and restart re-

quests when it experiences internal problems. This strategy minimizes the involvement of the

ITN/FBI segment in AFIS/FBI problems without necessarily compromising end-to-end response

times. It should be noted here, that the responding segment should send an error message by the

designated time if it cannot successfully perform the service by that time. This will not, however,

pass restart responsibility back to the requesting segment.
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The second clock's time-out value is imbedded in the IAFIS header so that the responding seg-

ment knows when the reply/data will be treated as overdue. In addition, the KR protocol allows

the responding segment to return an expected completion time ifthe responding segment cannot

do the request within the specified time. The requesting segment would then reset the second

clock, and the restart responsibility remains with the responding segment. This supports coordi-

nation between the segments if the responding segment is over-loaded.

In the No Response protocol, the only time-out value that matters is the time required for the ac-

cepting segment to send the “Request Received” message to the requesting segment. It is the re-

sponsibility ofthe requesting segment to determine that value.

3.2.4 Web Services

Within iDSM/FBI, the web servers will reside in two locations; the CIPS and the CIMS. Each

web server will reside on the same physical server as the application server to efficiently leve-

rage iDSM hardware. The servers that process the web services requests will interface with the

DHS VIMS and VIPS. These web services are described in greater detail in Appendix I.

3.2.5 Flat File and Image Retrieval

iDSM/FBI will acquire candidate data from IAFIS/FBI nightly via a flat file transfer from

III/FBI. HI/FBI will generate a delimited file by querying its database nightly, for all data that

should be shared with an external agency. The file that is sent from III, via SCP, provides the

FNU, the name, type (TYP) field indicating whether this is Wants/Warrants or KST data,

date/time stamp (DTS), date of birth, place of birth, gender. Originating Agency Identifier (ORI),

the NIC number (NIC), and the Case number (OCA) when dealing with Wants/Warrants. De-

tails of each field are available in the following sections.

Based on the contents of this file, iDSM/FBI will determine what candidates need to be added to

access its shared data repository. These FNUs will be used to retrieve images from the ITN/FBI

FIMF using a SQLNet connection. The images will then be passed to CIPS using SMTP proto-

col, to be added to or removed from the repository. Details ofthis message (A33 10) can be

found in the MDD.

3.2.5.1 Data Assembly Characteristics & Field/Element Definition
M

Table 3-1 shows the data that is included in the delimited sync file.
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Table 3-1 : Incoming Sync Data Sharing Notification Format

Field Name Description Type Length

FNU FBI Number (Nine Alphanumeric Characters) String g

NAM Master Name of the IAFIS record
k-

String 30

DOB First Date of Birth (CCYYMMDD) of the IAFIS record String 8

SEX Gender String 1

ORI Originating Agency Identifier of the wanting agency String g

NIC NIC number when dealing with Wants/Warrants String 10

OCA Case number when dealing with Wants/Warrants
1

String 20

POB Place of Birth String 2

TYP Type of data being shared

• WW - Wants/Warrants data

• K1 - KST data

String 2

3.2.6 Exception and Error Handling

The final feature that is needed for the intersegment transaction protocols to function is exception

and error handling. Two main types of intersegment transaction exceptions/errors can occur with

the second type divided into three subclasses as shown below:

1) “Invalid Request”: This type of error occurs when the data validation ofthe original

request fails. The system-wide strategy for request validation is to have both the re-

questing and responding segments validate the request. Having the requesting seg-

ment perform validation ensures that any errors are detected and corrected as quickly

and as close to the source as possible. In addition, requester validation minimizes the

number of invalid requests that are eventually rejected by the responding segment.

Validation is done within the responding segment to ensure that it does not attempt to

process an invalid request.

2) “Unable to Process, There is a Problem”: This class of exception or error is different

from the invalid request because the request message passed the validation check but

the service did not complete successfully. This type of error is broken down further

because the actions ofthe requesting segment may be different for each subclass.

• The "Responding Segment Problem" subclass should be interpreted by the re-

questing segment to mean that the responding segment is unable to satisfy the re-

quest at this time but should be able to later. An example of this type of error

would be when the AJFIS/FBI segment receives and queues a latent search only to
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find that its latent search capability fails before the job can be completed. In these

cases, once the responding segment corrects the problem, the responding segment

will satisfy the original request.

• The "Requesting Segment Problem" subclass indicates that the responding seg-

ment can never do the request exactly as it was sent. Although the request passed

the validation check, some type ofproblem with the original request still requires

correction by the requesting segment. An example of this type ofproblem would

be an ITN/FBI file update request sent to III/FBI where III/FBI finds that no

available fields are left to store the alias information in the request. The respond-

ing segment will never be able to process the request until an appropriate change

is made to the. request message by the requesting segment.

• The "Mutual Problem" subclass indicates that a data consistency problem was un-

covered while trying to process the request. This problem subclass requires ma-

nual intervention by segment operators or system administrators ofboth segments

involved to determine which data is in error. An example ofthis condition is

when a data synchronization problem occurs. III/FBI has data for the subject, but

ISRE does not have the corresponding ITN/FBI image. The segment operators

and system administrators must then use the tools provided for the segments to

investigate and correct the discrepancy while the request remains on "hold" pend-

ing the resolution of the problem.

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 3.2.6-1 Complete Immediate Response Protocol Including Exception and Error Handling
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Figure 3.2.6-1 shows the IR protocol diagram as it was shown in Figure 3.2. 1.1-1 with the addi-

tion ofthe two major exception and error-handling data flows. Invalid Request messages are

transmitted to the receiver as the reply to the original request as shown by the parenthesized two.

The second type of exception or error that can occur, the “Unable to Process, There is a Prob-

lem” message, is also returned as the reply to the original request.

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 3.2.6-2 Complete Queued Response Protocol Including Exception and Errror Handling

Figure 3.2.6-2 shows the equivalent picture for the KR protocol. In the KR protocol, the respond-

ing segment validates the request message prior to accepting restart responsibility and, if the

message does not pass the validation check, sends the "Invalid Request" message in lieu ofthe

"Request Received" message. This ensures that the requesting segment is told immediately if an

error is in the request message and the responding segment does not assume restart responsibility

for an intersegment transaction it cannot perform.

The "Unable to Process, Responding Segment Problem" message is transmitted as an informa-

tional message to the requesting segment when the problem is the responding segments, not in

lieu of the "Reply/Data" message. It should be noted here that, in the case of "Unable to Process,

Responding Segment Problem" the responding segment retains the responsibility for fixing the

problem until the elapsed time exceeds the time out value in the IAFIS header. In other words,

the responding segment should try to correct the problem within the allotted time and only sends

the "Unable to Process, Responding Segment Problem" message if the problem cannot be fixed

before the requesting segment's second clock time-out value is exhausted.
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The "Unable to Process, Requesting Segment Problem" message is transmitted in lieu of the

"Reply/Data" message when the problem is the requesting segments. The responding segment

does not retain any responsibility for the message, the requesting segment must resend the mes-

sage in it’s entirety when the problem is corrected.

The "Unable to Process, Mutual Problem" message is transmitted when a problem co-exists in

both segments’ problem. An example would be the detection of an out-of-synch condition. The

responding segment retains the restart responsibility for the message pending the resolution by

the segment operators and systems administrators. The requesting segment suspends die time-out

clock until the problem is corrected.

Error handling for the No Response protocol is simplified by the fact that, once the accepting

segment accepts responsibility for the system transaction, no other segment needs to know about

any errors or exceptions. Only the “Invalid Request” message will be sent to the requesting seg-

ment. If so, it is sent in lieu ofthe “Request Received” message, and the requesting segment re-

tains responsibility for the system transaction.

When the file retrieval option is used in the KR andNR protocols, the responding segment con-

firms the availability of the remote mounted data file indicated in the Request message and re-

trieves the file during its Validate Request process. If an error occurs during this process, the res-

ponding segment will transmit the “Invalid Request” message in lieu of the “Request Received”

message. The responding segment does not retain any responsibility for the message.

To meet throughput requirements, the responding segment may transfer the file using file copy

configured for asynchronous write protocol to the destination file. Ifthe copied file is subse-

quently lost or determined to be corrupt, whether due to the segment failure or to errors in the

source file, the responding segment will initiate error processing as described within section 4.9,

Error Processing and Exception Handling, according to the protocol of the associated message.

3.3 Special Stop Filtering

The intersegment messages in the MDD contain filtering elements as necessary to accomplish

filtering. While the ICD contains the required data flows to accomplish filtering, as well as some

comments describing intrasegment filtering/review actions, the data flow sequencing and notes

are not intended to state all the required filtering and review actions. For example, for certain cir-

cumstances in response to the Subject Search (A1030) and the Service Provider Subject Search

(A1032) from ITN/FBI, III/FBI performs filtering (either for AUD “T” subjects or all special

stop subjects) and provides filtering information in the service response. This is not explicitly

stated in the sequencing and notes, although the MDD messages provide for that information.

Instead, this information is found in the “IAFIS Filtering Rules.
”
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III/FBI and ITN/FBI are the main IAFIS segments involved in special stop processing. III/FBI is

the IAFIS segment which filters transactions. ITN/FBI provides most ofthe functionality to al-

low Special Stops service providers to perform their work. ITN/FBI must also automatically re-

route transactions to allow for special stop processing.

3.4 IAFIS—External Interfaces

The EFCON/FBI communicates with external entities via the ITN/FBI BCE and the IAFIS/FBI

FE. III/FBI interfaces with the NCIC Front-End (FE), and Nlets. The NCIC FE and CJIS WAN
provide criminal justice agencies (Federal, state, and local) access to IAFIS services. Nlets pro-

vides an interface with the states’ systems for receiving administrative messages and states’

criminal history records and for monitoring states’ responses to requests for criminal records.

The IAFIS/FBI FE provides routing and communications processing capabilities for these trans-

actions.

Hardware and protocol details of external interfaces are found in Section 4, additional details of

the ITN/FBI BCE interface are also described there.

3.5 Message Flow

Appendix B and the online MDD present IAFIS Data Flow. Note that some messages may have

multiple origins and/or destinations. Details ofmessage definition are contained in the MDD and

enumerated in Appendix A. Details of physical routing of data are found in Appendix B.
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The IAFIS communications interfaces described in this section provide for both internal and ex-

ternal connectivity for IAFIS segments and IAFIS users. All characters within IAFIS messages

defined herein shall comply with the ANSIStandardX3. 4-1977 (revised 1983), American Na-

tional Standard Codefor Information Interchange (ASCII). The IAFIS/FBI FE provides gateway

services for all IAFIS segments to external activities, users, and services. The ITN/FBI BCE
provides for internal connectivity to the IAFIS segments.

4.1 IAFIS External Communications Interfaces

4.1.1 IAFIS/FBI—CJIS WAN Interface

IAFIS external communications interfaces are comprised of four external connections via the

CJIS Wide Area Network (WAN). EFCON/FBI provides an interface to the CJIS Wide Area

Network (WAN)- NCIC and Nlets communicate directly with III/FBI. Each of these interfaces

includes different complements of communication protocols. The IAFIS/FBI Front End systems

will interface as a node to the WAN network management service.

The CJIS WAN Service Delivery Point(s) (SDPs) will be the external demarcation points at the

JEH, Woodies, G Street, and Gallery Row facilities located in Washington, D.C. Other SDPs

will be external demarcation points at Quantico, VA; Dover, DE; Aiken, SC; Fairmont, WV; and

Clarksburg, WV facilities. The FBI will determine the interface points at all ofthese locations.

The Rockville, MD, location is a Department of Justice data center. This location houses the CIMS
component of the iDSM segment similar to how the VIMS component of iDSM/DHS is housed in

the CJIS/FBI data center. The iDSM network topology will allow each agency to be in a remote

data center, but maintain network freedom within its own enclave (

Figure 4. 1.1-1 shows an example of this). The firewalls configured in each location will limit

connectivity in and out of the enclaves, but within the enclave, the rules will allow traffic to flow

freely. The firewall rules will be different in each location due to the different methods ofmes-

sage transport. The configuration ofthe firewalls will allow web service traffic to communicate

between the enclaves within a single data center. Each data center will control the firewalls and

network devices that will physically reside in the buildings.
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Figure 4.1 .1-1 Example of a iDSM Network Enclave
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Communication entering Rockville from Clarksburg will go through a screening router and then

into the firewall. The firewall monitors all traffic coming into and out ofthe systems and makes a

determination if the traffic is allowed to enter. The reverse will be true for Clarksburg. Commu-
nication entering Clarksburg from Rockville will go through a screening router and then into the

firewall. Communication from VIMS to CIPS will return through the same firewall. Communi-

cation from CIPS to IAFIS will not go through the same firewall.
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4.1.

1.1

Physical Layer Interface

The EFCON/FBI Front End will interface with the Single Attached Station (SAS) Firewall(s)

through the EFCON/FBI Cisco Catalyst 6513 switch. The demark for EFCON/FBI Front End

will be the Single Attachment Source (SAS) Gigabit Ethemet/Category 5e (Cat5e) cable inter-

face on the Firewall(s). The CAT5e interface will support up to 1 Gigabit per second (Gbps) of

traffic to and from the CJIS WAN. The attached devices and cabling will meet Institute of Elec-

trical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standard 802.ab (lOOOBase-T). The cable installation will

support Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) PUB 174, also known as the Federal

Building Telecommunication Wiring Standard and Federal Information Processing Standard

(FIPS) PUB 175, also known as Federal Building Standard for Telecommunications Pathways

and Spaces.

4.1.

1.2

Data Link Layer Interface

The IAFIS/FBI Data Link interface between the EFCON/FBI servers and the CJIS WAN SAS
Firewall(s) will be Gigbit Ethernet in accordance with the IEEE standard 802.3ab (lOOOBase-T).

The devices will also support IEEE standards 802.ID “Media Access Control Bridges” or Span-

ning Tree Protocol as needed and IEEE standard 802.IQ “Virtual Local Area Networks” as

needed.

4.1.

1.3

Network Layer Interface

The network layer interface between the ITN/FBI Front End system and CJIS WAN will be

based on Request For Comment (RFC) 791, “Internet Protocol” (IP). Additional parameters for

the Internet Protocol can be found in RFC 1349 “Types of Service in the Internet Protocol Suite”

and 2474 “Definition ofthe Differentiation Service Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 head-

ers” where some portions ofRFCs 1349 and 2474 have made RFC 791 obsolete. Further, this

interface will support appropriate applications in RFC 894 “Standard for Transmission ofIP Da-

tagrams Over Ethernet Networks,” and RFC 792 “Internet Control Message Protocol” (ICMP) in

addition to portions ofRFC 792 made obsolete by RFC 950 “Internet Standard Subnetting Pro-

cedure.” Also Network Layer Interfaces may need to support RFC 1 883 “Internet Protocol, ver-

sion 6, ffv6 Specification” and those portions of RFC 2460 “Internet Protocol, version 6, IPv6

Specification” that make RFC 1883 obsolete. Additional support for RFC 4293 “Management

Information Base for the Internet Protocol’ will be used as needed. Support may be needed for

RFC 1042 “Standard for Transmission of IP Datagrams over IEEE 802 Networks.”

4.1 .1

.4

Transport Layer Interface

The transport layer interface between the EFCON/FBI Front End system and CJIS WAN com-

ponents will be in accordance with the RFC 793 “Transmission Control Protocol” (TCP) and

portions ofRFC 3168 “The addition of Explicit Congesjinn Notification (ECN) to IP” which
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portions make RFC 793 obsolete. In addition to supporting RFC 793, RFC 768 “User Datagram

Protocol” will also be supported as needed. Also, support for the standards RFC 1700 “Assigned

Numbers (port/sockets)” and those portions ofRFC 1700 made obsolete by RFC 3232 “Assigned

Numbers: RFC 1700 is replaced by an Online Database” and the Internet Assigned Numbers Au-

thority (IANA; www.iana.org) organization will be implemented.

4.1.1.5 Application Layer Interface

The application layer interface between the IAFIS FE and CHS WAN will support RFC 821

“Simple Mail Transfer Protocol” (SMTP) and those portions ofRFC 821 made obsolete by RFC
2821 “Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.” In addition, the application Layer interface will support

RFCs 1521 and 1522, Parts One and Two ofMultipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) and

portions ofRFC 1521 and RFC 1522 made obsolete by RFC 2045 “Multipurpose Internet Mail

Extension (MIME) Part One: Format of Internet Message Bodies,” RFC 2046 “Multipurpose In-

ternet Mail Extension (MIME) Part Two: Media Types,” RFC2047 “Multipurpose Internet Mail

Extension (MIME) Part Three: Message Header Extension for Non-ASCII Text,” RFC 2048

“Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) Part Four: Registration Procedures,” RFC 4288

“Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) Media Types and Registration Procedures, RFC
2049 “Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) Part Five: Conformance Criteria and Ex-

amples,” RFC 2184 “MIME parameter values and Encoded Word Extension, Character Sets,

Languages, and Continuations,” RFC 223 1 “MIME parameter values and Encoded Word Exten-

sion, Character Sets, Languages, and Continuations,” RFC 2646 “Multipurpose Internet Mail

Extension (MIME) Text/Plain Format Parameter,” RFC 3676 “Multipurpose Internet Mail Ex-

tension (MIME) ) Text/Plain Format Parameter and DelSp,” and RFC 3798 “Multipurpose Inter-

net Mail Extension (MIME) Message Disposition Notification.” As an option, the interface will

support ITU-T X.400-1988 Application Program Interface (API) Draft 3.

4.1.2 IAFIS FE—NCIC Interface

The IAFIS FE shall have the capability of interfacing to the NCIC Processor and states via

NCIC.

4.1.2.1 Physical Layer Interface
*

The CJIS WAN Front End (or gateway routers) will be capable of supporting RS-232-C/V.24

and V.35 interfaces for various NCIC links as required. The cabling for the connectivity will also

support FIPS PUB 174 and FIPS PUB 175. The demarcation point for IAFIS Front End will be

the Single Attachment Source (SAS) Gigabit Ethemet/Category 5e (Cat5e) cable interface on the

NCIC Firewall(s). The CAT5e interface will support up to 1 Gigabit per second (Gbps) of traffic

to and from the CJIS WAN. The attached devices and cabling will meet IEEE standard 802.ab

(lOOOBase-T). The cable installation will support Federal Information Processing Standard

(FIPS) PUB 174, also known as the Federal Building Telecommunication Wiring Standard and
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Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) PUB 175, also known as Federal Building Stan-

dard for Telecommunications Pathways and Spaces.

4.1

.2.2

Data Link Layer Interface

The Data link layer interface between the CJIS WAN Front End and NCIC Front End system and

devices will support IEEE standards 802.ID “Media Access Control Bridges” and 802.IQ “Vir-

tual Local Area Networks.” Devices will be Gigbit Ethernet in accordance with the IEEE stan-

dard 802.3ab (lOOOBase-T).

4.1.

2.3

Network Layer Interface

The network layer interface between the NCIC Front End system and CJIS WAN will be based

on Request For Comment (RFC) 791, “Internet Protocol” (IP). Additional parameters for the In-

ternet Protocol can be found in RFC 1349 “Types of Service in the Internet Protocol Suite” and

2474 “Definition ofthe Differentiation Service Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 headers”

where some portions ofRFCs 1349 and 2474 have made RFC 791 obsolete. Further, this inter-

face will support appropriate applications in RFC 894 “Standard for Transmission ofIP Data-

grams Over Ethernet Networks” and RFC 792 “Internet Control Message Protocol” (ICMP) in

addition to portions ofRFC 792 made obsolete by RFC 950 “Internet Standard Subnetting Pro-

cedure.” Also Network Layer Interfaces may need to support, as needed, RFC 1883 “Internet

Protocol, version 6, IPv6 Specification” and those portions of RFC 2460 “Internet Protocol, ver-

sion 6, IPv6 Specification” that make RFC 1883 obsolete. Additional support for RFC 4293

“Management Information Base for the Internet Protocol” will be used as needed. Support may
be needed for RFC 1042 “Standard for Transmission ofIP Datagrams over IEEE 802 Networks.”

4.1.2.4

Transport Layer Interface

The transport layer interface between the IAFIS Front End and NCIC components will be in ac-

cordance with the RFC 793 “Transmission Control Protocol” (TCP) and portions ofRFC 3168

“The addition of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to IP” which portions make RFC 793

obsolete. In addition to supporting RFC 793, RFC 768 “User Datagram Protocol” will also be

supported as needed. Also, support for the standards RFC 1700 “Assigned Numbers

(port/sockets)” and those portions ofRFC 1700 made obsolete by RFC 3232 “Assigned Num-
bers: RFC 1700 is replaced by an Online Database” and the Internet Assigned Numbers Authori-

ty (LANA; www.iana.org) organization will be implemented.

4.1.2.5

Application Layer Interface

The application layer interface will support the NCIC messages as defined in Appendix A, IAFIS

MDD.
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4.1.3 IAFIS FE—Nlets Interface

The CJIS Systems Agencies (CSAs) will use the Transmission Control Protocol/Intemet Proto-

col (TCP/IP) in accordance with IBM GA27-3004.

4.1 .3.1 Physical Layer Interface

The CJIS WAN Front End (or gateway routers) will be capable of supporting RS-232-C/V.24

and V.35 interfaces for various NCIC links as required. The cabling for the connectivity will also

support FIPS PUB 174 and FIPS PUB 175. The demarcation point for IAFIS Front End will be

the Single Attachment Source (SAS) Gigabit Ethemet/Category 5e (Cat5e) cable interface on the

NCIC Firewall(s). The CAT5e interface will support up to 1 Gigabit per second (Gbps) of traffic

to and from the CJIS WAN. The attached devices and cabling will meet IEEE standard 802.ab

(lOOOBase-T). The cable installation will support Federal Information Processing Standard

(FIPS) PUB 174, also known as the Federal Building Telecommunication Wiring Standard and

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) PUB 175, also known as Federal Building Stan-

dard for Telecommunications Pathways and Spaces.

4.1.3.2 Data Link Layer Interface

The data link layer interfaces between the IAFIS FE and Nlets will support TCP/IP in accor-

dance with IBM GA27-3004. The Data link layer interface between the IAFIS Front End and

Nlets Front End system and devices will support IEEE standards 802.1D “Media Access Control

Bridges” and 802.1Q “Virtual Local Area Networks.” Devices will be Gigbit Ethernet in accor-

dance with the IEEE standard 802.3ab (lOOOBase-T).

4.1 .3.3 Network Layer Interface

The network layer interface between the IAFIS Front End system and Nlets will be based on Re-

quest For Comment (RFC) 791, “Internet Protocol” (IP). Additional parameters for the Internet

Protocol can be found in RFC 1349 “Types of Service in the Internet Protocol Suite” and 2474

“Definition of the Differentiation Service Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 headers” where

some portions ofRFCs 1349 and 2474 have made RFC 791 obsolete. Further, this interface will

support appropriate applications in RFC 894 “Standard for Transmission of IP Datagrams Over

Ethernet Networks,” and RFC 792 “Internet Control Message Protocol” (ICMP) in addition to

portions ofRFC 792 rendered obsolete by RFC 950 “Internet Standard Subnetting Procedure.”

Also Network Layer Interfaces may need to support RFC 1 883 “Internet Protocol, version 6,

IPv6 Specification” and those portions ofRFC 2460 “Internet Protocol, version 6, IPv6 Specifi-

cation” that make RFC 1 883 obsolete. Additional support for RFC 4293 “Management Informa-

tion Base for the Internet Protocol’ will be used as needed. Support may be needed for RFC 1042

“Standard for Transmission of IP Datagrams over IEEE 802. Networks.”
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4.1 .3.4 Transport Layer Interface

The IAFIS Front End and Nlets Front End will be in accordance with the RFC 793 “Transmis-

sion Control Protocol” (TCP) and portions ofRFC 3168 “The addition of Explicit Congestion

Notification (ECN) to IP” which portions render RFC 793 obsolete. In addition to supporting

RFC 793, RFC 768 “User Datagram Protocol” will also be supported as needed. Also, support

for the standards RFC 1700 “Assigned Numbers (port/sockets)” and those portions ofRFC 1700

made obsolete by RFC 3232 “Assigned Numbers: RFC 1700 is replaced by an Online Database”

and the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA; www.iana.org) organization will be im-

plemented.

4.1.3.5 Application Layer Interface

The application layer interface between the IAFIS/FBI FE system and Nlets will support the

messages as listed in Appendix K and defined in Appendix A, IAFIS MDD.

4.2 IAFIS Internal Communication Interfaces

Internal communications interfaces on the IAFIS/FBI FE will be provided by ITN/FBI. Major

segments such as file HI/FBI, AFIS/FBI, iDSM/FBI and ITN/FBI, or other systems will interface

with the ITN/FBI Backbone Communication Element (BCE) and with internal communications

interfaces on the ITN/FBI network being provided by the flN/FBI.

4.

2

. 1 Physical Layer Interface

The FBI will define the Wide Area Network (WAN) Virtual Private Network (VPN) Service De-

livery Point(s) (SDPs) for the JEH, Woodies, G Street, and Gallery Row facilities located in

Washington, D.C. Other SDPs will be at Quantico, VA; Dover, DE; Aiken, SC; Fairmont, WV;
and Clarksburg, WV facilities. The FBI will determine the interface points at all of these loca-

tions.

4.2.2 Physical Layer Interface

The physical layer connectivity between the ITN/FBI Backbone and AFIS/FBI, III/FBI, and

iDSM/FBI will be Gigabit Ethernet in accordance with IEEE 802.3ab (lOOOBase-T). The at-

tached devices and cabling will meet IEEE standard 802.ab (lOOOBase-T). The cable installation

will support Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) PUB 174, also known as the Feder-

al Building Telecommunication Wiring Standard and Federal Information Processing Standard
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(FIPS) PUB 175, also known as Federal Building Standard for Telecommunications Pathways

and Spaces.

4.2.3

Data Link Layer Interface

The data link layer interface between the ITN/FBI Backbone and AFIS/FBI, III/FBI, and

iDSM/FBI will be GigE in accordance with IEEE 802.3ab (lOOOBase-T), The devices will also

support IEEE standards 802.ID “Media Access Control Bridges” or Spanning Tree Protocol as

needed and IEEE standard 802.IQ “Virtual Local Area Networks” as needed.
4.2.4

Network Layer Interface

The network layer interface between the ITN/FBI Backbone Element and AFIS/FBI, III/FBI, and

iDSM/FBI will be in accordance with Request For Comment (RFC) 791, “Internet Protocol”

(IP). Additional parameters for the Internet Protocol can be found in RFC 1349 “Types of Ser-

vice in the Internet Protocol Suite” and 2474 “Definition of the Differentiation Service Field (DS

Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 headers” where some portions ofRFCs 1349 and 2474 have made

RFC 791 obsolete. Further, this interface will support appropriate applications in RFC 894

“Standard for Transmission of IP Datagrams Over Ethernet Networks” and RFC 792 “Internet

Control Message Protocol” (ICMP) in addition to portions ofRFC 792 made obsolete by RFC
950 “Internet Standard Subnetting Procedure.” Also Network Layer Interfaces may need to sup-

port, as needed, RFC 1883 “Internet Protocol, version 6, IPv6 Specification” and those portions

of RFC 2460 “Internet Protocol, version 6, IPv6 Specification” that make RFC 1 883 obsolete.

Additional support for RFC 4293 “Management Information Base for the Internet Protocol’ will

be used as needed. Support may be needed for RFC 1042 “Standard for Transmission of IP Da-

tagrams over IEEE 802. Networks.”

4.2.5

Transport Layer Interface

The transport layer interface between the ITN/FBI BCE and AFIS/FBI, III/FBI, and iDSM/FBI

will be in accordance with the RFC 793 “Transmission Control Protocol” (TCP) and portions of

RFC 3168 “The addition of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to IP” which portions make

RFC 793 obsolete. In addition to supporting RFC 793, RFC 768 “User Datagram Protocol” will

also be supported as needed. Also, support for the standards RFC 1700 “Assigned Numbers

(port/sockets)” and those portions ofRFC 1700 made obsolete by RFC 3232 “Assigned Num-
bers: RFC 1700 is replaced by an Online Database” and the Internet Assigned Numbers Authori-

ty (IANA; www.iana.org) organization will be implemented.
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4.2.6 Application Layer Interface

The application layer interface will consist ofthe on-line transaction processing software com-

plement called Tuxedo. Image file transfers between ITN/FBI and AFIS/FBI will be via NFS as

described by internetRFC 1813 “Networked File System version 3 (NFS) Protocol Specifica-

tion” and internet RFC 1305 “Network Time Protocol version 3 Specification, Implementation,

and Analysis.” Also, both the ITN/FBI to III/FBI and ITN/FBI to AFIS/FBI will include Net-

work Time Protocol and SQL*Net as defined in ANSI X3. 135-1992—Database Language SQL.

Messages destined for users viaNCIC circuits will be blocked and segmented by III/FBI based

on information contained in the Multiblock HeaderCode (MHC) field.

Web-based applications and mail are provided over the CJIS WAN for the different systems.

These services are HTTP (80), HTTPS (443), and SMTP (25). The iDSM/FBI connectivity to

the ITN/FBI, III/FBI, and AFIS/FBI will include NTP and SQL*Net as defined in ANSI X3.135-

1992-Database Language SQL. Messages destined for users via NCIC or NCIC circuits will be

blocked and segmented by III/FBI based on information contained in the Multiblock Header

Code (MHC) field.

4.2.7 System Administration

IAFIS is a distributed processing system with some system administration (SA) functions com-

mon to two or more segments. To provide standardized system administration, SA functions

common to two or more of the IAFIS segments are defined in the paragraphs below.

4.3 Functional Message Header

All messages exchanged between IAFIS segments shall contain a header, as defined in the Mes-

sage Definition Database (MDD), Data Set “IAFISHDR.”

4.4 Clock Synchronization Message

The ITN/FBI clock will be synchronized with an external standard reference time, such as the

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), with accuracy better than 0.05 seconds. The other IAFIS

segments/elements are to sync with the ITN/FBI clock at intervals sufficient to ensure that this

synchronization is maintained within 0.05 second margin in accordance with the appropriate ap-

plications in RFC 1305, Network Time Protocol (NTP).
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4.5

Acknowledgment Messages

Messages and transactions between IAFIS segments do not require Acknowledgments (ACKs)

or Not Acknowledged (NAKs) other than those provided by the ITN/FBI BCE as a matter of

normal communications processing [(Data Link layer of the Open System Inter-

connection/Reference Model (OSI/RM)]. The iDSM has a PERL program that polls a specific

directory and sends SMTP messages back to IWS. This is used to sendACK messages for In-

sert/Update and Demote/Remove commands. It sends confirmation messages from the

Wlist_RSP_WS_FD web service. Messages of a time- or priority-critical nature which are

deemed necessary to provide special ACK/NAK service are defined in the MDD.

4.6

System Status Messages

Each segment is responsible for notifying other segments and external users of scheduled out-

ages.

4.7

Billing Information

Certain IAFIS customers must pay for IAFIS services. IAFIS will administer an accounting and

billing system for those customers. Billing will be accomplished through IDWH/FBI User Fee

Billing Sub-element (UFBS). The data necessary for billable transactions are documented in the

MDD.

4.8

Operating Environments

IAFIS will provide multiple environments to make its operation and maintenance easier. Service

providers, operators, developers, external users, and testers will be able to access special envi-

ronments for training, development, and testing. IAFIS will be able to provide these services si-

multaneously while protecting the integrity of each environment. Nominally, the workloads of

these support environments and the resources allocated to them will be approximately 10% of

those for the operational environment. The boundaries between the training, development, test-

ing, and operational environments and the amount of resources allocated to each will be under

IAFIS system administrator control and will be adjustable to meet dynamic requirements. As
noted in paragraph 1 .5, segment developers are required to provide these operating environments

within their segments.
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4.8.

1

Test Support Environment

IAFIS will provide test support environments that provide a means to integrate and verify hard-

ware and software capabilities and to assess operational effectiveness and suitability. The test

support environments will support testing ofnew or upgraded hardware, testing ofinter-segment

and intra-IAFIS interfaces, testing of software upgrades in any segment, and end-to-end testing

of IAFIS functions. The test support environments will protect the operational IAFIS from cor-

ruption by test processes. IAFIS will identify all test-related interactions between IAFIS and ex-

ternal systems and between segments as test transactions, and each segment will restrict test-

related processing to the test support environment.

4.8.1.

1

External User Testing

The test support environment will support external user submission of test transactions to IAFIS.

The external user may submit test transactions to ensure that his equipment is properly intercon-

nected and that the transaction is correctly formatted. The test support environment response to

external user tests will consist oftest data in a format that parallels responses of the operational

system. The test support environment will support external user testing using the same telecom-

munications equipment as the operational system. External users must coordinate access to the

IAFIS test support environment with the System Administrator.

4.8.1.2

Support for lAFIS-level, End-to-End Testing

The test support environment will provide the capability to test the integration and interoperation

ofthe segments, to identify defects, and to test IAFIS functionality, throughput, and perfor-

mance. The test support environment will support pre-implementation testing of emergency fixes

before they are promoted to the operational system. The test support environment will support

certification and acceptance testing prior to the release of IAFIS updates and modifications to

production operations.

4.9 Error Processing and Exception Handling

Between the time a segment receives a request and the time the segment provides a response to

that request, a processing error may occur. The cause ofthe error may be one of several possi-

bilities including a formatting error in the request message, a system outage in the responding

segment, or a logical database error such as trying to modify a record that does not exist. In any

case, it is incumbent on the responding segment (or accepting segment in the case of theNR pro-

tocol) to indicate the nature of the error to the requesting segment so that the cause ofthe error

can be investigated and corrected.
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4.9.

1

Error Notification Message

The A1 802 message will be used to notify a requesting segment when an error has been detected

while processing its request. It is defined in the Message Definition Database (MDD). The values

to be used in set ERRMSGSET are defined in the Error Codes table in the MDD. When the error

is to be reported to a service provider or external user, the Error Description in the Error Codes

table suggests how the element values may be used to form descriptive text. The following para-

graphs describe the contents ofthe messages and how the messages are used.4.9.2

Number of Occurrences

A single error notification message may indicate up to ten error conditions belonging to the same

error type (see Table 3-1). A field in the Tuxedo physical view tells the segment receiving the

Error Notification messages how many error conditions are included in the message.

4.9.3

Error Identifier (MSGCOD)

Each error condition is identified by an error identifier code using the MSGCOD field. The iden-

tifier is composed of 5 characters. The first character indicates the type of error as shown in Ta-

ble 3-1. The remaining 4 characters identify the specific condition within that type. Only one

type of error is reported in one A1 802 message. Error identifiers are defined in the MDD.

4.

9.4

Error Inserts (MSGINSCNT and MSGINS)

The MSGINSCNT and MSGINS fields provide specific information related to the error identifi-

er. For example, ifthe error condition is that a message does not include a value for a mandatory

field, an error insert would provide the name ofthe field that was not included. That allows the

use of generic error identifiers (e.g., “Missing Mandatory Field”) rather than specific error iden-

tifiers (e.g., “Missing Name Field,” “Missing Race Field,” etc.). The MSGINSCNT indicates the

number of error inserts related to the error identifier. The MSGINS fields provide the error in-

serts. The number of inserts used and the type of information provided by the error inserts is de-

pendent on the error identifier. The Error Codes table in the MDD defines the number of inserts

and data provided for each error identifier.
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4.9.5 Use of the A1802 ErrorMessage with Intersegment Protocols

4.9.5.1 Immediate Response (IR) Protocol

An A1 802 message can be the response to a request sent using the IR protocol. In this case, the

A1802 will be the only response to the request as indicated in Figure 4.9.5. 1-1.

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 4.9.5.1-1 Use of A1802 With IR Protocol

Ifthe A1802 contains any error other than a Warning-type, it will indicate that the request failed

and that the requesting segment should take action as indicated in Table 3-1

.

Table 4-1 intersegment Message Error Types

Error Type Description

H

An error is detected in any of the IAFIS header elements. It could be a formatting error

in an element or an error due to a combination of multiple elements. It could also be that

the message is not appropriate for the service initiated. This type of error is unrelated to

the contents of the message.

Header
Upon receipt of this type of error message, a segment should record the error message

and the message that caused the error and then notify a segment administrator. The
message should not be retransmitted.
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Error Type Description

E

Element

An error is detected in one or more of the message elements (not including the IAFIS

header). This error type is also used in reporting incoming EBTS message errors. This

type of error is returned when an element value is of the wrong type (alpha/numeric) or

outside of the allowable range such as an unallowable hair color.

Upon receipt of this type of error in an A1802 message, a segment should record the

error message and the message that caused the error and then notify a segment ad-

ministrator. The message should not be retransmitted.

S

Segment Status

An error occurs that prohibits the segment from completing the processing of a request.

The error is most likely caused by a software error.

Upon receipt of this type of error message, a segment should record the error message
and the message that caused the error and then notify a segment administrator. The
message should not be retransmitted.

R

Retry

An error occurs that is correctable. It could be that the service that is needed is tempo-

rarily unavailable or that the database is closed.

Upon receipt of this type of error message, a segment should wait for a short period

(two minutes) and resend the original message. Two retries may be attempted before

giving up and notifying a segment administrator.

L

Logic

An error occurs because the processing rules prohibit the requested operation on the

specified data. For example, a transaction may require that a subject’s features be de-

leted, but they do not exist.

A segment must refer this type of error to a service provider for a determination of the

cause of the error.

A

Authorization

An error is detected when an operation is requested but the requestor is not authorized.

A segment must refer this type of error to a service provider and allow the transaction to

be re-routed to someone who is authorized.

W
Warning

This error type is used whenever the transaction is able to complete, but the service

wishes to provide some information back to the requester. For example, III may provide

routing information following a successful file maintenance operation.

A segment must be prepared to act on these messages as appropriate, such as provid-

ing information to a service provider or changing the workflow based on the warning.

An A1802 message can be received by a requesting segment due to a KR request in two ways.

The first may occur if the responding segment finds an error in the request before acknowledging

the request such as with a header error. In this case, the A1802 is returned as an immediate re-

sponse to the KR request and no further processing is performed by the responding segment (see

Figure 4.9.5. 1-2).
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Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 4.9.5.1-2 Use of A1802 With KR Protocol — Immediate Error

The second case may occur if the responding segment detects an error after positively acknowl-

edging receipt of the request such as when a logic error is determined. In this case, the respond-

ing segment sends the A1802 message as the message in the response part of the KR protocol

(see Figure 4.9.5. 1-3).

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 4.9.5.1-3 Use of A1802 With KR Protocol - Response Error

An A1802 message can also be received by the responding segment due to a KR response that it

sends. When the requesting segment receives the response and is not able to accept it due to an

error, the requesting segment will return anA1802 to the responding segment instead of sending

a positive acknowledgment (see Figure 4.9.5. 1-4).
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Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 4.9.5.1-4 Use of A1802 With KR Protocol - Normal Response

4.9.5.2 No Response (NR) Protocol

After sending a request using theNR protocol, an A1 802 message can be received by a request-

ing segment instead of a positive acknowledgment as shown in Figure 4.9.5.2-1.

Requesting Segment Responding Segment

Figure 4.9.5.2-1 Use of A1802 With NR Protocol

4.9.5.3 Unsolicited Error Notification

Ifthe requesting segment detects an error in the response after it has positively acknowledged

the response, it may send an unsolicited A1 802 error message to the responding segment. The

purpose ofthis message is to alert the responding segment to the fact that its response was found

to be in error or that the requesting segment was unable to match the response up with its re-
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quest. This capability may also be used by segments to notify one another about segment out-

ages.

4.9.6 Examples ofErrorMessages

Example 1—Header Error

A segment receives a message, but the STOT value is determined to be “AAAA.” The segment

returns an A1 802 message containing the following fields:

• NOO = 1

• MSGCOD(l) = H0003

• MSGINSCNT(l) = 2

• MSGINS (1,1)
= “STOT”

• MSGINS (1,2)
= “AAAA”

• MSGINS (1,3) = NULL

Example 2—Element Errors

A segment receives a message, but the SEX field contains a disallowed value “B” and the RAC
field, which is mandatory for this message, is missing. The segment returns an A1802 message

containing the following fields:

• NOO =2
• MSGCOD(l) = E0003

• MSGINSCNT(l) = 2

• MSGINS(1,1) = “SEX”
• MSGINS(1,2) = “B”

• MSGINS(1,3) = NULL
• MSGCOD(2) = E0001

• MSGINSCNT(2) = 1

• MSGINS(2,1) = “RAC”
• MSGINS(2,2) = NULL
• MSGINS(2,3) = NULL

The order ofthe error codes is not important.

Example 3—Logic Error

A segment receives a message that requests retrieval of fingerprint images for FBI number

123456AA. The segment attempts to retrieve that subject’s fingerprint images and discovers that
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no images exist for that FBI number. The segment returns an A1 802 message containing the fol-

lowing fields:

• NOO = 1

• MSGCOD(l) = L0004

• MSGINSCNT(l) = 1

• MSGINS(1,1) = “123456AA”

• MSGINS(1,2) = NULL
• MSGINS(1,3) = NULL
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A.1 CJIS Messages

The exchange of information is an essential activity among IAFIS and other CJIS components.

The existing CJIS systems were developed independently, resulting in some conflicting data

elements, data codes, and message structures. A fundamental goal is for the evolutionary resolu-

tion of conflicts and coordinated development among the CJIS systems. To be certain that the

information exchanged is current, accurate, concise, and understandable, an IAFIS MDD stan-

dard has been created and is installed in this ICD as Appendix A. The MDD uses a controlled

vocabulary (including abbreviations and codes) for which unambiguous meanings are defined.

The MDD provides configuration management control ofthe messages specified in this appen-

dix. This includes the IAFIS-bound messages from NCIC and Nlets and from those entering via

the CJIS WAN. The MDD provides:

»

• a basic architectural structure

• semantics (artificial language system to define vocabulary)

• syntax (rules governing structure and arrangement ofmessage components)

The MDD architectural structure for message definition has four subdivisions: messages, reports

format, sets, and elements. These can be equated to the FBI message definition terminology as

messages, response reports format, data compounds, and data elements (or messages, object de-

finitions, and primitives for NCIC).

A.2 Document Description

This appendix defines the messages exchanged between functional entities within and outside

IAFIS. Physical connectivity is defined in Section 4 of the ICD. Details of physical path routing

related to internal or external stimulus message (e.g., internally-generated Subject Search, exter-

nally-generated Ten-Print Submission) are found in Appendix B. The following prefixes are used

to identify the MDD Message location in the CJIS System:

A: Messages internal to IAFIS

E: EBTS Messages to/from the EFCON/FBI FE
N : Messages to/fromNCIC
L: Messages to/from Nlets

The following numbering conventions have been used to assign unique identification numbers to

each IAFIS message:
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• Submission and Response Data Messages are defined in the A1000-A1 999 range,

• File Maintenance and III Administrative Messages are defined in the A3000-A3999

range,
*

• Performance Monitoring, System Administration, and User Fee Billing Messages are

defined in die A5000-A5999 range, and

• Miscellaneous Messages are defined in the A9000-A9999 range.

II

Note that the message numbers do not always run consecutively.

The structural notation used in the IAFIS MDD is used to describe relationships that exist among

the message components. The structural notation used is a modified form of Backus-Naur Nota-

tion. The following symbols are used in this notation:

= means is equivalent to

+ means and
*

|
means or

[|] means must choose one ofthe components separated within the brackets

{ } means iterations ofthe component enclosed, where lower limit isplaced to the left

ofthe opening bracket and upper limit isplaced to the right ofclosing bracket

0 means the enclosed component is optional

means component enclosed within quotes is a literal value

o means enclosed component modifies or qualifies component to its left

A.3 Assumptions and Constraints

Although the MDD documents message structure, it does not specify communication protocols

(e.g., “eot”- end oftransmission), field separator characters (e.g.,—repeat field separator), or

other message/field parsing designators. There are two notable exceptions to this general rule;

these details will be provided in support ofthe existing legacy messages and the EBTS transac-

tions fielded by IAFIS via the CJIS WAN. Use of these designators is left to the respective ven-

dors to implement in accordance with FBI standards.

Where appropriate, message names are consistent with the NCIC naming convention.

Note

All of the CJIS Message Definitions in Appendix A are reproduced electronically from the Message De-

finition Database (MDD) housed in an on-line database. They are available only in hardcopy format

from IAFIS CM, or may be produced using the MDD tool, also available from CM.
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B.l Document Description

This appendix defines the physical routing of all messages exchanged (i.e. data flow) between

functional entities internally and externally to IAFIS. Physical connectivity is defined in Section

4 ofthe ICD.

This appendix is organized into five sections, the first, Section 20, being an Introduction. Sec-

tions 21 through 23 respectively, define:

• Mission-Critical Message Data Flow,

• Maintenance and Administration Message Data Flow, and

• Operations and User Fee Billing Data Flow.

Notes on Diagram

The data flow diagrams show the flow of data messages between IAFIS Segments and selected

entities external to IAFIS; refer to the appropriate requirements document for details of the

processing logic within the segments. Processing internal to a segment is not depicted herein

(e.g., the retrieval of images from ISRE is not explicitly shown, because that activity is internal

to ITN/FBI).

The IAFIS Data Flow Diagrams in this appendix were developed in accordance with the follow-

ing paradigm:

Data Flow Diagrams whose original stimulus messages are transmitted to the FBI by electronic

means (i.e., NCIC Telecommunications, CJIS WAN, or Nlets) are listed as "External" to IAFIS.

I

Data Flow Diagrams whose original stimulus messages are "keyed in" at an IAFIS workstation

(i.e., ITN/FBI), "scanned-in" by an IAFIS scanner (DPS), or input from a magnetic tape or disk

are listed as "Internal" to IAFIS.

In other words, stimuli that are received by wire at the FCE are external to IAFIS, and stimuli

that require manual intervention by the FBI or are originated by the FBI within the confines of

JEH, Quantico, or the Clarksburg Facility are internal to IAFIS.
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Some of the messages represent a collection of several specific messages of that type (e.g., there

are several types of latent searches, but only one “aggregate” Search Latent File message is cur-

rently defined). This type of additional detail will be incorporated in subsequent versions.

The size of the boxes used to depict processing entities in no way implies the hierarchical rela-

tionship between or among the entities. It is simply an expedient to show the interface relation-

ships between each ofthe pairs of entities.

“Hardcopy Response Data” indicates responses generated by III/FBI that will be sent to origina-

tor via the US mail.

The path of a message is depicted by a line indicating origin and destination. You will note that

some lines have two arrows facing the same direction: one upon entering the Communication

Front End and another at the message’s destination. This indicates that the message may be

transformed by the Front End. Although transformed, the message’s data remains constant. Lines

may be labeled with the associated message title, as well as the message’s identifying number,

facilitating reference to Appendix A and other message tables.

Arrows with dashed lines depict requests that may result in a Rejection Message. Note that the

diagrams show User, MRD, and hardcopy input as being potentially rejected for improper format

or insufficient data. The diagrams do not show Work Stations as having Rejection Messages

spawned (the diagrams depict inter-segment message flow; refer to the ITN/FBI Software Design

Document for Text Checks internal to ITN/FBI).

Bi-directional arrows on “Workstation” indicate both input from and output to the workstation. .

The diagrams show the flow of data messages between IAFIS Segments, as well as to and from

NCIC, the CJIS WAN, and Nlets; refer to the appropriate requirements document for details of

the processing logic within the segments.

Redundant numbers indicate that multiple messages may be generated in the same processing

step. Refer to the appropriate Segment documentation for details of sequencing requirements and

logic.

B.2 Mission-Critical Messages
a

Ten-Print Services Data Flow

The Ten-Print Services Data Flow Diagrams are representations of IAFIS SRD requirements as
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allocated to IAFIS segments by the FBI.

Note

All of the IAFIS Data Flow Diagrams in Appendix B are reproduced electronically from the

Message Definition Database (MDD) in an on-line database. They are available only in hard-

copy format from IAFIS CM, or may be produced using the MDD tool, also available from

CM.

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) Characters and Codes

This table defines the printable 7 bit ASCII characters used in many IAFIS elements. These cha-

racters include the alphabet (upper and lower case), numbers 0 through 9, and special characters.

The printable characters are decimal codes 32 (blank space) through 126 (tilda). If other, non-

printable, characters are used, they are explicitly described in the MDD element description.

Binary Dec Glyph Binary Dec Glyph

010 0000 32 space 100 1010 74 J

010 0001 33 T
m 100 1011 75 K

010 0010 34 a 100 1100 76 L
010 0011 35 # 100 1101 77 M
010 0100 36 s 100 1110 78 N
010 0101 37 % 100 1111 79 O
010 0110 38 & 101 0000 80 P
010 0111 39 6 101 0001 81 Q
010 1000 40 ( 101 0010 82 R
010 1001 41 ) 101 0011 83 S

010 1010 42 * 101 0100 84 T
010 1011 43 + 101 0101 85 U
010 1100 44 9 101 0110 86 V
010 1101 45 - 101 0111 87 w
010 1110 46 • 101 1000 88 X
010 1111 47 / 101 1001 89 Y
011 0000 48 0 101 1010 90 Z
011 0001 49 1 101 1011 91 {

011 0010 50 2 101 1100 92
|

011 0011 51 3 101 1101 93 }

011 0100 52 4 101 1110 94 A

011 0101 53 5 101 1111 95

011 0110 54 6 110 0000 96

011 0111 55 7 110 0001 97 a
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Biliary Dec Glyph Binary Dec Glyph

011 1000 56 8 110 0010 98 b

011 1001 57 9 110 0011 99 c

011 1010 58 •
• 110 0100 100 d

011 1011 59 •
• 110 0101 101 e

011 1100 60 < 110 0110 102 f

011 1101 61
— 110 0111 103 g

011 1110 62 > 110 1000 104 h

011 1111 63 9
• 110 1001 105

*

1

100 0000 64 110 1010 106 j

100 0001 65 A 110 1011 107 k
100 0010 66 B 110 1100 108 1

100 0011 67 C 110 1101 109 E11

100 0100 68 D 110 1110 110 n

100 0101 69 E 110 1111 111 0

100 0110 70 F 111 0000 112 p
100 0111 71 G 111 0001 113 q
100 1000 72 H 111 0010 114 r

100 1001 73 I 111 0011 115 s

111 0100 116 t 111 1010 122 z

111 0101 117 u 111 1011 123 {

111 0110 118 V 111 1100 124

111 0111 119 w 111 1101 125 }

111 1000 120 X 111 1110 126

111 1001 121 _x
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Figure 21.1-01a External Criminal Ten-Print Submission Data. Flow (CAR, CNA, CPNU, DEK) Sequencing and Notes

ITN/FBI sends the E1804 to EFCON which will send it to the contributor via

This DFD applies to the STOTs CAR, CNA, CPNU, and DEK. This data

flow illustrates IAFIS processing of the Criminal Ten-Print Answer Required

(CAR) Criminal Ten-Print No Answer Necessary (CNA), Criminal Finger-

print Card Processing - Non-Urgent (CPNU), and Known Deceased (DEK)

Submissions. Ifthe submissions result in an Went, the submission data is used

to update the existing records in the Criminal Files. If the submission results

in a Non-Ident and the submission is to be retained, the submission data is

used to create a new record in the Criminal files. The Files used in the

process include: 1) the Criminal Ten-Print Fingerprint Image Master File

(FIMF) (ITN/FBI), 2) the Ten-Print Certification File (TPCF) (ITN/FBI), 3)

the Unsolved Latent Features File (ULF) (AFIS/FBI), 4) the Subject Criminal

History File (SCH) (III/FBI), and 5) the Criminal Ten-Print Features Master

File (CMF) (AFIS/FBI).

(1) IAFIS receives the EBTS Ten-Print Submission (E1000) message via the

CJIS WAN.

When a submission matches the criteria for an iDSM search, EFCON/FBI will

send an HTTP message containing the entire submission as a post to the CIPS

servers. The subject line of the HTTP message will contain the EFCON/FBI

Control Number (ECN) for tracking purposes.

CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD 2 1 .6-0 1 for error processing detail.)

(2) If an FBI Number (FNU) is supplied with the Ten-Print submission,

ITN/FBI will create an A1227, AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search message,

which will then be routed to AFIS/FBI. This message contains the FILE-

HANDLE that AFIS/FBI will use to retrieve the file containing the fingerprint

submission images from ITN/FBI, formatted in accordance with 13220.

When AFIS/FBI receives the A1227 message, AFIS/FBI will assess the sub-

mitted fingerprint image quality, after which AFIS/FBI will perform Auto-

mated Sequence Check (ASC). If the quality of the fingerprint images is ac-

ceptable for search but not high enough qualify to be retained in the reposito-

ry, a Search But Don’t Add (SBDA) indicator is set by AFIS/FBI. If the qual-

ify is assessed as too low for searching, the transaction will be immediately

routed back to ITN/FBI with an A1 802, and ITN/FBI will send an A1801 to

III/FBI which formats an A1804 and sends it to ITN/FBI which converts the

message to an El 804. ITN/FBI sends the El804 to EFCON which will send it

to the contributor via CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing

detail.) IfASC is successful, the fingerprint features are written to a file to be

utilized for potential file maintenance.

The submission will be forwarded to Automated Qualify Check (AQC*). If it

passes AQC, processing will move to paragraph 2. AQC can also reject as

described below. Otherwise, the ten-print submission will be routed to ma-

nual Qualify Check (QC) where Service Providers will reject, edit and release,

or release the submission. If the submission is rejected by either AQC or a

Service Provider, ITN/FBI sends an A1801 to III/FBI which formats an

A1804 and sends it to ITN/FBI which converts the message to an E1804.

’
For information on AQC, see the ISDD Design Note #25
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If ASC is not successful, AFIS/FBI will send an AFIS Ten-Print Verify and

Search Response Data Candidate List (A1222) with the ASC_PASS=N.

ITN/FBI will then route the submission to manual Fingerprint Sequence

Check (FSC) for processing. The FSC Service Provider may release the

transaction, swap the fingerprint images and release the transaction, place

stamps on the fingerprint images and release the transaction or reject the sub-

mission. If the submission is rejected, ITN/FBI sends an A1801 to III/FBI

which formats an A1804 and sends it to ITN/FBI which converts the message

to an E1804. ITN/FBI sends the E1804 to EFCON which will send it to the

contributor via CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing de-

tail.) If the FSC Service Provider releases the transaction, ITN/FBI will route

the transaction to a Qualify Assurance FSC (QA-FSC) Service Provider who

will review the FSC decision. If the QA-FSC Service Provider releases the

transaction, ITN/FBI will resend the A1227 message to AFIS/FBI with the

Perform ASC= N.
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IfFNUs are supplied in the A1227 message, either as a result ofquoted FNUs

or as a result of the HI subject search, AFIS/FBI will perform a one-to-one

compare against the stored feature vectors. If the match score is below the

“no match” threshold, the quoted FNUs or the FNUs provided through the

subject search are considered to be not viable candidates and AFIS/FBI will

initiate a feature search ofthe CMF.

NOTE: ITN/FBI sets the 2
nd

Look Flag and the QA Eligibility Flag based on

thresholds and the match score of the candidates. For more information on

these flags, see the ITN SwDD Section 3.2.2.7.

Or

(3)

If an FNU is not supplied with the Ten-Print submission, ITN/FBI will

initiate a subject search by sending the Subject Search Request (A1030) mes-

sage to III/FBI. This subject search is performed against the Subject Criminal

History File which could produce a list ofFNUs (candidate list).

(4)

III/FBI will perform filtering and return the results to ITN/FBI in a Ten-

Print Subject Search Request Response (A1031). For ITN/FBI handling of

special subjects (Stops or Wants SPF or AUD values) refer to IAFIS System

Design Document (ISDD), Design Note #17.

NOTE: ITN/FBI sets the 2
nd

Look Flag when the HI subject search candidate

matches on Name, DOB, and SOC (CAND_TYPE = 2).

(5)

ITN/FBI will create an AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search message

(A1227) containing the candidate FNUs supplied by the III subject search.

ITN/FBI routes the A1227 message to AFIS/FBI (Perform ASC=Y). (Note:

AFIS/FBI will process the A1227 as in step 2.)

(6)

AFIS/FBI will return the AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search Response Da-

ta Candidate List (A1222) message to ITN/FBI. If the A1222 message con-

tains candidates, ITN/FBI will retrieve the candidate images, and the transac-

. 1AFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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tion will be staged for a Fingerprint Image Comparison (FIC) Service Provid-

er.(7)

If filtering reveals a subject record containing AUD= ‘T,’ ITN/FBI will

route the transaction to the appropriate location based on the SPF code

(SPF- T’
will be routed to Wants, all other SPF values will be routed to Spe-

cial Stops). In these instances, ITN/FBI will pre-stage the desired criminal

histories using the A1032/A1033 message pair.

Fingerprint Image Comparison (FIC) indicator levels, which are returned by

AFIS/FBI in the A1222 message, are used by ITN to determine the number of

manual FICs needed. A FIC indicator level of 100 requires no manual FIC

operations. A FIC indicator level of 101 requires one manual FIC operation.

A FIC indicator level of 102 requires two manual FIC operations,

If the FIC indicator level is 102, the first FIC Service Provider may Ident the

submission, Non-Ident the submission, or reject the submission. If this Ser-

vice Provider rejects the submission, ITN/FBI sends an AI801 to III/FBI

which formats an A1804 and sends it to ITN/FBI which converts the message

to an E1804. ITN/FBI sends the E1804 to EFCON which will send it to the

contributor via CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing de-

tail.) Ifthe Service Provider Non-Idents the submission and the 2
nd

Look Flag

is true, the submission will be routed to FIC Evaluation Review (Eval); oth-

erwise ifthe QA Eligibility Flag is true the submission is routed to QA-FIC. If

either the Eval or the QA-FIC Service Provider Non-Ident the submission,

then ITN/FBI determines if a feature search has been performed. If it has not,

ITN/FBI will send an A1227 message without candidates and processing will

proceed from that point (step 8). (IfAFIS/FBI has cascaded a feature search of

the CMF, processing will continue in step 9) If the first FIC Service Provider

Idents the submission, the submission moves to a second FIC Service Provid-

er. Ifthe second FIC Service Provider Idents the submission and the QA Eli-

gibility Flag is true, the submission is routed to QA-FIC. If the second FIC

Service Provider or the QA-FIC Service Provider either Non-Idents or rejects

a submission which the first FIC Service Provider Idented, the submission is

routed to Eval for evaluation of the discrepancy. If the QA-FIC or Eval Ser-

vice Provider Idents the submission, then it is routed to file maintenance (See

paragraph 11). If the Eval Service Provider rejects the submission, ITN/FBI

sends an A1801 to III/FBI which formats an A1804 and sends it to ITN/FBI

NGI-80
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which converts the message to an E1804. ITNZFBI sends the E1804 to EF-

CON which will send it to the contributor via CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD

21.6-0 1 for error processing detail.)

If the FIC indicator level is 101 the FIC Service Provider may Ident the sub-

mission, Non-Ident the submission, or reject the submission. If the FIC Ser-

vice Provider Idents the submission and the QA Eligibility Flag is true, the

submission is routed to QA-FIC. If the QA-FIC Service Provider Idents the

submission, then it is routed to file maintenance (See paragraph 1 1). If the

FIC Service Provider or QA-FIC Service Provider Non-Idents or rejects the

submission, the submission is routed to the Eval for evaluation of the discre-

pancy. Ifthe Eval Service Provider Idents the submission, then it is routed to

file maintenance (See paragraph 11). If the Eval Service Provider rejects the

submission, ITN/FBI sends an A1801 to m/FBI which formats an A1804 and

sends it to ITN/FBI which converts the message to an El 804, ITN/FBI sends

the E1804 to EFCON which will send it to the contributor via CJIS-WAN.

(Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.) Ifthe Eval Service Provid-

er Non-Idents the submission, then ITN/FBI determines if a feature search has

been performed. If it has not, ITN/FBI will send an A1227 message without

candidates and processing will proceed from that point. (IfAFIS/FBI has cas-

caded a feature search of the CMF, processing will continue in step 9)

If the FIC indicator level is 100 and the QA Eligibility Flag is true, the trans-

action is routed to QA-FIC. If the decision is Non-Ident or reject, then the

submission will be forwarded to Eval for a final decision. If the QA-FIC or

Eval Service Provider Idents the submission, then it is routed to file mainten-

ance (See paragraph 11), If the Eval Service Provider rejects the submission,

ITN/FBI sends an A1801 to III/FBI which formats an A1804 and sends it to

ITN/FBI which converts the message to an E1804. ITN/FBI sends the E1804

to EFCON which will send it to the contributor via CJIS-WAN. (Refer to

DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.) If the Eval Service Provider Non-

Idents the submission, then ITN/FBI determines if a feature search has been

performed, If it has not, ITN/FBI will send an A1227 message without candi-

dates and processing will proceed from that point (step 8), (If AFIS/FBI has

cascaded a feature search of the CMF, processing will continue in step 9) If

the QA Eligibility flag is false, then the submission is routed to file mainten-

ance (see paragraph 1 1 for details) as an Ident.

NGI-81

NOTE: If a feature search has been performed but no III subject search has

been perform then ITN/FBI will send an A1030 (step 3).(8)

If the previous steps have not produced an Ident to the submitted subject

(Quoted FNUs or Subject Search Candidates) and no feature search has been

performed, ITN/FBI will send the AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search (A1227)

message (Perform_ASC=N) to AFIS/FBI where a ten-print search is per-

formed against the CMF. This message contains the FUEHANDLE which

AFIS/FBI will use to retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI, for-

matted in accordance with 13220.

(9)

AFIS/FBI will return all candidates to ITN/FBI in .the A1222 message.

ITN/FBI will retrieve the candidate images and stage the submission for Ser-

vice Provider FIC. Processing will continue as described in paragraph 7.

NOTE: If the submission has resulted in multiple Idents, Eval must confirm

the Idents before IAFIS spawns Consolidation processing (Refer to 21,3-02).

This spawned process performs consolidation file maintenance in III/FBI and

then returns to this point to perform ten-print file maintenance.

(10)

The Search Status for Non-Ident and Rejection Ten-Print Submissions

(A33 14) message will be sent to AFIS/FBI when a Non-Ident or reject occurs

on any candidates for a ten-print submission for which the last AFIS finger-

print search produced candidates. No response from AFIS/FBI is required.

(1

1)

ITN/FBI sends the Ten-print Criminal History File Maintenance Request

(A3026) message to III/FBI to add a new FNU or update an existing FNU. If

the submission has updated an existing FNU, III/FBI will perform filtering

and update the Subject Criminal History File. If filtering reveals a Special

Stops subject, and the transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops

Unit, III will reject A3026 with an A1802 for Unauthorized Access. When

this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special Stops

Unit for review. If the Special Stops review results in a decision to Non-

Ident the candidate with the submission, no A3314 will be sent. Upon

completion of the review (the Special Stops Service Provider releases the

transaction from the stops log), ITN/FBI will resend A3026.

September 3, 2008
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ing the start of File Maintenance and after the completion of any required

manual reviews.

(17)

III/FBI returns the Ten-Print File Maintenance Response (A3025) mes-

sage to ITN/FBI. Upon receipt of the A3025, ITN/FBI initiates the file main-

tenance processes of ten-print certification file add, and a FIMF add/update.

Ifthe result ofthe Non-Retain submission isra Non-Ident, ITN/FBI will spawn

Cascaded ULF search Processing (as described in Figure F21.1-10)

(18)

ITN/FBI sends the Add/Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310)

message to AFIS/FBI. A3310 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI

uses to retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI in accordance with

formatting per 13020. For an Ident, AFIS/FBI updates features, if better, and

descriptive information in the Criminal Master File (CMF). For a criminal

Non-Ident retain, AFIS/FBI creates a new criminal record. If the submission

resulted in a Criminal Non-Ident Retain or in a Criminal Ident with upgraded

features, AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved Latent File. If the

search of the Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate, IAFIS will continue

processing as described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Unsolved Latent Search

Data Flow (Figure 21.1-08).

(19) AFIS/FBI will respond to A3310 with the Update Fingerprint Features

Response (A33 11) message.

(20) ITN/FBI will store submissions in the Ten-Print Certification File if the

submission is an Ident or the submission is a Non-Ident criminal retained

submission. The Ten-Print Certification File Index and the pattern classifica-

tion (provided by AFIS/FBI) are sent to III/FBI via the File Maintenance

Completion Notification (A3331) message. If the file maintenance process

has completed successfully and further Service Provider review of the submis-

sion is not needed, ITN/FBI will close out the submission.

and arrest cycle to link the photo to the subject arrest and uses FILEHANDLE

to retrieve the file containing the photo images from ITN/FBI, III/FBI will

also update the associated record with an SPF
=
‘F to indicate that a photo(s)

is on file for this arrest.

(22) III/FBI will respond to A3024 with the File Maintenance Response

(A3027) message.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-

tination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3 107 Unsolicited Deceased Notification

N3 1 12 Multi-state Offender Status

N3 1 14 Non-matching SID Ignored

N3 115 No Prior Record - SID Entered

N3 1 16 Prior Record- Previously Entered SID Notification (Single)

N3 1 17 Prior Record- SID Entered

N3 1 19 Reject, No Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 120 Reject, Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 123 Prior Record- Previously Entered SID (Multi)

N3 126 SOR Agency Notice

(21)

If the submission contained mug shot photos of the criminal subject (one

or more T10 records were received in the El 000), ITN/FBI will write the pho-

to image data to an II001 format file and send the Ten-Print Photo File Main-

tenance Request (A3024) message to HI/FBI. III/FBI uses the included FNU

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 21,1-Olb ExternalCM Ten-PrintSubmission Data Flow (EMUF, FANC, FAUF, NFAP, NFUE, NFUF, MAP
,
andDOCE)

Sequencing andNotes

sent. Upon completion of the review (the Special Stops Service Provider re-

This DFD applies to the STOTs FANC, FAUF, NFAP, NFUF, NFUE, MAP

and DOCE. This data flow illustrates IAFIS processing of the Civil Ten-print

Federal Applicant No Charge (FANC), Federal Applicant User Fee (FAUF),

Non-Federal Advanced Payment (NFAP), Non-Federal Applicant User Fee

(NFUF), Non-Federal User Fee Expedite (NFUE), Miscellaneous Applicant

Civil (MAP) and Departmental Order Channeling Electronic (DOCE) Sub-

missions. If the submission results in an Ident, the data is used to update ex-

isting records in the Criminal Files. If the submission results in a Non-Ident

and the submission is to be retained, the data is used to create new records in

the Civil Files. The Files used in the process include: 1) the Criminal Ten-

print Fingerprint Image Master File (F1MF) (ITN/FBI), 2) the Ten-print Certi-

fication File (TPCF) (ITN/FBI), 3) the Subject Criminal History (SCH) File

(III/FBI), 4) the Civil Subject Index Master File (HI/FBI), 5) the Criminal

Ten-print Features Master File (CMF) (AFIS/FBI), 6) the Civil On-line Fea-

tures File (AFIS/FBI), and 7) the Civil Ten-print Online Image File

(ITN/FBI).

(1-10) Processing progresses as described in Figure 21.1-01a to this point.

(1

1)

If the retain submission resulted in a Non-Ident, ITN/FBI will send a

Ten-print Civil Subject File Maintenance Request (A3340) to III/FBI. The

A3340 message will request that a record be added to the Civil Subject Index

Master File.

(12)

Ifthe submission resulted in an Ident, ITN/FBI sends the Ten-print Crim-

inal History File Maintenance Request (A3026) message to III/FBI to update

an existing FNU. If the submission has updated an existing FNU, III/FBI will

perform filtering and update the Subject Criminal History File. If filtering

reveals a Special Stops subject and the transaction has not been reviewed by

the Special Stops Unit, III will reject A3026 with an A1802 for Unauthorized

Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the

Special Stops Unit for review. If the Special Stops review results in a deci-

sion to Non-Ident the candidate, with the submission, no A3314 will be

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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leases the transaction from the stops log), ITN/FBI will resend A3026.

NOTE: If the A3026 tries to update a record containing a Want, III/FBI sends

a Non-Deceased Fingerprint Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an un-

solicited Hit to Want Notification (N3401) message to the Want originator.

III/FBI will also send an A1312 Review Request message to ITN/FBI for An-

swer Hits to Wants (AHTW) notification. When AHTW ITN/FBI is finished

with the review, ITN/FBI will send an A1313 Review Response to III/FBI.

III/FBI then proceeds to perform response generation.

NOTE: If the A3026 updates a record containing Sexual Offender Registry

(SOR) data, III/FBI sends a Fingerprint Identification Sexual Offender Regi-

stry Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3126) message to all registering

agencies,

(13)

If the A3026 updates a record with a Flash, III/FBI will print an IDRR,

which will be sent to the Flash originator.

NOTE: If the STOT is EMUF, the system will generate a hardcopy rap sheet

to be mailed to all CRIs included in the submission.

The following subset of messages applies to completing the submission

response when the FBI is responsible for collecting and disseminating

NFF-maintained data.

(14)

If the subject record (from an Idented submission) contains active NFF

state pointers, III/FBI will send an N3 105 message via NCIC to any states that

have a criminal history on the subject.

B-10
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(15)

DI/FBI will queue the FBI portion ofthe response until the state criminal

history data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (LI048) message. III/FBI

will code the A1003 with an electronic rap sheet (ERS) containing the FBI

portion of the record together with the criminal history data received from the

NFF states (L1048). Ifthe NFF state(s) does not respond within the allowable

criminal response parameters, or if the NFF $tate(s) provides an incomplete

response, III/FBI will code the A1003 containing the FBI portion of the record

and any retrieved data from the NFF statefs) and will return the message to

ITN/FBI.

If an Ident occurred against a file record identified as an unknown deceased

person, III/FBI will also prepare an IDRR for the owner of the unknown de-

ceased person record.

If the submission hits to a Want/Flash, the Want/Flash information will be

included in the response.

Report Title

i

Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Answer Hits to Wants

IDRR/NIDR

H

Special Stops

The following subset of message flows applies to completing the file main-

tenance process.

(16)

The Ten-Print Submission Response A1003 message is sent to ITN/FBI

which converts it to an E1003 and forwards it to the contributor; the E1003 is

sent to EFCON which will send the message to the contributor via the CJIS-

WAN.

***III/FBI generates and sends a QTP Request Message to NCIC follow-

ing the start of File Maintenance and after the completion of any required

manual reviews.

NOTE: For EMUF Submissions: the Ten-Print response through EFCON will

only include the SRE; the hardcopy rap sheet will be mailed separately (see

NOTE under (13) above).

(18) III/FBI returns the Ten-Print File Maintenance Response (A3025) mes-

sage to ITN/FBI. Upon receipt ofthe A3025, ITN/FBI initiates the file main-

tenance processes of ten-print certification file add and a FIMF add/update.

(17)

If a Special Stops Service Provider requires the hardcopy response to be

redirected from III/FBI to a Special Stops printer in ITN/FBI (ONC =
‘R’ in

A3026), III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message containing

the IDRR/NIDR to ITN/FBI to be printed on the Special Stops printer.

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be sent to ITN/FBI in

the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by

III/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

(19) ITN/FBI sends the Add/Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310)

message to AFIS/FBI. A3310 contains the FUEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI

uses to retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI formatted in accor-

dance with 13020. For an Ident, AFIS/FBI updates features, if better, and de-

scriptive information in the Criminal Master File; for a Civil Non-Ident retain,

AFIS/FBI creates a new civil record. If the submission resulted in a Criminal

Ident with upgraded features, AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved

Latent File. If the search of the Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate,

IAFIS will continue processing as described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Un-

solved Latent Search Data Flow (Figure 21.1-08).
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(20) AFIS/FBI will respond to A3310 with the Update Fingerprint Features

Response (A33 11) message.

(21) ITN/FBI will store submissions in the Ten-Print Certification File only if

the submission is a Criminal Ident. The Ten-Print Certification File Index and

the pattern classification (provided by AFIS/FBI) are sent to ni/FBI via the

File Maintenance Completion Notification (A333
1)

message. Ifthe file main-

tenance process has completed successfully and further Service Provider re-

view ofthe submission is not needed, ITN/FBI will close out the submission.
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Figure 211-Dlc ExternalHumanitarian Ten-PrintSubmission Data Flow (DEV, MPR,AMN) Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs DEU, MPR, and AMN. This data flow illu-

strates IAFIS processing of Ten-print Unknown Deceased (DEU), Missing

Person (MPR), and Amnesia Victim (AMN) Submissions. These submissions

are accepted by the FBI for humanitarian reasons. The feature that distin-

guishes these submissions is that the process of attempting an Ident includes

searching the civil files in addition to the criminal files. The civil search is

performed ifthe submission is a Non-Ident in the criminal file. If the submis-

sion results in an Ident against the Criminal Files, the data is used to update

the existing criminal record. If the submission results in a Non-Ident and the

submission is to be retained, the data is used to create new records in ie

Criminal Files. Ifthe submission results in an Ident against the Civil Files, the

data is used to create new records in the Criminal Files with the response con-

taining the civil identification, The files included in the process are: 1) the

Criminal Ten-print Fingerprint Image Master File (FIMF) (ITN/FBI), 2) the

Ten-print Certification File (TPCF) (ITN/FBI), 3) the Subject Criminal Histo-

ry File (SCH) (ffi/FBI), 4) the Civil Subject Index Master File (III/FBI), 5) the

Criminal Ten-print Features Master File (CMF) (AFIS/FBI), 6) the Civil On-

line Features File (AFIS/FBI), and 7) the Civil Ten-Print On-Line Image File

(ITN/FBI) (for comparison).

(1-10) Processing progresses as described in Figure 21.1-01a to this point with

one exception, only the MPR performs a subject search (A1030); AMN and

DEU will proceed directly to the A1227 message. And no A3314 message

will be sent (step 10)

(1

1)

IfNon-Ident results from Criminal File searches and the TOT is MPR in

the ten-print submission, a Ten-Print Subject Search (A1030) message will be

sent to III/FBI initiating a search against the Civil Subject Index Master File.

The value ofNDR (Name of the Designated Repository) in message will be

set to ‘2’ (NDR=2).

(12) m/FBI will return the Ten-print Subject Search Request Response

(A1031) message which may contain a list of Civil Record Numbers (CRN).

(13) If a Non-Ident results from Criminal File searches and the TOT is AMN

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.
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or DEU, an A1227 message is formulated by ITN/FBI and sent to AFIS/FBI

with NDR=2. A1227 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to

retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI, formatted in accordance

with D220.(14)

The results from flow (13) are placed in the A1227 message to be sent

to MIS/FBI. If CRNs are supplied in the A1227 message, as a result of the

III subject search (A1031), AFIS/FBI will perform a one-to-one compare

against the stored feature vectors. If the match score is below the “no match”

threshold, the CRNs provided through the subject search are considered not to

be viable candidates and AFIS/FBI will initiate a feature search of the Civil

On-Line Features File (NDR=2). A1227 contains the FILEHANDLE which

AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI, formatted

in accordance with 13220. AFIS/FBI will respond with the AFIS Search Re-

sponse Candidate List (A1222) message.

(15)

AFIS/FBI will return the AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search Response

Data Candidate List (A1222) message to ITN/FBI. If the A1222 message

contains candidates, processing will continue as described in Figure 21.1-01a,

paragraph 4.

(16)

The message Search Status for Non-Ident Ten-Print Submissions

(A33 14) message will be sent to AFIS/FBI when a Non-Ident or reject occurs

for a ten-print submission for which the last AFIS fingerprint search produced

candidates. No response from AFIS/FBI is required.

(17)

ITN/FBI sends the Ten-print Criminal History File Maintenance Request

(A3026) message to III/FBI to add a new FNU or update an existing FNU. If

the submission has updated an existing FNU, III/FBI will perform filtering

and update the Subject Criminal History File. If filtering reveals a Special

Stops subjects, and the transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops

Unit, III will reject A3026 with an A1802 for Unauthorized Access. When

this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special Stops

Unit for review. If the Special Stops review results in a decision to non-

Ident the candidate with the submission, no A3314 will be sent. Upon

completion of the review (the Special Stops Service Provider releases the

B-13
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transaction from the stops log), ITN/FBI will resend A3026. sage to ITN/FBI.

NOTE: Ifthe A3026 tries to update a record containing a Want, III/FBI sends

a Deceased (for DEU) or Non-Deceased (for MER and AMN) Fingerprint

Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an unsolicited Hit to Want Notifica-

tion (N3401) message to the Want originator. III/FBI will also send an A1312

Review Request message to ITN/FBI for Answer Hits to Wants (AHTW) no-

tification. When AHTW ITN/FBI is finished with the review, ITN/FBI will

send an A1313 Review Response to III/FBI. III/FBI then proceeds to perform

response generation.

(21) The Ten-Print Submission Response A1003 message is sent to ITN/FBI

NOTE: If the A3026 updates a record containing Sexual Offender Registry which converts it to an El003 and forwards it to the contributor; the E1003 is

(SOR) data, III/FBI sends a Fingerprint Identification Sexual Offender Regi- sent to EFCON which will send the message to the contributor via the CJIS-

stry Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3 126) message to all registering WAN.

agencies.

(IS) If the A3026 updates a record with a Flash, III/FBI will print an IDRR,

which will be sent to the Flash originator.

The following subset of messages applies to completing the submission

response when the FBI is responsible for collecting and disseminating The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be sent to ITN/FBI in

NFF-maintained data. the Unsolicited Report (A3 1 50) message. These reports will be formatted by

ffl/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

(19) If the subject record (from an Idented submission) contains active NFF

state pointers, III/FBI will send an N3 105 message via NCIC to any states that

have a criminal history on the subject.

(20) III/FBI will queue the FBI portion of the response until the state criminal

history data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (L1048) message. III/FBI

will code the A1003 with an electronic rap sheet (ERS) containing the FBI-

held portion of the record together with the criminal history data received

from the NFF states (L1048). If the NFF state(s) does not respond within the

allowable criminal response parameters, or if the NFF state(s) provides an

incomplete response, III/FBI will code the A1003 containing the FBI portion

of the record and any retrieved data from the NFF state(s) and sends the mes-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0 B-14

(22) If a Special Stops Service Provider requires the hardcopy response to be

redirected from III/FBI to a Special Stops printer in ITN/FBI (ONC =
‘R’ in

A3026), III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message containing

the IDRR/NIDR to ITN/FBI to be printed on the Special Stops printer.

If an Ident occurred against a file record identified as an unknown deceased

person, III/FBI will also prepare an IDRR for the owner of the unknown de-

ceased person record.

If the submission hits to a Want/Flash, the Want/Flash information will be

included in the response.
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The following subset ofmessage flows applies to completing the file mainten-

ance process.

***III/FBI generates and sends a QI? Request Message to NCIC follow-

ing the start ofFile Maintenance and after the completion of any required

manual reviews.
(23)

III/FBI returns the Ten-Print File Maintenance Response (A3025) mes-

sage to ITN/FBI. Upon receipt of the A3025, ITN/FBI initiates the file main-

tenance processes ofTPCF add and a FIMF add/update,

(24) ITN/FBI sends the Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310) mes-

sage to AFIS/FBI. A33 10 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses

to retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI formatted in accordance

with 13020. For an Ident, AFIS/FBI updates features, ifAFIS/FBI or a FIC or

FSC Service Provider determines them to be better, and descriptive informa-

tion in the Criminal Master File; for a criminal Non-Ident retain, AFIS/FBI

creates a new record. If the submission resulted in a Criminal Non-Ident Re-

tain or in a Criminal Ident with upgraded features, AFIS/FBI initiates a search

of the Unsolved Latent File. If the search of the Unsolved Latent File results

in a candidate, IAFIS will continue processing as described in the Ten-Print-

Initiated Unsolved Latent Search Data Flow (Figure 21.1-08).

(25) AFIS/FBI will respond to A33 10 with the Update Fingerprint Features

Response (A3311) message.

r

(26) ITN/FBI will store submissions in the TPCF only if the submission is an

Ident or if a criminal retained submission is a Non-Ident. The TPCF Index

and the pattern classification (provided by AFIS/FBI) are sent to III/FBI via

the File Maintenance Completion Notification (A3331) message. If the file

maintenance process has completed successfully and further Service Provider

review of the submission is not needed, ITN/FBI will close out the submis-

sion.

(27)

If the submission contained mug shot photos of the criminal subject (one

or more T10 records were received in the E1000), ITN/FBI will write the pho-

to image data to an 11001 format file and send the Ten-Print Photo File Main-

tenance Request (A3024) message to III/FBI. III/FBI uses the included FNU

and arrest cycle to link the photo to the subject arrest, and FILEHANDLE to

retrieve the file containing the photo images from ITN/FBI. III/FBI will also

update the associated record with an SPF
=

‘E’ to indicate that a photo(s) is on

file for this arrest.

(28)

III/FBI will respond to A3024 with the File Maintenance Response

(A3027) message.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-

tination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network. .

Message Number/Name

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3102 No Prior Record- Civil (CFN)

N3 103 Prior Record- Civil (CFR)

N3 107 Unsolicited Deceased Notification

N3 1 12 Multi-state Offender Status

N3 1 14 Non-matching SID Ignored

N3 115 No Prior Record -SID Entered

N3 1 16 Prior Record - Previously Entered SID Notification (Single)

N3 117 Prior Record -SID Entered

N3 1 19 Reject, No Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 120 Reject, Prior Record, SID NotEntered

N3 123 Prior Record - Previously Entered SD (Multi)

N3126 SOR Agency Notice

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 21.1-Old Card Scanning Service T/P Submission SupplementalData Flow Sequencing andNotes

The data flow applies to the following STOTs: CARC (Criminal Ten-Print

Submission (Answer Required)), CNAC (Criminal Ten-Print CSS Submission

(No Answer Required)), DEKC (Known Deceased CSS Submission), FCMA

(Federal Applicant MRD Submission (No Chg)), FNCC (Federal Applicant

CSS Submission, (No Charge)) FUFC (Federal Applicant CSS Submission

(User Fee)), MAPC (Miscellaneous Applicant CSS Submission (No Charge)),

NFDP (Non-Federal Applicant CSS Submission (User Fee-Direct Payment)),

and NFFC (Non-Federal Applicant CSS Submission (User Fee)). (Note that

the exclusion ofSTOTs AMN, DEU, and MPR is intentional. These cards will

not be processed through the Card Scanning Service (CSS) facility but will be

sent to the FBI and processed by DPS.) This data flow illustrates the message

sequence for those messages specific to processing submissions received

through the CSS facility and transmitted to IAFIS via the CJIS WAN. The

messages shown here are supplemental to the External Ten-print Submission

Data Flow diagrams 21.1-01a; that is, these processing flows will take place in

the context of any Ten-print submission process when the electronic submis-

sion is initiated at the CSS. The interaction with the CSS is being shown here

rather than on each of the individual Ten-Print submission diagrams to avoid

confusion.

sage definition and the TOT Code Table, contained in the IAFIS MDD).

Ifthe image quality is acceptable, card data is complete and the scan operation

is successful, normal Ten-Print submission processing proceeds (see DFDs

21.1-01a).

NOTE: If the A3026 tries to update a record containing a Want, III/FBI sends

a Non-Deceased (for CARC and CNAC) Fingerprint Card On-Line Hit Noti-

fication report via an unsolicited Hit to Want Notification (N3401) to the

Want Originator and the Arresting Agency. III/FBI sends a Deceased Finger-

print Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an unsolicited Hit to Want No-

tification (N3401) to the Want Originator only (No Arresting Agency Notifi-

cation is sent) when the submission is deceased (DEKC).

(2)

If the image quality is unacceptable, card data is incomplete, or the scan

operation is unsuccessful, normal processing is terminated and ITN/FBI sends

an EBTS Error Response Request (A1801) message to III/FBI.

NOTE: FCMA enters the system thru CSS but is converted to FANC by EF-

CON

NOTE: (a) Non-CSS NFFC submissions will be converted to the STOT

EMUF by EFCON (Refer to Figure 21.1.01b for EMUF Data Flow Sequenc-

ing and Notes)

(b) All other agencies desiring hardcopy responses from electronic

submissions must utilize the EMUF STOT.

(1) The EBTS Ten-Print Submission (E1000) message is received by EFCON

via the CJIS WAN, and then sent to ITN/FBI. The TOTs carried by E1000 as

depicted in this diagram will be unique to the CSS (refer to the E1000 mes-

IAFIS-DOC-O5125-25.0

(3)

III/FBI formats the Card Disposition Response (A1001) message and

sends the message to ITN/FBI which converts it to an E1001 and forwards it

to EFCON which will send the message to CSS via the CJIS WAN. This in-

forms the CSS that the transaction is complete and that the hard copy can be

dispositioned according to the disposition code (CDDISP). The response to

the CSS is generated simultaneously with the appropriate response in hard

copy format that III/FBI produces and sends to the submitter via mail,

(4)

If ITN/FBI initiates A1801, III/FBI formats an A1804 and sends it to

ITN/FBI which converts the message to an E1804. ITN/FBI sends the El 804

to EFCON which will send it to the contributor via CJIS WAN. (Refer to

DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.) This message notifies the CSS of

transaction failure. If the problem can be corrected by the CSS (card rescan,

etc.), the transaction is reinitiated. If a problem exists with the hard copy,

CSS rejects the submission to the submitter.

B-16
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If a transaction originating at the CSS is rejected, the CSS staff may elect to

initiate a resubmission. This will be done by manually entering ALL of the Message Number/Name

data from the card, rescanning, and sending an E1000 using the appropriate

Type-2 resubmit TOT.

N3401-Unsolicited Hit to Want Notification

k

B-17
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Figure 21,l-02a Internal Ten-PrintSubmission Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This diagram applies to the Mowing STOTs:
,
IAMN, ICAR, ICNA, IDEK,

IDEU, IFANC, IFAUF, IMAP, IMPR, and MJF. . This diagram illustrates

IAFIS processing of internal ten-print submissions. Very low volume hardco-

py fingerprint cards (IAMN, IDEU, IMPR and other special cases) handled

directly by ITN/FBI are considered internal submissions. If the submissions

result in an Ident, the submission data is used to update the existing records in

the Criminal Files. If the submission results in a Non-Ident and the submis-

sion is to be retained, the submission data is used to create a new record in the

Criminal files. The Files used in the process include: 1) the Criminal Ten-

Print Fingerprint Image Master File (FIMF) (ITN/FBI), 2) the Ten-Print Certi-

fication File (TPCF) (ITN/FBI), 3) the Unsolved Latent Fingerprint Image

File (ULF) (ITN/FBI), 4) the Subject Criminal History File (SCH) (IH/FBI),

and 5) the Criminal Ten-Print Features Master File (CMF) (AFIS/FBI).

The TTN Workstation’ arrows represent scanning and entering data for the

very low volume ofhardcopy fingerprint cards at an ITN/FBI workstation.

(1) ITN/FBI will initiate a subject search by sending the Subject Search Re-

quest (A1030) message to III/FBI and will include the supplied FNU (if avail-

able).

(2) If a supplied FNU has been killed as the result of a previous consolidation

and the kept FNU was not returned as a candidate from the subject search,

III/FBI will include the associated kept FNU in the Ten-Print Subject Search

Response (A103
1)

message. This subject search is performed against the

SCH File which produces a list of FBI Numbers (candidate list). The subject

of a supplied FNU will also be returned as a candidate. III/FBI will perform

filtering. For ITN/FBI handling of special subjects (Stops or Wants SPF or

AUD values) refer to IAFIS System Design Document (ISDD), Design Note

#17.

(3)

If filtering reveals a subject record containing AUD = T,’ ITN/FBI will

route the transaction to the appropriate location based on the SPF code. In

IAFIS-DOC-O5125-25.

0

these instances, ITN/FBI will pre-stage the desired criminal histories using the

A1032/A1033 message pair.

(4)

If an Non-Ident has resulted from the preceding subject search, ITN/FBI

will send the AFIS Ten-print Search (A1027) message to AFIS/FBI to initiate

a search of the Criminal Ten-print Features File. A1027 contains the FILE-

HANDLE which AFIS/FBI will use to retrieve the file containing images

from ITN/FBI. The file is formatted per 13020. Ten-print submissions with

STOTs of IAMN and IDEU proceed directly to the AFIS Ten-print

search (flows (5) and (6)).

(5)

AFIS/FBI will respond with the AFIS Search Response Data Candidate

List (A1022) message.

NOTE: If the submission resulted in multiple criminal Idents, at this point

Consolidation processing will take place and returns to this DFD to perform

ten-print file maintenance,

(6)

For submissions resulting in non-Ident against the criminal file, IMPR

submissions only will perform a Civil subject search (A1030)

(7)

III/FBI will respond with an Ten-Print Subject search Response (A1031),

,

(8)

For IAMN, IMPR, and IDEU submissions only a second fingerprint

search (A1027) against the civil files will be performed at the conclusion of

criminal file searches.

(9)

AFIS/FBI will return the AFIS Search Response Data Candidate List

(A1022), The FBI will retain unidentified submissions (AMN, DEU, and

MPR) in the criminal files for possible future identification.

B-18
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(10)

If Ident to Criminal or Criminal Retain Non-Ident ITN/FBI sends the

Ten-Print Criminal History File Maintenance Request (A3026) message to

ni/FBL For a Criminal Ident, III performs filtering that reveals the following.

a) With a Special Stop subject (SPF = ‘5’ or ‘6” or ‘C’ or ‘N’) where the

transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, III/FBI will re-

ject A3026 for Unauthorized Access with an A1802. When this rejection oc-

curs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special Stops Unit for review;

the Special Stops Service Provider will complete the transaction

Or;

b) With an SPF =
‘K’ where the transaction has not been reviewed by DOC

SPEC, III/FBI will reject A3026 for Unauthorized Access with an A1802.

When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to DOC SPEC

for review. Upon completion ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend A3026.

(1

1)

For civil/Retain Non-Ident ten-print submissions, a Ten-Print Civil Sub-

ject File Maintenance Request (A3340) message will be sent from ITN/FBI to

III/FBI.

The following subset of message flows applies to completing the submis-

sion response.

(12)

To compile the response to an Ident if active NFF state pointers are in the

record, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3 105)

message via NCIC and

(13)

III/FBI will receive the response(s) via Nlets (LI 048).

(14) If this occurs, III/FBI will generate a Review Request (A1312) message

that will be routed to AHTW for review and processing. Civil hits to Wants

result in Service Provider phone contact with the Want originator.

(15) The Service Provider may release the transaction for response generation

after the review. The result of the AHTW review is a Review Response

(A1313) message sent frommi to III/FBI.

NOTE: Ifthe submission is civil, the A13 13 may direct III/FBI to send a Non-

Deceased Fingerprint Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an unsolicited

Hit to Want Notification (N3401) to the Want Originator.

NOTE: Ifa criminal submission hits to a Want, the preceding Review Request

and Response are omitted and III/FBI sends a Non-Deceased Fingerprint Card

On-Line Hit Notification report via an unsolicited Hit to Want Notification

(N3401) to the Want Originator and the Arresting Agency. III/FBI sends a

Deceased Fingerprint Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an unsolicited

Hit to Want Notification (N3401) to the Want Originator only (no arresting

agency notification is sent) when the submission is deceased.

NOTE: If the A3026 updates a record containing Sexual Offender Registry

(SOR) data, III/FBI sends a Fingerprint Identification Sexual Offender Regi-

stry Agency Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3 126) message to all

registering agencies. III/FBI then proceeds to perform response generation.

(16)

Responses to the very low volume hardcopy submissions are printed by

III/FBI. If a Service Desk provider or Special Stops provider is processing the

action, III/FBI may redirect the hardcopy response to ITN/FBI (ONC
=

‘R’ or

TOO =
‘W’) via an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message containing the

IDRR/NIDR.

(17)For a criminal submission, if A3026 tries to update a record with a Flash,

If the A3026 attempted to update a record containing a Want and if this
MFBI will print anEM, which will be sent to the Flash originator,

is a civil submission, III/FBI suspends the hard copy response generation and

processing proceeds in parallel with paragraphs 14 and 18.

IAFIS-DOC-05 1 25-25 .0 r.iq
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The following subset of message flows applies to completing the file main-

tenance process.

(18)

III/FBI responds to either the A3026 or the A3340 with the Ten-Print File

Maintenance Response (A3025), triggering the ITN/FBI update to the Finger-

print Image Master File and to start the update with AFIS/FBI. A3025 also

triggers the update of the Ten-Print Certification File for additions or updates

to the criminal files.

(19)

ITN/FBI sends an Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310) mes-

sage, which includes descriptive data, to AFIS/FBI. A3310 also contains the

FUEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the image file from ITN/FBI.

The image file is formatted in accordance with 13020. For an Ident, AFIS/FBI

updates features ifAFIS/FBI or a Service Provider determines them to be bet-

ter than descriptive information in the Criminal Master File. For a criminal

Non-Ident retain, AFIS/FBI creates a new record.

If the submission resulted in a Criminal Non-Ident Retain or in a Criminal

Ident with upgraded features, AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved

Latent File. If the search of the Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate,

IAFIS will continue processing as described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Un-

solved Latent Search Data Flow (Figure 21 .1-08).

(20)

AFIS/FBI returns the Update Fingerprint Features Response (A3311)

message which includes the pattern classification.

IAFIS Interface

Control Document

(21)

ITN/FBI sends III/FBI the File Maintenance Completion Notification

(A3331), which includes the pattern classification and ten-print certification

pointer. III/FBI does not respond to this message.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-

tination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3102 No Prior Record- Civil (CFN)

N3103 Prior Record- Civil (CFR0029

N3 107 Unsolicited Deceased Notification

N31 12 (MSO) Multi-state Offender Status

N3 1 14 (NMS) Non-matching SID Ignored

N3 1 1 5 (NPR) No Prior Record—SID Entered

N3 1 1 6 (PES) Prior Record-Previously Entered SID Notification (Single)

N31 17 (PIR) Prior Record—SID Entered

N3 1 1 9 (RNP) Reject, No Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 120 (RPR) Reject, Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 123 Prior Record- Previously Entered SID (multi)

N3 126 SOR Agency Notice
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This diagram applies to the following STOTs: FNDR, NNDR, and CPDR.

This diagram illustrates IAFIS processing of externally submitted, internally

processed ten-print submissions Federal No-Charge Direct Route (FNDR),

Non-Federal No-Charge Direct Route (NNDR), and Criminal Print Direct

Route (CPDR). CPDR is a Criminal STOT while FNDR andNNDR are Civil

STOTs. Ifthe submission results in an Ident, the submission data is used to

update the existing records in the Criminal Files. Ifthe submission results in a

Non-Ident and the submission is to be retained, the submission data is used to

create a new record in the Criminal files. The Files used in the process in-

clude: 1) the Criminal Ten-Print Fingerprint Image Master File (FIMF)

(ITN/FB1), 2) the Ten-Print Certification File (TPCF) (ITN/FBI), 3) the Un-

solved Latent Fingerprint Image File (ULF) (ITN/FBI), 4) die Subject Crimi-

nal History File (SCH) (III/FBI), and 5) the Criminal Ten-Print Features Mas-

ter File (CMF) (AFIS/FBI).

(1)

IAFIS receives the EBTS Ten-Print Submission (E1000) message via the

CHS WAN.

(4)

If filtering reveals a subject record containing AUD =T and an SPF=

‘T,’ ITN/FBI will route the transaction to Answer Hits to Wants. In these

instances, ITN/FBI will pre-stage the desired criminal histories using the

A1032/A1033 message pair.

ITN will attempt to retrieve images for any candidates returned in the A103

1

message. These candidate images will be compared against the submission

images, and identification decisions will be made by the Special Stops Service

Provider.

(5)

Ifa Non-Ident has resulted from the preceding subject search, the Special

Stops Service Provider will request a Ten-Print Features Search, causing

ITN/FBI to send the AFIS Ten-print Search (A1027) message to AFIS/FBI to

initiate a search ofthe Criminal Ten-print Features Master File (CMF). The

A1027 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI will use to retrieve the

file containing images from ITN/FBI. The file is formatted in accordance

with 13020.

(2)

At Automated Qualify Check, the submission STOT and Type of Search

Requested (TSR) value is checked and, ifthe STOT is FNDR, NNDR, or

CPDR and the TSR is ‘C,’ the submission is placed on the Special Stops Log

to be reviewed by a Special Stops Service Provider. The Special Stops Ser-

vice Provider will request a subject search causing ITN/FBI to send the Sub-

ject Search Request (A1030) message to III/FBI and, optionally, will include

the supplied FNU,

(3)

Ifa supplied FNU has been killed as the result ofa previous consolidation

and the keptFNU was not returned as a candidate from the subject search,

ni/FBI will include the associated kept FNU in the Ten-Print Subject Search

Response (A103
1)

message. This subject search is performed against the

SCH File which produces a list ofFBI Numbers (candidate list). The subject

ofa suppliedFNU will also be returned as a candidate. III/FBI will perform

filtering. For ITN/FBI handling of special subjects (Wants AUD values), re-

fer to IAFIS System Design Document (ISDD), Design Note #17.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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(6)

AFIS/FBI will respond with the AFIS Search Response Data Candidate

List (A1022) message.

ITN will attempt to retrieve images for any candidates returned in the A1022

message. These candidate images will be compared against the submission

images and identification decisions will be made by the Special Stops Service

Provider.

NOTE: Ifthe submission resulted in multiple criminal Idents, the Special

Stops Service Provider completes Consolidation processing. This consolida-

tion process is described in Figure 21.3-02 and then returns to this DFD.
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Upon completion of all necessary searches, the Special Stops Service Pro-

vider will request that a response be generated. This request causes ITN/FBI

to send the Ten-Print Criminal History File Maintenance Request (A3026)

message to III/FBI for submissions Idented against the criminal files or for

Criminal Non-Ident Retains.

Iffiltering reveals a SPF
=

‘K,’ and the transaction has not been reviewed by

DOC SPEC, III/FBI will reject the A3026 for Unauthorized Access with an

A1 802. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to

DOC SPEC for review. Upon completion ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend

A3026.

The following subset of message flows applies to completing the submis-

sion response.

***III/FBI generates and sends a QTP Request Message to NCIC follow-

ing the start of File Maintenance and after the completion of any required

manual reviews.

(8)

If the subject record (from an Idented submission) contains active NFF

state pointers, III/FBI will send an N3 105 message via NCIC to any states that

have a criminal history on the subject.

(9)

III/FBI will queue the FBI portion of the response until the state criminal

history data is returned in the NIets CR Response (L1048) message. III/FBI

will code the A1003 with an electronic rap sheet (ERS) containing the FBI-

held portion of the record together with the criminal history data received

from the NFF states (L1048).

(10) Ifthe A3026 attempted to update a record containing a Want and ifthe

submission is civil, III/FBI suspends generation ofthe A1003 and sends the

FileMaintenance Response (A3025) message to ITN/FBI.

(1 1)
Ifthis occurs, III/FBI will generate a Review Request (A13 12) message

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

that will be routed to AHTW for review and processing. Civil hits to Wants

result in Service Provider phone contact with the Want originator,

(12)

The Service Provider may release the transaction for response generation

after the review. The result oftheAHTW review is a Review Response

(ABB) message sent from ITN/FBI to III/FBI.

Note: Ifthe submission is a civil, the A13 13 may redirect III/FBI to send a

Non-Deceased Fingerprint Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an Unso-

licited Hit to Want Notification (N3401).

Note: If a criminal submission hits to a Want, the preceding Review Request

and Response are omitted and III/FBI sends a Non-Deceased Fingerprint Card

On-Line Hit Notification report via an Unsolicited Hit to Want Notification

(N340
1)

to the Want Originator and the Arresting Agency.

NOTE: IfA3026 updates a record containing Sexual Offender Registry

(SOR) data, III/FBI sends a Fingerprint Identification Sexual Offender Regi-

stry Agency Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3 126) message to all

registering agencies. III/FBI then proceeds to perform response generation.

(13)

III/FBI provides responses to the submission: III/FBI will collect crimi-

nal history information from NFF states ifnecessary, then format the A1003

and send it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will format the E1003 and will forward it to

EFCON which will send the message to the contributor via the CHS WAN.

(14)

At the request ofthe Special Stops Service Provider, III/FBI may redirect

tiie hardcopy response to ITN/FBI (ONC
=

‘R’ orTOO
=

‘W’) via an Unsoli-

cited Report (A3 150) message containing the IDRR/NIDR.

The following subset of message flows applies to completing the file main-

tenance process.
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(15)

mZEBI responds to the A3026 ofthe Ten-Print File Maintenance Re-

sponse (A3025), triggering the ITN/FBI update to the Fingerprint Image Mas-

ter File and to start the update with AFIS/FBI. A3025 also triggers the update

ofthe Ten Print Certification File for additions or updates to the criminal files.

(16)

ITN/FBI sends an Update Fingerprint Features Request (A33 10) mes-

sage, which includes descriptive data, to AFIS/FBI. A33 10 also contains the

FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the image file from ITN/FBI.

The image file is formatted in accordance with 13020.

(17) AFIS/FBI returns the Update Fingerprint Features Response (A33 1
1)

message which includes the pattern classification.

(1 8)
ITN/FBI sendsHIM the File Maintenance Completion Notification

(A333
1),

which includes the pattern classification and ten-print certification

pointer, III/FBI does not respond to this message.

NOTE: If the submission resulted in AFIS/FBI upgrading its features,

AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved Latent File. If the search ofthe

Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate, IAFIS will continue processing as

described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Unsolved Latent Search Data Flow (Fig-

ure 21.1-08).

The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a desti-

nation outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3 102 (CFN) No Prior Record—Civil

N3 103 (CFR) Prior Record—Civil

N3 107 Unsolicited Deceased Notification

N3 1 12 (MSO) Multi-state Offender Status

N31 14PS) Non-matching SID Ignored

N3115 (NPR) No Prior Record—SID Entered

N3 1 1 6 (PES) Prior Record-Previously Entered SID Notification (Single)

N3 1 17 (PIR) Prior Record—SID Entered

N3 1 19 (RNP) Reject, No Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 120 (RPR) Reject, Prior Record, SID Not Entered

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 21,1-03 Remote Ten-printSearch Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs TPFS and TPIS. This diagram illustrates

IAFIS processing of an electronic Ten-print search initiated by a remote user.

This search results in the return of a list of candidates for evaluation by the

remote user—an Ident/Non-Ident decision is NOT a part ofthis process.

(1)

IAFIS receives the EBTS Ten-print Fingerprint Search (E1020) message

from a remote user via the CJIS WAN. ITN/FBI prepares the Remote Ten-

print Fingerprint Search (A1020) message, containing the FILEHANDLE, and

the E1020 Message File Format (11020). The FILEHANDLE element is the

location ofthe 11020 file. The A1020 message is sent to AFIS/FBI.

(2)

AFIS/FBI will perform the requested search and sends the Remote Ten-

print Search Candidate List (A1006) message to III/FBI.

(3)

If no candidates are sent in the A1006, then III/FBI will continue with pa-

ragraph 7; otherwise, III/FBI performs filtering on the list of candidates. If

any of the candidate records contain flags or codes indicating that the record

requires special attention, III/FBI will send a Review Request (A13 12) mes-

sage to ITN/FBI that will be routed to a Special Stops Service Provider for

review and processing.

(4)

The result of the Special Stops Service Provider review is returned in the

IAFIS-DOC-O5125-25.

0

MGI-9B

Review Response (A13 13) message sent from ITN/FBI to III/FBI.
(5)

III/FBI will send the Internal Ten-print Image Request (A1057) message

to ITN/FBI requesting that the images for the top candidate whose record con-

tains an AUD = ‘BLANK’ and is produced as a result of the search be re-

trieved.

(6)

ITN/FBI will respond to III/FBI with the Internal Ten-print Image Re-

sponse (A1058) message containing the FNU of the top candidate indicating

that the requested images have been retrieved for inclusion in the EBTS re-

sponse.

(7)

III/FBI will format the Search Response Candidate List (A1023) message

and send it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message and append all

necessary images to the Search Results Ten-print (SRT) (E1023) message.

ITN/FBI will send the E1023 to EFCON which will send the message to the

contributor via the CJIS WAN.

September 3, 2008
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Figure 21.144 Sexual Offender Registry (SOR) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This diagram illustrates IAFIS processing of Sexual Offender Registry (SOR)

transactions sent by NCIC to IAFIS.

(1)

NCIC sends Enter, Modify, Clear, or Cancel transactions in the S.A.WPT

(N1810) message directly to III/FBL ffl/FBI will automatically post the SOR

data if it passes m/FBI edits and is accepted.

(2)

m/FBI performs filtering; ifIII/FBI detects a Special Stop subject contain-

ing an SPF of ‘5,’ III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to

ITN/FBI, and will send an Unsolicited Activity Report (N3124) message to

NCIC. If III/FBI detects a Special Stop subject containing an SPF of ‘6,’
‘C,’

or ‘N,’ III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to ITN/FBI

to be generated in the Special Stops Unit. If m/FBI detects a special docu-

mentation subject containing an SPF K or DOD, III/FBI will send an Unsoli-

cited Report (A3150) message to ITN/FBI to be generated in the DOC SPEC

Unit. If no Special Stop subject was detected, but III/FBI detects a Wanted

subject (SPF
=

‘L’), III/FBI will send the appropriate Hit to Want (N3401)

message to the owner of the Want. If the subject record contains a SPF = T

or T, III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to ITN/FBI

for routing to the Wants group.

(3)

SOR transactions will be rejected if discrepancies exist between the in-

coming SOR data and IAFIS ’s stored data for the quoted FNU. When this

occurs, an SOR Reject Notice will be sent to ITN/FBI by III/FBI via an Unso-

licited Report (A3 150) message to be printed on the Answer Hits to SOR prin-

ter. When SOR data is entered into the record of a subject containing manual

arrest records (AUD =
‘M’), III/FBI will send an SOR Reject Notice via an

Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to ITN/FBI to be printed on the Answer

Hits to SOR printer. This notice will serve as an alert to the DPS Service Pro-

vider that conversion ofthe subject manual arrest record is required.

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned and sent to

ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be

formatted by III/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Participant Online

Printer Response-Hit

Against SPF 5, 6, C, N,

K or DOD

Special Stops

DOC SPEC

SOR Reject Notice Answer Hits to SOR

III Participant Online

Printer Response-Hit

Against Missing Person,

Amnesia Victim or

Wanted Subject Report

Answer Hits to Wants

The following is a list ofmessages which may spawn from processing an SOR

transaction. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a destination out-

side IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3112 (MSO) Multi-state Offender Status

N3121 (SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0 B-25
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Figure 21.145 WantNotification Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs WPT and WPTD. A Want enters IAFIS in

one of two ways: (1) those with an assigned FNU will be sent electronically

from NCIC to IAFIS and assigned the STOT WPT, or (2) hardcopy notifica-

tion that will be entered manually by an IAFIS document processing Service

Provider and assigned the STOT WPTD. A Want Notification may come in

electronically from NCIC as an Enter Want (MKE EW or EW-C), Modify

Want (MKE MW), Locate Want (MKE LW), Clear Want (MKE CW), or

Cancel Want (MKE XW). This data flow shows how a Want Notification is

processed by IAFIS.

(1)

Electronic (STOT WPT! : If the Want has an associated FNU or an NCIC

Want Notification, S.A.WPT, an (N1810) message will be sent by NCIC di-

rectly to III/FBI, III/FBI will automatically post the Want if it is accepted.

(2)

Document (STOT WPTD) : The service provider searches for the subject

and retrieves the record for review and verification. ITN/FBI sends a Service

Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) message to III/FBI which contains

an FBI number.

(3)

Electronic (STOT WPT) : A Want will be rejected if discrepancies exist

between the incoming Want data and IAFIS’s stored data for the quoted FNU.

When this occurs, an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message containing either

an NCIC Reject Response (NCIC Want Posting) or NCIC Reject Response

(NCIC Want modifications and cancellations) will be sent by III/FBI to

ITN/FBI to print on the Answer Hits to Wants printer. III/FBI performs filter-

ing; if III/FBI detects any Special Stops subjects, III/FBI will abort processing

and send an Unsolicited Report (A3150) message to ITN to be printed on the

Special Stops Unit Printer.

(4)

Document only (STOT WPTD): An A1032 containing an FNU is sent to

III/FBI which returns a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

(5)After determining the record is the one of interest, if the service provider

requests a printout, ITN/FBI will send a Criminal History Request (A1040)

message to III/FBI and

(6) ITN/FBI will receive a Criminal History Request Response (A1042) mes-

sage from III/FBI for printing (Refer to DFD 21.4-02).

Want Notifications that cannot be matched to an SCH record will be rejected

except as described in (3).

(7) Document only (STOT WPTD') : For want posting (EW or EW-C, Enter

Want), the Want Service Provider will initiate a Want Notification (A1811)

message. For Bureau Fugitives that are received with no FBI number and

cannot be positively identified as a current SCH file record, the Wants Service

Provider will create an AUD- T’ record. Local and state Wants are posted if

the reason for the initial reject has been resolved. ForLW (Locate Want), CW

(Clear Want), andXW (Cancel Want), the A181 1 message will also be used.

(8)

For MW (Modify Want), a SCH Modification will be used (A3038) (see

DFD 21.3-13). For CW or XW, if the last or only Want being canceled is

contained in a record with AUD=‘P,’ the record will be deleted. Ifthe record

is to remain following removal of the last Want, SCH Modification should be

used to remove the Want.

If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject and if the transaction has not been

reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject A1811 or A3038 for

Unauthorized Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the

transaction to the Special Stops Unit for review. Upon completion of the re-

view, ITN/FBI will resend A1811 or A3038, as appropriate for the transac-

tion.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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(9)

Document only (STOT WPTD) : III/FBI will return the File Maintenance

Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

(10)

III/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI iffee modification changes the subject descriptive data.(11)

If ITN/FBI receives A3045, it sends an Update Descriptive Data Request

(A33 12) message to AFIS/FBI.

(12)

If a subject record contains active NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send

an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3105) message to those states.

(13) The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (L1048) message.

(14) III/FBI provides a hardcopy criminal history record report to agencies

associated with the subject.

i

(15) Document only (STOT WPTD) : If a Service Desk provider or Special

Stops provider is processing the action, III/FBI may generate an Unsolicited

Report (A3 150) message in addition to or instead of printing a hardcopy re-

port on the III/FBI high-speed printer:

Report Title Destination Printer

MF Identification Re-

sponse
Answer Hits to Wants

SCH Response Answer Hits to Wants

NCIC Reject Response

(NCIC Want posting)

Answer Hits to Wants, or

Special Stops Unit (for

SPF
=

'5' or
'6’

orV or

¥)

NCIC Reject Response

(NCIC Want modifica-

tions and cancellations)

Answer Hits to Wants, or

Special Stops Unit (for

SPF
=

'5’ or
‘6’

or “C or

¥)

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned when posting a

Want. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a destination outside

IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3 1 12 (MSO) Multi-state Offender Status

N3121 (SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 21.1-06 Flash Notification Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT FLASH. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of a Flash Notification. A Flash will not be entered in IAFIS elec-

tronically; these notices will be entered manually by an ITN/FBI Document

Processing Service Provider.

(1) A Service Provider will enter Flash information by first entering the FNU

and submitting the A1032 request to III/FBI for review of the Subject Candi-

date Record.

(2) III/FBI will return the A1033.

(3)

Once the Service Provider has reviewed the record set, they will submit

the Flash notification via an ITN/FBI Workstation. ITN/FBI will forward the

information to III/FBI in the Flash Notification (A1812) message.

m/FBI will process the Flash. A Flash will be rejected if discrepancies exist

between the Flash data and the IAFIS-stored criminal history record or if no

criminal history record is found for the Flash, either because it was never en-

tered into IAFIS or because it was kept by anNFF state.

When this occurs, an Error Message (A1802) will be forwarded by III/FBI to

ITN/FBI.

If a Flash is rejected because filtering reveals a special stop subject, and the

transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject

A1812 for Unauthorized Access. When this rejection for Unauthorized

Access occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special Stops Unit

for review. Upon completion ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend A18 12.

(4) When the Flash is successfully posted, III/FBI returns the File Mainten-

ance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

(5) Upon completion of file maintenance when posting a Flash to a record

with a Want, III/FBI will send a Review Request (A1312) message that will

be routed to AHTW for review and processing.

(6)

The Service Provider may release the transaction for response generation

after the review. The result of the AHTW review is a Review Response

(A1313) message sent from ITN/FBI to HI/FBI. If needed, the Service Pro-

vider may use an SCH Modification (see DFD 21.3-13) to remove the Want

information prior to initiating the A1313 for transaction completion,

(7) If a subject record contains active NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send an

Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3105) message to those states.

(8)

The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response/State Criminal History

Data (LI048) message.

(9)

III/FBI provides a hardcopy criminal history record report to agencies as-

sociated with the subject.

(10)

If a Service Desk provider or Special Stops provider is processing the

action, III/FBI may generate an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message in addi-

tion to or instead of printing a hardcopy report on the III/FBI high-speed prin-

ter:

Report Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

i

i

i

i
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Figure 21.1-07 CivilRecordData RetrievalSequencing andNotes

The diagram applies to the STOT CRDR, and illustrates the messaging sequence used

when a Service Provider requests a Civil Record Set from III/FBI.

This flow represents the interaction between the Service Provider and IAFIS. The Ser-

vice Provider makes the request and may receive a displayed response on the worksta-

tion.

(1) At the request of an ITN/FBI Document Processing Service Provider, ITN/FBI will

send a.Civil Subject Data Request (A1043) to m/FBI.

(2) III/FBI will respond with the Civil Subject Data Response (A1044) message. The

contents ofthe A1044 message will be displayed at the ITN/FBI workstation.

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.
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Figure 21.1-08 Ten-Print-InitiatedSearch ofUnsolvedLatent File Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ULM. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the Unsolved Latent File search. This search takes place when-

ever AFIS/FBI receives a features update request (A3310 message) under any

ofthe following circumstances:

• new record add (AAC =T) to the Criminal Master File (CMF);

• AFIS/FBI produces significantly better features (AAC
=

‘2’) as a

result ofan update to an existing record in the CMF; or

• forced update (AAC
=

‘4’) to an existing record in the CMF.

The ULF searches are spawned from any ten-print submission which performs

file maintenance. This data flow has been separated from the other diagrams

for the sake of clarity.

The Unsolved Latent Features File contains saved latent searches, each of

which may contain the features of more than one finger. Each saved search is

identified by the AFIS segment control number (SCNA). If multiple ULF

candidate matches are made from the features of the same saved multi-

finger latent search (the SCNA is the same for each candidate match), the

flows below occur once. If AFIS/FBI produces multiple ULF candidate

matches to different searches (different SCNAs), the flows below occur

once for each saved latent search (each SCNA) from which AFIS/FBI

made a match.

(1)

If the initiating submission resulted in one of the three conditions de-

scribed in the first paragraph, AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved

Latent File. Ifno candidates are found, none ofthe following steps will occur.

One Response Data Unsolved Latent Match (A1004) message will be sent to

ni/FBI for each saved latent search (each SCNA) from which AFIS/FBI made

a match. III/FBI will filter all Unsolved Latent Match Responses.

(2)

If filtering of SCH reveals a Special Stop subject, III/FBI sends a Review

Request (A1312) message to ITN/FBI for routing to the Special Stops Unit.

Note that this is required even though the initiating Ten-Print Submission was

reviewed.

(3)

Following the review, ITN/FBI returns the Review Response (A1313).

(4)

If the owner of the unsolved latent fingerprint is not FAS, III/FBI sends

the Unsolved Latent Fingerprint Image Request (A1055) message to ITN/FBI

to prepare the image of the ten-print candidate finger and, if available, of the

unsolved latent record for return to the submitter (some unsolved latent

records will not have associated images).

(5)

ITN/FBI returns the Unsolved Latent Fingerprint Image Response

(A1056) message when image retrieval completes.

(6)

For externally-owned latent fingerprints, III/FBI produces the Unsolved

Latent Match (External) (A1005) message in EBTS format and sends it to

ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message to the External Unsolved Latent

Candidate Match (El 005). ITN/FBI will append the retrieved image(s) when

preparing the E1005. ITN/FBI will send the E1005 to EFCON which will

send the message to the contributor via the CHS WAN.

(7)

For latent fingerprints owned internally, III/FBI sends the Unsolved Latent

Match (Internal) (A1007) message to ITN/FBI for routing to FAS with the

retrieved image(s).

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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ITN/FBI will create an entry on the Assignment Log to be assigned to a Latent mitted Ten Print images and the matched ULF image will be available on the

Examiner. Image Log

After the Latent Supervisor assigns a Latent Examiner to the ULM, ITN/FBI ITN/FBI will send an email to the Latent Examiner assigned to the ULM noti-

will create an entry on the Latent Examiner’s Submission Log, and the sub- lying ofthe new submission,
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Figure 21,1-09 CivilRecord Subject Search Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

The diagram applies to the STOT CRSS and illustrates IAFIS processing of

the Civil Record Subject Search. These requests are typically issued by either

an ITN Service provider, a Latent Specialist, or a NICS Examiner. This flow

represents the interaction of ITN/FBI with the Service Provider and III/FBI

with the NICS examiner.

A Service Provider or a NICS Examiner at an ITN Workstation submits the

search request.

(1) ITN/FBI or NICS sends a Civil Subject Retrieval Request (A1061) mes-

sage to m/FBI which will contain a CRN number or descriptive data. Ill/FBI

IAF IS-DOC-051 25-25 .

0

will retrieve the subject record if an active CRN number is provided in the

request otherwise III/FBI will perform a civil subject search.

(2) Ifa single CRN is to be provided, III/FBI returns a Civil Candidate Record

(A1060) message which contains the criminal history data for that subject. If

no CRN is provided and the civil subject search returns only one candidate,

III/FBI will return that candidate record in the A1060.

(3) If the CRN provided is not correct, III/FBI will return a Civil Candidate

List (A1059) with no candidates. At this point the Service Provider can either

re-issue the A1061 message with the correct CRN number or reject the

process. If no CRN is provided but descriptive data is provided, III/FBI will

perform a civil subject search and return possible candidates in the A1059.
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Figure 21.1-10 VLFSearch Enhancementdata Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ULM. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the Unsolved Latent File search. The search takes place when-

ever a Criminal or Humanitarian submission is non-retain (RET = N) and re-

sults in a non-identification decision. This dataflow has been separated from

the other diagrams for the sake of clarity.

The Unsolved Latent Features File contains saved latent searches, each of

which may contain the features ofmore than one finger. Each saved search is

identified by the AFIS/FBI segment control number (SCNA). If multiple

ULF candidate matches are made from the features of the same saved

multi-finger latent search (the SCNA is the' same for each candidate

match), the flows below occur once. If AFIS/FBI produces multiple ULF

candidate matches to different searches (different SCNAs), the flows be-

low occur once for each saved latent search (each SCNA) from which

AFIS/FBI made a match.

(1) When a criminal Ten-Print or Humanitarian Return submission has com-

pleted with a Non-Identification decision, ITN/FBI will send a Directed ULF

Ten-Print Search (A1018) to AFIS/FBI.

(2) When the search completes, AFIS/FBI will return an A1019 message to

ITN/FBI.

If no candidates are returned in the A1019, then ITN/FBI will clean up the

submission, and processing is complete.

If candidates are returned, ITN/FBI will create a new UCN for the submitted

TP images and use it to create a Cert File.

t

If candidates are returned, ITN/FBI will request the appropriate latent images

(if available) and stage them in the LEFF for compare.

(3)

For each candidate in the A1019 where the ULF owner is not a Latent Ex-

aminer, ITN/FBI will create the E1005 (ULM) message: which will include

the UCN, biographic data, 10 rolled TP images, and the ULF image (if availa-

ble): and send it to EFCON. EFCON will send the E1005 message to the re-

mote ULF owner.

After the E1005 message has been successfully sent, ITN/FBI will clean up,

and the submission will be complete.

For each candidate in the A1019 where the ULF owner is a Latent Examiner,

ITN/FBI will stage both the submitted Ten Print images and the matched ULF

image for compare using the latent case number (LCN) from the A1019 mes-

sage and the next available latent case extension (LCX).

ITN/FBI will send an email to the owners of the ULF record notifying them

that a Cascaded ULF search hit their ULF record.

ITN/FBI will create an entry on the Assignment Log to be assigned to a Latent

Examiner.

ITN/FBI will clean up the Ten Print submission.

After the Latent Supervisor assigns a Latent Examiner to the ULM, ITN/FBI

will create an entry on the Latent Examiner’s Submission Log, and the sub-

mitted Ten Print images and the matched ULF image will be available on the

Image Log

ITN/FBI will send an email to the Latent Examiner assigned to the ULM noti-

fying ofthe new submission.
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Figure 21.2-01 External FingerprintImage Submission Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This diagram applies to the STOT FIS. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing ofthe External Fingerprint Image Submission. Because it allows a

user, typically an NFF state, to submit a better fingerprint image (or images)

rather than just a request for identification, it is distinct from the ten-print

submission.

(1)

IAFIS receives the EBTS Fingerprint Image Submission (E1060) message

via the CJIS WAN. This message contains the data set T4HIGRAY, a com-

plete set of fourteen images, and a mandatory FNU.

(2)

ITN retrieves images and a Ten-print Service Provider performs an image

comparison confirming the identity ofthe subject and evaluating the worth of

the new submission images as replacements, If the Service Provider Idents

the submission, then ITN/FBI sends the Image Submission File Maintenance

Request (A3000) message to III/FBI; otherwise, ITN/FBI rejects the submis-

sion with the EBTS Error Response Request (A1801) message to III/FBI. (Re-

fer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.)

NOTE: If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject with an SPF of ‘5,’ III/FBI

sends an Unsolicited Activity Notification (N3124) message via NCIC net-

work.

NOTE: If the subject record has a Want (SPF = L, I, or T), III/FBI sends a Hit

to Want Notification (N3401) viaNCIC network.

(3)

The Fingerprint Image Response (A1062) message is sent from III/FBI to

ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message to an E1062 and send it to EF-

CON which will send the message to the contributor via the CJIS WAN. This

message contains the finger numbers) ofthe image(s) updated.

(4)

III/FBI sends the Ten-Print File Maintenance Response (A3025) message

to ITN/FBI, initiating an update of the Fingerprint Image Master File. The

Fingerprint Image Submission will result in an update to an image only if it is

determined that the image is ofhigher quality than that currently in the FIMF.

(5)

ITN/FBI sends the Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310) message

to AFIS/FBI to update its Criminal Master File, as appropriate. A3310 con-

tains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI will use to retrieve the file contain-

ing images from ITN/FBI. The file is formatted in accordance with 13020.

(6)

AFIS/FBI returns the Fingerprint Features Response (A3311) message,

which includes the pattern classification.

(7)

ITN/FBI sends the File Maintenance Completion Notification (A3331)

message, with the current pattern classification, to III/FBI. This message does

not include the Ten-print Certification File Index, because III/FBI does not

maintain an arrest cycle for this type of submission. However, the index is

maintained in the Transaction History Database in ITN/FBI.

AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved Latent File by finger if features

for any finger are replaced with those of a higher quality. If the search of the

Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate, IAFIS will continue processing as

described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Unsolved Latent Search Data Flow (DFD

21.1-08).

The following is a list of unsolicited messages that may be spawned from

processing an External Fingerprint Image Submission. These messages will

originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom

network.
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Message Number/ Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

N3401 Hit to Want Notification
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Figure 21,2-02 InternalFingerprintImage Submission Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This data flow applies to the STOT IFIS. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the Internal Fingerprint Image Submission. Because it allows a

user, typically an NFF state, to submit a better fingerprint image (or images)

rather than as a request for identification, it is distinct from the ten-print sub-

mission. If the submissions result in an Ident, the submission data is used to

update the existing records in the Criminal Files. If the submission results in a

Non-Ident and the submission is to be retained, the submission data is used to

create a new record in the Criminal files. The Files used in the process in-

clude: 1) the Criminal Ten-Print Fingerprint Image Master File (FIMF)

p/FBI), 2) the Ten-Print Certification File (TPCF) p/FBI), 3) the Un-

solved Latent Fingerprint Image File (ULF) (ITN/FBI), 4) the Subject Crimi-

nal History File (SCH) (III/FBI), and 5) the Criminal Ten-Print Features Mas-

ter File (CMF) (AFIS/FBI).

An ITN/FBI Service Provider will scan the fingerprint card and perform the

necessary data entry at a workstation

(1)

The Service Provider performs an image comparison confirming the iden-

tity of the subject and evaluating the worth of the new submission images as

replacements. If the Service Provider Idents the submission; then ITN/FBI

sends the Image Submission File Maintenance Request (A3000) message to

III/FBI; otherwise, ITN/FBI rejects the submission.

ing the start of File Maintenance and after the completion of any required

manual reviews.

(2) III/FBI sends the Ten-Print File Maintenance Response (A3025) message

to ITN/FBI, initiating an update of the Fingerprint Image Master File. The

Fingerprint Image Submission will result in an update to an image only if it is

determined that the image is of higher quality than that currently in the FIMF.

Ifno image update(s) occurred, flows 4, 5, and 6 will not occur.

i

(3) ITN/FBI sends the Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310) message

to AFIS/FBI requesting an update to its Criminal Master File, as appropriate.

A3310 contains the FUEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the im-

age file from ITN/FBI. The file is formatted in accordance with 13020.

(4)

AFIS/FBI returns the Fingerprint Features Response (A3311) message

which includes the pattern classification,

(5)

ITN/FBI sends the File Maintenance Completion Notification (A333
1)

message, including the pattern classification, to III/FBI. This message does

not include the Ten-print Certification File Index, because III/FBI does not

maintain an arrest cycle for this type of submission. However, the index is

maintained in the Transaction History Database in ITN/FBI.

NOTE: If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject with an SPF of ‘5,’ III/FBI

sends an Unsolicited Activity Notification N3 124) message viaNCIC network

(see Unsolicited Messages below).

NOTE: If the subject record has a Want (SPF = L, I, or T), III/FBI sends a Hit

to Want Notification (N3401) via NCIC network. (See the list of Unsolicited

Messages below.)

***m/FBI generates and sends a QTP Request Message to NCIC follow-

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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AFIS/FBI initiates a search of unsolved latent by finger if features for any

finger are replaced with a higher quality image. If the search of the Unsolved

Latent File results in a candidate, IAFIS will continue processing as described

in the Ten-Print-Initiated Unsolved Latent Search Data Flow (Figure 21.1-08).

The following is a list of unsolicited messages that may be spawned from

processing an Internal Fingerprint Image Submission. These messages will

originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom

network.
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N3401 Hit to Want Notification

Message Number/ Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 21,2-03 External FingerprintImage RequestRata Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT IRQ. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the EBTS IRQ (Image Request) transaction. An external user

may request up to 1000 subject sets of fingerprint images, optionally indicat-

ing specific fingers. If the supplied FBI number has images, the requested

finger(s) is returned. Each FBI number supplied in an initiating EBTS Fin-

gerprint Image Request message with the requested images on file results in a

separate EBTS Fingerprint Image Request Response message. An EBTS Im-

age Summary Response message summarizing the status of the individual

responses is sent upon completion ofthe process.

(1)

The EBTS Fingerprint Image Request (E1050) message is received by

IAFIS from an external user via the CJIS WAN. This request must include an

FBI numbers). (The user can obtain the FBI number® prior to requesting

images by submitting the corresponding SID(s) using the NCIC Criminal His-

tory Request or Subject Search processes.)

(2) ITN/FBI sends the Filter Request (A1310) message with the received list

ofup to 1000 FNUs to III/FBI.

(3) III/FBI returns the list of FNUs in the Filter Response (A1311) message.

For each FNU, a) AUD is returned, ifthe FNU is in the SCH File, and b) SPF

is returned, if appropriate (see message-level detail). If any FNU is the record

identifier for a Special Stop subject, then the entire list is routed to the Special

Stops Unit for review.

(4)

ITN/FBI then retrieves images of the requested finger(s) or all fingers

from FIMF for eachFNU returned with AUD
=

‘Blank’ and stages them to be

appended to the response message. One Fingerprint Image Response Data

(A1051) message is created for each FNU/image set and sent to III/FBI.

(5)

Each A1051 message received by III/FBI initiates a separate Fingerprint

Image Request Response (A1052) message for return to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI

then appends the staged image(s) to the El052 and sends it to EFCON which

will send the message to the contributor via the CJIS WAN.

(6)

ITN/FBI creates a summary ofthe results ofthe image request, listing each

of the FNUs only if images were returned. The resultant Image Summary

Response (A1063) message is sent to III/FBI.

(7)

III/FBI builds the Formatted Image Response Summary (A1064) message

and sends it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI converts the message into an E1064 and

sends the Image Response Summary (E1064) message to EFCON which will

send the message to the contributor via the CJIS WAN.

Message Number/ Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 212-04 Internal FingerprintImage RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT IIRQ, This diagram illustrates the process by

which IAFIS personnel retrieve a fingerprint image from the FIMF held in

ITN/FBI.

A Service Provider requests subject fingerprint image(s) by providing the

FNU(s) and, optionally, finger numbers) for the desired image(s).

(1)

If the requester is (not AUTH of 6 or 7), ITN/FBI sends the Filter Request

(A1310) message to III/FBI where the subject FNU list is checked for the

presence ofSPF flags and AUD code T.”

(2)

If the requester is a latent specialist or an OFO Latent User (AUTH of6 or

7), to present limited subject information with each requested image, ITN/FBI

pre-stages the information by sending a Service Provider Subject Search Re-

quest (A1032) message, including an FNU and with CAND-LIST-FLAG = Y,

to IH/FBI.

NOTE: If the requester is an OFO Latent User, as determined by AUTH code,

III/FBI will include only subjects whose records contain an AUD value equal

to either “BLANK” or “M.”

(3)

In response to an A1310, III/FBI will respond with a Filter Response

(A1311) message. If A131 1 indicates that any special stop subjects were de-

tected, ITN/FBI will suspend the entire transaction and route it to the Special

Stops Unit. ITN/FBI will notify these requesters to bring the document to the

Special Stops Unit. After review, iften-print images are available for the sub-

ject, ITN/FBI then retrieves image from the FIMF.

(4)

In response to A1032, III/FBI returns a Service Provider Subject Search

Candidate List (A1029) message to ITN/FBI. If an FNU is the identifier for a

sensitive subject, then the transaction is routed to the Special Stops Unit. If

the requester is an FBI/FAS latent specialist, ITN/FBI will route only the

stopped subject to the Special Stops Unit. ITN/FBI will allow the FAS spe-

cialist to view the remaining requested FNUs and will inform the specialist

that the image for the stopped FNU is unavailable. The latent specialist will

call the Special Stops Unit to determine further processing of the stopped

FNU. For OFO Latent Users, as determined by AUTH code, ITN/FBI will

remove any special stop subject from the list and indicate the FNU is not on

file or that images are not available.

(5) If desired, a hard copy ofthe image may be printed locally.

&
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Figure 212-OS External CriminalPhoto Image Request Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT CPR. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of a user request for a subject photo image (mugshot) from the

Interstate Photo System (EPS) file held in HIM.

(1)

The Criminal Subject Photo Request (E1090) message is received by EF-

CON via the CJIS WAN. It is then sent to ITN/FBI, where ITN/FBI performs

validation and sends the Criminal Subject Photo Request (A1090) message to

III/FBI for image retrieval. Up to four photos may be associated with each

arrest for a subject. This request specifies the desired subject photo(s) by pro-

viding the FNU and, optionally, DOA or DOA/DOS, thus requesting either

the most recent photo set or the photo set associated with the particular arrest

cycle. A single photo from an arrest cycle photo set may not be requested

separately from the remainder of the set. A1090 contains the element FILE-

HANDLE which contains the location specified by ITN/FBI to which III/FBI

is to write the file containing the requested photos.

III/FBI performs filtering on the subject FNU. If filtering reveals

(2)

a Special Stops Subject (SPF
= ‘5’

or
‘6’

or ‘C’ or ‘N”), III/FBI will sus-

pend processing and send a Review Request (A13 12) message to ITN/FBI

or;

(3)

a wanted subject (SPF
=

‘I,’ ‘L,’ or T), or subject requiring Doc Spec

authorization (SPF
=

‘K,’
‘1,’ ‘2,’ ‘3,’ ‘4,’ ‘7,’ ‘8,’ or ‘9’), or a record contain-

ing an AUD = T or a DOD, III/FBI will process the request and send the

Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to ITN/FBI to be routed to the appropri-

ate printer.

NOTE: If the request is made against a record containing no photo, an error

will be returned indicating that no photo is available.

The following is a list of reports that may be spawned when processing an

’

External Criminal Photo Image Request; these reports will be formatted by

III/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

EBTS or Internal Online

Printer Response-Hit

Against 5, 6, C, K, N, DOD,

Missing Person, Unknown

Deceased, Amnesia Victim

or Wanted Subject

Answer Hits to Wants (SPF

=

X

l' orT or an AUD

=

T with SPF = T but no

SPF
=

‘5/ '6/ 'C,' or ¥)

Document Specialist (con-

tains DOD or has SPF =

'K,T '2,"3/
'4,

M
7,'

‘8/ or

'9')

Special Stops (AUD =

T

with SPF
=

'5/ 'C/ or¥
but not SPF = 1)

NOTE: Validation errors encountered by III/FBI in the A1090 message body

will not result in an A1802 to ITN/FBI but will be rejected by III/FBI via

A1804 to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI converts the message to an E1804 and sends the

E1804 to EFCON which will send it to the contributor via CJIS WAN. (Refer

to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.)

(4)

Upon completion ofreview by the Special Stops Unit, ITN/FBI returns the

Review Response (ABB) message to III/FBI.

(5)

If the FNU is provided without a DOA or DOA/DOS and more than one

photo or set of photos is on file for the subject, III/FBI retrieves the most re-

cently submitted photo set, based on the DOA, stored in the subject record. If

either a DOA or DOA/DOS are provided, the appropriate photos are retrieved.

If no photos are associated with the supplied DOA or DOA/DOS, III/FBI will

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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retrieve the most recently submitted photo set based on the DOA stored in the

subject record. The E1091 message will be created as an 11002 format file

containing the retrieved photos and written to the location in ITN/FBI speci-

fied in the element FILEHANDLE received in A1090. DI/FBI formats the

response and sends the Criminal Photo Request Response (A1091) messageto

ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert die message to a Criminal Photo Request

Response (E1091) and sends the E1091 to EFCON which will send the mes-

sage to the contributor via the CJIS WAN.

The following is a list of unsolicited messages which may be spawned from

processing an external criminal photo image request. These messages will

originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom

network.

Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

(6) If a no photos exist for FNU, III/FBI will use the A1804 error message

carrying EBTS error. ITN/FBI will convert the message to an E1804 and send

to the EFCON which will send the message to the contributor via the CJIS

WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.)
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Figure 21.2-07External CriminalPhoto Delete RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT CPD. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of a user request for the deletion of a set ofphotos from the Inter-

state Photo System (IPS) File held in III/FBI. Only the owner (original sub-

mitter) may request the removal of a set of photos from the IPS. No unsoli-

cited notification messages are sent via NCIC as a result of this transaction.

(1)

ITN/FBI receives a Criminal Subject Photo Delete Request (E1092) mes-

sage from an external user via EFCON, which receives the E1092 from the

CJIS WAN. ITN/FBI performs validation and passes the Criminal Subject

Photo Delete Request (A1092) message to III/FBI.

(2)

III/FBI performs the requested delete using the provided FNU, DOA, and

DOS and returns to ITN/FBI the Criminal Subject Photo Delete Response

(A1093) message containing the FNU, DOA, and DOS with REC =T If

the requested deletion cannot be performed, III/FBI will send a reject using

the El804 error message carrying EBTS error set ERRI to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI

converts the message to an E1804. ITN/FBI sends the E1804 to EFCON

which will send it to the contributor via CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01

for error processing detail). Otherwise, ITN/FBI receives the A1093 message

and prepares the Criminal Subject Photo Delete Response (E1093) message

which is sent to EFCON which forwards the message to the contributor via

the CJIS WAN.

(3)

After processing the delete request III/FBI performs filtering on the sub-

ject FNU. If filtering reveals a Special Stops (AUD = T or SPF = ‘5,’
‘C,’

or ‘N’), wanted subject (SPF = ‘I,’

e

L’ or T), or subject requiring Doc Spec

authorization (SPF
=

‘K,’
‘1,’ ‘2,’ ‘3,’ ‘4,’ ‘7,’ ‘8,’ or ‘9’ or anAUD not equal

IAFIS-DOC-O5 1 25-25.0
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to N and a DOD), III/FBI will send the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message

to ITN/FBI to be routed to the appropriate printer.

The following is a list of reports that may be spawned when processing an

External Criminal Photo Image Delete Request; these reports will be format-

ted by III and printed by ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

EBTS or Internal Online

Printer Response-Hit

Against 5, 6, C, K, N, DOD,

Missing Person, Unknown

Deceased, Amnesia Victim

or Wanted Subject

Answer Hits to Wants (SPF

='l,TorToranAUD=

T with an SPF =T but no

SPF ='5,"6,
'

'C,' or ‘NO

Document Specialist (con-

tains DOD or has SPF

=

‘K,"1 ,"2,' ‘3/ '4,' 7,’ '8/ or

'9j

Special Stops (AUD = T or

SPF
=

'5,' 'C/ or ¥)

NOTE: Validation errors encountered by III/FBI in the A1092 message body

will not result in an A1802 to ITN/FBI but will be rejected to the submitter by

III/FBI sending an A1804 to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message to

an El804 and send it to EFCON which will send the message to the contribu-

tor via the CJIS WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.)
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Figure 21W Internal Consolidation RequestData Row Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT COND. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of a request for consolidation of subject records when multiple

records (multiple FNUs) are found to be held for a single subject. It corres-

ponds to the case where the -consolidation is associated with a ten-print sub-

mission as well as when the consolidation is initiated by a document, Consol-

idations only occur for criminal subjects, never for civil subjects.

Begin Document Consolidation

This flow represents the interaction of Service Providers as the consolidation

activity occurs. The DPS Service Provider initiates the document-based con-

solidation by forwarding the FNU List to Ten Print processing.

Begin Ten-print Consolidation

(1) Images of the FNUs identified for the consolidation are retrieved and the

AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search (A1227) message is created with candi-

dates. AFIS/FBI performs FNU Ill/Verify and prepares the AFIS FIC indica-

tors.

(2) AFIS/FBI sends ITN/FBI the AFIS Ten-Print Verify and Search Response

Data Candidate List (A1222). Follow External Criminal Ten-Print Submission

Data Flow (21.1-01a) sequence 7 beginning with paragraph 2 for Fingerprint

Image Comparison (FIC).

i

A consolidation spawned by the ten-print process begins here. In the case ofa

ten-print submission where multiple Idents occur, ITN/FBI routes the multiple

candidates and submission to the evaluation unit.

The evaluation unit confirms that the images belong to the same subject.

(3) If the image comparison of the FNUs confirms a single subject, ITN/FBI

initiates a Filter Request (A1310) message to III/FBI containing the FNUs

being considered for consolidation.

(4) III/FBI will filter the provided list of FNUs and return the results in the

Filter Response (A1311) message. If the list contains the FNU of a Special

Stops Subject, the submission is routed to an authorized Service Provider

which will complete consolidation processing. Otherwise, a DPS Service

Provider completes the process. In either case, the following steps apply.

*

(5) Auto Consolidation: ITN/FBI will send a Consolidation File Maintenance

Request (A3028) to III/FBI. III/FBI will apply business rules for the consoli-

dation of the FNUs in the message. Ifthe consolidation can not be completed,

III/FBI returns Consolidation Response (A3082) with the auto-consolidation

flag set to N and processing continues with paragraph 7. If the consolidation

can be performed, then III/FBI returns the A3082 with the auto-consolidation

flag set to Y with the ‘kept FNU.’ Processing continues with paragraph 10

except III/FBI will not return the A3027.

(6) Manual Consolidation: To determine which one of the multiple FNUs

assigned to the subject should be retained; the Service Provider needs to re-

view the Record Set of each of the FNUs involved in the consolidation.

ITN/FBI sends Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) messages to

request records using the FNUs identified for consolidation. A separate

A1032 is initiated for each combination FNU/Record Set needed.

(7) For each A1032 request received, III/FBI will return a separate Service

Provider Subject Search Candidate Record (A1033) message.

1AFIS-DOC-051 25-25.
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If the A1032 requested a printed response, m/FBI will also send an Unso-

licited Report (A3150) message to HN/FBI. After review of the subject

records, the Service Provider selects the FNU to keep.(9)

The Consolidation File Maintenance Request (A3028) message contains

the FBI number of the subject to be kept and the FBI numbers (killed) of the

subject records to be consolidated into the kept subject record. If filtering

reveals a Special Stop subject and the transaction has not been reviewed by

the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject A3028 for Unauthorized Access.

When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special

Stops Unit for review. Upon completion of the review, ITN/FBI will resend

A3028.

(10)

III/FBI performs the consolidation, if able to do so; ID/FBI returns a File

Maintenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI. The A3027 may con-

tain the elementMSGCOD which is used to indicate that file maintenance was

completed with a warning (see Error Code Table). If the consolidation is as-

sociated with a ten-print submission, ITN/FBI will allow file maintenance

processing ofthe ten-print submission to resume at this point.

(1 1)
If the A3028 attempted to update a record with a Bureau Fugitive Want

after file maintenance, III/FBI then generates a Review Request (A13 12) mes-

sage that will be routed to a DPS Service Provider for review and processing.

(12) The Service Provider releases the transaction for response generation

after the review and any necessary modifications by sending the Review Re-

sponse (A13 13) message to III/FBI.

(13) III/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI. For both types of consolidations (DPS or TPS initiated), the FIMF

records for the “killed” FNUs are marked Inactive.

NOTE: IfA3028 updates a record containing Sexual Offender Registry (SOR)

data, III/FBI sends a Records Consolidated Sexual Offender Registry Agency

Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3126) to all registering agencies and

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0

an SOR Hit Notice to the Answer Hits to SOR printer in an Unsolicited Re-

port (A3 150) message. III/FBI then proceeds to perform response generation.

(14)

ITN/FBI sends an Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310) message

to AFIS/FBI to initiate an update of the features and descriptive data of the

kept subject. ITN/FBI then applies the ten-print submission data to the CERT.

The A3310 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the

file containing images from ITN/FBI. The image file is formatted in accor-

dance with 13020, Type-4 Record Image File Format.

(15)

AFIS/FBI returns an Update Fingerprint Features Response (A3311)

message, which includes the pattern classification of the kept FNU, to

ITN/FBI.

NOTE: In a consolidation associated with a ten-print submission, the image

set for the kept FNU is sent to the FIMF and AFIS/FBI during the File Main-

tenance processing of the original ten-print submission. The A3310 contains

the consolidated descriptive data and the image set for the keptFNU that were

derived from the Idented records and the initiating ten-print submission.

A3310 also contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the

file containing images from ITN/FBI. The image file is formatted in accor-

dance with 13020.

(16)

In both types of consolidations for each “killed” FNU, ITN/FBI sends a

Delete Fingerprint Features Request (A3321) message to AFIS/FBI.

(17)

ITN/FBI sends a File Maintenance Completion Notification (A3331)

message, which contains the new pattern level classification data for the kept

subject and the CERT Index.

(18)

If a subject record (in an Idented submission) contains active NFF state

pointers, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3105)

message to those states.

NGI-119
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(19) The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (L1048) message.

(Does not apply ifthe consolidation is associated with a ten-print submission)

(20) m/FBI provides a hardcopy criminal history record report to agencies

associated with the subject This will only occur when the consolidation is not

associated with a ten-print submission, For a consolidation associated with a

ten-print submission, the response will be sent during the File Maintenance

Request processing of the origional ten-print submission, and will include an

indication that the subject records have been consolidated. In consolidation

cases, document- or ten-print-initiated, III/FBI will query the CRS file for the

kept FNU and sends a copy of the response to each contributor listed for the

previous twelve-month period.

If a Service Desk provider or Special Stops provider has initiated the action,

III/FBI may generate an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message in addition to or

instead ofprinting a hardcopy report on the ITN/FBI printer:

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

consolidation request. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a desti-

nation outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3106 Consolidation Notification

N3 1 12 (MSO) Multi-state Offender Status

N3126 SOR Agency Notice

IAFIS-DOC-O5125-25.
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Figure 213-OS ExternalDeath Notice Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This data flow applies to the STOT DEC. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of the External Death Notice (NCIC DEC message). Deceased

criminal history records remain active in IAFIS until purging occurs at a spe-

cified age or after 7 years. Two types ofDEC messages can occur, (a) If the

death is not substantiated by fingerprints taken from the body, the basic DEC

message will be appended with an XPL (explanation) field. This will cause

IAFIS to mark the SID as deceased, (b) If the state policy is that it will de-

cease its record only when the death is substantiated by fingerprints taken

from the body, the basic DEC message will be appended with an FII (Finger-

print Identification Indicator) field. This will cause IAFIS to decease the en-

tire subject record.

(1)

IAFIS receives the III Decease Notification Request-DEC (N3203) mes-

sage from a state agency via NCIC when it wishes to notify the FBI that a

subject is deceased

(2)

m/FBI returns either a single-line or multiple-line reject of the request, or

an acknowledgment that the subject record was updated as requested in the III

Deceased Notification Accept Response-DEC (N3204) message via NCIC.

(3)

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an External Death Notice and sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited

Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by III/FBI and

printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Participant Online Printer

Response-Hit Against

SPF 5, 6, C, K, N, or DOD

Special Stops Unit (5 or 6

or C or N)

Document Specialist (K or

DOD w/ XPL)

III Participant Online Printer

Response-Hit Against

Missing Person, Amnesia

Answer Hits to Wants (1 or

1)

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Report Title Destination Printer

Victim orWanted Subject

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

Record Set Report Dead Desk (DOD w/ FII)

Note: When a subject record is deceased, III/FBI provides unsolicited notifi-

cation to agencies associated with the subject.

Note: III/FBI will send an unsolicited Hit to Want Notification (N3401) mes-

sage when the deceased subject record contains a Want.

Note: If the subject record is deceased and it contains Sexual Offender Regi-

stry (SOR) data, III/FBI sends a Fingerprint Identification Sexual Offender

Registry Agency Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3 126) to all register-

ing agencies.

The following is a list of unsolicited messages that may be spawned from

processing a DEC request. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a

destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3 107 Unsolicited Deceased Notification

N3121 (SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3126 SOR Agency Notice
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Figure 213*04 InternalDeath Notice Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This thread is not used, has not been used, had no SP/CRs written against it,

and, it has been transitioned to another STOT (SCHD) and message num-

ber (AMb),

This DFD applies to the STOT DEAD. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of an Internal Death Notice document The flow describes the

processing for documents notifying the FBI that an individual is deceased.

The document is not accompanied by a fingerprint card. Processing for de-

ceased notifications with fingerprint cards is described in the fingerprint card

submission flows. IAFIS does not change a subject record status to “de-

ceased” based on a document without an associated fingerprint card. An FNU

should be supplied.

(1)

This flow represents the interaction of the DPS Service Provider as

the Death Notice activity occurs. The Service Provider requests copies of the

criminal history record of the deceased subject and views the results. The Ser-

vice Provider initiates the Death Notice file maintenance and is given an indi-

cation ofthe success or failure ofthe request.

(2) ITN/FBI sends a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032)

message, including the subject FNU, to III/FBI. It is assumed that for Death

Notice processing the Service Provider will include only the FNU and no oth-

er subject data, initiating a direct retrieval ofthe record for the desired subject.

If the FNU is not provided, an A1032 may be initiated containing other iden-

tifiers or descriptors in order to obtain an FNU. If an FNU cannot be deter-

mined for this subject, the Death Notice document will be returned to the

submitter.

t

(3) If zero or more than one candidate is to be returned to ITN/FBI or if

A1032 contained a value ofT in CAND-LIST-FLAG, III/FBI will return a

Service Provider Subject Search Candidate List (A1029) message that con-

tains descriptive data for each candidate (if not zero). The Service Provider

may then submit another A1032 message containing the FBI number of the

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.

0

candidate selected from the list. If a single candidate is to be returned to

ITN/FBI and if A1032 contained a value of ‘N’ in CAND-LIST-FLAG,

ni/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(AI033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

NOTE; Refer to DFD 21.4-04 Sequencing and Notes for further detail regard-

ing the conditions and use ofmessages A1032, A1029, and A1033.

(4)

The Death Notice File Maintenance Request (A3030) message con-

tains the FBI number of the deceased subject, the subject date of birth (for

verification of the subject identity), date of death as provided on the initiating

document, and the ORI. If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject, and the

transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject

A3030 for Unauthorized Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will

route the transaction to the Special Stops Unit for review. Upon completion of

the review, ITN/FBI will resend A3030.

(5)

III/FBI modifies the subject record if able to do so, and returns a File

Maintenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

(6, 7)
If a hard copy response is desired and the subject record contains

active NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History

Request (N3105) message to those states. The state data is returned in the

Nlets CR Response (L1048).

(8) III/FBI will produce a hard copy if it has been requested. If a Service

Desk provider or Special Stops provider is processing the action, III/FBI may

generate an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message in addition to or instead of

printing a hardcopy report on the III/FBI high-speed printer.
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Figure 213-06 Internal Disposition ReportData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs DSPD and DSPM. This diagram illustrates

IAFIS processing ofdocument and MRD dispositions.

Document Dispositions start from this point:

This flow represents the interaction of the DPS Service Provider as the Dispo-

sition Report activity occurs. The Service Provider requests copies of the

criminal history record of the subject and views the results. The Service Pro-

vider initiates the disposition file maintenance and is given an indication of

the success or failure ofthe request.

(1)

ITN/FBI sends a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) mes-

sage to m/FBI which contains an FBI number.

(2) m/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

(3) The Disposition File Maintenance Request (A3036) message sent to

III/FBI contains the FBI number of the subject and disposition information as

provided on the document If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject, and the

transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject

A3036 for Unauthorized Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will

route the transaction to the Special Stops Unit for review. Upon completion

ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend A3036.

Electronic (MRD) Dispositions continue from this point:

(4)

ni/FBI modifies the subject record if able to do so, and returns a File

Maintenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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(5)

Document Only: If the A3036 attempts to update a record containing a

Want and if the subject is a Bureau fugitive (including SPF = T or T),

m/FBI completes the requested file maintenance. III/FBI then generates a

Review Request (A1312) message that will be routed to a DPS Service Pro-

vider for review and processing.

(6)

The Service Provider releases the transaction for response generation after

the review and any necessary modifications by sending the Review Response

(A1313) message to III/FBI.

(7)Document Only: If the subject record is to be provided and contains active

NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request

(N3105) message to those states.

(8)

The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (LI 048).

(9)

III/FBI may print one or more copies ofthe subject criminal history record

for mailing to interested agencies. Ifa Service Desk provider or Special Stops

provider is processing the action, III/FBI may generate an Unsolicited Report

(A3 150) message in addition to or instead of printing a hardcopy report on the

ITN/FBI printer.

Report Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

NOTE: III/FBI performs filtering; if filtering reveals a Special Stop subject

with an SPF of ‘5,’ III/FBI prepares an Unsolicited Report (A3150) message

for the Special Stops Unit and an Unsolicited Activity Report (N3 124).
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(10) MRD Only: III/FBI writes MRD responses (acknowledgments) to tape

and prints a hard copy summary report to be returned to the submitter with the

tape.

The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing an

MRD Disposition Request. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a

destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an MRD Disposition. These reports will be formatted by III/FBI

and printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

Report Destination Printer

III Participant Online Printer Special Stops Unit

Response-Hit Against

SPF 5, 6, C, K, N, or DOD
Document Specialist

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

MRD Disposition Request

Online Printer Response-

Hit Against SPF 5 or 6 or C

orN

Special Stops Unit

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0 B-51
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Figure 21.3-07ExternalExpungementRequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

gistering agencies.

This DFD applies to the STOT DRS. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing ofan External Expungement (NCIC DRS message).

Ifthe request comes from an NFF state, III/FBI will wait for one hour to allow

the state to reverse the expungement. Then, III/FBI will complete the ex-

pungement as if it were a document. When the request comes from a non-

NFF state, III/FBI will automatically reverse the arrest cycle expungement if

an associated expungement document has not been processed within 30 days

of receipt of the DRS message. This diagram includes the unsolicited mes-

sages that would be sent if the expungement is automatically reversed. Refer

to the Internal Expungement Request Data Flow diagram (Figure 21.3-08) for

processing of the follow-up expungement document.

(1)

IAFIS receives a III Expungement Notification Request (N3205) message

via NCIC from a state agency when it wishes to expunge arrest cycles for a

subject.

NOTE: III/FBI performs filtering; if filtering reveals a Special Stop subject,

III/FBI prepares an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message for the Special Stops

Unit An Unsolicited Activity Report (N3124) is generated when the SPF is

‘5.’

If the expungement modifies the record of a subject containing a Want

(SPF=T and T only), III/FBI completes the requested file maintenance. If

.the record contains these Wants AND the DRS is from an NFF state, III/FBI

will send a HI Participant Online Printer Response-Hit Against Missing Per-

son, Amnesia Victim or Wanted Subject Report via an Unsolicited Report

(A3 150) message to the Hits to Wants printer (see Unsolicited Reports be-

low). If the expungement removes the last arrest cycle from an SCH record

containing a want (SGT =
‘W’), III/FBI will set the AUD = If the ex-

pungement removes the last arrest cycle from an SCH record containing Sex-

ual Offender Registry Data, III/FBI sends a Record Expunged Sexual Offend-

er Registry Agency Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3 126) to all Re-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an external expungement These reports will be formatted by

III/FBI and printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI. These reports may also be

generated ifan expungement must be reversed after 30 days.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Participant Online Printer

Response-Hit Against

SPF 5, 6, C, K, N, or DOD

Stops Unit (5)

Document Specialist (K

)

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

III Participant Online Printer

Response-Hit Against

Missing Person, Amnesia

Victim or Wanted Subject

Report

Answer Hits to Wants

(2) III/FBI sends an Expungement Notification Accept Response—DRS
(N3206) message, via NCIC to the requester. This response will contain ei-

ther a single-line or multiple-line reject of the request or an acknowledgment

that the subject arrest cycles have been expunged as requested.

(3) III/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI in three unique situations with respect to external expungements:

a) If the expungement request was from an NFF state and the last arrest cycle

was expunged, III/FBI initiates file synchronization with ITN/FBI so that the

fingerprint images and features data will be marked as deleted.

NGI-126
September 3, 2008
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b) If the expungement request does not expunge an entire subject record, be-

cause the subject has other active arrests, the expungement of arrest cycles for

that state may change the subject descriptive data by deleting some AONs. If

so, the A3045 will contain descriptive data to pass to AFIS/FBI.

c) If the expungement must be reversed after 30 days, III/FBI will reactivate

the expunged arrest cycles. Again, this may change the subject descriptive

data by adding some AONs. If so, the A3045 will contain descriptive infor-

mation to pass to AFIS/FBI.

(4) ITN/FBI sends a Delete Fingerprint Features Request (A3321) message to

AFIS/FBI to delete the fingerprint features and descriptive data when expung-

ing a subject, or an Update Descriptive Data Request (A3312) message to

update the descriptive data ofthe subject.

The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing an

External Expungement Request. These messages will originate from III/FBI

for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network,

Message Number/Name

N3108 FNU Expungement Notification

N3 109 SID Expungement Notification

N3 121 Single State Offender Status Notification

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

N3126 SOR Agency Notice

If the expungement document is not received from the non-NFF state within

30 days, the following unsolicited messages may be spawned.

Message Number/Name

N3112 (MSO) Multistate Offender Status

N31 18 Reactivate Expunged Cycles Notification

IAF1S-DOC-051 25-25.0 B-53
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Figure 213-08 InternalExpungement RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs EXPD and EXPM. This data flow illustrates

IAFIS processing of an Internal Expungement document. These documents

are produced by arrest or judicial agencies when a person has been exonerated

after initial arrest or released without charge and disposition as such. An ex-

pungement is a request by the court, arresting agency, or state bureau to re-

move the incident from the criminal history files held by the FBI.

This flow represents the interaction of III/FBI with MRD or the interaction of

the DPS Service Provider as the expungement activity occurs. The Service

Provider requests a copy of the criminal history record of the subject and

views the results. The Service Provider initiates the Expungement file main-

tenance and is given an indication ofthe success or failure ofthe request.

(1)

ITN/FBI sends a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) mes-

sage, including the subject FNU to III/FBI. It is assumed that for Expunge-

ment processing, file Service Provider will include only the FNU and no other

subject data, initiating a direct retrieval ofthe record for the desired subject.

(2)

III/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

(Does not apply to MRD)

(3)

ITN/FBI sends the Expungement File Maintenance Request (A3029) mes-

sage containing the FBI number of the subject and the identifier for the arrest

that is being expunged to III/FBI. One arrest is expunged by this message. If

filtering reveals a Special Stop or SPF = T subject, and the transaction has

not been initiated by the Special Stops Unit (for SPF
=

‘5’ or ‘6’ or ‘C’ or ‘N’)

or Doc Spec (for SPF =
‘K’), III/FBI will reject A3029 with an A1802 for

Unauthorized Access. When this rejection occurs, file Service Provider will

carry the transaction documents) to the Special Stops Unit or Doc Spec, as

appropriate, for review. Upon completion of the review, the Service Provider

will resubmit A3029. (Does not apply to MRD)

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

(4)

Document only: If the expungement attempts to remove the last cycle for

a subject, and that record contains any Want, III/FBI terminates the requested

file maintenance and sends an Error Notification (A1802) message to ITN/FBI

where the initiating documents) will be routed to the appropriate Service

Provider for review and processing. If the expungement attempts to remove

the last cycle for a subject, identified as a sexual offender, III/FBI terminates

the requested file maintenance and sends an Error Notification (A1802) mes-

sage to ITN/FBI where the initiating documents) will be routed to Doc Spec

for review and processing. •

(5)

Document Service Provider: III/FBI modifies the subject record if able to

do so and returns a File Maintenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

(6)

Document only : If filtering revealed a Special Stop subject or a record

containing SPF
=

‘K’ or a Want (SPF = T,’
‘L,’ or T), AND the action is an

MRD expungement, a message will be written to the tape stating that the re-

quest will be processed manually and an A3 150 will be routed to a Special

Stops Service Provider, Document Specialist, or Want Service Provider as

appropriate for processing.

(7)

Document only : Ifthe expungement requests modification ofthe record of

a subject containing a Want (SPF =
‘I,’ T only), III/FBI completes the re-

quested file maintenance. III/FBI then sends a Review Request (A1312) mes-

sage to ITN/FBI.

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing a document expungement and sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited

Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by III/FBI and

printed on desktop printers in III/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

MRD Expungement Hit Document Specialist (K or

NGM28
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Report Title Destination Printer

Against 5, 6, C, K, N, DOD,

Missing Person, Unknown

Deceased, Amnesia Victim,

or Wanted Subject

DOD)

Special Stops Unit (5 or 6

or C or N)

Answer Hits to Wants

(Wanted Subject)

IDRR

Service Desk/Liaison Unit

Document Specialist

Answer Hits to Wants

Special Stops

DI/FBI notifies ITN/FBI via A3045 to delete fingerprint images and to have

AFIS/FBI delete the associated features.

(10)

ITN/FBI sends either a Delete Fingerprint Features Request (A3321)

message to AFIS/FBI, requesting deletion of the fingerprint features and de-

scriptive data when expunging a subject or an Update Descriptive Data Re-

quest (A33 1
2)

message to update the descriptive data for the subject.

(1

1)

Ifthe subject record is to be provided and contains active NFF state poin-

ters, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3105) mes-

sage to those states.

I

(12)

The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (LI 048).

NOTE: If an MRD expungement removes the last arrest cycle from an SCH

record containing Sexual Offender Registry (SOR) data, III/FBI sends a

Record Expunged Sexual Offender Registry Agency Notice(s) via an SOR

Agency Notice (N3 126) to all Registering agencies.

(13)

Document Service Provider: III/FBI provides a hardcopy criminal history

record report to agencies associated with the subject.

(8) Ifan A13 12 was sent in flow (7), the Service Provider releases the transac-

tion for response generation after the review and any necessary modifications

by initiating a Review Response (A13 13) message for delivery to ffl/FBI.

(9) III/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI under the following circumstances:

a) If the expungement changes the subject descriptive data by deleting an ar-

rest offense, III/FBI sends new descriptive data in A3045 to ITN/FBI to pass

to AFIS/FBI;

or

If a Service Desk provider, Document Specialist, Wants provider, or Special

Stops provider is processing the action, III/FBI may receive a request to send

an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to an ITN/FBI printer in addition to

or instead ofprinting a hardcopy report on.the ITN/FBI printer.

Report Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

IDRR/NIDR Document Specialist

IDRR/NIDR Answer Hits to Wants

IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

MRD : III/FBI writes MRD results to tape and prints a hard copy summary

report.

b) If the expungement removes the last active arrest cycle for the subject,

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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internal expungement request. These messages will originate from 111/FBI for

a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

T

N310S FNU Expungement Notification

N3 109 SID Expungement Notification

N3121 (SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

N3 126 SOR Agency Notice

Message Number/Name

j
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Figure 2U-10 Freedom ofInformation ActRequest Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This data flow applies to the STOTs FOID and LCAR and the TOT FIDO. A

request made under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) for subject

records held by the FBI may consist of a request for all criminal history in-

formation (which will include any active local’ wants), and/or all civil infor-

mation and/or reproductions of ten-print finger images. FIDO submissions

will follow the message sequence for those messages specific to submissions

received through the CSS facility and transmitted to IAFIS via the CJIS WAN

(DFD 21.1-Old). At the conclusion of processing (for FODs only), if the

responses were indicated to be returned locally, the initiating Service Provider

will collect the reports, images, and the original submission, merge them and

prepare the response for return to the submitter. Otherwise, HI/FBI will pre-

pare responses according to the CCA File entry for the submitting agency and

print to the high-speed printer.

The initiating Service Provider (DPS or LPS) scans the fingerprint card ac-

companying the FOIA request or criminal submission on a local ITN/FBI

scanner and enters biographic and descriptive data; the Service Provider may

include an FNU. FBI Latent Specialists (FAS only—this function is not

available to OFOs) may initiate a criminal submission (STOT LCAR) using

either an electronically submitted ten-print received as STOT MCS or CFS

(which may require the entry of additional data, DOA, etc., if not included

with the latent submission), or a ten-print card. For FOID STOT the ORI is

set to the FOIA ORI and for FIDO the ORI is set to WVFBICS4Z.

(1) (For FIDO only) The EBTS Ten-Print Submission (E1000) message is

received by IAFIS from the CSS via the CJIS WAN. The TOTs carried by

E1000 as depicted in this diagram will be unique to the CSS (refer to the

El000 message definition and the TOT Code Table, contained in the IAFIS

MDD.)

(2-10) Normal Ten-Print submission processing proceeds (see DFDs 21.1-

01a).

(11) ITN/FBI sends a Ten-print Criminal History File Maintenance Request

(A3026) to III/FBI to perform file maintenance and/or response generation as

required. The ‘PCC’ value in A3026 may be set to ‘B’ by the Service Provid-

er (STOT FOID only), which will cause the response to be returned directly to

that Service Provider. ITN/FBI will place the appropriate printer location

code in the field ‘RPTDEST;’ III/FBI will use this value to route the response

to the proper printer.

STOT FOID and TOT FIDO only: If the transaction is an Ident to the criminal

file, it is treated as a normal Civil Retain, i.e., a cycle is added to the III/FBI

Subject Criminal History file, ITN/FBI updates the TPCF, and AFIS/FBI fea-

tures and descriptive data are updated.

(12) (TOT FDO only) III/FBI will direct these hard copy responses to the

high-speed printer under a ‘FOIA/FIDO RESPONSES TO FOLLOW’ Banner

Page and simultaneously send ITN/FBI an A1003. ITN/FBI converts the

message to an E1003 and sends it to EFCON/FBI. EFCON/FBI then sends

the E1003 Card Disposition Response CSS (CRDC) containing the Card Dis-

position (CDDISP) of ‘R’ (Return with Response) to the CSS via the CJIS

WAN. This informs the CSS that the transaction is complete and the action to

be taken with the card.

STOT LCAR only: If the transaction is an Ident to the criminal file, it is

treated as a normal Criminal Ident Retain, i.e., a cycle is added to the III/FBI

Subject Criminal History file, ITN/FBI updates the Ten-Print Certification

File, and AFIS/FBI features and descriptive data are updated.

If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject, and the transaction has not been

reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject A3026 for Unautho-

rized Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction

to the Special Stops Unit for review. If the Special Stops review results in a

decision to Non-Ident the candidate with the submission, no A3314 will be

sent. Upon completion ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend A3026.
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(13)

If a subject record (in a criminal Idented submission) contains NFF state

pointers, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3105)

message to those states.

(14) The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (LI048) message.

These flows occur only when a copy of the subject record is to be provided.

(15) If the A3026 attempts to update an SCH record containing a Want,

DI/FBI suspends the criminal record response generation until its release by

the Service Provider. III/FBI will send a Review Request (A1312) message to

ITN/FBI that will be routed to a DPS Service Provider for review and

processing.

***in/FBI generates and sends a QTP Request Message to NCIC follow-

ing the start of File Maintenance and after the completion of any required

manual reviews.

(16)

The result of the DPS Service Provider review is a Review Response

(A13 13) message sent from ITN/FBI to III/FBI.

NOTE: For FIDO and FOID only - The A1313 may direct III/FBI to send a

Non-Deceased Fingerprint Card On-Line Hit Notification report via an unso-

licited Hit to Want Notification (N3401) to the Want Originator.

(17)

III/FBI will return the Ten-print File Maintenance Response (A3025)

message to ITN/FBI in response to the A3026. The A3025 Ten-Print File

Maintenance Response message notifies ITN/FBI to update the Criminal Fin-

gerprint Image Master File, as appropriate, and to start the update with

AFIS/FBI.

LCAR only: Upon receipt ofthe A3025, ITN/FBI will send an e-mail message

containing the ICN and FNU (if.applicable) to the Latent Specialist. No other

response is produced locally for this submission.

(18)

To provide automated criminal records when the initiating Service Pro-

vider has indicated that the response be returned locally, III/FBI will send an

Unsolicited Report (A3 150) to ITN/FBI. A criminal IDRR will include crim-

inal data, arrest data (“rap sheef
’)
and Want information, as appropriate. Al-

ternately, III/FBI will send an NIDR if no releasable criminal information

exists. Photos stored in the IPS in III/FBI are not included.

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be sent to ITN/FBI in

the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by

III/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

Unsolicited Report Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Special Correspondence

(19)

If the transaction results in an Ident to the criminal file, the Update Fin-

gerprint Features Request (A3310) message will be sent to AFIS/FBI. Oth-

erwise, the A3310, A3311, and A3331 messages are not sent. A3310 con-

tains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the file containing

images from ITN/FBI. The image file is formatted per 13020. AFIS/FBI up-

dates features, if better, and descriptive information in the Criminal Master

File.

NOTE: If the submission was Idented to a criminal record and AFIS/FBI up-

grades its features, AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved Latent File. If

the search of the Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate, IAFIS will con-

tinue processing as described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Unsolved Latent

Search Data Flow (Figure 21,1-08).

(20) AFIS/FBI will return the Update Fingerprint Features Response (A33 1
1)

message to ITN/FBI.

(21) ITN/FBI sends the File Maintenance Completion Notification (A3331),

which includes the pattern classification and ten-print certification pointer.

III/FBI does not respond to this message.

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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NOT SHOWN: If requested, the Service Provider may print copies of ten-

print images. The service provider will compile the criminal records and fin-

gerprint images, as requested, to provide to the requester. The A1040, A1042,

and A3 150 messages may also be used by the Service Provider to obtain crim-

inal records (refer to DFD 2 1 .4-04).

NOTE: If the submitter did not request criminal information, the service pro-

vider will omit any IDRR produced from the written response.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-

tination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3401 Hit to Want Notification

N3 107 Unsolicited Deceased Notification

N3 1 12 Multi-state Offender Status

N3 1 14 Non-matching SID Ignored

N3 1 1 5 No Prior Record - SID Entered

N3 1 16 Prior Record- Previously Entered SID Notification (Single)

N3 1 17 Prior Record - SID Entered

N31 19 Reject, No Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 120 Reject, Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 123 Prior Record- Previously Entered SID (Multi)

N3126 SOR Agency Notice

it

U
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Figure 21,3-12 InternalRecordSealing RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT RSD. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of an Internal Record Sealing Request. This flow describes the

processing for documents notifying the FBI that one or more arrest cycles for

a subject must be sealed. This process can also be used to notify the FBI to

unseal an arrest cycle(s) to allow dissemination.

This flow represents the interaction ofthe DPS Service Provider as the Record

Sealing activity occurs. The Service Provider requests copies of the criminal

history record for the subject and views the results. The Service Provider in-

itiates the Record Sealing file maintenance and is given an indication of the

success or failure ofthe request.

(1)

ITN/FBI sends a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) mes-

sage to m/FBI which will contain an FBI number. III/FBI will retrieve the

subject record if the FBI number is provided, and will also perform a name

search if descriptive data is present in the request.

(2)

III/FBI returns a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject. For a

valid FBI number that is not found in the file, the A1033 will contain the as-

sociated AUD code.

tive Want, III/FBI completes the requested file maintenance. III/FBI then ge-

nerates a Review Request (A1312) message that will be routed to a Wants

Service Provider for review and processing.

(5) The Service Provider releases the transaction for response generation after

die review and any necessary modifications by sending the Review Response

(A13 13) message to III/FBI.

(6) III/FBI modifies the subject record if able to do so and returns a File Main-

tenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

(7)

If the subject record is to be provided to the requesting agency and con-

tains active NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal His-

tory Request (N3105) message to those states.

(8)

The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (LI 048).

(9)

If a DPS or Special Stops provider is processing the action, III/FBI may

generate an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message for the following in addition

to or instead ofprinting a hardcopy report on the III/FBI printer:

(3)

The Service Provider initiates a Record Seal File Maintenance Request

(A3040) message sent to III/FBI containing the FBI number ofthe subject and

up to 10 arrest cycle identifiers indicating the cycles to be sealed or unsealed.

If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject, and the transaction has not been

reviewed by the Special Stops Unit, III/FBI will reject the A3040 with an

A1 802 for Unauthorized Access. When this rejection occurs, the Service Pro-

vider will manually route the request to the Special Stops Unit for review.

Upon completion ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend A3040.

Report Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

(4)

Ifthe A3040 attempts to update a record containing an I/O or Bureau Fugr-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-
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Figure 21.3-13 InternalSCHModification RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs SCHD and SSMD. This diagram illustrates

IAFIS processing ofthe SCH Modification. These requests are typically used

to correct mistakes found in an SCH file record. Within defined constraints

they may be used to add, modify, or delete any field in an SCH record. In

particular, arrest charges or complete arrest cycles can be deleted, effectively

accomplishing aM or partial expungement.

This flow represents the interaction ofITN/FBI with the DPS Service Provid-

er as the SCH Modification activity occurs.

(1)

ITN/FBI sends a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) mes-

sage to HI/FBI which will contain an FBI number. III/FBI will retrieve the

subject record ifan active FBI number is provided in the request.

Stops Unit for review. Upon completion of the review, ITN/FBI will resend

A303 8.

(5)

Ifa subject record contains NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send an Unso-

licited Criminal History Request (N3 105) message to those states.

(6)

The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (L1048). These flows

occur only when a copy ofthe subject record is to be provided.

(7)

If the modification updates the record of a subject containing a Bureau

Fugitive want, HI/FBI completes the requested file maintenance. III/FBI then

sends a Review Request (A13 12) message to ITN/FBI that will be routed to a

Wants Service Provider for review and processing.

(2) If a single candidate is to be provided, III/FBI returns a Service Provider

Subject Search Candidate Record (A1033) message which contains the crimi-

nal history data for that subject.

(3) If the FBI number provided is not correct, III/FBI will return a Subject

Search Response (A1029) with no candidates. At this point the Service Pro-

vider can either re-issue the A1032 message with the correct FBI number or

reject the process.

(4)

The Service Provider will initiate the modification by causing ITN/FBI to

send an SCH Modification File Maintenance Request (A3038) message to

III/FBI, indicating how the file should be modified. Changes are specified by

giving the FNU, field name, an optional old value, and the new value, the type

ofrequest, and the record level, as well as data that defines the type of cycle to

be changed (refer MDD A3038 Message Definition). If filtering reveals a

Special Stop subject, and the transaction has not been reviewed by the Special

Stops Unit, III/FBI will reject A3038 with an A1 802 for Unauthorized Access.

When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

(8)

The result of the DPS Service Provider review is a Review Response

(A1313) message sent from ITN/FBI to III/FBI.

(9)

III/FBI modifies the subject record if able to do so and returns a File Main-

tenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI,

(10)

The Service Provider may request that III/FBI generate an Unsolicited

Report (A3 150) message if a hardcopy report is needed for mailing to agen-

cies associated with the subject.

Report Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

(11)

III/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI under the following circumstances:

NGI-136
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a) If the modification changes the subject descriptive data, DI/FBI sends new

descriptive data in the A3045 to pass to AFIS/FBI.

toes Request (A3321) message to AFIS/FBI.

b) Ifthe modification deletes the last active arrest cycle for the subject, DI/FBI

notifies ITN/FBI via the A3045 to initiate the deletion of fingerprint images

and to have AFIS/FBI delete the associated features.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

SCH Modification that results in an expungement. These messages will origi-

nate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom net-

work.

ITN/FBI sends a message to AFIS/FBI to continue file synchronization in the

following manner:

(12) To update descriptive data only: ITN/FBI sends an Update Descriptive

Data Request (A33 12) message to AFIS/FBI.

Message Number/Name

N3 108 FNU Expungement Notification

N3 109 SID Expungement Notification

N3 12
1

(SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

ject: ITN/FBI sends a Delete Fingerprint Fea-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 213-14 RestoreFNURequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT RFND. This diagram illustrates how an ex-

punged (AUD =
‘E’), deceased (AUD =

‘N’), deleted (AUD
=

‘W’), or con-

solidated (AUD =
‘C,’ killed FNUs; AUD = ‘BLANK,’ kept FNU) subject is

restored, if within 30 days. Restoration taking place more than 30 days after

the expungement, deletion, consolidation, or deceased action must be re-

entered from user-supplied information—t/m diagram does not address this

process. Record restorations occur only for subjects in the criminal file and

are initiated only internally. Only the most recent restorable action to an FNU

may be restored. No restoration from an NFF state SID expungement may

be made. Subjects which were expunged due to a document expungement

may be restored; however, this process restores only the last arrest cycle

that was expunged in the subject record.

The DPS Service Provider initiates a query to determine if a file is restorable

through an ITN/FBI workstation.

(1) ITN/FBI sends the Restore FNU Query (A1008) message to III/FBI to

determine 'if the given FNU is restorable. If filtering reveals a Special Stop

subject and the transaction has not been reviewed by the Special Stops Unit,

III/FBI rejects the A1008 with an Error Notification (A1802) message for

unauthorized access. If this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI notifies the Special

Stops Unit ofthe request and directs the submitter to route any documents and

a screen printout to the Stops Unit supervisor. After reviewing the transac-

tion, the Special Stops Unit may reinitiate the restoration by submitting anoth-

er Restore FNU Query (A1008).

FNUs which were consolidated into the “kept” FNU.

If the Service Provider mistakenly entered a “killed” FNU in A 1008, the

A1009 message includes the “kept” FNU.

(3) If the FNU provided in the A1008 is that of a consolidated subject and

ONLY if that record is restorable AND contains post-consolidation changes,

III/FBI sends an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message containing the existing

record set (the record set as it stands following the consolidation) and post-

consolidation changes (if any exist) to the Service Provider for action. Oth-

erwise, III/FBI does not send an A3 1 50.

Report Title Destination Printer

Post-Consolidation Report
Document Specialist or

Special Stops

The Service Provider will request the TPCF entries for all submissions that

have been posted to a kept FNU following a consolidation or printout of the

record(s) a Criminal History Request (see DFD 21.4-02)..

If the FNU is no longer restorable from the expungement, consolidation,

deletion, or deceased activity of interest; or if for some other reasons the

Service Provider does not wish to continue, the transaction may be termi-

nated at this point. Otherwise, the following may occur:

NOTE: If the record is not restorable from any action (expungement, etc.),

III/FBI will return an A1802 containing error code L0002

(2) If the FNU is restorable, III/FBI returns the Restore FNU Query Response

(A1009) message to ITN/FBI to report FNU restorability and the process from

which it can be restored. If the FNU provided in the A1008 is that of a con-

solidated subject (i.e., a “kept” FNU), the A1009 will indicate the “killed”

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25 .
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(4) ITN/FBI sends the Restore Criminal History Request (A3407) message

containing the FNU to be restored and the action from which it is to be res-

tored (expungement, deletion, consolidation, or deceased). If filtering reveals

a Special Stop subject and the transaction has not been reviewed by the Spe-

cial Stops Unit, III/FBI rejects the A3407 with an A1802 message for unau-

thorized access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI notifies the Special

Stops Unit of the request and directs the submitter to route any documents and

a screen printout to their supervisor. After reviewing the transaction, the Spe-
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cial Stops Unit may reinitiate the restoration by submitting another Restore

FNU Query (A1008).(5)

If the FNU is restorable, HI/FBI restores the record to its former state (in-

cluding only those photos active in the IPS at the time of the consolidation or

expungement), sets the restorability flag for the subjects) to non-restorable,

and sends ITN/FBI the File Maintenance Response (A3027) message. If the

RST in the A3407 does not match the FNU RST in III/FBI, IIM rejects the

A3407 with an A1802 indicating an RST mismatch. If a restored record con-

tains a Want (SPF = T,’
‘L,’ or T), the File Maintenance Response will also

direct the Service Provider to take the transaction documents to Answer Hits

to Wants. If restoring a deceased record, the A3027 will direct the Service

Provider to take the transaction to the Dead Desk.

NOTE: If SOR information was posted to a record AFTER a consolidation,

restoration of the killed FNU(s) will cause the SQR to be lost. When the Re-

store process is complete, the Service Provider will need to cany the initiating

document® to the SOR group for the SOR agency to be notified to reestab-

lish the SOR.

NOTE: If restoring a deceased record (AUD
=

‘N’), no file synchronization is

necessary; the processing described in flows (7) through (10) does not occur.

(6)

If restoring a deleted, expunged, or consolidated record®, III/FBI sends

the Restore FNU File Synchronization Request (A3046) message to ITN/FBI,

providing the FNU® to be restored or updated and the accompanying data

descriptors. ITN/FBI reactivates the original FIMF record involved in the

expungement or deletion. In a restore from consolidation, ITN/FBI reacti-

vates the killed FNU® FIMF record® and restores the kept FNU FIMF

record to its state at the time of consolidation, replacing the consolidated

FIMF record of the keptFNU.

(7)

ITN/FBI sends an Update Fingerprint Features Request (A3310) message

to AFIS/FBI to update features and data descriptors for each restored FNU.

The A3310 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the

image file from ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI formats the file per 13020. For each ex-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

punged, deleted, or killed (in consolidation) FNU being restored, ITN/FBI

indicates that AFIS/FBI is to add a new record for the FNU. For the KEPT

FNU in a restore from consolidation, ITN/FBI indicates that AFIS is to over-

ride the feature quality score and replace the existing features with the features

from the supplied images.

(8) For each A3310 received, AFIS/FBI returns to ITN/FBI the Update Fin-

gerprint Features Response (A33 1
1)

message which contains an indication of

success or failure, and the pattern classification.

(9) For each A3311 received, ITN/FBI sends the File Maintenance Comple-

tion Notification (A3331) message to III/FBI, which contains the pattern clas-

sification.

NOTE: If a display or printout of the restored record® is desired, a Criminal

History Request (see DFD 21.4-02) may be used.

The following is a list of messages that may be spawned from processing a

Restore FNU Request. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-

tination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3 1 12 Multi-state Offender Status

N3121 Single State Offender Status Notification

NOTE: After an unconsolidation, a Service Provider may verify that the

fingerprint records represent more than one subject The document Ser-

vice Provider manually re-enters any post-consolidation record changes

to the correct subject record®. If the unconsolidation request was in

error, or if the Service Provider performed the unconsolidation to conso-

lidate into a different “kept” FNU, the Service Provider consolidates the

records with the consolidation process (DFD 21.3-02) and manually re-

enters any changes to the record reported in the Post-Consolidation Re-

port (manual re-entry is not part of the workflow).
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Figure 21.3-16 External Criminal Print Ident Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT CPI. This diagram illustrates an NFF partici-

pant Criminal Print Ident (CPI) request and response. In this flow, the NFF

participant is notifying the FBI that a criminal Ident was made at the state

level for a given FNU and SID. The FBI will respond to the NFF participant

with a III CPI Accept Message.

(1)

Ill/FBI receives the III Criminal Print Ident Request-CPI (N3213) message

via NCIC when an NFF participant wishes to notify the FBI that an Ident was

made at the state level for a given FNU and SID.

If the N3213 references a record containing a Want, III/FBI sends a III Ident

Message-Online Hit Notification report via an unsolicited Hit to Want Noti-

fication (N3401) message to the Want originator and the CPI originator.

III/FBI then proceeds with response generation.

If the N3213 references a record containing Sexual Offender Registry (SOR)

data, III/FBI sends a Fingerprint Identification Sexual Offender Registry

Agency Notice(s) via an SOR Agency Notice (N3 126) message to all register-

ing agencies.

(2)III/FBI will perform filtering. If filtering reveals a Special Stop subject

containing an SPF of ‘5’
or ‘6,’ III/FBI prepares an Unsolicited Report

(A3 150) message for the Special Stops Unit and an Unsolicited Activity Re-

port (N3124) message. If III/FBI detects a Special Stop subject containing an

SPF of ‘C’ or ‘N,’ III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3150) message

to ITN/FBI to be generated in the Special Stops Unit. If filtering reveals an

SPF =T or DOD, III/FBI prepares an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message

and routes it to Doc Spec. (See Unsolicited Reports and Unsolicited Messag-

es, below.)

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be sent to ITN/FBI in

the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

III/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

(3) If the N3213 references a record with a Flash, III/FBI will print an IDRR

which will be sent to the Flash originator. If this record contains NFF

cycles, message flows (6) and (7) will occur at this time.

(4) III/FBI notifies the NFF participant that the request was received by send-

ing a Criminal Print Ident Accept Response-CPI (N3214) message to the re-

questor via NCIC.

(5)

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an External III Criminal Print Ident Request-CPI. These reports

will be formatted by III/FBI, sent in the Unsolicited Reports (A3 150) mes-

sage, and printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Participant Online Printer

Response-Hit Against

SPF 5, 6, C, or N

Special Stops Unit (5 or 6

or C or N)

SPF ‘K’ or DOD Document Specialist (K)

IDRR/NIDR Answer Hits to Wants

(6)

If the subject record is to be provided and contains active NFF state poin-

ters, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3105) mes-

sage to those states.

(7)The state data is returned in die Nlets CR Response (LI 048).

Responses are transmitted to all states having an interest in this subject in ac-

cordance with the information contained in the III/FBI CCA file; some states
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may be electronic subscribers, some hardcopy.

t

Message Number/Name

The following is a list of unsolicited messages which may be spawned from N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

processing an External III Criminal Print Ident (CPI) Request. These messag- N3401 Hit to Want Notification

es will originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC N3 126 SOR Agency Notice

telecom network.
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Figure 213-21 PartialExpungement RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes
*

This DFD applies to the STOT PEXD, This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of a partial expungement document. This process is used when

one or more charges are dropped from a date of arrest, however arrest

charges will remain for that date of arrest. If the expungement will remove

the last arrest(s) from the date of arrest or record, this process will be rejected.

This flow represents the interaction of the DPS Service Provider as the ex

pungement activity occurs.

(1)

ITN/FBI sends a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) meS'

sage to III/FBI which must contain the FBI number.

(2)

III/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

(5)

The result of the DPS Service Provider review is a Review Response

(A13 13) message sent from ITN/FBI to III/FBI.

(6)

If the file maintenance action was successful, III/FBI sends the File Main-

tenance Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI.

(7)

III/FBI also sends the File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI containing updated arrest information to pass to AFIS/FBI.

(8)

If the subject record contains active NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send

an Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3 105) message to those states.

(9) The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (L1048).

(3)

The Service Provider initiates the Partial Expungement Request (A3009)

message containing an FBI number and date of arrest, and possibly other ar-

rest data; to III/FBI. If this represents an attempt to expunge the last arrest

charge, then an A1802 error is returned and this process is terminated. If fil-

tering reveals a Special Stop subject, and the transaction has not been re-

viewed by the Special Stops Unit, A1802 will reject A3009 for Unauthorized

Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the

Special Stops Unit for review. Upon completion of the review, ITN/FBI will

resend A3009. Up to 39 charges may be included for expungement.

(4)

If the expungement applies an update to a record containing a Bureau Fu-

gitive Want, III/FBI performs the requested record update and sends the Re-

view Request (A13 12) message to ITN/FBI. The A1312 will be routed to a

DPS Sendee Provider for review and processing.

(10) ITN/FBI sends an Update Descriptive Data Request (A3312) message to

AFIS/FBI.

(1 1)
The Service Provider may request that III/FBI generate an Unsolicited

Report (A3 150) message if a hardcopy report is needed for mailing to agen-

cies associated with the subject.

Report Title Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR Service Desk

IDRR/NIDR Special Stops Unit

The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing a

Ten-Print Submission. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a des-

tination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.
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Message Number/Name

N3108-FNU Expungement Notification

N3109 - SID Expungement Notification

N3121 Single State Offender Status

N3 124 - Unsolicited Activity Notification

N3 126 -SOR Agency Notice

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 213-22 Special Slops Modification Notice Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This diagram applies to the STOT SSMD and illustrates the process which

authorized Service Providers use to create an AUD T record, to change an

Inactive FNU (AUD ‘W’) record to AUD ‘T,’ to change an AUD ?’ record to

AUD ‘T,’ or to change an AUDT record to AUD

This flow represents the interaction ofthe authorized service provider with the

system as the file maintenance is performed. The service provider may re-

trieve the existing subject record, submit the file maintenance request,’ and

receive the response. If changing anAUD T record to AUD the autho-

rized service provider scans in fingerprint images.

If filtering reveals a subject with SPF = ‘5’ or ‘6’ or ‘C’ or ‘N,’ or with AUD

=
‘T,’ and the transaction was not sent by an authorized service provider,

A1802 will reject A3041 for Unauthorized Access. When this rejection oc-

curs, ITN/FBI will route the transaction to the Special Stops Unit for review.

Upon completion ofthe review, ITN/FBI will resend A304 1

.

Only authorized service providers may use the A3041. In addition to Special

Stops service providers, a Hit to Wants service provider may also use this

process by having a separate Special Stops Unit log-on (with a Special Stops

AUTH code) in addition to the Answer Hits to Wants Unit log-on,

If the authorized service provider needs to change a record to AUD ‘W’ prior

to changing the AUD ‘W’ to AUD ‘T,’ the service provider will use an SCH

Modification Request (see DFD 21.3-13).

(1) The authorized service provider (ITN/FBI) may first query the existing

record by sending a Service Provider Subject Search Request (A1032) mes-

sage to m/FBI, which must contain an FBI number..

(2) m/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

(3) The authorized service provider (ITN/FBI) sends a Special Stops File

Maintenance Request (A3041) specifying the desired type of action to m/FBI.

When creating an AUD T record, the authorized service provider may speci-

fy
the FNU, or may allow ITN/FBI to automatically assign a new FNU. The

authorized service provider may also set SPF codes using A3041.
i

" A

(4) If m/FBI was able to perform the action, It returns a File Maintenance

Response (A3027) in response to A3041.

If the A3041 created an AUDT record, or changed an AUD ‘W’ record

to AUDT (TYS =
‘U’ for each of these actions), the process is complete

at this point.

To complete the process to change an AUD ‘F record to AUD T (TYS =

‘D’), the following steps are performed:

(5) DI/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI to direct the removal of fingerprint images and features.

(6) ITN/FBI sends a Delete Fingerprint Features Request (A3321) message to

AFIS/FBI.
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The process to change an AUD ‘F record to AUDT is complete at this

point.

To complete the process to change an AUDT record to AUD ‘P’ (TYS

=

‘E’), the following steps are performed:

(7)

III/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI to direct the addition of fingerprint images and features.

(8)

ITN/FBI sends an Update Fingerprint Features Request (A33 10) message,

with AAC = ‘1,’ to AFIS/FBI to add fingerprint features. A3310 contains the

FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the file containing images

from ITN/FBI. The image file is formatted per 13020.

NOTE: When changing an AUD T record to AUD P, with the addition of

fingerprint images to its database, AFIS/FBI initiates a search of the Unsolved

Latent File. If the search of the Unsolved Latent File results in a candidate,

IAFIS will continue processing as described in the Ten-Print-Initiated Search

ofUnsolved Latent File Data Flow (Figure 21.1-08).

(9)

AFIS/FBI returns an Update Fingerprint Features Response (A33 1 1),
con-

taining the pattern classification to ITN/FBI.

(10)

ITN/FBI sends the File Maintenance Completion Notification (A3331),

with pattern classification to III/FBI.
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Figure 21.3-23 Master Record Conversion Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the MRCD STOT. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing for converting a single-cycle or multiple-cycle criminal record in

the Manual File. This application does not capture ten-print certification in-

formation. The original hard copy ten-print cards will be retained by the FBI.

NOTE: This application is meant to reduce the number ofFNUs that must be

converted via the service desk log conversion application. The Service Pro-

viders (SP) must manually compare the hard copy card with the Subject Crim-

inal History. Any changes to master name must be done via the SCH Mod

application (see DFD 21.3-13).

(1) The SP must first query the existing record by sending a Service Provider

Subject Search Request (A1032) message to IH/FBI, which must contain an

FBI number.

(2) III/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate Record

(A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that subject.

(3) The SP initiates the ITN/FBI Record Conversion File Maintenance Re-

quest (A3023) after each cycle added.

(4) III/FBI performs file maintenance, sets AUD-BLANK,’ responds with

File Maintenance Response (A3027), and updates the descriptive data in the

Subject Criminal History.

(5) DI/FBI sends a File Synchronization Request (A3045) message to

ITN/FBI to direct the addition of fingerprint images and features.

(6) ITN/FBI sends an Update Descriptive Data Request (A33 12) message.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing

Master Record Conversion Documents. These messages will originate from

III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3 1 12 Multistage Offender Status

N3 1 14 Non-matching SID Ignored

N3 1 15 No Prior Record—SID Entered

N3 1 17 Prior Record—SID Entered

N3 1 19 Reject, No Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3 120 Reject, Prior Record, SID Not Entered

N3121 Single State Offender Status Notification
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Figure21M1 External CriminalHistory RequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT QR, This data flow depicts the actions that

take place when a NCIC user requests a criminal history for a subject in the

Subject Criminal History File.

(1)

IAFIS receives the III Criminal History Request-QR (N 1045) message via

the NCIC system. The request will contain an FBI or SID number.

(2) m/FBI will perform filtering. If filtering detects a Special Stop subject

with an SPF of ‘5,’ ‘6,’
‘C,’ or ‘N’ m/FBI sends an Unsolicited Activity Re-

port (N3 124) message via the NCIC network. HI/FBI will retrieve the subject

criminal history record along with any state pointers and will send the Crimi-

nal History Request Response—QR (N1046) message to the requester via the

NCIC network. This message notifies the requestor that an IDRR will be

forthcoming and will list any states that will be providing criminal histories

directly to the requestor. III/FBI will forward the III QR Response (N1046)

message to the requestor via the NCIC network.

(3) An Unsolicited Criminal History Request (N3 105) message is sent via

NCIC to any states that have a criminal history on the subject. These states

will respond directly to the requestor.

(4) The XML format for the Basic IDRR is based on the Interstate Criminal

History Transmission Specification with the exception of Legat and NICS

ORIs. The criminal history record (IDRR) is prepared by III/FBI and returned

through Nlets (L1306) for merging with any state criminal history before be-

ing delivered to the requesting agency.

(5) The criminal history report (IDRR) is prepared by III/FBI and sent as the

Criminal History Record Response (N1306) message. III/FBI sends the report

via NCIC to the requestor containing any criminal history maintained by the

FBI.

(6)

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an External Criminal History and sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsoli-

cited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by HI/FBI

and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

III Participant-Multiple

FNUs for One lll-STATE-

POINTER

III Staff Printer

III Participant

QH/QR/ZI/ZR/ZRS/QWI

Response - FBI Research

and Advise

III Staff Printer

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from the

processing ofa Criminal History Request.

The messages will originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via

the NCIC telecom network.

i

Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 214-02 Internal Criminal History Request Sequencing andNotes

This diagram applies to the STOT RRD, and illustrates the messaging se-

quence used when a Service Provider requests a subject IDRR, NIDR, Record

Set, or RANR from III/FBI. As part to NICS efficiency phase II, this functio-

nality has been extended to NICS service providers working atNICS worksta-

tions

This flow represents the interaction between the Service Provider and IAFIS.

The Service Provider makes the request and may receive a displayed response

on the workstation.

(1)

ITN/FBI or NICS sends the Criminal History Request (A1040) message to

III/FBI, specifying the type of request: IDRR, NIDR, Record Set, or RANR.

If the requester is an Other Federal Organization (OFO) user (determined by

AUTH code), III/FBI will only include subjects whose records contain an

AUD = ‘BLANK’ or ‘M;’ further, OFO user requests for NIDR, Record Set,

orRANR will be rejected as invalid.

NOTE: III/FBI performs filters for Special Stop subjects (SPF
=

‘5’ or
‘6’

or

‘C’ or ‘N’). When III/FBI detects a special stop subject as described above,

A1802 will reject the request if the Special Stops Unit has not reviewed the

transaction. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI routes the transaction to the

Special Stops Unit for review and processing. III/FBI will also send an

N3124 when filtering detects an SPF of ‘5’ for a destination outside of IAFIS

via the NCIC telecom network. After review, the A1040 may be resubmitted.

(2)

III/FBI returns the Criminal History Request Response (A1042) to

ITN/FBI or NICS (whichever was the requesting segment). If A1040 re-

quested a displayed response, A1042 will contain the requested information

including, for an IDRR, NFF state indicators, if applicable, but not NFF in-

formation. If A1040 requested a printed response, A1042 will not contain the

requested information but will indicate an acknowledgment of the request and

will indicate, for an IDRR, whether NFF data is available.

(3) If A1040 requested a printed IDRR and if the subject record contains ac-

tive NFF state pointers, III/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal History

Request (N3 105) message viaNCIC to those states,

(4) The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (L1048). Otherwise,

this step is omitted.

(5) If a printed response was requested, III/FBI will either print the response

on the III/FBI high-speed printer,

-or-

(6) III/FBI will send an Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message

(IDRR/NIDR/Record Set/RANR) for printing on an ITN/FBI orNICS printer.

The following is a list ofunsolicited reports that may be requested by the Spe-

cial Stops Unit and will be sent to ITN/FBI or NICS in the Unsolicited Report

(A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by III/FBI and printed on a

desktop printer in ITN/FBI or NICS.

Report Title Destination Printer

IDRR/NIDR/ Record

Set/RANR
Special Stops

IDRR NICS

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from the

processing of an Internal Criminal History Request. The messages will origi-

nate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom net-

work.
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Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 21.4$ External Subject Search Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs QH and QWI. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the following types of searches: with FBI Number, without FBI

Number, QWI, and Identification for Firearms Sales (IFFS). The QWI has

been separated from other subject searches because it has a different Message

Key (MKE) and may include search fields used by NCIC for the QW query.

A check for Want or Flash data is made whenever the inquiry contains an FBI

Number.

(1) IH receives either the III Subject Search Request-QH (N1035) or the

Combined NCIC QW and III/FBI-QH Query (QWI) (N1039) message via

NCIC when anNCIC user wants;

a) to perform a criminal subject search, or

b) to perform an NCIC Want Inquiry.

(2) m/FBI generates the Subject Search Request Response-QH (N1036)

message for either of the above-referenced incoming messages and sends it to

the requestor via NCIC.

(3) The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an External Criminal History Request and sent to ITN/FBI in the

Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be formatted by

III/FBI and printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

The following is a list of unsolicited messages which may be spawned from

processing an External Subject Search. These messages will originate from

m/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

*

J
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Figure 21.4-04 Internal Subject Search dak Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs SPSS, SSRM, and FASS. This diagram illu-

strates IAFIS processing of the Internal Subject Search. Internal Subject

Searches (SPSS) may be initiated by an IAFIS or NICS Service Provider.

This flow represents either MRD I/O or the interaction of the ITN/FBI with

the DPS Service Provider when processing a subject search request.

Service Provider ONLY: The Service Provider makes die request and receives

a displayed response on the workstation.

ITN/FBI or NICS or if A1032 contained a value of T in CAND-LIST-

FLAG, III/FBI will return a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate List

(A1029) message that contains descriptive data for each candidate (if not ze-

ro). The Service Provider will then submit another A1032 message containing

the FBI number ofthe candidate selected from the list.

(3) If a single candidate is returned to ITN/FBI or NICS and if A1032 con-

tained a value of ‘N’ in CAND-LIST-FLAG, III/FBI will generate a Service

Provider Subject Search Candidate Record (A1033) message, which contains

the record set for that subject, for workstation display. Refer to the A1032

Processing Matrix below for details of Subject Search Response handling.

MRD ONLY: If MRD input is unreadable or unacceptable due to improper

format or insufficient data, III/FBI writes anMRD Reject response to the tape.

MRD response data is both written to tape and mailed to the submitter as

hardcopy.

(1) Service Provider ONLY: ITN/FBI or NICS sends a Service Provider Sub-

ject Search Request (A1032) message to III/FBI. III/FBI will perform a name

search if descriptive data is present in the request. If the A1032 contains a

single FNU, an SID or a single SOC, the subject record will be retrieved di-

rectly. The inclusion of any descriptors (beyond SID only or a single instance

of SOC) will initiate a name search. "Refer to the A1032 message definition

and the A1032 Processing Matrix below.

Service Provider & MRD: III/FBI performs the subject search or retrieval and

performs filtering as required (see IAFIS Filtering Matrix).

(2) Service Provider ONLY: If zero or more than one candidate is returned to

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

MgT.ic;!

MRD ONLY: III/FBI writes results to MRD media.

(4) Service Provider& MRD: The following is a list of unsolicited reports that

may be spawned from processing an Internal Subject Search and sent to

ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message. These reports will be

formatted by III/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI

.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Unauthorized

Access(UAA) Notification

Message

Special Stops Unit

EBTS or Internal Online

Printer Response-Hit

Against 5, 6, C, K, N, DOD,

Missing Person, Unknown

Deceased, Amnesia Victim,

or Wanted orAUDT Sub-

ject

Special Stops Unit (SPF 5,

6, C, N, orAUDofP)

Document Specialist (K or

DOD)

Answer Hits to Wants (SPF

I.LorT)
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Service Provider & MRD: The following is a list of messages which may be

spawned from the processing of an Internal Subject Search. The messages

will originate from 111/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC tele-

com network.

Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

PNURetrieval-DFD 21.4-04

A1 032 Contents
t

lll/FBI RESPONSE

STOT FNU SOCs SIDs

SUBJ-

SRCH-

DATA

CAND-

LIST-

FLAG

Any 1-6

?

0 0 No N

• If a single FNU is provided and has SCH data

(AUD Blank, A, C, E, M, P, T, or W), A1033 w/

the Record Set for the supplied FNU.

• If a single FNU is provided, is valid & AUD U is

not used, A1033 containing an empty record set

with AUD- U’
for the supplied FNU.

• If multiple FNUs are provided and are valid,

A1029 w/ LDSSRs for each FNU

• If any FNU is invalid, A1802.

Any 1-6 0 0 No Y

• If FNU(s) has (have) SCH data, A1 029 w/ LDSSR

for each FNU.

• If any FNU is valid & has no SCH data, A1 029

contains provided FNU(s) and AUD-
U’

. if any FNU is invalid, A1802.

Note: If any FNUs supplied in the A1032 were “killed” in a prior consolidation (AUD = C), the FNU and Record

Set returned will be for the “kept” FNU.
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A1032 Processing Matrix

FNU Retrieval—DFD 21 .4-04

A1032 Contents

STOT FNU SOCs SIDs

SUBJ-

SRCH-

CAND-

LIST-

lll/FBI RESPONSE

DATA FLAG

No subject search is performed under FNU Retrieval

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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A1032 Processing Matrix

SID Retrieval-DFD 21.4-04

A1032 Contents

Ill/FBI RESPONSE

STOT FNU SOCs SIDs

SUBJ-

SRCH-

DATA

CAND-

LIST-

FLAG

Any 0 0 1 No N

• If 1 subject w/ SID in SCH, A1033 w/Record Set

containing matching SID.

• If more than 1 subject w/ SID in SCH, A1 029 w/

LDSSR for each subject.

« If no subject w/ SID in SCH, A1 029 w/ no

LDSSR.

• If SID is invalid, A1 802. This case does not in-

clude a SID conforming to validation rules that is

unassigned.

Any 0 0 1

*

No Y
• Same as previous except insert A1 029 w/

1

LDSSR for the A1 033 wf Record Set

Note: Any combination of a SID and SUBJ-SRCH-DATA will be treated as a name search,

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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A1032 Processing Matrix

Subject Search Only-DFD 21.4-04

A1 032 Contents

STOT

Any

Any

Any

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0

FNU

0

0

0

SOCs

0

0

0

SIDs

0

0

0

SUBJ-

SRCH-

DATA

No

Yes

Yes

CAND-

LIST-

FLAG

NorY

N

Y

Ill/FBI RESPONSE

ITN/FBI SA/V prevents such a submission.

if 1 candidate from subject search, A1033 w/

Record Set for candidate.

If more than 1 candidate from subject search,

A1029 w/ an LDSSR for each candidate.

If no candidates from subject search, A1 029 w/

no LDSSR.

Same as previous except insert A1 029 w/

1

LDSSR for each A1033 w/ Record Set.
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Figure 214-1)5 ExternalIII/FBIAdministrative Inquiry (ZI) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ZI. This diagram illustrates IAFIS processing

of a III/FBI Administrative Inquiry. The ZI query is used by III participants

when there is a need to determine:

a) the presence ofa SID or FBI pointer and the date established;

b) single-, multi-state or wanted status;

formatted by III/FBI and printed on desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Participant-Multiple

FNUs for One lll-STATE-

POINTER

III Staff Printer

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

c) dates of establishment and/or last update.

The following is a list of unsolicited messages which may be spawned from

processing an External III/FBI Administrative Inquiry. These messages will

(1)

The III Administrative Inquiry-ZI Inquiry (N3050) message is received by originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom

IAFIS via NCIC. network.

(2) m/FBI processes the request and returns the III Administrative Re-

sponse-ZI (N3051) message and sends it to the inquiring agency via NCIC.

Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

(3) The Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message may be spawned from

processing an External III/FBI Administrative Inquiry. This report will be

\
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Figure 21.4M ExternalIII/FBIRecordAvailability Inquiry (ZR) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ZR. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of a III Availability Inquiry. The ZR query is used to determine,

by providing an FBI or SID number, if a subject record is on file in the III.

(1)

The III Record Availability Inquiry-ZR (N3052) message is received by

IAFIS via NCIC.

(2)

III/FBI processes the request and returns the III Record Availability Re-

sponse—ZR (N3053) message and sends it to the inquiring agency via NCIC.

(3)

The Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message may be spawned from

processing an External III/FBI Administrative Inquiry. This report will be

formatted by III/FBI and printed on a desktop printer in ITN/FBI. Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 21.4-07ExternalIII/FBIRecord Status Inquiry (ZRS) Data FlowSequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ZRS. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of a- III/FBI Record Status Inquiry. The ZRS query is used when a

III participant wants to verify the status, single- or multi-state, of a subject

record.

(1)

The III Record Status Inquiry-ZRS (N3054) message is received by IAFIS

viaNCIC.

(2)

III/FBI processes the request and returns the III Record Status Response

—

ZRS (N3055) message and sends it to the inquiring agency via NCIC.

(3)

The Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message may have spawned from

processing an External III/FBI Administrative Inquiry. This report will be

formatted by III/FBI and printed on desktop printer in ITN/FBI.

A

Report Title Destination Printer

III Participant-Multiple

FNUsfor One lll-STATE-

POINTER

III Staff Printer

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

The following is a list of unsolicited messages which may spawn from

processing an External III/FBI Record Status Inquiry. These messages will

originate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom

network.

Message Number/Name

N3112 (MSO) Multi-state Offender Status

N3121 (SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

N3124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

IAF1S-DOC-05125-25.
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Figure 21.4-08AdHoc SubjectSearch Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT AHSS. This data flow illustrates IAFIS

processing of an Ad Hoc Subject Search Request. The Ad Hoc Subject

Search is an internal process initiated from an ITN/FBI workstation. It is de-

signed to provide capability for searches ofboth the Subject Criminal History

File and the Civil Subject Index Master File held in III/FBI. This process is

not available through any other IAFIS transaction. This flow represents the

interaction between the ITN/FBI Service Provider or OFO workstation and

IAFIS. The request is initiated and die response is displayed at the worksta-

tion.

(1) The Ad Hoc Subject Search Request-String (A1132) message contains

the Ad Hoc search parameters, the file to be searched (criminal or civil, one

file per request), whether the results are to be returned as a file, and the maxi-

mum number of candidates to be returned. The Ad Hoc Subject Search HMI

contains a check box that allows the operator to specify that only subjects

whose records have associated images (based on AUD code) be returned as

candidates. When checked, ITN/FBI will automatically include an AUD code

restriction in the query. This feature will provide Latent Specialists with the

ability to populate a Special Latent Cognizant (SLC) file, insuring that no at-

tempt will be made to add a subject whose record contains no images; out-of-

synch conditions will initiate error processing.

(2) III/FBI performs the search and returns the Ad Hoc Subject Search Re-

sponse (A1133) message with the following result:

a) If the value of ‘DOFILE’ in the request was ‘N,’ only a count ofthe records

matching the search criteria will be returned and displayed, and the process is

ended.

b) Ifthe search was performed against the Criminal Master File and the value

of ‘DOFILE’ in the request was ‘Y,’ ITN/FBI will, upon the return ofA1 133,

use the FNUs provided by III/FBI to retrieve descriptive data for the matching

records. This will occur in the background via the number of instances of

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

NGI-160

A1032/A1029 required to retrieve the descriptive data up to the limit of 240

candidates. For these background instances of A1032 initiated as the result of

an Ad Hoc query, the value ofCAND-LIST-FLAG will always be set toT

i) The service provider may then elect to request the record set for a sin-

gle candidate chosen from the list(s) presented. ITN/FBI will use

A1032/A1033 for this retrieval.

NOTE: Refer to DFD 21.4-04 Sequencing and Notes for further detail regard-

ing the conditions and use ofmessages A1032, A1029, and A1033.

ii) The latent service provider has the option of either copying the images

for the entire list of candidates to a specified SLC file, copying the im-

ages for selected candidates to a selected SLC file, or retrieving the im-

ages for candidates from the list to be added to the image log (refer to

DFD 21.5-18).

c) If the search was performed against the Civil Subject Master File and the

value of ‘DOFILE’ in the request was ‘Y,’ ITN/FBI will, upon the return of

A1133, use file CRNs provided by III/FBI to retrieve descriptive data for the

matching records. This will occur in the background via the number of in-

stances of A1061/A1059 required to retrieve the descriptive data up to the

limit of240 candidates. For these background instances ofA1061 initiated as

the result of an Ad Hoc query, the value of CAND-LIST-FLAG will always

be set to
‘

Y’.

i) The service provider may then elect to request the record set for a sin-

gle candidate chosen from the list(s) presented. ITN/FBI will use

A1061/A1060 for this retrieval.

NOTE: Refer to DFD 21.1-09 Sequencing and Notes for further detail regard-

ing the conditions and use ofmessages A1059, A1060, andA1061.
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ii) The latent service provider has the option of either copying the images

for the entire list of candidates to a specified SLC file, copying the im-

ages for selected candidates to a selected SLC file, or retrieving the im-

ages for candidates from the list to be added to the image log (refer to

DFD 21.5-18).

If the request contained a value ofT in field ‘DOFILE,’ A1 133 will popu-

late the field ‘FILEHANDLE’ containing the name of and the path to the Ad

Hoc Subject Search Results File Format (13022). III/FBI will write this file to

the specified location within ITN/FBI.
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Figure 214-09 Electronic Identity History Request Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This diagram applies to the STOT EIHR, and illustrates the messaging se-

quence used when an external agency submits a bulk softcopy request for

criminal histories.

When the FBI receives a bulk softcopy request from an external agency, EF-

CON/FBI will format one E1047 message per FNU.

(1)

EFCON/FBI will send the E1047 to ITN/FBI, who will convert it to an

A1047andsetPUR-C’.

(2)

ITN/FBI sends the A1047 to III/FBL

NOTE: III/FBI performs filtering for Special Stop subjects (SPF
= ‘5’ or

‘6’

or ‘C’ or ‘N’). III/FBI will send an N3124 when filtering detects an SPF of

‘5’ or
‘6’

for a destination outside of IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Transaction Response Types (TRT) will be sent for each successful EIHR.

(3)

III/FBI will reply to ITN/FBI with an A1049 message to acknowledge

receipt ofthe A1047.

(4) III/FBI will, if necessary, send an Unsolicited Criminal History Request

(N3 105) via NCIC to any state with an active NFF pointer on the record.

(5) The state data is returned in the Nlets CR Response (LI048)

(6)

III/FBI will consolidate the NFF responses, build the A1080 message, and

send it to ITN/FBI.

(7)

ITN/FBI will remove the IAFIS header and forward the resulting the

E1080 message to EFCON who will gather all responses and write them to

electronic media for the requesting agency.

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from the

processing of an Electronic Identity History Request. The messages will ori-

ginate from III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom

network.

Message Number/Name

N3124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 21.5-01 Remote Latent Search Data Flow Sequencing andNotes
f

This DFD applies to the STOTs LFFS and LFIS. This diagram illustrates

IAFIS processing of a Remote Latent Search. The following types oftransac-

tions are included in this data flow: LFIS and LFFS.

(1)

A Remote Latent Search Request (E1021) message is received by IAFIS

via the CHS WAN. ITN/FBI will write this EBTS message to disk and send to

AFIS/FBI a Remote Latent Search (A1021) message containing the Header

and ‘FILEHANDLE,’ which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the image file from

ITN/FBI. The image file is formatted per 11021.

(2)

AFIS/FBI will perform the latent search of the CMF and generate the Re-

mote Search Candidate List (A1034) message to III/FBI. The A1034 will

indicate that the latent record(s) will be added to the ULF, if the ULF flag in

the E1021 contained a value of ‘Y,’ and will include the resultant ULF index

number.

(3)

When III/FBI receives the A1034, it will perform filtering of the candidate

list and, ifnecessary, send a Review Request (A13 12) message to ITN/FBI.

(4)

If III/FBI filtering spawned a Review Request, ITN/FBI will respond with

the Review Response (A13 13) message.

(5)

III/FBI will send an Internal Fingerprint Image Request (A1053) message

to ITN/FBI for the candidates for which the originator requested images and

whose records contain an AUD
=
‘BLANK,’ or ‘N.’

(6)

ITN/FBI will retrieve and hold the requested images and return the Inter-

nal Fingerprint Image Response (A1054) message to III/FBI.

(7)

III/FBI will return the candidate list information from the Subject Criminal

History File, construct the Remote Latent Search Response (A1024) message

in EBTS format, and send it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will append the images and

send the resulting Remote Latent Search Response (E1024) message to the

external user via die CHS WAN.

(8)

After AFIS/FBI completes the search of the CMF, the Unsolved Latent

Image Add (A3301) message is sent to ITN/FBI for every 11021 file received.

The A3301 contains the ‘FILEHANDLE’ passed to AFIS/FBI in the A1021

message and is used to notify ITN/FBI that the original image file (11021) can

now be deleted. If the latent has been added to the ULF at AFIS/FBI and a

ULF image is available, the A3301 will have the ULF image’s present flag set

toT to tell ITN/FBI to retain the latent image(s) in the ULF.

(9)

If the E1021 message contains a request to add the search latent finger-

prints) to the Unsolved Latent File and the File/Subfile contains the maxi-

mum number of allowable records, AFIS/FBI will delete the oldest record in

the Unsolved Latent Features File and, if the record has a corresponding im-

age in the Unsolved Latent Image File, will send an Unsolved Latent Image

Delete (A3326) message to ITN/FBI.

(10)

AFIS/FBI will send an unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete Notice

(A3341) message to the owner of the deleted latent record. An STOT of

UULD will be assigned to this process. AFIS/FBI will use the ORI of the

record owner to determine whether to send the message to ITN/FBI for Inter-

nally owned records or to III/FBI for records owned by external users. If ex-

ternally owned, III/FBI will receive the A3341 and send an Unsolicited Un-

solved Latent Delete Notice (External) (A3342) message to ITN/FBI.

ITN/FBI will convert the message into an External Unsolicited Unsolved La-

tent Delete (E3342) and forward the message to EFCON/FBI which will send

it to the external user via the CJIS WAN.

NOTE: If an Unsolved Latent File add is not confirmed within 9999 days (27
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years), the record will be deleted.
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Figure 21.5-02 External Latent Submission Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This data flow applies to the STOTs ELR, LFS, CFS, and MCS. This diagram

illustrates IAFIS processing ofan External Latent Submission.

(1)

The External Latent Submission (E1010) message will be received by IA-

FIS via the CJIS WAN.

(2)

An FBI FAS Latent Specialist may initiate a Service Provider Subject

Search Request (A1032) message to III/FBI as part of submission processing.

This message may contain an FBI number and, optionally, descriptive search

data. III/FBI will perform a name search if descriptive data is present in the

request. If both FNU and descriptive data are included, III/FBI will retrieve

the record for the supplied FNU and provide candidates resulting from the

name search.

NOTE: If the requester is an Other Federal Orpization (OFO) User (as de-

termined by AUTH Code), III/FBI will only return candidates whose records

contain anAUD value that is equal to either ‘BLANK’ or ‘M.’

(3)

Note that two possible messages can occur in this step and will be pro-

duced according to the following conditions:

If zero or more than one candidate is to be returned to ITN/FBI, III/FBI will

return the Service Provider Subject Search Candidate List (A1029) message

that contains descriptive data for each candidate (ifnot zero);

When A1032 contains a value ofT in CAND-LIST-FLAG, the response

will always be A1029;

If CAND-LIST-FLAG =
‘N’ and a single candidate is to be returned to

IAF1S-DOC-05125-25.0

ITN/FBI, III/FBI will return the Service Provider Subject Search Candidate

Record (A1033) message that contains the criminal history data for that sub-

ject.

NOTE: Refer to DFD 21.4-04 Sequencing and Notes for further detail regard-

ing the conditions and use ofmessages A1032, A1029, and A1033.

(4)

An FBI FAS Latent Specialist in ITN/FBI may initiate an AFIS Ten-Print

Search (A1027) message to AFIS/FBI, searching the Criminal Master File, the

Civil On-line Features File, or a Special Latent Cognizant File (determined by

the value ofNDR). A1027 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI will

use to retrieve the file containing images from ITN/FBI. The file is formatted

in accordance with 13020.

(5)

AFIS/FBI will return the AFIS Search Response Data Candidate List

(A1022) message containing a list of candidate subjects by UCN accompanied

by the search score. There may be zero candidates.

(6)

To present limited subject information with each candidate image resulting

from the AFIS/FBI search and sent to the FAS Specialist, ITN/FBI will pre-

stage the information by sending A1032 for criminal candidates and a Civil

Subject Retrieval (A1061) for civil candidates, providing an FNU or CRN and

a value of ‘Y’ in CAND-LIST-FLAG, to III/FBI. If the requester is an OFO

(as determined by AUTH Code), III/FBI will only return candidates whose

records contain an AUD value that is equal to either ‘BLANK’ or ‘M.’

(7)

III/FBI returns a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate List (A1029)

for criminal candidates and a Civil Candidate List (A1059) for civil candi-

dates to ITN/FBI. If A1029 indicates a Special Stop subject was detected,

ITN/FBI will route only the stopped subject to the Special Stops Unit.

ITN/FBI will retrieve candidate images from the ISRE and will allow the FBI

FAS Latent Specialist to view the remaining FNUs. ITN/FBI will inform the

FBI FAS Latent Specialist that the image for the stopped FNU is unavailable,
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and will maintain the unavailable FNU in the proper ranked position in the

candidate list as displayed to the FBI latent specialist. The FBI FAS Latent

Specialist will call the Special Stops Unit to determine further processing of

the stopped FNU. Ifthe requester is an OFO (as determined by AUTH Code),

ITN/FBI- Special Stops will remove the candidate from the list displayed to

the OFO user. The OFO user is not notified ofthis removal.

(8)

An FBI FAS Latent Specialist may initiate a features search of either the

Criminal Master File, the Civil Online Features File, or the Special Latent

Cognizant Files using the Internal Latent Features Search (A1028) message to

AFIS/FBI. This message may include a request to add the features as a record

in the Unsolved Latent File (ULF).

(9)

AFIS/FBI will then send a Latent Feature Search Candidate List (A1016)

message to ITN/FBI. If the ULF Add was requested (ULF = T) the ULF

index will be returned in the A1016.

NOTE: Candidate information is returned as the same manner in as para-

graphs 6 and 7.

(10)

The FBI FAS Latent Specialist will process the submission based on the

results of the searches and ITN/FBI will send a Latent Submission Response

Data (A1012) message to III/FBI in response to a TOT ofLFS, or

If filtering (of A1012) reveals a Special Stop subject, an A1802 will reject

A1012 for Unauthorized Access. When this rejection occurs, ITN/FBI will

route the transaction to Special Stops for review. Upon completion of the

review, ITN/FBI resends A1012.

(1

1)

ITN/FBI will send a Latent Submission Response Data Notification of

Action (A1014) message in response to a TOT ofELR.

(12)

If a subject record (in an Idented submission) will be provided and con-

tains active NFF state pointers, m/FBI may send an Unsolicited Criminal His-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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tory Request (N3 105) message to those states.

(13) The states return their data in the Nlets CR Response (L1048) message.

III/FBI will assemble the appropriate data and:
(14)

build the Latent Submission Response (A1013) message and send it to

ITN/FBI. (processing will continue with paragraph 14) or;

(15)

Latent Submission Response—Notification of Action (A1015) message

in EBTS format and send it to ITN/FBI (processing will continue with para-

graph 15).

ITN/FBI will convert the message and:

(16) Append the Type-4 record(s) (images) and send the resulting External

Latent Submission Response (E1013) message, or

(17) Send the External Latent Submission-Notification of Action (E1015)

message;

and send the message to EFCON/FBI which will forward the message to the

submitter via the CJIS WAN.

(18)

If the latent submitter requested the response be sent to other agencies

that are not electronic-capable, III/FBI will print responses.

(19)

If the message included a request to add a record to the ULF and the

file/subfile contains the maximum number of allowable records, AFIS/FBI

will delete the oldest record in the subfile and send an Unsolved Latent Image
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Delete (A3326) message to ITN/FBI.

(20) AFIS/FBI will send an unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete Notice

(A3341) message to the owner of the deleted latent record. An STOT of

UULD will he assigned to this process. AFIS/FBI will use the ORI of the

record owner to determine whether to send the message to ITN/FBI for Inter-

nal Users’ FAS/OFO-owned records or to III/FBI for records owned by exter-

nal users.

(21)If externally owned, III/FBI will receive the A3341 and will send an Un-

solicited Unsolved Latent Delete Notice (External) (A3342) message to

ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will remove the IAFIS Header and forward the resulting

External Unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete (E3342) message to the external

user via the CJIS WAN.

(22) If the latent record is added to the ULF at AFIS/FBI, AFIS will send the

Unsolved Latent Image Add (A3301) message to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will add

the corresponding image to the Unsolved Latent Image File.

f
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Figure 21.5-OS InternalLatentSubmission Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT HFS. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of an internal latent submission. With the exception of the input

via the CHS WAN, the sequencing and notes for this Data Flow Diagram, are

the same as for 21.5-02 for message flows HI—9. This data flow begins with

a hardcopy input entered via the Latent Processing Workstation (part of FBI

FAS Latent Specialist in ITN/FBI) and not the E1010 (1) as shown in 21.5-02.

(13) If the latent record is added to the ULF at AFIS/FBI, AFIS will send the

Unsolved Latent Image Add (A3301) message to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will add

the corresponding image to the Unsolved Latent Image File.

NOTE: If the latent specialist makes an Ident, and the subject record is to be

provided, ITN/FBI sends a Criminal History Request as described in DFD

21.4-02.

(10)

Ifthe submission includes a request to add the search latent fingerprints)

to the Unsolved Latent File and the File/Subfile contains the maximum num-

ber of allowable records, AFIS/FBI will delete the oldest record in the Un-

solved Latent Features File and, ifthe record has a corresponding image in the

Unsolved Latent Image File, will send an Unsolved Latent Image Delete

(A3326) message to ITN/FBI.

(11)

AFIS/FBI will send an unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete Notice

(A3341) message to the owner of the deleted latent record. An STOT of

UULD will be assigned to this process. AFIS/FBI will use the ORI of the

record owner to determine whether the- image is internally or externally

owned. If the Image is externally owned, the A3341 will be sent to III/FBI for

records owned by external users. III/FBI will receive the A3341 and send an

Unsolicited Unsolved Latent Delete Notice (External) (A3342) message to

ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message to an External Unsolicited Un-

solved Latent Delete (E3342) message and forward it to EFCON/FBI which

will send the message to the external user via the CJIS WAN.

(12)

If the ULF image is internally owned (as determined by the ORI),

AFIS/FBI will send the A3341 to ITN/FBI.
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Figure 21.5-04 Internal UnsolvedLatent Search Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOTs IULS and IULTS. This diagram illustrates

the processing of an internal latent search as requested by a Latent Specialist

from an ITN/FBI workstation.

This flow represents the interaction as a Latent Specialist scans and submits

an image (Ten-print or latent) for searching and views the result.

(1) Ifthe image to be searched is a latent, ITN/FBI sends the LPS ULF Latent

Search (A1017) to AFIS/FBI.

(1) If the image to be searched is a Ten-print, ITN/FBI sends the LPS ULF

Ten-print Search (A1018) to AFIS/FBI. The A1018 contains the filehandle

which AFIS/FBI uses to retrieve the image file from ITN/FBI. The file is

formatted in accordance with 13020.

(2) AFIS/FBI returns the LPS ULF Search Response (A1019) containing the

results ofthe Unsolved Latent File search to the Latent Specialist
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Figure 21.5-65 Internal UnsolvedLatent Delete Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This data flow applies to the STOT IULD. This diagram illustrates the

process of deletion of an image from the Unsolved Latent File. The transac-

tion is initiated by a Latent Specialist at a local workstation. This flow

represents the interaction of ITN/FBI with the Latent Specialist as the

processing activity occurs. The Latent Specialist initiates the deletion by pro-

viding information identifying the latent image to be removed.

(1)

ITN/FBI sends the Internal Unsolved Latent Delete Request (A3322) mes-

sage to AFIS/FBI.

(2)

AFIS/FBI performs the requested delete by removing the features record

and sends the Unsolved Latent Image Delete (A3326) message to ITN/FBI

requesting deletion of the corresponding image.

(3)

AFIS/FBI notifies ITN/FBI of completion of the delete by sending the

Delete Unsolved Latent Record Response (A3328). The results of this record

removal are displayed to the Latent Specialist at the workstation.
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Figure 21.5-06 External Unsolved Latent Delete Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ULD. This diagram illustrates the process of

deletion of an image from the Unsolved Latent File by a remote user. The

transaction is initiated by EBTS-compliant messaging received by IAFIS via

the CHS WAN.

(1)

IAFIS receives the External Unsolved Latent Delete (ULD) (E3325) mes-

sage via the CJIS WAN. ITN/FBI prepares the Delete Unsolved Latent

Record Request (External) (A3325) message and sends it to AFIS/FBI.

(2)

AFIS/FBI performs the requested delete by removing the features record

and sends the Unsolved Latent Image Delete (A3326) message to ITN/FBI

requesting deletion ofthe corresponding image.

(3)

AFIS/FBI sends III/FBI the Delete Unsolved Latent Record Response

(A3328).

(4)

III/FBI prepares the Unsolved Latent Delete Response (External) (A3329)

according to the EBTS and sends it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI converts the mes-

sage to an E3329 and forwards it to EFCON/FBI which will send the E3329

message to the contributor via the CJIS-WAN.

it
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Figure 21.5-07 Internal UnsolvedLatentAdd Confirm data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT IULAC. This diagram illustrates the process

ofthe confirmation of an image add to the Unsolved Latent File. The transac-

tion is initiated by a Latent Specialist at a local workstation.

(1) The Latent Specialist initiates the add/confirm by providing information

identifying the latent image, the addition of which is to be confirmed.

ITN/FBI sends the Internal Unsolved Latent Add Confirm (A3354) message

to AFIS/FBI.

(2) AFIS/FBI performs the requested action and sends the Unsolved Latent

Add Confirm (A3352) message to ITN/FBI containing identifiers for the

record confirmed. The results of this action are displayed to the Latent Spe-

cialist at the workstation.
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Figure 21.5-08 External UnsolvedLatentAdd Confirm Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ULAC. This diagram illustrates the process of

the confirmation of an image add to the Unsolved Latent File by a remote

user. The transaction is initiated by EBTS-compliant messaging received by

IAFIS via the CJIS WAN.

(1)

IAFIS receives the External Unsolved Latent Add Confirm (E3351) mes-

sage via the CJIS WAN. ITN/FBI prepares the Unsolved Latent Add Confirm

(External) (A3351) message and sends it to AFIS/FBI.

(2)

AFIS/FBI performs the requested add/confirm and sends the Unsolved

Latent Add Confirm Response (A3352) message to HI/FBI.

(3)

III/FBI prepares the Unsolved Latent Add Confirm Response (External)

(A3353) according to the EBTS and sends it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI converts

the message to an External Unsolved Latent Add Confirm (E3353) and for-

wards it to EFCON which will send the message to the contributor via the

CJIS WAN.
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Figure 21.5-10 InternalLatentSearch Penetration Query Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ILPNQ. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the Internal Latent Search Penetration Query. A penetration

query is submitted before submitting a Latent Search to assure that search

penetration does not exceed thirty percent of the Criminal Master File. This

flow represents the interaction ofthe Latent-Specialist as the penetration query

activity occurs.

(1) The specialist initiates the request, including a set of descriptive data.

ITN/FBI will send an Internal Latent Search Penetration Query (A3070) mes-

sage to AFIS/FBI. AFIS/FBI will perform the processing needed to determine

percent of penetration, based on the particular set of descriptive data received

in the A3070, into the Criminal Master File.

(2) AFIS will accept A3070 & respond with A1802 containing error code

L0016 to report search penetration.
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Figure 21.5-11 Latent ExternalSearch Penetration Query Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT LPNQ. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of an External Latent Search Penetration Query. A penetration

query is required before submitting a Latent Search to assure that search pene-

tration does not exceed thirty percent ofthe Criminal Master File.

(1) A Latent Search Penetration Query (E3061) message is received by IAFIS

via the CJIS WAN. ITN/FBI will attach an IAFIS header to the message and

send the resulting Latent Search Penetration Query (A3061) message to

AFIS/FBI for processing.

(2) AFIS/FBI will calculate the percentage of penetration for the given para-

meters in the query and forward the Latent Penetration Query Response Data

(A3067) message to in/FBI.

(3) III/FBI will format the response data in accordance with the EBTS and

send the resulting Latent Penetration Query Response (A3062) message to

ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message to a Latent Penetration Query

Response (E3062) message which is forwarded to EFCON which will send

the message to the contributor via the CJIS-WAN.

i
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Figure 21.5-13 Latent Repository Statistics Query Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT LRSQ. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of a Latent Repository Statistics Query. This query provides a

statistical representation, based on descriptive data, of a latent repository and

is used in updating a user’s statistical representation to be used in a penetra-

tion query.

(1)

IAFIS will receive the Latent Repository Statistics Query (E3063) mes'

sage via the CJIS WAN. ITN/FBI will prepare the resulting Latent Reposito-

ry Statistics Query (A3063) message and send it to AFIS/FBI for processing.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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(2)

AFIS/FBI will process the input and produce a Latent Repository Statistics

Response Data (A3068) message containing a statistical representation of the

descriptors in the Latent Cognizant File and send it to in/FBI.

(3)

HI/FBI will format the message in accordance with the EBTS and send the

resulting Latent Repository Statistics Response (A3064) message to ITN/FBI.

ITN/FBI will convert the message to a Latent Repository Statistics Response

(E3064) message and forward it to EFCON which will send the message to

the contributor via the CJIS WAN.

September 3, 2008
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Figure 21,5-14 InternalLatent Search Status andModification Query Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

Modification Query (A3072) message to AFIS/FBI for processing.

This DFD applies to the STOT LSMQ. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of an Internal Latent Search Status and Modification Query. This

is used to determine the status of a submitted latent search and, optionally, to (2) AFIS/FBI will process the query and return an Internal Latent Search Sta-

modify that status. This flow represents the interaction ofthe Latent Specialist tus and Modification Response (A3073) message to ITN/FBI. The response is

as the Search Status and Modification activity occurs. routed, to the Latent Specialist

(1) The specialist initiates the request and is provided with a response on the

workstation display. ITN/FBI will send the Internal Latent Search Status and

%

«
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Figure 21.5-15 ExternalLatentSearch Status and Modification Query Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT LSMQ. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of a Latent Search Status and Modification Query. External users

may submit a query to discover the status ofa submitted search and, optional-

ly, to modify that status

(1)

IAFIS will receive the Latent Search Status and Modification Query

(E3065) message via the CHS WAN. ITN/FBI will attach an IAFIS header

and forward the resulting Latent Search Status and Modification Query

(A3065) message to AFIS/FBI for processing.

(2)

AFIS/FBI will process the query and send a Latent Search Status and

Modification Response Data (A3069) message to III/FBI.

(3)

III/FBI will format the message in accordance with the EBTS and send the

resulting Latent Search Status and Modification Response (A3066) message

to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI will convert the message to a Latent Search Status and

Modification Response (E3066) and forward it to EFCON which will send the

message to the contributor via the CJIS-WAN.

r
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Figure 21,5-16 SpecialInternalLatent CognizantAdd or Delete Daia Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ISLC. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of record addition and record deletion activity against the Special

Latent Cognizant Files. These operations are initiated by a Latent Specialist

from an ITN/FBI workstation. This flow represents the interaction of the La-

tent Specialist as the record add or delete activity occurs.

(1) FBI FAS Latent Specialist only: The specialist initiates an add or delete

request—for a Record Add request, the specialist will enter values for UCN

and SLC. ITN/FBI will send either the Special Latent Cognizant—Record

Add (A1065) or Special Latent Cognizant—Record Delete (A1067) message

to AFIS/FBI. A1065 contains the FILEHANDLE which AFIS/FBI will use to

retrieve die file containing images from ITN/FBI. The file is formatted in

accordance with 13020.

(2) AFIS/FBI will perform the requested operation and return the Special La-

tent Cognizant—Record Maintenance Response (A1066) message to

ITN/FBI. NDR in A1066 will indicate the file that was updated. The response

is routed, using EID, to the Latent Specialist via e-mail.

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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Figure 21.5-17 CardScanning Service SpecialLatent Cognizant Submission SupplementalData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This data flow applies to the STOT SLCC. This diagram illustrates the mes- (3) If ITN/FBI initiates A1801, III/FBI formats an A1804 and sends it to

sage sequence for those messages specific to processing SLC Add transactions ITN/FBI which converts the message to an El 804. ITN/FBI sends the El 804

received through the Card Scanning Service (CSS) facility and transmitted to to EFCON which will send it to CSS via the CHS WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-

IAFIS via the CJIS WAN. 01 for error processing detail.) This message notifies the CSS of transaction

reject.

(1) ITN/FBI will receive the Electronic Special Latent Cognizant Add

(E1011), via EFCON and the CJIS WAN. The E1011 message has a TOT of NOTE: While error messages are not normally shown on the diagrams,

SLCC and an ORI identifying the origin as CSS. SLC records will be added A1801/A1804/E1804 error messages are shown on this DFD to increase un-

directly to the SLC file designated by the value ofNDR in the E101 1 message demanding,

and will not appear in the Latent Specialist’s Submission or Image logs.

(4) AFIS/FBI will perform the requested operation and return the Special La-

(2) If the card data is complete, ITN/FBI will send the Special Latent Cogni- tent Cognizant-Record Maintenance Response (A1066) message to

zant-Record Add (A1065) message to AFIS/FBI. ITN/FBI. NDR in A1066 will indicate the file that was updated. ITN/FBI

will add the images to the file indicated in the A1066.

If front-end validation Ms, EFCON sends an El 804.
.
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Figure 21.5-18 SpecialLatent CognizantRecord Copy Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ISLC. This diagram illustrates both of the

following:

a) the process ofcopying an entire Special Latent Cognizant (SLC) file, and

b) copying selected records from any AFIS/FBI features file to an SLC file.

The transaction is initiated by a Latent Specialist at a workstation.

. SLC Copy All

Before a Latent Specialist initiates a transaction to copy an entire SLC to

another file using COPY_ALL_SLC, a request to place the source and target

files in an offline condition must be communicated to the AFIS/FBI Segment

Administrator, typically via phone.

(1)

The Latent Specialist initiates the copy transaction by specifying both the

source file containing the records to be copied and the newly created destina-

tion SLC. ITN/FBI sends the Special Latent Cognizant-Copy (A1069) mes-

sage to AFIS/FBI.

(2)

AFIS/FBI will perform the requested file copy and return the Special La-

tent Cognizant—Copy Maintenance Response (A1070). The AFIS/FBI Seg-

ment Administrator will return the source and target files to an on-line condi-

tion.

(3)

If the source SLC file specified in the A1069 has not been placed in an

offline condition, AFIS/FBI will send an Error Notification (A1802).

SLC Record Copy

(4)

A Latent Specialist initiates a copy transaction by specifying the source

file, the records to be copied and the destination SLC. ITN/FBI performs the

requested copy and sends the Special Latent Cognizant-Copy (A1069) mes-

sage to AFIS/FBI.

(5)

AFIS/FBI will perform the requested file copy and return the Special La-

tent Cognizant-Copy Maintenance Response (A1070). This message will

contain the identifiers) for any record(s) that were not successfully copied to

the target file. The response is displayed at the workstation.

1AFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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Figure 21.5-19 UnsolicitedPostLatent Search Candidate ProcessingData flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT UPLP. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of the Unsolicited Post Latent Search Processing Candidate. This

data flow has been separated from the other diagrams for the sake of clarity.

Latent Searches of the CMF generate extended candidate lists (containing

search scores) which are stored in AFIS/FBI for subsequent candidate list cor-

relation to provide additional candidates to the latent service providers. Every

internal (A1028) latent search is processed against the data from the latent

searches previously stored in the database to determine possible candidate

correlations. The identified candidates are populated into the candidate table

with their scores. At a pre-determined time interval, a subset ofthe candidates

in the candidate table will be selected to be sent to the latent specialist for fur-

ther comparison. Each candidate selected will result in a unique Unsolicited

Post Latent Processing Candidate Message. The number of latent searches

stored in the database and the length of time a search is retained in the data-

base remain configurable parameters.

(1)

AFIS/FBI creates the Unsolicited Post Latent Processing Candidate Mes-

sage (A3345) and sends the message to ITN/FBI.

(2)

ITN/FBI adds the candidate to the candidate list information in the original

i

t

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

search so it will not duplicate entries. E-mail is sent to the Forensic Analysis

Section (FBI FAS) latent specialist as the first notification of a post latent

processing candidate. (Note: the e-mail does NOT contain the FNU.) For

compliance with Special Stops processing and to present limited subject in-

formation for the candidate image resulting from the AFIS/FBI Post Latent

Processing Correlation, ITN/FBI pre-stages the information by sending A1032

to III/FBI.

Note: Results of Latent Searches of the CMF initiated by OFOs are stored and

A3345s are returned to ITN/FBI if correlations occur. OFOs do NOT have

access to the PLP HMI Candidate List and, as a result, this additional informa-

tion is unavailable to OFO latent operators.

(3)

III/FBI returns a Service Provider Subject Search Candidate List (A1029)

message to ITN/FBI. If the A1029 indicates a Special Stops subject was de-

tected, ITN/FBI will route the stopped subject to the Special Stops Unit.

ITN/FBI will retrieve candidate images from the ISRE and will allow the FAS

latent specialist to view the remaining FNUs from the original latent search.

ITN/FBI will inform the FAS latent specialist that the image for the stopped

FNU is unavailable. The unavailable FNU remains in proper ranked position

in the original latent search candidate list as displayed to the FAS latent spe-

cialist, The FAS latent specialist will call the Special Stops Unit (using the

phone number on the HMI) to request release ofthe stopped candidate FNU.

B-108
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Figure 21.6-01 Transaction ErrorData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ERRA. The Transaction Error Data Flow dia-

gram depicts the message flows that occur when an external message received

via the CJIS WAN or an inter-segment transaction results in an error response.

The segment detecting the error is responsible for initiating the message

flows. Refer to Section 5.10 for additional error message generation and han-

dling information. NCIC message errors cause either a negative acknowl-

edgment (NAK character) or a related NCIC error message generated by

III/FBI. NCIC error responses are not shown on this data flow.

(1)

If a segment detects invalid data during message acceptance processing or

is otherwise unable to accept a message, the segment immediately responds

(IR protocol) with an Error Notification (A1802) to the sending segment. If a

receiving segment detects an error while performing the service requested in a

message, the segment responds with an A1802 using the same protocol (IR or

KR) that the service response would have used. Selected service request

processing and message validation errors are routed to a Service Provider for

review; otherwise the Segment Administrator is notified. Authorized Service

Providers may reject an EBTS submission or request for service, optionally

providing a reason for rejection or amplifying information to the originator.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.
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(2)

If the owner of an EBTS transaction (either ITN/FBI or AFIS/FBI) detects

data validation or message format errors in the incoming message, the seg-

ment will send an EBTS Error Response Request (A1801) to III/FBI. If a

Service Provider rejects the EBTS submission, ITN/FBI will send an A1801

to ni/FBI. Up to ten data validation or message format errors and one reason

for rejection may be reported in one message.

(3)

III/FBI converts the error message codes to operator-intelligible text, then

generates and sends the EBTS Error Response (A1804)

(4)

ITN/FBI converts the A1804 to an Electronic Error Response (E1804) and

forwards it to EFCON which will send the message to the contributor via the

CJIS-WAN. (Refer to DFD 21.6-01 for error processing detail.)

September 3, 2008
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Figure 21, 7-61 M/ICEIDENT/IAFISRapsheetRequestMu Flow Sequencing undNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT TPRS. This diagram illustrates IAFIS

processing of an electronic Ten-Print Rapsheet Request initiated by an

INS/ICE office using an IDENT Workstation. This search results in the return

of the rapsheets for up to the top 20 candidates—an Ident/Non-Ident decision

is not a part of this process. Additionally, images are not returned as part of

this process.

(1) IAFIS receives the EBTS Ten-Print Fingerprint Search (E1020) message

from a remote INS/ICE office via the JABS network and the CJIS WAN.

ITN/FBI prepares the Remote Ten-Print Fingerprint Search (A1020) message.

This message contains the FILEHANDLE that AFIS/FBI will use to retrieve

the file containing the fingerprint submission images from ITN/FBI, formatted

in accordance with 11020.

(2) AFIS/FBI will perform the requested search and send the Remote Ten-

Print Search Candidate List (A1006) message to III/FBI.

(3)

III/FBI performs filtering on the list of candidates. Ifany of the candidate

records contain flags or codes indicating that the record requires special atten-

tion, III/FBI will send a Review Request (A1312) message to ITN/FBI that

will be routed to a Special Stops Service Provider for review and processing.

(4)

The result of the Special Stops Service Provider Review is returned in the

Review Response (A1313) message sent from ITN/FBI to III/FBI.

(5)

DI/FBI will format the Ten-Print Rapsheet Request Response (A1025)

message and send it to ITN/FBI which will forward it to EFCON which will

return it to the remote INS/ICE office via the CJIS WAN and the JABS net-

work as the Ten-Print Rapsheet Request Response (E1025) message.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 223-01 ExternalIII/FBIFile Maintenance Request (EHN) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

processing an EHN File Maintenance Request. These reports will be format-

This DFD applies to the STOT EHN. This data flow shows how a III partici- ted by III/FBI and sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message

pantEHN File Maintenance Request is processed by IAFIS. While the major- to be printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

ity of supplemental identifiers in a subject criminal history record will be en-

tered as the result of fingerprint submissions, a state may have documentation

concerning aliases, additional dates of birth, etc., not provided to the FBI.

This may occur when the state processes a fingerprint card for a non-serious

offense. An EHN message is to be used by III participants to add one or more

supplemental identifiers to a subject record. This message can also be used to

seal a subject arrest record related to a particular state.

(1)

IAFIS receives a III Supplemental Identifier Request-EHN (N3207) mes-

sage via NCIC.

(2)

III/FBI processes the request and returns the Supplemental Identifier Ac-

cept Response (N3208) message. The response may be either an acknowl- The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing an

edgment that the request was successfully processed or a reject response. The EHN File Maintenance Request. The messages will originate from III/FBI for

message (N3208) is sent to the requester via NCIC. a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

(3)

Only if the EHN request added descriptors to a subject record will III/FBI

send the new subject descriptor set to ITN/FBI in the File Synchronization

Request (A3045) message.

(4) ITN/FBI sends an Update Descriptive Data Request (A3312) message to

AFIS/FBI.

(5) The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

Message Number/Name

N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

N3 121 Single State Offender Status Notification (SSO)

N3 1 12 Multi-State Offender Status (MSO)

1AFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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Figure 22.3-02 ExternalIII/FBIFile Maintenance Request (XHN) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT XHN. This data flow shows how a III partici-

pant XHN File Maintenance Request is processed by IAFIS. An XHN trans-

action is used to cancel a specific supplemental identifier from a subject

record. On-line cancellation of a supplemental identifier is allowed only for

single-state records. The designated state agency transmitting the XHN trans-

action must be the state of record. On-line cancellation of a supplemental

identifier in a multi-state record will not be allowed because the index is

shared and the identifier may be applicable to another state or Federal record.

(1)

IAFIS receives the HI Cancel Supplemental Identifier Request-XHN

(N3211) message via NCIC.

(2)

HI/FBI performs initial validation on the request. If the message fails this

validation, III/FBI sends a Cancel Supplemental Identifier Accept Response

—

XHN (N3212) message containing the in Single-Line Reject Message report

(see ffi Pspec Supervisor Appendix D) to the requestor via NCIC and termi-

nates the transaction.

If the message passes validation ni/FBI will process the message. If the re-

quested record modifications are successful, III/FBI returns the N3212 con-

taining the ffl XHN Accept Message report

If the requested record modifications cannot be performed, HI/FBI will send

an N3212 message containing a Multiple-Line Reject report (refer to MDD,

N3212 message conditions for details).

(3)

If the XHN request deleted descriptors from a subject record, III/FBI will

send the new subject descriptor set to ITN/FBI in the File Synchronization

Request (A3045) message.

(4)

If A3045 was received from ni/FBI in (3), ITN/FBI sends an Update De-

scriptive Data Request (A33 12) message to AFIS/FBI,

(5)

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an XHN File Maintenance Request. These reports will be format-

ted by III/FBI and sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited Report (A3150) message

to be printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

III Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

|lll Participant Online

Printer Response - Hit

Against SPF 5, 6, C, K,

N, or DOD

Special Stops Unit

The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing an

XHN File Maintenance Request. The messages will originate from DI/FBI for

a destination outside IAFIS via theNCIC telecom network.

If III/FBI rejects the N3211 for any reason other than a Mure of the initial

validation, HI/FBI will then send the Cancel Supplemental Identifier Accept

Response—XHN (N3212)/IH XHN Accept Response (N3212) messages con-

taining the III XHN Accept Message report. This will occur in addition to

any previously initiated N3212 sent indicating transaction failure based

on the data contained in the N3211.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification
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Figure 22,3-OS External111/FBI File Maintenance Request (MRS) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

Message Number/Name

This DFD applies to the STOT MRS. This data flow shows how a III partici- N3 1 12 Multi state Offender Notification

pant MRS File Maintenance Request is processed by IAFIS. An MRS trans- N3 121 Single State Offender Status Notification

action is used by a III participant state to make changes to its SID or pointer in N3 124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

a subject record held in n/FBI.

(1)

IAFIS receives a III Add, Modify SID Request -MRS (N3209) message

viaNCIC.

(2)

III/FBI processes the request and returns an Add, Modify SID Response-

MRS (N3210). The response may be an acknowledgment that the request was

successfully processed or a reject response. The (N3210) message is sent to

the requester via NCIC.

(3)

The following is a list of unsolicited reports that may be spawned from

processing an MRS File Maintenance Request. These reports will be format-

ted by III/FBI and sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message

to be printed on desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

111 Unauthorized Access

(UAA) Notification Message
Special Stops Unit

III Participant Online Printer

Response-Hit Against

SPF 5, 6, C, K, N, or DOD

Special Stops Unit

The following is a list ofmessages which may be spawned from processing an

MRS File Maintenance Request. The messages will originate from III/FBI for

a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

B-113IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 22.3-04AdHoc CCA Search and/or Update CCA Request Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT CCAQ and CCAD. This diagram illustrates

the messaging sequence used when a IAFIS or NICS Service Provider per-

forms updates to records contained in the CCA File in III/FBI.

p

This flow represents the interaction of the ITN/FBI DPS Service Provider or

NICS Service Provider as the record inquiry or update activity occurs. For an

inquiry, the Service Provider will request the current record and receive the

response.

(1)

ITN/FBI or NICS sends the Ad Hoc CCA Search Request (A3010) mes-

sage to III/FBI. This message is structured to accomplish either a direct

record retrieval or an Ad Hoc search ofthe CCA file.

NOTE: The response message will be sent to whatever system (ITN/FBI or

NICS) sent the request.

(4) ITN/FBI initiates the CCA Update Request (A3043) message containing

an update to a record in the CCA File.

(5) ni/FBI performs the requested update and returns the File Maintenance

Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI to be displayed to the Service Provid-

er.

(2)

If the A3010 contained ORI, III/FBI retrieves the requested record and

returns it in the Ad Hoc CCA Direct Retrieval Response (A301
1)

message to

ITN/FBI or NICS.

(3)If A3010 contained SIG, HI/FBI will perform a search and return the

matching CCA records in the Ad Hoc CCA Search Response (A3015). If the

search finds more than 200 matching AD-HOC-CCA-DATA sets, A3015 will

return the first 200.

This flow represents the interaction of the ITN/FBI DPS Service Provider as

the file update activity occurs. The Service Provider initiates a request to up-

date the record and receives an indication ofthe success or failure ofthe main-

tenance action.

1AFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 223-06NAM RecordsArchival andPurgingdata Flow Sequencing andNotes

This functionality is not used, has not been used, had no SP/CRs written

against it, and, while there is desire to use it, there has been no real action

to make that happen.

This DFD applies to the STOT NAP. This data flow shows how automated

criminal identification record information is transferred via magnetic tape to

the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). The retrieval

criteria (i.e., year of Birth, Date ofDeath Notification) used for criminal histo-

ry record archival is based on records disposition agreements established be-

tween the FBI and NARA.

(1)

The III/FBI segment administrator sets the parameters for selection
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and medium of exchange.
(2)

Purged criminal records due to death or exceeding age limit are

transferred to tape. All related indices and Computerized Records Sent data

are purged.

(3) The File Synchronization Request (A3045) message is sent to

ITN/FBI to initiate file synchronization.

(4) ITN/FBI tells AFIS/FBI to delete fingerprint features and descriptive

data of the archived or purged subjects. One Delete Fingerprint Features Re-

quest (A3321) message will be sent for each subject to be deleted.
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Figure22M7NCIC andNlets Administrative Messages Sequencing andNotes

This diagram illustrates IAFIS handling of administrative messages re-

ceived from NCIC and Nlets.

(1) IAFIS will receive the NCIC Administrative Message (N3601).

ORI and Line Number Validation are performed at the F/E. These mes-

sages are then routed to the System Adm inistrator console.
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Figure 22.3-08 CRS Update Request Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

receives an indication ofthe success or Mure ofthe maintenance action.

This data flow applies to the STOT CRSD. This diagram illustrates the mes-

saging sequence used when a Service Provider performs updates to the Com-

puterized Records Sent (CRS) File in III/FBI. (3) ITN/FBI initiates the CRS Update Request (A3007) message containing an

update to a subject record in the SCH File.

i

This flow represents the interaction of the ITN/FBI DPS Service Provider as

the record inquiry activity occurs. The Service Provider sends a request for
(4) III/FBI performs the requested update and returns the File Maintenance

the subject record and receives that record from the SCH file held in III/FBI. Response (A3027) message to ITN/FBI to be displayed to the Service Provid-
Q

er.

(1) ITN/FBI sends the Criminal History Request (A1040) message (a request

for RANR, refer to DFD 2 1 .4-02) to III/FBI. NOTE: Upon completion of the update, the Service Provider may initiate a

second A1040/A1042 message pair to insure that the update was properly

applied to the record.

(2) III/FBI returns the Criminal History Request Response (A1042) message

to ITN/FBI. Message Number/Name
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Figure 213-09 ExternalIII/FBIDisposition Maintenance Request (DSP) Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT DSP. This diagram illustrated IAFIS

processing of the External III/FBI Disposition Submission Request. This

STOT provides expanded capabilities for the submission and retention of dis-

position information. Ill Participants will have the ability to submit disposi-

tion data via the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) to the HI segment

ofthe IAFIS utilizing a newly created disposition submission message.

(1) III/FBI receives the N3217 III DSP Request message via NCIC when a III

Participant desires to add, append, replace or delete disposition data for an

arrest that is already on file with the FBI.

(2) III/FBI validates the N3217 and should a successful automated update

occur:

(c) if the record to be updated contains an SPF of I, L, or T, III/FBI

sets the DLD to ¥.

(d) If none of the above SPF flags exist in the record to be updated,

III/FBI sets the DLD to ‘G’.

ni/FBI formats the A3222 and sends it to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI uses the DLD

code from the A3222 and populates the appropriate Document Processing Log

(DPL).

(4) The response may be either an acknowledgment that die request was suc-

cessfully processed, was sent for conflict resolution, or a reject response. The

N32 1 8 III DSP Accept Response message is sent to the requester via NCIC.

(a) if the updated record contains an SPF of 5, C, or N, an Unsoli-

cited Report (A3 150 containing a III Participant Online Hit Notifica-

tion - Automated Document Update) is sent to the Special Stops

Printer.

(b) if the updated record contains an SPF of I, L, or T, an Unsolicited

Report (A3 150 containing a III Participant Online Hit Notification -

Automated Document Update) is sent to the Answer Hits to Wants

Printer.

Or

(3)

III/FBI validates the N3217 and ifno successful automated update occurs,

ni/FBI determines if it is a conflict error:

(a) if the record to be updated contains an SPF of 5, C, or N, III/FBI

sets the Document Log Destination (DLD) to ‘S’.

(b) if the record to be updated contains an SPF of K or a DOD,

III/FBI sets the DLD to D\

The following unsolicited report may be spawned from processing a DSP

Disposition Submission Request, This report will be formatted by III/FBI and

sent to ITN/FBI in the Unsolicited Report (A3 150) message to be printed on

desktop printers in ITN/FBI.

Report Title Destination Printer

Automated Update Notifica-

tion

Special Stops or Answer

Hits to Wants Units

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing a

DSP Disposition Submission Request. These messages will originate from

III/FBI for a destination outside IAFIS via the NCIC telecom network.

Message Number/Name

N3124 Unsolicited Activity Notification

i
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Figure 22.4-01 OR1File Update Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT ORI. This diagram illustrates IAFIS handling

ofmessages received from NCIC that are used to update the ORI Table.

(1) The S.A.ORI (N3020) message is received by IAFIS. III/FBI performs

update(s) to the ORI File.
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Figure 22.4-02Ike File Update Data Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT LIN. This diagram illustrates IAFIS handling

of messages received from NCIC that are used to update the Line File in

HIM.

(1) The S.A.LIN (N3021) message is received by IAFIS. ORI and Line Num-

ber validation will be performed upon receipt of the message. III/FBI per-

forms requested update(s) to the LIN File. Each line in the LIN File compris-

es an individual message. Should validation foil, an exception is generated

within HI/FBI and no update is performed.

OR

(2) The $.A.LIN (N3019) message is received by IAFIS. ORI and Line Num-

ber validation will be performed on message. The complete LIN Table is re-

placed. Should validation fail, an exception is generated within III/FBI, and

no update is performed.

NGI-195
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Figure 2M-02 37# TestRequestData Flow Sequencing andNotes

This DFD applies to the STOT TIR. This data flow shows how an external

TI$ Test Request is processed by IAFIS,

(1) The III/FBI TI$ test records are available to the III participating states

for testing receipt of the $.A. unsolicited messages. The single-state and

multi-state test records provided by each state will be used by III/FBI to

construct the test messages. The message key for accessing the III/FBI test

records is TI$. To receive $.A. messages, the state must send a TI$ Request

(N5100) message to IAFIS to produce transmission of one or aH the appli-

cable $.A. messages.

(2) The response for a TI$ request is the $.A. message. III/FBI will respond

with the TI$ Response (N5101) message. This Message is prepared and

sent to the external user via the NCIC network, This flow will only exist, if

a reject or a state system requires an “Accept” response to its request.

When the TI$ message contains an error, a reject response will be contained

in this response.

a TI$ test request. These messages will originate from III/FBI for a destina-

tion outside IAFIS via the NCIC Network.

Message Number/Name

N3 102 (CFN) No Prior Record-Civil

N3 103 (CFR) Prior Record-Civil

N3 105 Unsolicited Criminal History Record Request

N3106 Consolidated Notification

N3 107 Unsolicited Decease Notification

N3108FNU Expungement Notification

N3109 SID Expungement Notification

N3112 Multi-state Offender Status Notification

N3 114 Non-matching SID

N3 1 1 5 No Prior Record—SID Entered

N31 16 Prior Record-Previously Entered SID (Single)

N3 1 17 Prior Record—SID Entered

N31 18 Reactivate Expunged Cycle Notification

N3 1 19 RejectNo Prior Record—SID Not Entered

N3 120 Reject Prior Record—SID Not Entered

N3121 (SSO) Single State Offender Status Notification

N3123 Prior Record-Previously Entered (SID) (Multi)

The following is a list of messages which may be spawned from processing

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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Figure 24.1-01 iDSM File Maintenance (IAFISData)

This DFD applies to the addition and deletion of lAFIS-supplied data to (1) Based on the FNU in the flat file, iDSM/FBI creates an FNU

iDSM. This data flow illustrates iDSM processing of lAFIS-supplied data • add/demote/delete request (WList_RQS_WS_VffS/process) and transmits

from the Wants and Warrants or Known or Suspected Terrorist tables. the message to iDSM/DHS.

The Files used in the process include the Criminal Ten-Print Fingerprint

Image Master File (FIMF) (ITN/FBI) the Subject Criminal History File

(SCH) (III/FBI), and the iDSM Candidate Repository.
(2) When iDSM/DHS receives the WList_RQS_WS_VIPS/process mes-

sage, it will update the iDSM candidate record by either adding, demoting

or deleting the candidate. If adding, iDSM/DHS creates a new record. If

Each night, ID performs a query to select candidates from the Want table deleting, iDSM/DHS removes the candidate from its list. If demoting,

and the Known or Suspected Terrorists table with AUD=Blank and iDSM/DHS determines if there is any activity on their record. If there has

AUD- N.’ The results of this query are stored in a flat file and moved to been activity on the record, iDSM/DHS demotes the record; if there has

iDSM using a secure copy data transfer. been no activity on the record, iDSM/DHS deletes the record. Upon com-

pletion of this task, iDSM/DHS returns a confirmation message to

iDSM/FBI, WList_RSP_WS_CIMS/process.

When the flat file is received by iDSM/FBI, each FNU will be compared to

the iDSM candidate repository. Based on the compare results the candidate

will either be added, demoted or deleted. Ifthe candidate FNU is not found,

it will be added.
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Figure 211-02 iDSMFile Maintenance (IDENTData)

This DFD applies to the addition and deletion of IDENT-supplied data to (1) iDSM/DHS then sends all selected candidates to iDSM/FBI individually

iDSM. This data flow illustrates iDSM processing of IDENT-supplied data via the DHS_BIOMETRICS_Request message. Upon receipt of the indi-

from the Biometric Visa Denial and Expedited Removals data sets. The vidual candidate messages, iDSM/FBI adds or deletes the candidates as

Files used in the process include the iDSM Candidate Repository, specified in the message.

r

Every two weeks, ©ENT selects candidates from the Biometric Visa Deni- (2) When iDSM/FBI receives the DHSJBIOMETRICSjRequest, it will

al and Expedited Removals data sets. insert or delete the specified candidate data. iDSM/FBI will return the

WLIST_RSP_WS_VIMS/send_confirmation message to iDSM/DHS.

*
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Figure 24.1-03MMSearch ofIAFISSubmissions

This DFD applies to the search of an IAFIS submission against iDSM/FBI.

This data flow illustrates iDSM processing of IAFIS submissions which

qualify for iDSM search. The File used in the process is the iDSM/FBI

Candidate Repository.

When an IAFIS Ten-Print submission from a pilot agency meets the criteria

for search against the iDSM database (see Figure 21.1-01a), EFCON/FBI

will forward the submission details to iDSM/FBI as a post. Upon receipt of

the post, iDSM/FBI will search its repository for matching candidates.

(1) When the search completes, iDSM/FBI retrieves the images, via the

WBio_RQS_WS_VIMS/retrieve message (from ITN/FBI), ofany candidate

whose match score is high enough to qualify for Fingerprint Image Com-

pare (see figure 21.1-01a for a complete description ofthe FIC process).

When the images have been retrieved, the submission is forwarded to a FIC

service provider who will make an Identification or Non-Identification deci-

sion. This decision is sent to the contributor via e-mail.

Prior to sending an identification notification to the contributor, an IAQ

Message is sent via Nlets to LESC to retrieve any additional biographic and

immigration data in the form of an IRR. The IRR data is added as rapsheet

data. This compiled response is then sent to the contributor.
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The references to the implementation of control characters STX and ETX apply to the IAFIS in-

terface to Nlets also.

C. 1 Interface Description

C.1.1 i. The IAFIS will support one well-known listener socket (one IP address and one

port) used to coordinate the receipt ofNCIC-to-III messages. NCIC will support

one well-known listener socket used to coordinate the receipt of III-to-NCIC mes-

sages. The relationship between the two III-NCIC interfaces will be asynchron-

ous, in that response messages from III to NCIC may be in a different sequence

from that in which the query was received and may include unsolicited messages.

To initiate message transmission, the sender (either NCIC or III) will request a

socket connection of the receiver (III or NCIC) using standard TCP/IP socket pro-

tocols. This allows the receiver to support concurrent connections.

ii. III/FBI will support one socket pair (sender socket and receiver socket) used to

coordinate messaging between III and Nlets. The relationship between these

sockets is also asynchronous, but each individual socket supports synchronous

communications through the use of application level acknowledgements.

C. 1 .2 i. The sender (IAFIS or NCIC) will open the indicated socket for transmitting.

The transmitted character stream will start with a four byte pattern (Hex

‘FFOOAABB’), followed by a 2 byte length, and then an NCIC header and request

or response text followed by a four byte end pattern (Hex ‘BBAAOOFF’). Ac-

knowledgements are handled by the TCP/IP protocol with no additional applica-

tion-level acknowledgments. Request or response text will end with the archaic

Bi-Sync character EOT (Hex ‘004’) as the III application still requires this charac-

ter to be present.
It

ii. Nlets messages are framed by the same starting and ending bytes, but use a

four byte length and additional application headers as defined in the Nlets Operat-

ing Manual. Message segmentation is supported, and application-level acknowl-

edgements are used in accordance with the Nlets Operating Manual

C. 1 .3 i. A Successful write to the NCIC socket is considered by the III application to be

the end of a particular communication. No retry logic is built in to the application

layer.

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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ii. The message retry logic on the III/Nlets interface is a function ofthe Nlets de-

sign and is not described herein.

C. 1.4 If a message from III to NCIC is blocked, a successful write ofthe first block will

lead to subsequent blocks being written to the socket.

C. 1 .5 i. Messages from NCIC to III will never exceed one block. Ill performs valida-

tion ofthe NCIC header before parsing and processing the message body. If the

header contents are not valid, an application level reject is returned to NCIC.

ii. Messages received via the Nlets interface can be multi-blocked.

C.l .6 Messages from NCIC are communicated directly to III/FBI. This includes exter-

nal requests, Want/Sex Offender updates, Line/ORI file updates, and NCIC Ad-

ministrative messages.

i. Nlets messages will be forwarded directly to III/FBI. III/FBI will aggre-

gate consecutively received blocks in a single message which is termi-

nated by the text “END OF RECORD.” The IAFIS header will be con-

structed in accordance with C.5.1.vii.

ii. Ill communications layer software will build an IAFIS header for each

non-administrative incoming NCIC message. This header is used only lo-

cally within the III application. Ill application software requires the pres-

ence ofthe IAFIS header because it was initially designed to receive the

NCIC messages as IAFIS inter-segment messages from the ITN segment.

C. 1 .7 In the event of a III/FBI outage (III/FBI is unable to accept NCIC messages), the

messages may queue up in the TCP/IP “pipe” unless III is taken out of service by

NCIC operators, at which pointNCIC will queue the III messages.

C.2 Update NCIC ORI File Processing

C.2. 1 III/FBI will convert all letters “O” (capital alphabetic “oh”) in ORI character posi
A

tions 3 through 9 to “zero.”

C.2.2 III/FBI will update its NCIC ORI File as directed by the MKE in the $.A.ORI

message. Ifthe MKE is “XO,” III/FBI will delete the NCIC ORI File entry identi-

fied by the converted ORI from this message. If the MKE is “EO,” then III/FBI

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0 MrT inn C-2
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will add an NCIC ORI File entry identified by the converted ORI from the

$.A.ORI message and including the ORI Type (element ORITYP, referred to as

UCD). If the MKE is “MO,” then III/FBI will replace the relevant data in the

NCIC ORI File entry identified by the converted ORI from the $.A.ORI message.

C.2.3 Ifthe ORI being deleted (MKE=”XO”) or modified (MKE = “MO) does not exist

in the NCIC ORI File, if the ORI being added (MKE-“EO”) already exists, or if a

III/FBI failure precluded updating the NCIC ORI File, then III/FBI will log a

software exception.

C.3 Update Line Number Table Processing

C.3.1 NCIC will send the $.A.LIN message to III/FBI.

C.3 .2 III/FBI will process the $.A.LIN according to the MKE included in the N3021

message. The N3019 message will replace the entire Line Number Table.

C.4 III Request Message Authorization Processing Requirements

C.4. 1 III/FBI will ignore any trailing blanks in the MKE value during authorization

processing.

C.4.2 If the MKE value does not correlate to MTC of III as defined inMDD
MKE/MTC Code Table, then III/FBI will respond with SLR type 7 as described

in the MDD.

C.4.3 III/FBI will edit a copy of the received ORI as follows:

4

i. If character 9 is a numeric value, then set characters 8 and 9 to zero.

ii. If character 9 is “R,” then set character 8 to zero.

iii. If character 8 is “J,” then set character 8 to “7.”

iv. III/FBI will convert all letters “O” (alpha “oh”) in ORI character positions

3 through 9 to zero.
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C.4.4 III/FBI will then perfonn the authorization checks ofTable P-2 using the edited

ORI. The check specified in line #20 of Table P-2 will be made against the con-

verted value of STE; that is, any alpha ‘O’ will be replaced with a zero (e.g.,

“OH” will be converted to “OH”). If the Table P-2 check indicates an unautho-

rized or invalid ORI, then III/FBI will record the access attempt in the security log

in addition to producing the SLR 6, 7, or 8 messages.

%

C.4.5 None ofthe authorization processing performed by III/FBI requires use of the

CCA File.

C.5 NCIC Intersegment Message Requirements

C.5. 1 In constructing the intersegment message used for sending the NCIC message to

the III application, the III communications layer software will do the following:

i. Assign values to the elements ofthe IAFISHDR of the intersegment mes-

sage;

a. Copy the received ORI into the ORI field of the IAFISHDR, except that

ORI and Line Update and Want Notification messages use the default

ORI;

b. Assign the STOT value applicable to the received MTC/MKE;

c. Copy the NCIC message as received, from the character following the

length bytes and through the ending EOT character, into the data portion

of the intersegment message.

ii. The III application layer will perform all other NCIC message validation

as appropriate and then respond with an NCIC reject message, the related

NCIC request response, or no response, as appropriate.

iii. Ill will log a software exception for errors in the IAFISHDR or empty

NCIC data field or invalid NCIC data length, or failure ofthe III/FBI seg-

ment process handling NCIC messages.

C.5.2 All messages sent to NCIC will be completely formatted and blocked by III/FBI.

An NCIC message (including all blocks) will be encapsulated as a contiguous da-

ta stream along with a count of the characters in the data stream.
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C.5.3 In formatting NCIC responses and unsolicited messages, III/FBI will use the pro-

tocol defined in C. 1 .2.

C.6 Nlets Intersegment Message Requirements
3

C.6.1 Nlets messages are received by the III communications layer, an IAFIS header is built

and the received message is incorporated into an IAFIS inter-segment message. This

message is then passed into the III application. The IAFIS header is required by the III

application, which was originally built around the concept ofITN/FBI receiving the Nlets

message and forwarding to III. Ill application software will manage the association of

the Nlets messages with the appropriate request and determine when all data blocks asso-

ciated with one response have been received.
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INTRODUCTION

Response Generation CSCI Reports Formats are now found in the III Software Design

Document, Response Generation Appendix D, located on the Omninet UNIX server steelhead.
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E.l Introduction

FBI numbers are assigned to individuals as they are initially added to the FBI’s Criminal files.

An FBI number is comprised ofup to three parts: one to seven numeric characters, an alphabetic

suffix, and a numeric check digit. Over the years, four different formats have been used, and all

four currently reside in the existing IAFIS. These formats are defined below.

Format 1 . One to seven numeric characters with no suffix or check digit, e.g., 3134564.

When the FBI number consists of seven numerics, the first numeric cannot be a seven or

an eight. That is, there are no FBI numbers in the seven million or eight million range.

Those seven numeric FBI numbers beginning with a nine (i.e., in the nine million range)

represent IAFIS test records. This is the earliest format for an FBI number.

Format 2. A later format consists of one to six numeric characters plus a single alphabetic

character as a suffix and no check digit, e.g., 789C. The valid alphabetic suffix characters

are A through H.

Format 3. The next variation consists of one to six numeric characters, a single alphabetic

character as a suffix, and a one to two-character numeric check digit, e.g., 2468J6.

For this format, the valid alphabetic characters for the suffix are

J K L M N P R
S T V W X Y Z

However, FBI numbers one (1) through 99,999 for S and Y suffixes are invalid.

The check digit will have a range from one (1) through eleven (1 1).

Format 4. The current format for an FBI number consists of one to six numeric characters, a

two-character alphabetic suffix and one numeric check digit, e.g., 222144KA0.

For this format, the valid alphabetic characters for the first position of the suffix are

A C D E F H J

K L MNP R T
V W X

NGI-207
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The invalid characters for the first position are

BGIOQSUY Z

The only alphabetic characters currently allowed for the second character are A, B,

and C3
. In this format, the second alphabetic character is referred to as the “series”

character and is not considered when computing the check digit.

The check digit will have a range from zero (0) through nine (9)

E.2 FBI Number Check Digit Calculation

1 . For Formats 3 and 4, the first or only alphabetic suffix character is assigned a numeric

value as shown in the Table E-l, below.

Table E-1 Suffix Value Assignments

Suffix Value

A and J 1

K and S* 2

C, L, and T 3

D and M 4

E, N, and V 5

F and W 6

P and X 7

H and Y*
1

8

R and Z 9

The characters with the asterisk (*) in Table E-l are valid for the single suffix of

Format 3 but not valid as the first suffix in Format 4.

3As ofMay 30, 1997, the current two-character suffix in use is EB. Also note that SC is a valid two-character suffix but is never

assigned to an FBI number. Depending on the life span ofIAFIS the second allowable character in a two-character suffix may be

expanded to include D, E, F, etc.

NGI-ZUo
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2. Each numeric character retains its value.

3 . Each numeric character and the first or only alphabetic suffix are assigned to a position

multiplier or weight as indicated below. The second alphabetic character in a two-

character suffix, the series character is not assigned a multiplier
4

.

FBI number: NNNNNNAa
Position Multiplier: 2 7 6 5 4 3 2

Six numeric characters are needed to compute the check digit. Leading zero(s) must be

used when the numeric portion is less than six characters.

4.

Multiply the numeric value of each character (N) and the value assigned to the suffix (A)

in the FBI number by its assigned position multiplier, and add the products to get the

sum.

5.

Divide the sum by eleven (1 1), then subtract the remainder from eleven (11). The differ-

ence will be the check digit, ifnot modified by the following rules:

a) When the sum is evenly divided by eleven (11), and the FBI number has a single

alphabetic suffix, the check digit is set to eleven (11).

b) If the computed check digit is equal to eleven (11) and the FBI number has a two-

character alphabetic suffix, the FBI number is NOT valid.

r

c) If the computed check digit is equal to ten (10) and the FBI number has a two-

character alphabetic suffix, the check digit is set to zero (0).

Example 1 : Single Alphabetic Character Suffix

FBI number: 2468

J

*
*

A. Add leading zeros (0): 002468J

B. FBI Number Position Multiplier ProductsOx 2 = 0

4
The following notation is used in this section: ‘N’ will represent a numeric character, ‘A’ will represent the first or only suffix,

and ‘a’ will represent the series character. _
NGI-209
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0 X 7
—

0

2 X 6 12

4 X 5
— 20

6 X 4
— 24

8 X 3
— 24

1 X 2
— 2

Sum = 82

C. Divide the sum by eleven (1 1): 82/11=7 with a remainder of 5.

D. Subtract the remainder from eleven (1 1): 1 1-5 = 6. Therefore, the full FBI num-

ber is: 2468J6.

Example 2: Two Characters Alphabetic Suffix

FBI number: 222144KA

A. No leading zeros (0) are necessary.

B. FBT Number Position Multiplier Products

2 x 2 =4
2 X 7 — 14

2 X 6
—

12

1 X 5
—

5

4 X 4
—

16

4 X 3
—

12

K= 2 X 2 — _4
Sum = 67

C. Divide the sum by eleven (11): 67/1 1 = 6 with a remainder of 1

.

D. Subtract the remainder from eleven (1 1): 1 1-1 = 10. The check digit is set to ze-

ro (0) because the suffix has two alphabetic characters. Therefore, the full FBI

number is 222144KA0.

NGI-210
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F.l Introduction

Sequentially increasing number series are used to establish FBI numbers (FNUs) and Civil

Record Numbers (CRNs). For FNUs, each series starts from one and increases sequentially up to

amaximum of 999,999 within a given suffix identifier. A suffix identifier is typically a one- or

two-letter combination which can be used for one or more years. For example, in 1967 through

1968, FNUs were established using numbers 1G through 999,999G. From September 4, 1990

through June 25, 1991 FNUs were assigned using numbers IMA through 999,999MA5
. CRNs

are in only one series. This series starts with V00000001 and increases sequentially up to a max-

imum ofV99999999.

The bitmap process identifies criminal and civil database synchronization errors by comparing

bitmapped lists-ofthe record identifiers (FNU or CRN) currently active in each segment and then

reporting the differences.

F.2 Using a Bitmap

A bitmap scheme can record whether a given FNU is being used
6

. The scheme is to use a 1 bit

flag for each possible identifier in the series. The bit will be set (=1) if the identifier is active, and

reset (=0) ifthe identifier is not active. Figure F-l illustrates the scheme for a sample of eight

FNUs. Reading the figure from right to left, it shows that FNUs one through four and six through

eight are being used, whereas FNU five is not.

Bitmap: 1

FNU: 8

Figure F-1 Scheme for FNU In-use Status

Because the identifier assignment algorithm is sequentially increasing, the position ofthe bit in

the sequence indicates the exact identifier. Hence, a bitmap containing 999,999 bits could record

the status of every FNU within a particular suffix (125,000 bytes or 31,500 32—bit words). A
civil bitmap containing 99,999,999 bits (12,500,000 bytes or 3,125,000 32-bit words) could

record the status of every CRN.

5
Refer to the Criminal Justice Information Services Division AutomatedFingerprint Processing Operations Quality Control

(QC) Guide, dated November 1, 1993.

6
This appendix illustrates the use ofbitmaps for comparing FNUs across the three IAFIS segments. In fact, bitmaps can be used

to compare any sequentially increasing series ofnumbers, such as Civil RecordNumbers (CRNs).
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These bitmaps will have to be maintained dynamically, or generated upon demand, to indicate

the current status of an identifier. That is, for example, every time an FNU is added to (e.g., new

subject) or deleted from (e.g., expunged) the Fingerprint Image Master File, the corresponding

bit for that FNU series will be set or reset. An initialization process in each segment will be

needed to create the initial bitmaps by setting the corresponding bit for each active FNU.

To accomplish a three-segment file comparison of identifiers, each segment will have to main-

tain its own bitmaps. The comparisons will be accomplished by having III/FBI and AFIS/FBI

send copies oftheir bitmaps to ITN/FBI. ITN/FBI, in turn, will perform bitmap position compar-

isons to identify occurrences where the three bits are not the same.

F.3 Number of Bitmaps

It will require up to 74 bitmaps to handle the four possible formats ofthe FNU. These formats

are defined in detail in Appendix E. A summary is provided in table F-l.

Table F-1 Number of Bitmaps per FNU Format

Format FNU Format Description

Maximum
FNUs per

Format

Number of

Bitmaps per

Format

i

SeVen numeric characters

No primary Suffix

No Secondary Suffix

No check digit

9,999,999 1

2

Six numeric characters

Primary Suffix: A—

H

No Secondary Suffix

No check digit

999,999 8

3

Six numeric characters

Primary Suffix: J-N, P, R-T, V-Z

No Secondary Suffix

Check digit (1-11)

999,999 14

4

Six numeric characters

Primary Suffix: A, C-F, H, J-N, P, R, T, V-X

Secondary Suffix: A, B, C

Check digit (0-9)

*

999,999 51

F.4 Organization of Bit
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Figure F-l shows eight FNUs stored right to left using eight bits, with FNU one occupying the

right-most bit and FNU eight occupying the left-most bit. Because these eight bits represent 1

byte of storage, the FNUs are stored, in order, starting from the least significant bit (LSB) to the

most significant bit (MSB). IAFIS will be using this scheme of4 byte words as the storage unit

size. It is imperative that this scheme is followed to avoid differences in word sizes across hard-

ware platforms and computer languages. For example, consider the following:

MSB LSB MSB LSB MSB LSB
11111111 11011101 11110111

Byte 4 Byte 3 Byte 2

MSB
4 byte word

FNU/CRN 32
A A A A A A

25 24
A A A A A A

17 3.6
AAAAAA

9

MSB LSB
01111111

Byte 1

LSB

87654321

In this example, FNUs or CRNs 8, 12, 1 8, and 22 in the series are not in-use. This scheme con-

tinues with the next 4-byte word. Identifier 64 would be represented by the MSB and identifier

33 by the LSB in word 2. The number of identifiers in each series is increased by one to make

the number ofwords per series an even multiple of 4 bytes. This last identifier is just a place

holder and is never used.

The bitmaps for the four FNU formats will be organized in one file which contains 2,593,750 4-

byte words. The organization ofthis file is shown in Table F-2, below. The organization treats

the 74 bitmaps as one long bit stream. For example, FNU 1 for the CA suffix would be accessed

by retrieving the least significant bit ofword 1 ,03 1 ,25 1 . Also FNU 999,999 for the CA suffix

would be accessed by retrieving the bit immediately to the right of the most significant bit in

word 1,062,500 (FNU 1,000,000 is never used, as mentioned above).

Table F-2 Organization of FNU Bitmap File

FNU
Format

Primary

Suffix

Secondary
Suffix

Check
Digits

First 4-byte

Word
Last 4-byte

Word

1 none none none 1 312,500

2 A 0 312,501 343,750

2 B 0 343,751 375,000

2 C 0 375,001 406,250

2 D 0 406,251 437,500

2 E 0 437,501 468,750

2 F 0 468,751 500,000

2 G 0 500,001 531,250

2 H 0 531,251 562,500

3 j 1 or 2 562,501 593,750

NGI-213
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FNU
Format

Primary

Suffix

W

W

Secondary
Suffix

Check
Digits

First 4-byte

Word
Last 4-byte

Word

1 or 2 593,751 625,000

1 or 2 625,001 656,250

1 or 2 656,251 687,500

1 or 2 687,501 718,750

1 or 2 718,751 750,000

1 or 2 750,001 781,250

1 or 2 781,251 812,500

1 or 2 812,501 843,750

1 or 2 843,751 875,000

1 or 2 875,001 906,250

1 or2 906,251 937,500

1 or 2 937,501 968,750

1 or 2 968,751 1,000,000

A 1 1,000,001 1,031,250

A 1 1,031,251 1,062,500

A 1 1,062,501 1,093,750

A 1 1,093,751 1,125,000

A 1 1,125,001 1,156,250

A 1 1,156,251 1,187,500

A 1 1,187,501 1,218,750

A 1 1,218,751 1,250,000

A 1 1,250,001 1,281,250

A 1 1,281,251 1,312,500

A 1 1,312,501 1,343,750

A 1 1,343,751 1,375,000

A 1 1,375,001 1 ,406,250

A 1 1,406,251 1,437,500

A 1 1,437,501 1,468,750
W

A 1 1,468,751 1,500,000

NGI-214
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FNU
Format

Primary

Suffix

W

W

Secondary
Suffix

Check
Digits

First 4-byte

Word
Last 4-byte

Word

1,500,001 1,531,250

1,531,251 1,562,500

1,562,501 1,593,750

1,593,751 1,625,000

1,625,001 1 ,656,250

1,656,251 1,687,500

1,687,501 1,718,750

1,718,751 1,750,000

1,750,001 1,781,250

1,781,251 1,812,500

1,812,501 1,843,750

2,000,001 2,031,250

2,031,251 2,062,500

2,062,501 2,093,750

2,093,751 2,125,000

2,125,001 2,156,250

2,156,251 2,187,500

2,187,501 2,218,750

2,218,751 2,250,000

2,250,001 2,281,250

2,281,251 2,312,500

2,312,501 2,343,750

2,343,751 2,375,000

2,375,001 2,406,250

2,406,251 2,437,500

2,437,501 2,468,750

2,468,751 2,500,000

2,500,001 2,531,250

2,531,251 2,562,500

NGI-215
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FNU
Format

Primary

Suffix

Secondary
Suffix

Check
Digits

First 4-byte

Word
Last 4-byte

Word

4 X C 1 2,562,501 2,593,750

Depending on the life span of IAFIS ;
the second character of a two-character suffix may have to

be expanded to include D, E,'F, etc. Consequently, FNU Bitmap File would be expanded by

531,250 words for each second character added. III/FBI also includes the bits reserved for the

FNUs in series AD, CD, and DD in their criminal bitmaps to allow for their specified maximum
criminal file sizes. These extra bits are ignored by ITN/FBI during the comparison process.

The bitmap for the CRN format will be organized as one series in one file containing 3,125,000

4-byte words. Because only one series exists, the bit representing each CRN can be determined

through the following algorithm:

Word Number = ((CRN numeric-1) integer division by 32) + 1

Bit position in word (referencing MSB as 32 and LSB as 1 as shown in section F.4) =

[(CRN numeric-1) modulo 32] + 1

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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G.l Introduction

Appendix G contains information required for the message validation that is to be performed by

IAFIS. This information includes:

• Description ofthe Originating Agency Identifier

• Rejection rules for III messages forwarded from NCIC to IAFIS

• Acceptance rules for EBTS messages received over the CJIS WAN by IAFIS

G.2 Originating Agency Identifier

The Originating Agency Identifier (ORI) is a unique nine character code assigned to each of

85,000 agencies that will be authorized to query the criminal files and/or provide criminal data to

both the FBI NCIC and IAFIS systems. Section 1 3 ofthe NCIC Operating Manual defines the

criteria for accessing these systems. The ORI will also be used to identify the additional agencies

that will be using only the CJIS WAN to communicate with IAFIS. The first two characters of

the ORI must be alphabetic and designate the state, territory, province, or country of the contri-

butor or requester. The next three positions identify the county (3 numeric) in which the agency

is located or a three-character acronym for federal agencies. Positions six through nine are used

to identify the various types of entities within the type of agency. The format ofthe ORI based

upon the type of agency is shown in Table G-l.

Rejection Rules for III Request Messages ($.A.III) Received fro NCIC

IAFIS will receive III messages from the NCIC. Table G-2 provides rejection rules for$.A.III

messages and assigns the rule validation to Ill/FBI (refer to Appendix C for specific NCIC mes-

sage validation and processing requirements). Ill Request messages that satisfy any ofthe rules

in Table G-2 are invalid. A validation based on ORI, NCIC Line, and Purpose Code is performed

by III/FBI.

P

G.4. EBTS Message Validation

EBTS Message Validation is performed by EFCON/FBI. The EBTS Type-1 record ORI value

must match that in a record in the EBTS ORI table maintained in EFCON/FBI. Upon finding a

match, EFCON/FBI confirms that the TOT in the message is appropriate for any CWU autho-

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0
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rized for that ORL Table G-3 provides a matrix relating CJIS WAN User codes (CWU) to EBTS
TOTs. Shaded areas represent valid CWU and EBTS TOT combinations; white areas represent

invalid CWU and EBTS TOT combinations. Test mode EBTS transactions (“T” suffix appended

to the TOT) are validated in the same manner as operational mode EBTS transactions. When
EFCON/FBI sends a response, it is returned to the e-mail address associated with the ORI in the

EBTS ORI table.

Table G-1 Format of ORI Number Codes

Type of Agency
Positions

1-2

Law Enforcement ORIs State, US, DC, PR, VI,

province, or country

Criminal Justice ORIs State, US, DC, PR, VI,

province, or country

State, US, DC, PR, VI,

province, or country

Agencies that do not

meet NCIC criteria but

are authorized to receive

criminal history data and
submit fingerprint cards to

FBI

Agencies that are autho- State, US, DC, PR, VI,

rized to access NCIC files province, or country

only

Positions

3-5

Three-character acronym

for federal agency ORI or

County (3 numerics) in

which the non-federal

agency is located for

other ORIs

Pos

Three-character acronym

for federal agency ORI or

County (3 numeric) in

which the non-federal

agency is located for

other ORIs

Three-character acronym
for federal agency ORI or

County (3 numeric) in

which the non-federal

agency is located for

other ORIs

Three-character acronym

for federal agency ORI or

County (3 numeric) in

which the non-federal

agency is located for

other ORIs

6-

Used to distinguish one

agency from another in

the same county and/or

indicate number of agen-

cies within a county.

2 numbers uniquely dis-

tinguishing one agency

from other agencies of

the same type and level

within the same county

2 numbers uniquely dis-

tinguishing one agency

from other agencies of

the same type and level

within the same county

2 numbers uniquely dis-

tinguishing one agency

from other agencies of

the same type and level

within the same county

Positions

8-9

Zeros in positions 8 and 9

for a law enforcement ORI.

NCIC users may use posi-

tions 8 and 9 to identify

internal divisions, units,

substations, or multiple

terminals within the same
agency/city except that

position 9 cannot be an

alphabetic character
7

position 8 indicates govern-

ment level
8

(1=locaI, municipal, city;

3=county; 5=staie;

7=federal; 9=nongovern-

mental). Position 9 contains

A, B, C, E, F,G, J, M, N, Q,

R, or Y (see note at end)

Z in position 9

K, P, V, orW in position 9

(see note at end)

Note for Position 9: A = Prosecuting Attorney’s Office; B = Pretrial service agencies; C = Cor-

rectional Institutions; E = Nongovernmental railroad or campus police departments; F = Go-

vernmental social services agenciew that have been tasked with child protection responsibilities.

To be used only in investigating, or responding to, reports of child abuse, neglect, or exploita-

tion; G = Probation and Parole Offices; J = Courts, Magistrates Offices; K = Medical Examiners

7
Positions 8 and 9 are also being used to assist State CSAs to identify and forward EBTS traffic to local agencies that use the

State CSAs as intermediary communications centers.
8 An exception is Code J for position 8 which indicates that agency does not meet all of the authorization requirements for the

criminal justice category. Temporarily changing the code to a 7 makes it consistent for subsequent ORI File search editing.
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and Coroners’ Offices; M = Custodial Facilities in a medical or psychiatric institution and some

medical examiners’ offices; N = Regional dispatch center which is in a criminal justice agency,

etc; P = Private campus police, railroad police, and “911" centers; Q = Authorized Public Hous-

ing authorities; R = Agencies authorized by Public Law 99-169 for national security purposes; V
= Department ofMotor Vehicles; W = National Center for Missing and Exploited Children; Y =

Local, County, State, or Federal Agency which is classified as a criminal justice agency by sta-

tute, but does not fall into one of the above categories.

User Code State Edit ORI Type
(Line Table (Line Table (ORI Table

(UCD) STE) ORITYP)
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Chk

No.

Segment
Respon-
sible for

Check

ORI Code Positions

(Message ORI)

Message Key
(Message
MKE)

EVALUATION C

Line Address
(Message LINE
ADDRESS)

JRITERIA

User Code
(Line Table

(UCD)

State Edit

(Line Table

STE)

ORI Type
(ORI Table
ORITYP)

Single

Line

Reject

Type

17 lll/FBI E, F, R, S, Y, Z 8

18 Ill/FBI

1-2 * (AB, BC.CDJC,
MB, NK, NF, NT, NS,

ON, PE, PQ, SN, or YT)

ww 6

19 lll/FBI 1-2 * (VI or PR) zz 6

20 lll/FBI

1 -2 * Converted (alpha

‘O’ to zero) STE value

in Line Table

not (XX, WW,
orZZ)

8

Table G-3 CJIS WAN Transaction Authorization Matrix

9

T

0

c

w
u

J

Criminal

Justice

F

Civil-

Federal

S

Civil-

State/

Local

L

Latent

Services

R

Remote
Services

M

Multi-

function

Useno

C

Card
Scanning
Service

Facility

1

INS/ICE

Remote

CAR

CNA 1

CPDR

CPNU

DEK

DEU

MPR i

AMN

TPFS

TPIS

LFS
T

CFS

MCS
M

ELR

9Shaded cells indicate authorization for that TOT/CWU combination’s CSA.

10A multi-function User is defined as a CSA authorized for all Criminal, State/Local Civil, Latent Services, and Remote Services

TOTs.
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LSMQ

CARC

CNAC

DEKC

FNCC

FUFC

MAPC

NFFC

SLCC

NFDP

TPRS

NFUE

Criminal

Justice

Civil-

Federal

Civil-

State/

Local

Latent Remote
Services Services

Multi-

function

Userio

Card
Scanning
Service

Facility

INS/ICE

Remote

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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T

0

T

c

w
u

J

Criminal

Justice

F

Civil-

Federal

s

Civil-

State/

Local

L

Latent

Services

R

Remote
Services

M

Multi-

function

Userio

C

Card
Scanning
Service

Facility

1

INS/ICE

Remote

DOCE

ii
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Appendix H contains information found on the Operational Environment during a comparison of

the STOTs to the documentation. These STOTs are invalid and will be removed. However, until

a complete analysis can be done on the code, this appendix will serve as a reference guide.

STOT

ARCHA

INVLD

MWCP

NULL

SLCM

Description

Undetermined.

Possibly an invalid STOT was used.

Undetermined.

Possibly used when no STOT is used.

Special Latent Cognizant File Modify

Segment

ITN

ITN

ITN

ITN

ITN

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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1.1 FBI iDSM Interface Technical Design

Each system within the DHS iDSM (VIPS and VIMS) will host its own set ofweb services with

associated WSDLs. Each WSDL (or Web Service) will have an associated XML Schema Defini-

tion (XSD). The WSDL associates itselfto a particular XSD by referencing the XSD within its

Input and Output bindings. The Input binding corresponds to what input went into the web ser-

vice. The Output binding corresponds to the output produced out of the web service.

L1.1 SOAP Web Services Hosted on the DHS iDSM (VIPS)

WList_RQS_WS_VIPS
- Called by CIMS to pass WaW Biometrics information to VIPS and eventually

IDENT.
- VIMS will pass back Acknowledgement Response to CIMS and eventually IA-

FIS.

- WSDL used

- WList_RQS_WS_VIPS.wsdl
- XSD used

- FBI_Watch_RQS_VIPS.xsd (WaW Biometrics)

WHit_RQS_WS_VIPS
- Called by CIMS to pass ER Hit Notification or BVD Hit Notification to VIPS and

eventually IDENT.
- CIMS will pass Acknowledgement Response to CIMS and eventually IAFIS.

- WSDL used

- WHit_RQS_WS_VIPS.wsdl
- XSD used

- FBI_Hit_RQS_VIPS.xsd (ER Hit Notification or BVD Hit Notification)

1.1.2 SOAP Web Services Hosted on the FBI iDSM (CIPS)

WList_RQS_WS_FF
- Called by VIMS to pass RC/A Biometrics or BVD Biometrics information to

CIPS and eventually IAFIS.

- Acknowledgement Response will be passed back to VIMS and eventually

IDENT.
- WSDL used

- WList_RQS_WS_FF.wsdl
- XSD used

- DHS_Watch_RQS_FF.xsd (RC/A Biometrics or BVD Biometrics)

WHit_RQS_WS_FF
- Called by VIMS to pass W/W Hit Notification to CIPS and eventually IAFIS.

IAFIS-DOC-051 25-25.0
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- Acknowledgement Response will be passed back to VIMS and eventually

IDENT.
- WSDL used

- WHit_RQS_WS_FF.wsdl
- XSD used

- DHS Hit_RQS_FF.xsd (W/W Hit Notification)

1.1.3 SOAP Web Services Hosted on the DHS iDSM (VIMS)

WList_RSP_WS_VIMS
- Called by CIPS to pass ER/BVD Confirmation to VIMS and eventually IDENT.
- VIMS will pass Acknowledgement Response back to CIPS.

- WSDL used

- WList_RSP_WS_VTMS .wsdl

- XSD used

- DHS_Watch_RSP_VIMS.xsd (ER/BVD Confirmation)

WBio_RQS_WS_VIMS
- Called by CIPS to pass an FBI Image Request to VIMS.
- VIMS will pass Acknowledgement Response back to CIPS with or without im-

age.

- WSDL used

- WBio_RQS_WS_VIMS.wsdl
- XSD Used

FBI_Image_RQS_VIMS.xsd (FBI Image Request to DHS)

1.1.4 SOAP Web Services Hosted on the FBI iDSM (CIMS)

WList_RSP_WS_FD
- Called by VIPS to pass W/W Confirmation to VIMS and eventually IAFIS.

- Acknowledgement Response will be passed back to VIPS.

- WSDL used

- WList_RSP_WS_FD.wsdl
- XSD used

- FBI_Watch_RSP_FD.xsd (W/W Confirmation)

WBio_RQS_WS_DF
- Called by VIPS to pass DHS Image Request to VIMS.
- Acknowledgement Response will be passed back to VIPS and eventually IAFIS.

- WSDL used

- WBio_RQS_WS_FD.wsdl
- XSD Used

- DHS_Image_RQS_FD.xsd (DHS Image Request to FBI)
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FBI iDSM XSD Formats

M

1.2.1 FBI_Watch_RQS_VIPS XSD

This represents a Want and Warrant Biometrics Web Service Request as well as its cor-

responding Web Service Acknowledgement Response.

FBI iDSM will send the message to DHS iDSM (CIMS to VIPS).

EBTS records coming from the FBI will include Subject Name, Image, Date of Birth, and

Gender.

The FBI_Biometrics_Request element will map to the Input portion ofthe

WList_RQS_WS_VIPS Web Service.

— Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

FBI_Bioihetrics_Request element ofthe XSD.

The FBI_Biometrics_Response element will map to the Output portion ofthe

WList_RQS_WS_VIPS Web Service.

— Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the FBI Biometrics_Response element of the XSD.

1.2.2 FBI_Watch_RSP_CIMS XSD

Represents a Want and Warrant Biometrics Confirmation Response Web Service Request

as well as its corresponding Web Service Acknowledgement Response

DHS iDSM will send the message to FBI iDSM (VIPS to CIMS).

The FBI_Confirmation_Response element is not functionally relevant.

The FBI_Confirmation_Request element will map to the Input portion ofthe

WList_RSP_WS_CIMS Web Service.

— Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

FBI_Confirmation_Request element ofthe XSD.

The FBI_Confirmation_Response element will map to the Output portion ofthe

WList_RSP_WS_CIMS Web Service.

— Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the FBI_Confirmation_Response element ofthe XSD.

1.2.3 DHS_Watch_RQS_CIPS XSD

Represents an Expedited Removal or Biometric Visa Denial Biometrics Web Service Re-

quest as well as its corresponding Web Service Acknowledgement Response

DHS iDSM will send the message to FBI iDSM (VIMS to CIPS).

EBTS records coming from the US-VISIT will include Subject Name, Image, Date of

Birth, and Gender

The DHS_Biometrics_Request element will map to the Input portion of the

WList_RQS_WS_CIPS Web Service.

— Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0 MrT 1-3
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DHS_Biometrics_Request element ofthe XSD.
The DHS_Biometrics_Response element will map to the Output portion of the

WList_RQS_WS_CIPS Web Service.

- Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the DHS_Biometrics_Response element of die XSD.

1.2.4 DHS_Watch_RSP_VIMS XSD
*

Represents an Expedited Removal or Biometric Visa Denial Biometrics Confirmation

Response Web Service Request as well as its corresponding Web Service Acknowl-

edgement Response

FBI iDSM will send the message to DHS iDSM (CIPS to VIMS).

The DHS_Confirmation_Response element is not functionally relevant.

The DHS_Confirmation_Request element will map to the Input portion of the

WList_RSP_WS_VIMS Web Service.

— Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

DHS_Confirmation_Request element of the XSD.
The DHS_Confirmation_Response element will map to the Output portion ofthe

WList_RSP_WS_VIMS Web Service.

- Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the DHS_Confirmation_Response element of the XSD.

1.2.5 FBI_Hit_RQS_VTPS XSD

This represents an Expedited Removal or Biometric Visa Denial Hit Notification Web
Service Request as well as its corresponding Web Service Acknowledgement Re-

sponse.

FBI iDSM will send the message to DHS iDSM (CIMS to VIPS).

EBTS records coming from US-VISIT will include Subject Name, Image, Date of Birth,

and Gender.

The FBI_Hit_Notification_Request element will map to the Input portion of the

WHit_RQS_WS_VIPS Web Service.

- Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

FBI_Hit_Notification_Request element of the XSD.
The FBI_Hit_Notification_Response element will map to the Output portion of the

WHit_RQS_WS_VIPS Web Service.

- Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the FBI_Hit_Notification_Response element of the XSD.

1.2.6 DHS_Hit_RQS_CIPS XSD

This represents a Want and Warrant Hit Notification Web Service Request as well as its

corresponding Web Service Acknowledgement Response.

DHS iDSM will send the message to FBI iDSM (VIMS to CIPS).

The DHS_Hit_Notification_Request element will map to the Input portion of the

WHit_RQS_WS_CIPS Web Service.

- Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the
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DHS_Hit_Notification_Request element ofthe XSD.
The DHS_Hit_Notification_Response element will map to the Output portion ofthe

WHit_RQS_WS_CIPS Web Service.

— Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the DHS_Hit_Notification_Response element ofthe XSD.

1.2.7 FBI_I age_RQS_VIMS XSD

This represents an FBI Image Web Service Request as well as its corresponding Web
Service Acknowledgement Response.

FBI iDSM will send the message to DHS iDSM (CIPS to VIMS).

EBTS records coming from FBI will include Subject Name, Image, Date of Birth, and

Gender.

The FBI_Image_Request element will map to the Input portion ofthe

WBio_RQS_WS_VIMS Web Service.

- Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

FBI_Image_Request element ofthe XSD.
The FBI_Image_Response element will map to the Output portion ofthe

WBio_RQS_WS_VIMS Web Service.

— Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the FBI_Image_Response element of the XSD.

1.2.8 DHS_Image_RQS_CIMS XSD

Represents a DHS Image Web Service Request as well as its corresponding Web Service

Acknowledgement Response

The DHS_Image_Request element will map to the Input portion ofthe

WBio_RQS_WS_CIMS Web Service.

- Inputs into the web service call will conform to the fields listed within the

DHS_Image_Request element ofthe XSD.
The DHS_Image_Response element will map to the Output portion of the

WBio_RQS_WS_CIMS Web Service.

- Outputs that result from the web service call will produce data that conforms to

the fields listed within the DHS_Image_Response element ofthe XSD.

*
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J.l Introduction

The CJIS Enterprise Storage Area Network (ESAN) segment currently provides storage to the

majority of CJIS business units / segments. This storage is primarily of the tier-1 class storage

constituted of SCSI drives or Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs). The primary interface to this sto-

rage is Fibre Channel. Enhancements to the ESAN segment detailed herein intend to provide ad-

ditional classes of storage, as well as other interfaces to said storage. These additional classes of

storage and interfaces intend to provide storage services, to existing and upcoming CJIS seg-

ments, which are more appropriate concerning data store requirements, as well as decrease

coupling and increase cohesion concerning the relationship between an ESAN user segment and

the ESAN segment.

The primary application of the Celerra/Centera tier-2 storage hardware is to receive and store

palm prints, photos, irises and supplemental fingerprint/palm prints according to ANSI/NIST

standards. When the FBI Electronic Biometric Transmission Specification (EBTS) (version 8.1)

document is formally accepted, the acceptance of all photo, iris, palm print, supplemental fin-

ger/palm print, or the new Type-99 for novel biometric information can begin almost immediate-

ly if submitted as an additional record type to a fingerprint transaction.

J.2 Segment Overview

The enhancements for the ESAN segment are delivered via the following products / solutions:

• EMC Celerra

• EMC Centera

o EMC Centera Universal Access

• EMC DiskXtender

• ESAN Service Portal Server

J.2.1 Celerra

The Celerra NSX gateway product is a Network Attached Storage (NAS) server which primarily

provides storage access to host systems via NFS and CIFS share interfaces. The actual storage

for these shares is provided to the Celerra via the existing ESAN DMXs.
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J.2.1.1 Celerra NSX system Ele ents

The Celerra NSX provides a highly available cluster of dedicated file server blades, called X-

Blades or data movers, connected to a Fibre Channel SAN, and managed by a single point of

control, the control station. The control station is actually a redundant pair of servers operating

in an active-passive configuration. Blades are autonomous file servers providing clients with

support for NFS, CIFS, iSCSI over optical 10 Gigabit, optical and multiple copper Gigabit

Ethernet connections. Celerra’ s X-Blade operating system, DART, is optimized for high per-

formance network file access. This real-time, embedded operating system runs on each X-Blade

to increase performance, simplify management and scale linearly to accommodate large user

communities. The ESAN configuration consists of 6 active X-Blades and 2 standby X-Blades per

NSX cabinet.

J.2.3 Centera

The EMC Centera is a Content Addressed Storage (CAS) system. Traditional SAN attached sto-

rage systems provide storage via the presentation of SCSI disks or targets, with block level data

access. Traditional NAS storage systems provide storage via the presentation of network shares

and file level access. The Centera CAS system provides storage as an appliance on an IP net-

work, which accepts objects and metadata sent via a socket connection and returns a content ad-

dress / C-Clip, for said objects. This content address combined with the presentation of an au-

thorization file PEA file (essentially a shared private key) acts as a claim check to the data that

has been stored. Centera CAS storage is not able to be accessed as quickly as teir-1 Fibre Chan-

nel based storage, such as in the ESAN DMXs, however it is meant to be a long term archive of

data that infrequently changes.

J.2.4 DiskXtender

The ESAN segment will deploy the EMC DiskXtender for NAS software component. The

DiskXtender File System Manager for NAS (DX-NAS) is an archiving solution that allows the

user to free storage space on the NAS server while maintaining NAS client access to archived

files. The solution consists of integrating the following three components:

• An EMC Celerra

• The DX-NAS policy engine

• Secondary storage. In this case EMC Centera
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Again, EMC DiskXtender forNAS is a software application.

J.3 Solution

The storage enhancements to the ESAN system that have been mentioned so far, were selected to

initially provide a solution for migrating the existing EFCON AIT tape library data to a storage

class more appropriate for the access nature ofthe data.

Specifically the “efs” servers will mount storage via NFS hosted on the Celerra NSXs; the

DiskXtender application running on an ESAN Windows host will also have access to these net-

work shares; the DiskXtender application will, by policy, transparently and non-disruptively mi-

grate the data from the NSXs to the Centera storage platform. The data will still be visible as

though it was stored on the Celerra but will actually reside on the Centera.

From an ESAN perspective, the addition on the Celerra, DiskXtender and Centera components

represent the following changes to ESAN storage services:

J.3.1 Centera

• Addition of an “archive” tier of storage

• Addition of an interface to storage which can be natively integrated into a host applica-

tion without the construct of disks or filesystems on the application host

• Addition of a storage service which can mathematically prove that the data returned was

what was stored on a bit by bit basis

• Addition of the capability to enforce retention periods on data, as dictated by policy, re-

gardless of instruction by a host application to delete a given unit of data.

J.3.2 Centera Universal Access (CUA)

• Addition ofthe CUA server is a direct NFS and CIFS interface to Centera storage.

• The CUA service differs from the Celerra-DiskXtender-Centera solution in that the CUA
is suited to smaller, simpler workloads, and does not intend to leave any data on local fi-

lesystem share, but archives all data to Centera within 1 minute of ingest.

J.3.3 Celerra

• Addition of highly available NFS, CIFS, FTP, HTTP, SMB, MPFS, iSCSI interfaces to

the same storage infrastructure (DMXs) currently used by the ESAN environment
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• Addition ofNFS, CIFS, iSCSI interfaces which can present a given size device or amount

of storage but in reality be an amount much smaller and grow their actual size dynamical-

ly

J.3.4 DiskXtender

• Addition ofthe capability to non-disruptively and transparently migrate data between

storage tiers

J.4 Monitoring and Management Information

J.4.1 Centera

• Monitoring the Centera infrastructure is completely integrated with the existing ESAN
ECC infrastructure

• Management access to the Centera does not allow access to the data stored on the Centera

• Management access to the Centera is provided via a client application “Centera Viewer”

and “Centera Console”
*

• I/A for applications that will use the Centera storage is achieved via a PEA file. This file

is generated on the Centera, associated with a give access profile and a given storage

pool. The file is then copied to the host accessing the Centera and submitted to the Cen-

tera when storing or retrieving data.

• Centera Governance edition is enabled which means audited deletions are enabled and

existing retention period may be dynamically changed.

J.4.2 CUA
I

• The CUA server is a Linux based operating system installed on a Dell 2850 server.

• The CUA can be accessed via GUI front end at https://address:7227 as well as ssh ver-

sion 2.

• The CUA server should be viewed as an appliance as its feature set and capabilities, both

from security and a storage perspectives, are limited.

• Identification and Authentication to the CUA server for monitoring and administration

are only in the form of factory default accounts.

• The CUA server will email health related problems and notice ofbackup / restore com-

pletion, as well as the Content Addresses that have been backed up to the ESAN ESP
“esanalerts” SMTP address.

• Much like the Centera access nodes, the CUA server only resides on the CENTERA-
ARCHIVE VLAN.

J.4.3 Celerra

• The X-Blades ofthe Celerra NSXs or data movers are not capable ofbeing logged into

remotely in any way.

• Monitoring of the CelerraNSXs is achieved via the ESAN ECC application.
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• Management ofthe CelerraNSXs is achieved either through secure http connection to the

active NSX control station where access to a gui is provided; or through direct ssh access

to the NSX control station where command line functionality controls the appliance

• I/A for management access via the NSX control station is achieved to a local account on

the control station

• CelerraNSX blades utilize existing ESAN DNS andNTP services

• In a multi-protocol file sharing situation ( i.e. the same file share is presented via both

CIFS and NFS ), a local password and group file on each blade contains the CIFS to NFS
uid and gid mapping ensuring a user with an account in both environments maintain the

appropriate file access

• Presented CIFS shares are made available via virtual CIFS server which mustjoin the ap-

propriate windows domain for CIFS access from that domain

• CIFS shares and their associated virtual servers, which will be presented to the

DiskXtender host for archival of data, are part of the ESAN domain

J.4.4 DiskXtender

• The DiskXtender application runs on an ESAN Windows host, which is part of the ESAN
domain (residing in the Member Servers: Cluster Server OU )and has applicable GPOs
applied in accordance with existing ESAN practices

• Monitoring and Management of the DiskXtender application is achieved via the

DiskXtender Client application which requires an I/A process specific to the application

and not part of the domain.

• The user which runs the DiskXtender windows services must be a domain account with

permission to read and write data to the shares that it will act upon.

%
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J.5 Hardware Diagra

ESAN Center Universal
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ESAN LAN Detail

Figure J.5.1 Hardware Diagram

J.6 Data Flow

This section intends to describe data flow concerning the applicable components of the en-

hancements to the ESAN segment. It then provides a consolidated data flow description of the

Celerra-DiskXtender-Centera solution.

J.6.1 Centera Data Flow

Data transfer to and from Centera is as follows. A host either on the ESAN network or with

access to the ESAN-CENTERA-ARCHIVE VLAN(189) opens a connection to Centera, identi-

fies and authenticates, and writes or reads data. Identification and authentication occurs via one
*
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oftwo methods: via access profile name and password or via PEA file.

3.6.2 Access Profile Name and Password

During this identification and authentication method the host system supplies an access profile

name which has been preconfigured on the Centera unit. Access profiles define the level of

access or role to the Centera Cluster, as well as what storage pool or pools are available to that

access profile. All host applications which will store and retrieve data from the ESAN Centera

storage will have a predefined access profile granting only read and write operations on their as-

sociated pool. After the access profile name have been given, then a preconfigured password for

that access profile must be submitted. After successful verification of the password then the as-

sociated host is granted a connection.

J.6.3 PEA file I/A

A PEA file is a Centera generated file that contains the applicable access profile name as well as

a private key. For every host system / application using this method to connect to the Centera

storage a PEA file will be generated on the applicable Centera unit(s). This file will then be giv-

en to the application owner for use.
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Oentera

data

Figure J.6.3.1 PEA file I/A

J.6.4 Celerra Data Flow

Data flow into and out of the Celerra storage interfaces occurs via ESAN-CELERRA-DATA
VLAN (188). Security mechanisms associated with Celerra NSX data flow are that of NFSvl,

NFSv2, NFSv3 and CIFS.

3.6.5 NFS

By policy, for a given NSX NFS share, only the IP addresses or networks requiring access will

be allowed access to said share(s). Also, only those hosts requiring NFS share root privileges

will be allowed said access to their applicable shares.

J.6.6 CIFS Active Directory Integration
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For the CIFS protocol, a virtual CIFS server is created on the NSX for the systems domain that

requires access to the applicable CIFS share. This CIFS server is joined to the domain in ques-

tion.

J.6.7 Multi-Protocol File Sharing

For the implementations which require multi-protocol file sharing (such as the EFCON AIT Li-

brary replacement) a local password and group file is created on every blade (with applicable

share(s)) which translates the UID,GID to SID mapping such that should the same user exist in

the CIFS domain and NFS domains, the correct file permissions are maintained.

Colerra IP Connections
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Enclosure'3
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Blade
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Control Station
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J.6.8 Integrated DiskXtender (DX) Data Flow

The following descriptions and diagrams are intended to overview the data flow as it relates to

the DiskXtender application. Because DiskXtender is an application integrated with sources (Ce-

lerraNSX files shares) and destinations (Centera) is necessary to explain DiskXtender operations

as they relate to Celerra and Centera.

J.6.8.1 DX Data Flow — Step 1

DX maintains the construct of sources, destinations, policies, jobs and schedules. The following

is explained as it relates for the ESAN implementation. Further functionality ofDX is available

but it is outside the scope ofthe ESAN implementation.

• Sources are file shares what are visible to the DX server. Sources must be readable and

writable by the DX server.

• Destinations are the EMC Centera in the ESAN implementation.

• Policies are actions that the DX server will execute against the source and / or destination

such as migrating data, looking for orphaned files on the source, or scanning the destina-

tion for orphaned objects.

• Jobs are the instantiation ofpolicies.

• Schedules are mechanisms for automatic repeated executions ofjobs.

The first step depicted in the following diagram intends to show that for the execution of a given

migration job the DX server scans the source filesystems based on the criterion specified in the

applicable policy. After a file is identified for migration ( and while other files are being identi-

fied or searched for ) the DX server communicates to the CelerraNSX via the Celerra FileMover

API and instructs the Celerra NSX to migrate the data region of said file to a pre-configured des-

tination.
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Host such as efsOOOl
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DX
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NSX to archive said files to

applicable destination via VLAN
189

Centera

Figure J.6.8.1.1 DX Data Flow - Step 1

J.6.8.2 DX Data Flow - Step 2

In the case of the ESAN implementation, the applicable destination is an http server on the DX
server which then interfaces with Centera via the Centera API. In other words, for the data to be

migrated, the transport protocol is HTTP to the DX server which calls certain CGI routines on

the DX server, thereby writing the data to Centera. HTTPS is not available for this transport.

§
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NSX
VLAN 189

T
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policy viaVLAN 189

OtherSegment Network

Centera

Figure J.6.8.2.1 DX Data Flow - Step 2

J.6.8.3 DX Data Flow - Step 3

For the final step of the file migration, the Centera returns the C-Clip metadata in xml format to

the DX server along with the calculated md5 based Content Address (CA). The DX server stores

this C-Clip metadata in a local proprietary (pgsql based) database with other information regard-

ing the migration for said file. Then the DX server returns the CA to the Celerra, where the Ce-

lerra replaces the original file with a “stub” file containing the destination, CA and other perti-

nent information.
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Figure J.6.8.3.1 DX Data Flow - Step 3

J.7 Solution Infrastructure Services Flow (Examples)

Certain infrastructure protocols are common to some or all of the aforementioned ESAN en-

hancements. These common protocols and services are NTP, DNS, and, in some cases, ADS.

J.7.1 NTP

The following components utilize NTP time synchronization via the ESAN Catalyst switches /

routers:

• Celerra

• Centera

• DiskXtender Server ( via ADS integration )

• CUA
• Service Processor Portal

3.1.2 DNS

The following components utilize DNS time synchronization via the ESAN Domain controllers /
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DNS servers

• Celerra

• Centera

• DiskXtender Server (viaADS integration)

• CUA
• Service Processor Portal (via ADS integration)

J.7.3 ADS

The following components are integrated as members of the ESAN domain noe.cjis.fbi.gov /

oe.cjis.fbi.gov:

• Celerra

o Virtual Data Movers / Virtual CIFS servers join the ESAN domain (no applicable

GPOs)

• DiskXtender Server

• Service Processor Portal

J.8 Monitoring

J.8.1 Monitoring- Centera

• Basic monitoring of the Centera clusters is accomplished via the ECC Storage agent for Centera.

Monitoring capabilities include all health and wellness attributes ofthe Centera systems.

Enhanced monitoring the Centera Clusters is via the Centera Console application. This applica-

tion will be installed on its own server in the ESAN environment, it also maintains the capability

to monitor the log of successful and unsuccessful logins, both by application and administrator

(in the Centera environment that are really the same), monitor performance, view alert and com-

mand history.

J.8.2 Monitoring - Celerra

Monitoring of the Celerra NSXs is accomplished via the ECC Storage agent for NAS. Monitor-

ing capabilities include all health and wellness attributes ofthe Celerra systems.

¥

J.8.3 Monitoring - DiskXtender
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Monitoring of the DiskXtender server is accomplished via the ECC Host Agent for Windows.

Monitoring capabilities include all health and wellness attributes ofthe DiskXtender host system.

Monitoring of the DiskXtender application is accomplished via the DX for NAS GUI. This in-

terface is installed on the applicable DX servers. Login to this application requires the authoriza-

tion to launch the application via ADS GPOs, as well as an additional username and password

that is stored in the local DX database.

.1.9 Administration

J.9.1 Administration - Centera

Administration and changes to the Centera clusters are accomplished via the Centera Viewer ap-

plication, installed on the ESAN workstations, or ssh version 2 access to the Centera access

nodes. Access to the Centera Viewer application is managed by ADS GPOs. After the Centera

Viewer application is started, access to a Centera cluster is accomplished by providing an access

profile name (in the form of a username) and a secret which is locally stored on the Centera. The

access profile name provided must have at least the Monitoring role associated with it.

J.9.2 Ad inistration - Celerra

Administration of the Celerra NSXs is accomplished via access to the Celerra Control Station.

Network administration access (via ssh, or via https) to the Celerra control station is limited to

the built-in “nasadmin” account. After accessing the nasadmin account, the Celerra is adminis-

tered via multiple commands that may act upon the control station, and/or one or more X-Blades.

Elevation to root privileges is seldom required but may be garnered after logging in via the net-

work as the nasadmin user.

J.9.3 Administration - DiskXtender

Administration of the DiskXtender server follows the standard administration of the windows

domain.

Administration of the DiskXtender application accomplished via the DX for NAS GUI. This

interface is installed on the applicable DX servers. Login to this application requires the authori-

zation to launch the application via ADS GPOs, as well as an additional username and password

that is stored in the local DX database
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J.10 Ports and Services

J.10.1 Ports - Celerra

Table J.10.1 Ports - Celerra

Port Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

20 TCP Open FTP Yes

*

Port used for FTP data Transfers. This may be

disabled be disabling FTP as described below.

Authentication is performed on port 21 and de-

fined by the FTP protocol.

21

*

4

TCP Open FTP Yes Port 21 is th control port on which the FTP service

listens for incoming FTP requests. The authentica-

tion process is defined by the FTP protocol defini-

tion and cannot be changed. It is possible to au-

thenticate using either Unix names or a Windows

domain and user name (domain\user).

By default, all Data Movers Run the FTP service

and this port is active. If the FTP service is not

desired, it may be disabled by using the following

procedure:

• Disable FTP on the Data Mover

o Use vi to edit the file

/nas / server/ <server_name>/n
etd

• Comment out the ftpd line

o Ftpd becomes #ftpd

• Restart the Data Mover

o This may me reset automatically

during an upgrade, be sure to re-

check

*

Details on running and managing the FTP service

on a Data Mover is documented in the EMC
Technical Module Using FTP on Celerra Network

Server,

69 UDP Open TFTP Yes Initially TFTP listens on UDP port 69. After a

request is read on port 69, a different port is ran-
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Port Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by
Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

TCP/UDP Open rpcbind

(Network

Infrastructure)

137 UDP Open NETBIOS Yes

Name Service

(CIFS)
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Comments

domly chosen to use for the TFTP data transfer.

By definition, TFTP does not authenticate re-

quests.

The TFTP service is not started by default, it must

be manually started.

TFTP operation, including how to disable the ser-

vice, is documented in the EMC Technical Module

Using TFTP on Celerra Network Server.

This port is opened by the standard port mapper or

rcpbind service and is an auxiliary Celerra network

service. It cannot be stopped. By definition, if a

client system has network connectivity to the port,

they may query it. No authentication is performed.

The NETBIOS Name Service is associated with

the Celerra’ s CIFS file sharing services and is a

core component of that feature. This port may be

disabled by not offering CIFS services. If CIDS
services are enabled, this port is active. It is spe-

cifically required for older versions of the Win-

dows OS (Pre-Windows 20000).

There is no authentication, in accordance with Mi-

crosoft standards. Clients with legitimate access to

the Celerra’ s CIFS services must have network

connectivity to the port for continued operation.

This port can be closed by running the command

server_setup server_d -P -o cifs -stop.

Note that this disables all CIFS-related services.
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Port Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

138 UDP Open NETBIOS
Datagram

Service

(CIFS)

139 UDP Open NETBIOS
Session Ser-

vice

The NETBIOS Datagram Service is associated

with the Celerra’s CIFS file sharing services and is

a core component of that feature. This port may
be disabled by not offering CIFS services. If

CIDS services are enabled, this port is active. It is

specifically required for older versions of the

Windows OS (Pre-Windows 20000).

There is no authentication, in accordance with Mi-

crosoft standards. Clients with legitimate access to

the Celerra’s CIFS services must have network

connectivity to the port for continued operation.

This port can be closed by running the command

server_setup server_d -P -o cifs -stop.

Note that this disables all CIFS-related services.

The NETBIOS Session Service is associated with

the Celerra’s CIFS file sharing services and is a

core component of that feature. This port may be

disabled by not offering CIFS services. If CIDS
services are enabled, this port is active. It is spe-

cifically required for older versions of the Win-

dows OS (Pre-Windows 20000).

There is no authentication, in accordance with Mi-

crosoft standards. Clients with legitimate access to

the Celerra’s CIFS services must have network

connectivity to the port for continued operation.

This port can be closed by running the command

server_setup server_d -P -o cifs -stop.

Note that this disables all CIFS-related services.
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Port Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by
Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

161 UDP Open SNMP Yes, with loss

of functionali-

ty

(Management

Infrastructure)

The Simple Network management Protocol

(SNMP) is a management and monitoring service

used by many third party management tools. The

Data Mover uses SNMP, version 1 as defined by

RFC 1157. This version of SNMP does not sup-

port modifying any of the monitored values. Au-

thentication is based upon a client system knowing

the community string. The community string is

“public” by default and should be changed using

the server_snmp command.

SNMP is used for come communication between

the Control Station and the Data Mover, if it is

disabled, the server_netstat command will cease

to function properly.

Instructions for disabling the SNMP service on a

Data Mover are defined in the Primus solution

emc61038.

445 TCP Open CIFS This port is the new default CIFS connectivity port

for Windows 2000 and later clients. This port is

disabled by not offering CIFS services. If CIFS

services are disabled, then this port is inactive.

Authentication is addressed on this port in accor-

dance with Microsoft practices (de facto stan-

dards). Clients with legitimate access to the Celer-

ra’s CIFS services must have network connectivity

to the ports for continued operation.

CIFS services can be closed by running the com-

mand server_setup server_d -P -o cifs -

stop. Note that this disables all CIFS-related ser-

vices.
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Port Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

i

i

Comments

520 UDP Open Routing In-

formation

Protocol

(RIP)

Yes Routing Information Protocol (RIP): A routing

protocol optimized for creating routed within one

organization (interior gateway protocol). RIP is a

distance-vector protocol that used hop count (max

15) as the metric. RIP-1 does not send the mask in

updates. RIP-2 sends the mask in updates. [From:

EMC Technical Module Configuring and Manag-

ing Celerra Networking]

This technical module explains the purpose and

configuration of RIP services on the Data Mover.

Instructions for disabling the service are included.

1234 TCP/UDP Open mount No The mount service is a core component of the NFS
service (versions 2 and 3) and is an important

component of Control Station to Data Mover inte-

raction, even if there are no NFS exports external-

ly visible from the Data Mover.

(NFS)
There are several methods of controlling access to

NFS exports and these are described in the EMC
Technical Module Managing NFS Access to the

Celerra Network Server. Authentication of users

is AUTHJSYS be default. If stronger authentica-

tion is desired, Secure NFS is available as an RPQ
item. Secure NFS provides Kerberos authentica-

tion for end users.

Clients with legitimate access to the Celerra’ s NFS
services must have network connectivity to the

port for continued operation.
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State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

2049 TCP/UDP Open NFS

4647 UDP Open lockd forward Yes

(Infrastructure

for NFS Clus-

ter)

This port is used to provide NFS services and is an

important part of the Control Station to Data Mov-

er interaction, even if these are no NFS exports

externally visible from the Data Mover.

There are several methods of controlling access to

NFS exports and these are described in the EMC
Technical Module Managing NFS Access to the

Celerra Network Server. Authentication of users

is AUTH_SYS be default. If stronger authentica-

tion is desired, Secure NFS is available as an RPQ
item. Secure NFS provides Kerberos authentica-

tion for end users.

Clients with legitimate access to the Celerra’ s NFS
services must have network connectivity to the

port for continued operation.

This is not a public service. It is used only on the

Celerra interconnection network. External clients

will not need to reach this service. It may be

blocked by a firewall. This service is used by the

DART NFS Cluster product. To determine if any

NFS clusters are configured, use the command

nas_server -l. The cluster will have the type

“group”. To remove any NFS clusters use the

command nas server clster name -delete.
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Service Can the Port

Be Closed by
Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

4658 TCP Open Protable Arc-

hive Inter-

change (PAX)

(Network

Infrastructure)

5033 TCP Open NBS (Net- No
work Block

Service)

Portable Archive Interchange (PAX): A Celerra

Network Server archive protocol that works with

standard UNIX tape formats. The protocol is used

only between the Control Station and Data Mover.

It is only used on the private network.

This service may be disabled if the local tape

backup is not used. Details on how to disable this

service are in Primus under ID emc49339.

Background information on PAX is contained in

the relevant EMC documentation on backups and

NDMP. There are several technical modules on

this topic to seal with a variety ofbackup tools.

An EMC proprietary protocol similar to (and a

precursor ol) iSCSI.

Externally, NBS is used for control types of func-

tions in the area of smap, replication, and iSCSI

management. CHAP authentications are required

to establish an NBS connection. On NS platforms,

NBS is always started (port opened and listened

to) to provide control station access to the back-

end. On the CNS platform, NBS is started by the

iSCSI service.

This port can be placed behind a firewall. The

NBS service that opens this port is a core Celerra

service and cannot be stopped. This is not a “pub-

lic” service. When used for Control Station to

Data Mover communication it is only used on the

private Celerra interconnection network. Clients

will not need to reach this service.
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Service

*

Can the Port

Be Closed by
Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

5080 TCP

*

Open HTTP

(FileMover

support &
infrastructure)

Yes HTTP is used as a transport mechanism for File-

Mover and for some Control Station to Data Mov-

er information exchanges. FILEMOVER traffic is

for ILM-related policy engines to send commands

to the Data Mover. The policy engines are authen-

ticated using the HTTP digest authentication me-

thod. This is described in the FILEMOVER do-

cumentation. See EMC Technical Module Confi-

guring DHSM on Celerra for configuration and

monitoring commands.

HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) is not currently availa-

ble on the Data Mover.

Because the HTTP transport is also used for Con-

trol Station to Data mover interactions, the service

may not be disabled. However, this only requires

that HTTP requests be accepted from the Control

Station by the Data Mover over the private net-

work within the Celerra cabinet. Access to the

HTTP service by external agents is disabled by

default.

8888 TCP Open RCP

(Replication

Services)

Yes This port is used by the replicator (on the second-

ary side). It is left open by the replicator as soon

as some rate has to be replicated.

Clients (other Celerra servers) using the replication

service must be behind the same firewall for con-

tinued operation.
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State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

10000 TCP Open NDMP Yes

(Backup Ser-

vices)

12345 TCP Open usermapper Yes

(CIFS)

31491 UDP Open RFA (Remote

File Access)

Yes

NFS Functio-

nality

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

IAFIS Interface

Control Document

Comments

The Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP)
allows you to control the backup and recovery of

an NDMP server through a network backup appli-

cation, without installing third-party software on

the server. In a Celerra Network Server, the Data

Mover functions as the NDMP server.

The NDMP service can be disabled if the NDMP
tape backup is not used.

The NDMP service is authenticated with a user-

name/password pair. The username is required to

be “ndmp” for Celerra 5.3 and earlier releases, and

configurable from 5.4 and later releases. The

NDMP documentation describes how to configure

the password for a variety of environments.

The usermapper service is associated with the Ce-

lerra’s CIFS services. This is the method by which

Windows credentials (which are SID-based) are

mapped to UID and GID values.

This port can be placed behind a firewall. The

service that opens this port is usermapper and is a

core Celerra service. It cannot be stopped.

The service that opens this port is RFA and is a

core Celerra service associated with NFS. It can-

not be stopped.
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Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

38914 UDP Open nfs forward

(Infrastructure

for NFS Clus-

ter)

49152 TCP/UDP
thru

65535

Open Statd

NFS Support

49152 TCP/UDP
thru

65535

Open rquotad

Quota Sup-

port

This is not a public service. It is used only on the

Celerra interconnection network. External clients

will not need to reach this service. It may be

blocked by a firewall. This service is used by the

DARD NFS Cluster product. To determine if any

NFS Clusters are configured, use the command

nas_server -i. The cluster will have the type

“group”. To remove any NFS clusters use the

Command nas server cluster name -delete.

statd is the NFS file-cocking status monitor and

works in conjunction with lockd to provide crash

and recovery functions for NFS (which is inherent-

ly a stateless protocol).

statd is a core service but it can be stopped.

Clients with legitimate access to the Celerra’s NFS
services would need to have network connectivity

to this port.

The rquotad daemon provides quota information to

NFS clients who have mounted a file system. An
NFS user that has mounted a Celerra file system

can access quota information for the file system

using the quota command. This command runs on

the client side and interrogates the rquotad daemon

on the Data Mover via RPC.

To use this functionality, the client must have al-

ready mounted the file system. Authentication is

AUTHJSYS, the same as is used for the NFS pro-

tocol. You must have root access to the file sys-

tem to get the quota information for different us-

ers.
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State

Service Can the Port

Be Closed by

Stopping As-

sociated Ser-

vice?

Comments

49152

thru

65535

TCP/UDP Open Lockd

NFS Support

Yes lockd is the NFS file-cocking status monitor and

works in conjunction with statd to provide crash

and recovery functions for NFS (which is inherent-

ly a stateless protocol).

lockd is a core service but it can be stopped.

Clients with legitimate access to the Celerra’s NFS
services would need to have network connectivity

to this port.

49152

thru

65535

TCP/UDP Open MAC no MAC is a proprietary management protocol be-

tween the Control Station and Data Mover. It is

only used on the private network between the two.

This is a core process and cannot be stopped.

*

J.10.2 Control Station

Table J.1 0.2.1 Ports - Control Station

Port Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port Be
Closed by Stop-

ping Associated

Service?

Comments

22 TCP

U

Open SSH

ft

T

Yes

(Strongly not

SSH is default method of getting a shell in order

to use the Control Station CLI. Telnet and other

related services are not enabled by default; SSH is

the recommended method of access the Control

Station. Authentication is handled be the SSH
daemon and uses the local user account informa-

tion on the Control Station.
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Port

i

Protocol Default

State

Service Can the Port Be
Closed by Stop-

ping Associated

Service?

Comments
i

recommended)

While this port can be closed by running the

command /sbin/sercive sshd stop followed by

/sbin/chkconfig -del sshd, this is not recom-

mended.

80 TCP Open HTTP No This is the standard HTTP port. All HTTP man-

agement traffic directed to this port is automatical-

ly directed to the HTTPS port (443). No services

are offered over port 80.

111

»

TCP/UDP Open rcpbind No The service that opens this port is the standard

portmapper or rcpbind process and is auxiliary

network service; it cannot be stopped. By its very

nature, if a client system has network connectivity

to the port, they may query it. There is no authen-

tication performed.

161 UDP Open SNMP

Management

Infrastructure

Yes

*

The Simple Network management Protocol

(SNMP) ia a management and monitoring service

used by many third party management tools. The

Control Station used SNMP, version 1 as defined

by RFC 1157. This version of SNMP does not

support modifying any of the monitored values.

Authentication is based upon a client system

knowing the community string. The community

string setting is “public” by default and should be

changed.

a

Instructions on disabling the SNMP service on a

Celerra Control Station are defined in the Primus

solution amc44454. However, doing this will

prevent auto-discovery by external management

toold. If you are using ECC to monitor a Celerra,

then the SNMP service must be enabled.

443 TCP Open HTTPS No This is the standard HTTPS port and is used for

HTTP-based management tragic to the Control

Station by both Celerra Manager and Celerra

Monitor. When used by the Celerra Manager, an

administrator must log in before they are granted

access to the system. They are authenticated

against the local Control Station administrative
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Port Protocol Default Service

State

Can the Port Be
Closed by Stop-

ping Associated

Service?

Comments

6389 TCP Open Navicli

8000 TCP Open HTTP

8014 TCP Open

8712

9823

Open

Open nas mcd

IAFIS-DOC-05125-25.0

user accounts. Celerra Monitor has it’s own au-

thentication protocol but uses the same set of local

administrative user accounts.

CLARiiON -evrOl. This port can be placed be-

hind a firewall.

This port can be used by Celerra Monitor is

HTTPS is not desired for some reason. It is also

used for replications commands that go between

Control Stations,

Celerra Monitor follows a protocol that requires

all incoming traffic to be authenticated and carry a

valid session token. The Control Station to Con-

trol Station replication traffic requires that an ex-

plicit trust relationship between the Control Sta-

tions be established beforehand. Then each HTTP
request is cryptographically signed by then send-

ing Control Station before being sent to the receiv-

ing Control Station. Without a valid signature, the

HTTP request will not be accepted.

It is not recommended that this port be disabled.

This port is used for communications between the

clarion agent and jserver. It is only used within

the Control Station Environment (i.e. not exposed

to the network).

This is used by the NBS service for access to the

Control Station file system on NS-series Celerras.

It is restricted to the private network between the

Control Station and Data Mover.

This port is used for the two nasjmcd processed to

communicate with each other. It is used in two

instances:

1. A standby CD “asks” the primary CD to port

NGI'256
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Port Protocol Default Service

State

Can the Port Be
Closed by Stop-

ping Associated

Service?

Comments

32768 TCP/UDP

39494 TPC/UDP Open Lockd

events for it using port 9823 over the internal net-

work.

2. In a Celerra SRDF configuration the R1 and

the R2 Control Stations communicate over the IP

network using port 9823.

The Master Control Daemon (MCD) functions as

a monitor over the system, similar to a Unix INIT

process but with a NAS focus and NAS specific

functionality.

While the port is strictly for communication be-

tween nas_mcd process and provides a very li-

mited interface, no additional authentication is

performed (as with standard auxiliary network

services).

This port is dynamically allocated. This port can

be closed by running the command

/sbin/service nfslock stop followed by
/sbin/chkconfig -del nfslock

The lockd daemon that works in concert with

statd. This port is dynamically allocated. It is

closed by running the commands mentioned in the

statd section above.

J.10.3 Ports the Data Mover/Blade May Contact

The table below lists the network connections that may be initiated by the Celerra’ s Data Mov
er/Blade.
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Table J.1 0.3.1 Ports the Data Mover/Blade May Contact

Protocol Port Purpose On What Host(s)

TCP/UDP 53 DNS All Windows 2000 and above Domain Control-

lers/DNS Servers

TCP/UDP 88 Kerberos Ticket All Kerberos KDCs (Key Distribution Centers).

This applies to Windows 2000 and above Do-

main Controllers as well as to Unix and Linux

KDCs.

TCP/UDP 111 Portmapper All NFS clients, VC Servers, andNIS servers

TCP/UDP 137 WINS All WINS servers

UDP 138 NETBIOS Datagram Ser-

vice

All CIFS clients (used for notification and po-

pups)

TCP 139

«

CIFS (on Domain Control-

lers)

All Windows NT Domain Controllers

UDP 161 SNMP All hosts to which the Data Mover will send

SNMP traps

TCP/UDP 389 LDAP All Windows 2000 and above Domain Control-

lers or other LDAP Servers

UDP 3268 LDAP Queries to the Windows 2000 and above Gen-

eral Catalog
h

TCP 445 CIFS (on domain controller)

1

All Windows Domain Controllers

TCP/UDP 464 Kerberos Password

u

All Windows 2000 and above Domain Control-

lers or other KPASSWD servers

TCP/UDP 625 FMP Windows WPFS clients
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Protocol Port Purpose On What Host(s)

TCP/UDP 6907 FMP Unix FPMS clients

TCP/UDP
f

Dynamic Lockd All NFS clients

TCP/UDP Dynamic Statd All NFS clients

TCP/UDP Dynamic NIS NIS servers

J.10.4 Celerra Default Accounts

Table J.10.4.1 Celerra Default Accounts

User Account Description

Root Similar to a traditional UNIX machine, the root user (or superuser) is the first user

account created when Celerra is initially installed. The roos user could be consi-

dered as the System Administrator of the Control Station/Celerra and has the Abili-

ty to perform system administrator tasks.

Nasadmin The nasadmin user is created as the default Celerra administrator when a Celerra is

installed in the factory. If the Celerra software is installed on site a default account

is created, but the name of the account may be modified at the discretion of the in-

staller. Nasadmin has the ability to perform a majority ofthe Celerra administrative

tasks. The remaining tasks require root privileges.

Nore: Additional Accounts exist on the Control Station, but these are the only two that can be logged into.

J.10.5 Ports Centers

Table J.10.5 Ports - Centera

Component Service Protocol Port Description
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Component Service Protocol Port Description

CentraStar SSH (Unlocked

Nodes only)

TCP 22 Incoming and rep-

lies

CentraStar SHCP (if confi-

gured)

UDP 67-68 Outgoing and rep-

lies

CentraStar DHCP (in confi-

gured)

Broadcast 67-68 Incoming

CentraStar DNS (if confi-

gured)

TCP/UDP 53 Outgoing and rep-

lies

A

CentraStar SMTP (if confi-

gured)

TCP 25

*

Outgoing and rep-

lies

CentraStar SNMP Trap (if

configured)

UDP 162 Outgoing

CentraStar SNMP Get request

(if configured)

UDP 1610 Incoming and rep-

lies

CentraStar ICMP ICMP Outgoing and Rep-

lies

CentraStar Syslog (if confi-

gured)

UDP 514 Outgoing

CentraStar Smartpockets TCP/UDP 3218 Incoming/Outgoing

CentraStar Centera Manage-

ment Protocol

TCP/UDP 3682 Incoming/Outgoing

CentraStar Centera Federa-

tions

TCP/UDP 3220 Incoming/Outgoing

CentraStar FTP TCP 21 Outgoing
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